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MARKETING SALES RELEASE

SONY/TEKTRONIX TYPE 323 PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE

Major Sales Features

- Portable - compact size, 7 1b weight (with batteries) and

freedom of choosing AC, DC or internal battery power.

- Low Power Consumption - The instrument may be operated on

internal batteries up to 8 hours or more. Actual operating

time is dependent on trace intensity, display amplitude,

signal frequency and temperature of batteries during last

charge cycle. A "worse case" situation would permit battery

operation for at least 3.4 hours. Power consumed from an

external DC source may be up to 4.5 watts (typically 1.6 W).

Up to 14 watts are required when operating from external AC.

- 4 MHz bandwidth at 10 mV/div. A X10 gain provides 1 mV/div

at 2.75 MHz bandwidth. No delay line.

- Bright Trace - Efficient design of CRT electron optics combined

with P31 phosphor provides a trace brighter than the 321A whicn

has twice the accelerating potential. (4 kV vs 2 kV)

- Simple Triggering - A single knob provides automatic operation

or manual trigger level selection + or - slope. With no input,

automatic triggering provides a bright baseline at all sweep

speeds.

- All solid-state.

Potential Markets

The combined portability and performance of the Type 323 make

an attractive measurement package for use in "on site"

maintenance applications. Potential markets are: maintenance

of industrial control equipment, communications equipment,

aircraft instrumentation, marine instrumentation, computers and

business machines.



Sony/Tektronix Type 323 Portable Oscilloscope - continued

Price: Type 323 - $850

Public Announcement: May 27, 1968

Support Activities:

Advertising - Spec Sheets in the Field Office by May 27, 1968.

~~ News Release mailed to magazine publishers May 23,

1968. Feature article in May 27 issue of ELECTRONICS

magazine. Article in August issue of SERVICE SCOPE.

Included in August Catalog Supplement.

Product Technical Information - PRB information in Field Office by

May 27, 1968.

Marketing Product Administration -

First Demo Availability - June 7, 1968

First Customer Availability - June 21, 1968
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PERFORMANCE

UNUSUAL FEATURES

The following features of the 323 differ

from previous Tektronix practices or are

otherwise noteworthy. They are summarized

here for convenient reference. More

detailed information is provided in the

Instruction Manual and the Engineering

Instrument Specification.

1. Power Supply

ae

TEK 323 RB

Batteries can be charged at full

rate even while instrument is

operating. Line voltage must

however, be at least 98 V (196 V

when connected for 230 V line)

otherwise charge rate may be

reduced.

Battery pack and charger circuitry

may be removed as a unit and

operated independently of the

instrument. This allows the

323 to be powered by a second

battery pack while the first is

being charged.

The 323 will automatically switch

to battery operation when

connected to an AC line whose

voltage drops below the required

minimum. There is no front panel

indication of the change and the

LOW BATT indicator will not ,

operate until the batteries are

discharged.

Conversely, no such automatic

switch-over occurs when the 323

is operated from an external DC

source. The LOW BATT indicator

will operate when source

voltage drops below the required

minimum.

Battery playing time may vary

from about 3.5 hours to more than

10 hours depending upon control

settings and vertical input signal

characteristics. Increases in

signal frequency, display vertical

amplitude and CRT cathode current

(Intensity control setting) will

all reduce play time. |

6-3-68

John Thompson, 5-16-68

e. Selection of an external DC

source by means of the rear

panel switch will prevent

operation from internal

batteries or the AC line.

f. An external DC source of

incorrect polarity will blow

F501 mounted on the power

regulator board. Access

requires removal of instrument

cabinet and power regulator

enclosure cover.

g. The power cord does not have

UL approval due to the small

conductor size. Conductors are

22 AWG and current should be

restricted to 4 amps maximum if

the cord is used for other

purposes.

Sweep Trigger and Hortzontal

a. The TIME/DIV control rotates

continuously and permits direct

switching from the fastest

sweep speed to the External

Horizontal mode. The risk |

of phosphor burns is minimized

by the limited current available

from the HV supply.

b. Trigger slope switching occurs

as the LEVEL control is rotated

through its center position.

c. The AUTO mode is not of the

"bright-line" type but the

auto repetition rate is

switched by the TIME/DIV control

to minimize baseline intensity

variations.

d. Vertical amplifier risetime

is equal to less than 0.2 major

division at maximum magnified

sweep speed.

--continued



Performance —- continued

UNUSUAL FEATURES (continued)

8. Dtsplay and Grattcule c. Amesh filter must be installed
in order to meet published EMI

a. There is noticeable deflection specifications. This filter

defocussing on the horizontal is an optional accessory (PN
axis. This is mostly due to 378-0596-00) and installation

the relatively large deflection renders the graticule invisible.

angle required to minimize CRT It should be recommended only

length. when maximum EMI capability
, is mandatory.

b. No graticule illumination is

provided.

2 6-3-68 7 TEK 323 RB



FACTORY CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

CONTENTS :

This is the guide for calibrating new instruments in

Product Manufacturing. The procedure consists of 4

sections:

Equipment Required Thts procedure ts

company confidential

Factory Test Limits - Factory Test Limits are

limits an instrument must meet before leaving

Manufacturing. These limits are often more

stringent than advertised performance require-

ments. This is to insure that the instrument

will meet advertised requirements after ship-

ment, allows for individual differences in

test equipment used, and (or) allows for changes . ar.
in environmental conditions. A p i t

y October 1968

Short Form Procedure - The Short Form Procedure For all serial

has the same sequence of steps and the same numbers.
limits on checks or adjustments as the Main

Procedure.

Main Procedure - The Main Procedure gives more

detailed instructions for the calibration of

the instrument. This procedure may require that

some checks and adjustments be made so that

performance is better than that required by

the Factory Test Limits. This insures the

Factory Test Limits will be met when side

panels are added, permits some normal variation

in test equipment and plug-in scopes, etc.

Abbreviations in this procedure will be found

listed in TEKTRONIX STANDARD A-100. Definitions

of terms used in this procedure may be found in

TEKTRONIX STANDARD A-101.

In this procedure, all front panel control labels

and Tektronix instrument names are in capital

letters (VOLT/DIV, etc). Internal adjustment

labels are capitalized only (Gain Adj, etc).

CHANGE INFORMATION:

This procedure has been prepared by Product Manufac-

turing Staff Engineering. For information on changes

made to this procedure, to make suggestions for

changing this procedure, or to order additional

copies: please contact PMSE, 39-307.

© , 1968 TEKTRONIX, INC., PO Box 500

_ BEAVERTON, OREGON. All rights reserved.

e, |
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EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:

The following equipment is necessary to complete this procedure:

Qe

>

oF ft
BS

lt sel ell seer ce ee oe oe oe

THKTRONIX Instruments

TYPE 544, 546, or 547 OSCILLOSCOPE

TYPE 1Al PLUG-IN UNIT

TYPE 191 CONSTANT AMPLITUDE SIGNAL GENERATOR

TYPE 106 SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR

TYPE 184 TIME MARK GENERATOR

TYPE P6006 10X PASSIVE PROBE

TYPE P6028 1X PASSIVE PROBE

Test Fixtures and Accessories

76TU Line voltage control (067-0048-00)

Standard Amplitude Calibrator (SAC) (067-0502-00)

DC Voltage Bridge (067-0543-99)

600 Volt Variable DC Supply (PMPE Dwe #14214A)

Microphonics Shock Hammer (PMPE Dwg #1283-B)

Input RC Normalizer (47pF) (067-0541-00)

Probe Simulator (067-0541-00)

Input RC Normalizer (62pF PMIE Dwg #2018C)

Sine Wave Generator (067-0542-99)

BNC T Male to 2 Female (103-0030-00)

Patch Cord BNC to Banana plug (012-0091-00)

Patch Cord BND to BNC (012-0087-00)

502 BNC cable (012-0057-00)

502 Termination (011-0049-00)

502 10:1 Attenuator (011-0059-00)

Calibration Shield (067-0571-00)

502 dummy load (308-0362-00)

Other Equipment

Variable DC Power Supply 6 to 16 Volts @ .8amps

20 ,0002/volt multimeter

Note: The probe simulator

is identical to the input RC

Normalizer except it is com—

pensated to each TYPE 323.

*This equipment must be traceable to NBS for instruments certification.

Substitute test equipment may be used.

approve any substitutions.

The Plant Staff Engineer must

All equipment listed must perform within

its manufacturer's specifications, unless otherwise stated.

Oct 1968
3 23



FACTORY TEST LIMITS

Factory Test Limits are qualified by the conditions specified in the main body of the

Factory Calibration Procedure. The numbers and letters to the left of the limits

correspond to the procedure steps where the check or adjustment is made. Steps with-

out Factory Test Limits (setups, presets, etc.) are not listed. Instruments may not

meet Factory Test Limits if calibration or checkout methods and test equipment differ

substantially from those in this procedure.

oO

OO

- @mhonn oe

CHARGING CURRENT

Charging Current: 180mA +10mA

Regulation: +4mV

Regulation with dummy load: +2mV

POWER SUPPLIES

-1.9kV, +17

300ua, +5%

High voltage:

Intensity Limit:

CAL OUT: .5V +.5%4

+5V: +£1.57

-5V range: <-4.85 to >-5.15V

-5V: +£.5% —

+175V: +8%, -42

+100V: +5%

+14V: +20%

Idle current: <230mA

REGULATION AND RIPPLE

Ripple: Power Supply ripple, max.

+5V 10mV

-5V 10mV

+14V 200mV

+100V 200mV

+175V 750mV

Regulation:

Power Supply deviation

+5V ~O25V

-5V -03V

+14V 2.8V

+100V 5.0V

+175V 14.0V

-1.9kV ~O19KV

Oct 1968 323
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12.

13.

Fh oman &

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR

6.25V +52

VAR V/DIV BAL AND VERT X10 BAL

Var V/Div Bal: +.5div

Vert X10 Bal: tldiv

MAXIMUM VERTICAL INPUT VOLTAGE

500V

LIMIT CENTERING

~O0O8div

TRACE ROTATION AND GEOMETRY

TRACE ROTATION range: 4°
Geometry Vert: .ldiv

Horiz: .ldiv

GAIN

Vert Xl Gain Range + and -5%

Vert X10 Gain Range + and -5%Z

VOLTS/DIV

Volts/Div Accuracy: +17

VERT POSITION Range: 5.5div

5DIV CAL: +.5%
VARIABLE: 2.5:1

5DIV CAL X10 VERT Gain: +17



14.

16.

17.

19.

20.

2].

0mnT
23.

HI FREQ COMPENSATION

HF compensation: +1.5%, -1.5%,

2.5% P-P

X10 Transient Response +1.57%,

2.5% P-P

BANDWIDTH

Bandwidth: 4.1MHz

X10 VERT GAIN Bandwidth: 3.0MHz

MAXIMUM PQWER COMSUMPTION

4.4w

MAXIMUM HORIZ INPUT VOLTAGE

300V

MAG REGISTRATION

+ldiv, from Xl to X10

TIMING

Xl Gain: +2% over 8div

VARIABLE TIME/DIV: 2.5:1

Sweep Length: 10.5div to lldiv

X10 Gain 2% over 8div

Horiz POSITION Range: end of

trace must cross graticule

center at each rotation extreme

TIME/DIV ACCURACY

+3% over 8div

t4% over 2div

TIME/DIV Accuracy +2% over 8div

+3% over 2div

X10 HORIZ MAG

Oct 1968 323

24. EXT HORIZ

a. Deflection factor: .25V/div

+20%

b. EXT HORIZ VAR: 10:1

c. EXT HORIZ 10X ATTEN: +27

f. Input Capacity: 62pF, +4pF

ge. EXT HORIZ Bandwidth: 15kHz

25. VOLTS/DIV COMPENSATION

b. Input Capacity: 4/pF +4pF

c. VOLTS/DIV compensation: +1%

26. MICROPHONICS AND GATE CURRENT

AND INPUT NOISE

a. Microphonics: IlIdiv, max, no ringing

type

b. Gate current: <50pa

c. Input noise: <.ldiv

27. VERTICAL AC COUPLED BANDWIDTH

<2Hz

28. TRIGGERING

a. EXT TRIG DC: 60mV, at 2Hz

b. EXT TRIG AC Low Freq: 60mV, at 30Hz

c. Int. TRIG AC Low Freq: .25div, at

30Hz

d. Int TRIG AC LF REJ

Trigger rejection: .25div at 5kHz

Triggering: .25div, at 30kHz

e. 400kHz Triggering EXT: 60mV

INT: .25div

f. Trigger range + and - .85 volts

ge. 4MHz triggering EXT: 175mV

INT: ./div

29. CALIBRATOR

a. Risetime <2us

b. Rep Rate /50Hz +200Hz

c. Period 45 to 55%

30. EXT BLANKING

+3V applied

THE END

4



SHORT FORM PROCEDURE

Factory Test Limits are limits an instrument must meet before it leaves Manufacturing;

therefore, it must be possible to inspect to these limits. Because of normal variations

in test equipment and plug-in scopes, addition of side panels, etc, it is necessary to

set up some circuits so their performance is better than required by Factory Test Limits.

Therefore, the instructions given in the Factory Calibration Procedure may call for

checks or adjustments which result in less error than that allowed by the Factory Test

Limits.

1. PRELIMINARY 5. LOW BATT INDICATOR

a. Make General Inspection Check low BATTERY INDICATOR

b. Presets | 6.25V +5%

c. Check resistance

6. VAR V/DIV BAL AND VERT X10 BAL

2. CHARGING CURRENT

a. Adjust Var V/Div Bal, R40

a. Check charging current: b. Adjust Vert X10 Bal, R39

180mA +10mA

b. Check Regulation: +4mV

c. Check Regulation with dummy load: 7. MAXIMUM VERTICAL INPUT VOLTAGE

+2mV

d. Check EXT DC resistance 500V

3. POWER SUPPLIES 8. UPPER DEFLECTION PLATE DC LEVEL AND

LOWER DEFLECTION PLATE DC LEVEL

b. Adjust High Voltage, R513: -1.9kV

c. Adjust Intensity Limit, R583: 300mA a. Adjust UPPER DEFLECTION PLATE DC

d. Adjust CAL OUT, R552: .5V LEVEL, R91

e. Check +5V: +1.5%, max } b. Adjust LOWER DEFLECTION PLATE DC

f. Check -5V range, R566: <-4.85V to LEVEL, R93

>-5.15V c. Initial Adjust Limit Centering, R66

ge. Adjust -5V, R566

h. Check +175V, +100V, and +14V

Supplies 9. LIMIT CENTERING

+175 +8%, -4%

+100 +5% Adjust Limit Centering, R66

+14 +207 |

i. Check Idle Current: <230mA

10. ASTIGMATISM

4. REGULATION AND RIPPLE Adjust ASTIGMATISM, R597

a. Check Ripple

b. Check Regulation

Oct 1968 323 , 7



CALIBRATION

11. TRACE ROTATION AND GEOMETRY ~

Check TRACE ROTATION range: 4°

Adjust TRACE ROTATION, R592

c. Adjust Geometry, R593

ao

Vert: .ldiv

Horiz: .ldiv

12. GAIN

b. Check Vert Xl Gain range and

set gain, R69: + and - 5%

c. Check Vert X10 Gain range and

set gain, R46: + and - 5%

13. VOLTS/DIV

Check VOLTS/DIV accuracy: +1%

Check INPUT switch

Check VERT POSITION range: 5.5div

Check 5DIV CAL: .5%

Check VARIABLE: 2.5:1

Check 5div CAL X10 VERT GAIN: +#+1%moan we &
14. HI FREQ COMPENSATION

b. Adjust HF Compensation: +1.5%

-1.5%, 2.5% P-P

c. Check X10 Transient response:

+1.5%, 2.5% P-P

15. TRIGGER TAKEOFF COMPENSATION

Adjust trigger takeoff compensation,

C201

16. BANDWIDTH

b. Check bandwidth: >4.1MHz at -3dB

ec. Check X10 VERT GAIN bandwidth:

>3.O0MHz at -3dB

Oct 1968 323

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

0nan wtp
22.

23.

NOTES

MAXIMUM POWER COMSUMPTION

4.4w

EXT HORIZ BAL

Adjust EXT HROIZ Var Bal, R218

MAXIMUM HORIZ INPUT VOLTAGE

300V

MAG REGISTRATION

Adjust mag registration, R439:

+ldiv from Xl to X10

TIMING

Adjust Xl Gain, R401: +2% over 8div

Check VARIABLE TIME/DIV 2.5:1

Adjust sweep length, R347

Adjust X10 Gain, R433

Check Horiz POSITION range

end of trace must cross graticule

center at each rotation extreme

HIGH SPEED TIMING

Adjust High Speed Timing, C446,

C454, and C432

TIME/DIV ACCURACY

Check X10 HORIZ MAG, +3Z%, over 8div

+4%, over 2div

Check TIME/DIV ACCURACY: +2%, over

8div

+3%, over 2div



24.

An op
Fh

25.

26.

27.

28.

CALIBRATION

EXT HORIZ

Check Deflection factor

Check EXT HORIZ VAR: 10:1

Check EXT HORIZ 1OX ATTEN +27

Adjust 10X ATTEN compensation,

C206

Check EXT HORIZ AC

Check INPUT Capacity: 62pF,

+4pF

Check EXT HORIZ Bandwidth:

15kHz

VOLTS/DIV COMPENSATION

Check Input Capacity: 47pF,

+4pF

Adjust VOLTS/DIV COMPENSATION:

+1%

MICROPHONICS AND GATE CURRENT

AND INPUT NOISE

Check microphonics: <ldiv

no ringing type

Check gate current: <50pa

Check Input noise: <.ldiv

VERT AC COUPLED BANDWIDTH

<2Hz

TRIGGERING

Check EXT TRIG DC: 60mV, at 2Hz

Check EXT TRIG AC Low Freq:

60mV, at 30Hz

Check INT TRIG AC Low Freq:

~25div, at 30Hz |

Check INT TRIG AC LF REJ

Trigger rejection: .25div, at 5kHz

Triggering: .25div, at 30kHz

Check 400kHz triggering

EXT: 60mV

INT: .25div

Check Trigger Range:

-85 volts

Check 4MHz triggering

EXT: 1/75mV

INT: ./div

+ and -

Oct 1968 323

NOTES

29. CALIBRATOR

<2uS

750Hz +200Hz

45% to 55Z

a. Check Risetime:

Check Rep Rate:

c. Check period:

oa

30. EXT BLANKING

Check Ext Blanking: +3V applied

THE END



1.

CALIBRATION

PRELIMINARY

a. Check fuses:

F601 .2 slo blo 115V

.la slo blo 230V

F501 1a fast

b. Presets

Preset external Controls

Battery Pack FULL CHG

VOLTS /DIV Ol

VARIABLE CAL

INPUT GND

POWER ON

X10 VERT GAIN off

Vert POSITION midrange

X10 HORIZ MAG off

Horiz POSITION midrange

FOCUS midrange

INTENSITY ccw

TIME/DLV ImS

VARIABLE CAL

TRIGGER + AUTO

Trigger selector

switch INT TRIG AC

ATTEN 1X '

Preset all internal adjustments to

midr range.

ec. Rheststance

Use the multimeter and connect the -
lead to GND. Check main frame resistance

as follows:

Black/white Battery Pack lead -5k

Fixed tap on TRIGGER pot (+5) ~ 75k

Bottom Terminal on TRIGGER pot (-5V) ~.6k

Pad BJ of main board (+14V) ~20k

Pad AN of main board (+100V) ~1M

Pad AO of main board (+175V) ~ 300k

Set POWER switch to OFF.

323
Oct 1968

NOTES

All rear panel, side panel, and

front panel controls will be

treated as front panel controls.

X1k scale

-X1k scale

Xlk scale

X1lk scale

X100k scale

X100k scale



CALIBRATION

23a. (CONT)

and <.08div error between any two of

the center 8 graticule divisions. Check

accuracy from the 2nd to the 98th marker.

TIME /DIV TYPE 184 Marks /div

5us ~ouUS ]

10uS lus 1

20uS 1us 2

50uS 5uS 1

b. Check TIME/DIV Accuracy +2% over 8dtv

+3% over 2dtiv

Set X10 HORTZ MAG off, Check as in

the following table for <.l6div error

in the center 8 graticule divisions and

<.06div error between any two of the

center 8 graticule divisions:

TIME /DIV TYPE 184 Marks/div

5uS 5uS 1

10uS 10us 1

20uS 10uS 2

50us 50uS 1

.1mS .lmS 1

- 2mS .lmS 2

- omS -omS 1

ImS 1mS 1

2mS ImS 2

5mS 5mS 1

10mS 10mS 1

20mS 10mS 2

50mS 50mS 1

-l1 S ol S 1

25S 1 S 2

29S 2o S 1

1S 1S 1

Remove markers.

24. EXT HORIZ

a. Check Deflectton Factor .25V/div

| +20%

Set TIME/DIV to EXT HORIZ and trigger

selector switch to EXT HORIZ DC. Connect

a 2V square wave from SAC to EXT HORIZ

INPUT. Check deflection for 6.6 to l0div.

Oct 1968 323
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CALIBRATION NOTES

24. (CONT)

b. Cheek EXT HORTZ VAR 10:1

Rotate variable ccw and check for

not more than one tenth the deflection

checked on the previous step.

e. Check EXT HROIZ 10 X ATTEN +2%

Adjust EXT HORIZ VAR for exactly 5div.

Set ATTEN to X10 and SAC to 20V. Check

for 4.9 to 5.ldiv of deflection. Set

variable clockwise.

d. Adjust 10X ATTEN Compensatton

Connect 10X probe to Main Board pad T
(Q215 source) and adjust C206 for flat

top. Remove probe.

e. Cheek EXT HORTZ AC

With the horizontal POSITION control,

position the left dot to graticule

center. Set the trigger selector switch

to EXT HORIZ AC and note deflection

centers horizontally around graticule

center. Install Calibration shield.

Set ATTEN to IX.

f. Cheek Input Capactty 62pF, t4pF,

mas

Set 106 to 1kHz connect to 323 with

502 Termination and 62pF input standard.

Connect Sine Wave Generator to vertical

input and adjust for 6div or 20Hz. Adjust

106 for 5div Horiz deflection. Check for

<.15div overshoot or undershoot.

g. Cheek EXT HORIZ Bandwidth 15kHz

Connect Sine Wave Generator output through

a BNC T connector to TYPE 323 vert INPUT

and EXT HORIZ INPUT. Set ATTEN to 1X and

INPUT switch to GND. Adjust generator

Amplitude and Frequency for 10div at lkHz.

Change Frequency to 15kHz and check for

at least 7.ldiv of horizontal deflection.

Oct 1968 323



CALIBRATION | NOTES

25. VOLTS/DIV COMPENSATION

Ae Setup

Set TYPE 323 VOLTS/DIV to .01, VARI-

ABLE to CAL, and TIME/DIV to .5mS.

Connect the following from the TYPE 106

HI AMPLITUDE OUTPUT jack to the TYPE

323 VERT INPUT: 5082 BNC cable, 10X

attenuator, 502 terminator, and 47pF

normalizer. Set TYPE 106 for 5 divi-

sions at Il1kHz.

b. Cheek Input Capaetty 47pF t4pF

Check leading edge of square wave for
not more than .2div overshoot or

undershoot.

e. Adjust VOLTS/DIV compensation +3%

Replace 47pF normalizer with the Probe

Similator. Adjust Probe Similator for

best front corner. Maintain 5 divivions

of display and adjust, as in the follow-

ing table, for best square wave:

VOLTS/DIV Corner Flat Top

.O2 C28B C28A

~05 C29B C29A

ol C23B C23A

Remove l1OX attenuator

2 Check

ae) Check

1 C24B C24A

Remove 502 termination

2 Check

5 Check

10 C25B C25A

20 Check

Remove calibration sheild.

26. MICROPHONICS AND GATE CURRENT AND

INPUT NOISE

a. Check mtcrophonics: <Idiv, no

ringing type

With VERT SET at .O1V/DIV, X10

VERT GAIN ON, and Input sw in DC.

Oct 1968 323



CALIBRATION NOTES

26a. (CONT)

place micro shock hammer at top

center of front panel. Raise weight

to top and let fall. Check for less

than ldiv of microphonics.

b. Cheek gate current: <é0pa, max

Set INPUT from DC to GND and check

trace shift, .O5div, max.

e. Cheek tnput notse: <.I1div

Check with Input sw at GND, and with

input sw at DC with 10X probe (shorted).

Set X10 Vert gain off.

27. VERTICAL AC COUPLED BANDWIDTH <2Hz

Set TYPE 323 TIME/DIV to .1S. Set

VOLTS /DIV to .01 and INPUT switch AC.

Adjust generator amplitude for 6div

of 1lkHz signal. Change generator

Frequency to 2Hz and check for not less

than 4.2 divisions of deflection.

28. TRIGGERING

a. Check EXT TRIG DC 60mV at 2Hz

Set trigger selector to EXT TRIG DC

and insert signal to input and EXT TRIG

Input using a T connector. Readjust trigger

for a stable display using no more than

60mV of 2Hz signal.

b. Cheek EXT TRIG AC Low Freq 60mV,

at 50H2

Set generator Frequency to 30HzZ. Set

TIME/DIV to 5mS and trigger selector to

EXT TRIG AC. Adjust TRIGGER for stable

display using no more than 60mV of 30Hz

signal.

Oct 1968 323 23



CALIBRATION NOTES

28. (CONT)

e. Cheek INT TRIG AC Low

Freq .26ditv, at 30Hz2

set INPUT switch to DC and adjust

VARIABLE for 5div. Set VOLTS/DIV

to .2. Set trigger selector to INT

TRIG AC and adjust TRIGGER for a

stable display.

d. Cheek INT TRIG AC LF REJ

trigger rejection: .25div at dbkH2

triggering: .25dtv at 30kHz2

set generator Frequency to 5kHz and

TIME/DIV to .imS. Set trigger selector

to INT TRIG AC LF REJ and check that

the display cannot be triggered. Set

generator Frequency to 25kHz and adjust

TRIGGER for a stable display.

e. Check 400kH2 Triggering

EXT: 60mV

INT: .25div_

Set generator Frequency to 400kHz and

TIME/DIV to 5uS. Adjust TRIGGER in each

of the four positions of the trigger

selector switch for a stable display.

f. Check TRIGGER Range + and -.8& Volts

Set VOLTS/DIV to .5 and VARIABLE to CAL.

Adjust generator Amplitude for 4div and

Frequency to 500Hz. Set trigger selector

to EXT TRIG AC. Check for triggering

at least to +.85V on both slopes as the

TRIGGER control is rotated slowly toward

the +AUTO and —-AUTO detents.

Remove input to BNC T.

g. Cheek 4MHz Triggering

EXT: 1765mV

INT: .7dtiv

Monitor the TYPE 191 OUTPUT with the

test scope and adjust for 175mV at 4MHz.

Connect this 4MHz through the BNC T to

the EXT TRIG INPUT. Set X10 HORIZ MAG

on and TRIGGER to AUTO. Set VOLTS/DIV

to .05 and adjust VARIABLE for 2.6div.

Set VOLTS/DIV to .2. Adjust TRIGGER in

each of the four positions of the trigger

selector switch for a stable display.

Remove inputs.
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CALIBRATION NOTES

29. CALIBRATOR

a. Cheek Risetime: <2us

Set TYPE 323 VOLTS/DIV to 5 DIV CAL.

Set trigger selector to INT TRIG AC,

TRIGGER to —-AUTO and TIME/DIV to .1imS.

Check risetime for less than .2

divisions.

b. Check Rep Rate 750H2 +200H2

Set X10 HORIZ MAG off and TIME/DIV

to .2mS. Check time of 1 cycle to be

within 5.2div to 9.ldiv.

ec. Check Period 45% to 55%

~ Set TIME/DIV to .1mS and adjust

VARIABLE for 1 cycle in 10div. Check

leading edge of display to be within

-div of graticule center.

30. EXT BLANKING

a setup

Set VOLTS/DIV to 1, TIME/DIV l10uSEC,

Trigger to + AUTO, INT AC, X10 VERTICAL

and HORIZ to OFF variable to cal. Apply

100kHz from sine wave generator to VERT

INPUT and EXT BLANKING.

b. Cheek EXT Blanking: +8V applied

Increase Sine wave generator amplitude

to 3V. Note that blanking occurs.

Remove all cables.

THE END
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CALIBRATION

CHARGING CURRENT

a. Cheek charging current

180mA 410mA

Connect the Battery Pack to the

variable line voltage source set

at LI5VAC. Connect the voltmeter

across R615 and adjust R644 for

54mV. Turn the battery pack switch

to TRICKLE CHG and note a reading

of approx 20mV on the multimeter.

b. Check regulation t4mV

Check regulation while varying

line voltage from 90-136VAC.

e. Cheek Regulation with dummy

Load +2mV

Connect 502 resistor across Pins

BL and WH. Check regulation at

9O0VAC. |

d. Cheek EXT DC resistance

Connect multimeter between EX DC..

pos jack and Pin BL. Check for 0

ohms. Connect multimeter between

EX DC gnd and Pin WH. Check for 0

ohms. Remove multimeter and AC power

cord. Set battery pack switch to

EXT DC and install in 323.

POWER SUPPLIES

a. Setup

Connect +8V from the variable DC

Power Supply to the TYPE 323 EXT DC

jacks. Set POWER switch to ON.

b. Adjust High Voltage -1.9kV, +1%

Connect DC Voltage Bridge between

GND and pad K on the lower HV board

and adjust R513 for -1.9kV, +.019kV.

Oct 1968 323

NOTES

2a. The batteries should not be

discharged below 7 volts when this

adjustment is made. Batteries can

be simulated by 7 volt zener Diode

for making this adjustment.



CALIBRATION NOTES

3. (CONT)

e. Adjust Intensity Limit 300ua, +5% 3c. .9V allows for meter loading.

Connect the multimeter between GND and

pad K on the upper HV board. Rotate

the INTENSITY control full cw and

adjust R583 for +.9V, +.045V, on the

meter. Rotate the INTENSITY control

full cew.

d. Adjust CAL OUT +.5V 4.5%

Connect the DC Voltage Bridge between

the CAL OUT jack and GND. Remove Q9

from its socket and adjust R552 (45 volts)

for .5V, +2.5mV. Remove DC Bridge and

replace Q9.

@. Check +5V +5V 41.5%

Connect DC Voltage Bridge between

fixed tap of TRIGGER pot and GND.

Check for +5V, +75mV.

f. Cheek -5V range <-4.85V to >-5.15V

Connect voltmeter between bottom terminal

of TRIGGER pot and GND. Rotate R566 from

ccw to cw and check for a range of <-4.85V

to >-5.15V.

g. Adjust -5 volts -5V 4.4%

Connect DC Voltage. Bridge between

bottom terminal of TRIGGER pot and GND

and adjust R566 for -5V, +25mV.

h. Check +175V, +100V, and +14V

Suppltes +175 +8%, -4%

+100 +5%

+14 420%

Connect multimeter to pad AO of main

board and check for +175V, +14V, -7V.

Connect multimeter to pad AN of main

board and check for +100V, +5V.

Connect multimeter to pad BJ of main

board and check for +14V, +2.8V.
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CALTBRATION

(CONT)

t. Cheek Idle Current: ¥*€230mA 3i.

Connect multimeter in series with

external Power Supply and check for

<230mA.

REGULATION AND RIPPLE

a. Cheek Ripple

Set INTENSITY full cw, TIME/DIV to

EXT HORIZ, and position spot off

screen. Set Variable DC Power Supply

to +6V. Use test scope and TYPE W with

a 1X probe and check ripple as specified

below:

power max

Test point supply ripple

fixed tap of

TRIGGER pot +5V 10mV

bottom terminal

of TRIGGER pot -5V 10mV

BJ +14V 200mV

AN +100V 200mV

AO +175V 750mV

b. Cheek Regulation

Check voltage change in each supply as

specified below when the Variable DC

Supply and INTENSITY are varied between

+6V with INTENSITY cw and +16V with

INTENSITY ccw. Use the DC Voltage

Bridge to check the +5V and -5V supplies.

Power Max

Test point Supply Deviation

fixed tap of

TRIGGER pot +5V ~O25V

bottom terminal

of TRIGGER pot -5V 03V

BJ +14V 2.8V

AN +100V 5.0V

AO +175V 14V

K (Lower HV board) -1.9kV .019V

Install HV cover.

Oct 1968 323

NOTES

Type 323 controls set for no

sweep, no vertical, and no

intensity.
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CALIBRATION NOTES

5. LOW BATT INDICATOR 6.25V +5%

Position trace on screen and set

intensity to normal Slowly decrease

the Variable DC Supply voltage. The

LOW BATT indicator must flash at

+6.25V, +.31 volts. ,

Return Variable DC Supply to +8V.

6. VAR V/DIV BAL AND VERT X10 BAL

a. Adjust Var V/Div Bal +.5div ©

Rotate the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV

through its range and adjust R40 for

no trace shift. With the POSITION

control, set trace to graticule

center.

b. Adjust Vert X10 Bal tidtiv

set X10 VERT GAIN on and adjust

R39 to return trace to graticule

center. Repeat Step 8a and 8b

for any interaction.

Set X10 vert gain OFF.

7. MAXIMUM VERTICAL INPUT VOLTAGE 500Vv

Connect +500V DC from 600V Variable

DC Supply to VERT INPUT. Set INPUT

switch to AC and depress 600V supply

button. Note trace returns on screen

after initial deflection. Connect

-5)00V DC and repeat step.

Remove input and set INPUT switch to

GND.
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CALIBRATION NOTES

8. UPPER DEFL PLATE DC LEVEL AND

LOWER DEFL PLATE DC LEVEL

a. Adjust UPPER DEFL PLATE DC 8a,b. Deflection plates should

LEVEL swing approx 10OV to 90V. Should

Connect Multimeter between GND and 03. swing less than 6V or more than
Q163 col (case). Rotate the POSITION

control to its extreme cw and ccw

position. Adjust R91 so the position

range is centered around +50V.

b. Adjust LOWER DEFL PLATE DC LEVEL

Connect the Multimeter to Q173 col

(case) and adjust R93 to center the

position range around +50V.

e. Intttal adjust Limit centering

Position the trace to graticule center

and adjust R66 for +50V on Q163 col.

Remove Multimeter.

9. LIMIT CENTERING

a. Setup

Set VOLTS/DIV to 5 DIV CAL. Adjust

VARIABLE for 2 divisions of cal signal

at center screen.

b. Adjust Limit Centering .08div |

Position display top and bottom of

graticule and note compression. |

Adjust R66 for maximum aplitude (least 7

compression) at worst case compression. |

10. ASTIGMATISM

a. Setup

Connect ImS markers from the TYPE 184

through a BNC cable and a 502 termina-

tion to the TYPE 323 VERT INPUT. Set |

INPUT switch to DC and VOLTS.DIV for , |

~2div of markers. Set INTENSITY mid-

way between a barely visible trace and

fully cw.
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CALIBRATION NOTES

10. (CONT)

b. Adjust ASTIGMATISM hacen i ee ee ie ee ee ee ee

Adjust R597 and FOCUS for the

best possible trace in the areas

indicated in Figure l.

11. TRACE ROTATION AND GEOMETRY

a. Cheek TRACE ROTATION range
G°

Rotate R592 throughout its range

and check for >./ vertical divisions

change in 10 horizontal divisions.

b. Adjust TRACE ROTATION

Adjust R592 to align baseline with

the center horizontal graticule line.

e. Adjust Geometry Vert: .1div

Horta: .i1div

Set VOLTS/DIV to .1 and position

baseline to bottom of graticule.

Adjust R593 for minimum curvature

of markers.

set INPUT switch to GND. Position

trace from bottom to top of graticule

and check for bowing or deviation from

horizontal graticule lines.

12. GAIN

a. Setup 12a. Check all gains and timing

Set VOLTS/DIV to .01 and VARIABLE to at this same mid intensity.
CAL. Set INPUT switch to DC. Connect ,

50mV square wave from the SAC to VERT

INPUT.

Set INTENSITY control midway between

min and max gain change. (Change

caused by changing intensity).
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CALIBRATION NOTES

12. (CONT)

b. Cheek Vert X1 Gain Range

+ & -5%

Rotate R69 full cw and cecw and check

for a range of >5.25div to <4.75div.

Adjust R69 for exactly 5div centered

vertically on the graticule.

e. Cheek Vert X10 Gatn Range + & -5%

Set SAC to 5mV. Set X10 VERT GAIN on.

Rotate R46 full cw and cew and check

for a range of >5.25div to <4.75div.

Adjust R46 for exactly 5div centered

vertically. Set X10 VERT GAIN off.

13. VOLTS/DIV

a. Cheek VOLTS/DIV Accuracy 1%

Check VOLTS/DIV accuracy as in the

table below:

YVOLTS/DIV SAC DIV DEFLECTION +DIV

Ol 5SOmVOLTS 5 05

O02 1 VOLTS 5 205

-05 2 VOLTS a, 04

ol -2 VOLTS 5 O05

2 1 VOLTS 5 ~05

5 2 VOLTS 4 04

i 5 VOLTS 5 05

2 10 VOLTS 5 05

b) 20 VOLTS 4 04

10 50 VOLTS 5 05

20 100 VOLTS ws) 05

b. Check INPUT swttch

Position bottom of display to graticule

center. Set INPUT switch to AC. Note

display centers around graticule center.

e. Check Vert POSITION Range 5. 5div

Rotate vert POSITION cw, bottom of dis-

play must position above top of graticule.

Rotate vert POSITION ccew, top of display

must position below bottom of graticule.

Set INPUT switch to DC.
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CALIBRATION NOTES

13. (CONT)

d. Check 5DIV CAL +. 5% 13d. If 5div cal is out of limits.

Readjust R552 keeping .5V CALSet VOLTS/DIV switch to 5DIV CAL OUT within 2.5mV (step 3d).
and check for 5div display, +.05div.

@. Check VARIABLE 2. 6:1

Rotate Variable ccw and check for

less than 2 divisions display.

f. Check ddiv cal X10 vert gain

+#1%, max

Pull X10 VERT GAIN and check for 5div

+1% max.

14. HI FREQCOMPENSATION

a. setup

Set TYPE 323 VOLTS/DIV to i0Ol and

TIME/DIV to 5uS. Connect TYPE 106

FASTRISE +OUTPUT through a 502 BNC

cable and a 502 termination to VERT

INPUT. Set TYPE 106 rep rate to

100kHz and amplitude for 4div. Set

TYPE 1Al V/DIV to 2 VOLTS/CM use

X10 probe.

b. Adjust HF Compensation +1. 5% Note: The X10 HORIZ MAG switch will
-1.5%, 2.6% P-P be referred to as ON when it is

pulled out. It will be referred
Connect probe to Q163 col (case) and to as OFF when it is pushed in.
adjust C160 for flat top on test

scope display. Connect probe to

Q173 col (case) and adjust C170 for

flat bottom on test scope display.

Observe TYPE 323 display. Set X10

HORIZ MAG on. Final adjust C160 and

C170 approximately the same amount

in the same direction for best front

corner.

@. Cheek X10 transient response

41.5% 2.5% P-P

Set X10 VERT GAIN on, check transient —

response with 4div signal.

Oct 1968 
323 
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15.

CALIBRATION

TRIGGER TAKEOFF COMPENSATION

16.

Connect 10X probe from TYPE 1Al Input

to pad T on main board (Q215 source).

Set TYPE 1Al V/DIV to .02. Insert 1kHz

signal from TYPE 106 to 323 input. Ad-

just for 5div signal on test scope.

Adjust C201 for best waveform with step

~80% of square wave amplitude. Remove

probe and TYPE 106 signal. Set X10

GAIN OFF.

BANDWIDTH

17.

a. setup

Set TIME/DIV to lmS. Apply 4div of

50kHz from TYPE 191 through a 502

BNC cable and a 502 BNC termination

to VERT INPUT.

b. Cheek Bandwidth 4. 1MH2

Set TYPE 191 to 4.1MHz and check

for at least 2.8div.

ec. Check X10 VERT GAIN Bandwtdth

}5.O0MHZ

Insert 10X attenuator between cable

and termination. Set TYPE 191 to

3.0MHz. Set TYPE 323 X10 VERT GAIN

on and check for at least 2.8 divisions.

Set X10 VERT GAIN off.

MAXIMUM POWER CONSUMPTION 4. 4Ww

Set TYPE 191 to 4MHz. Remove 10X

attenuator and increase TYPE 19l

amplitude to 6 divisions. Set INTENSITY

full cw. Insert a multimeter in series

with external power supply and TYPE 323.

Recheck Power supply for exactly 8V.

Check multimeter for <550mA. Remove in-

put and meter.

Oct 1968 323

NOTES

c. Note: It may be necessary to

adjust TYPE 323 TRIGGER to obtain

a stable, measurable display.

Note: If reading is >550mA reduce

to 550 by readjusting R583 by no

more than 25mA.
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CALIBRATION NOTES

18. EXT HORIZ VAR BAL

Set TYPE 323 TRIGGER to AUTO, INPUT

to GND, TIME/DIV to EXT HORIZ, Trigger

source to EXT DC and X10 HORIZ MAG on.

Rotate EXT HORIZ VAR ccw and ecw and

adjust R218 for no horizontal movement

of dot. Set X10 HORIZ MAG off.

19. MAXIMUM HORIZ INPUT VOLTAGE 300V

Connect +300V from 600V Variable DC

supply to EXT HORIZ INPUT. Depress

button on checker and note spot de-

fFlects off screen and returns to the

original position. Insert -300V from

600V variable DC supply and repeat

step. Set TIME/DIV to 1lmS, TRIGGER

SOURCE to INT AC and VARIABLE to CAL.

20. MAG REGISTRATION +#ldiv, from X1 to X10

Set TYPE 323 INPUT to DC and VOLTS/DIV 20. Use the horizontal position

to .5. Connect 5mS markers from TYPE control bracket to operate the X10

184 to VERT INPUT. With the Horizontal HORIZ MAG switch in order not to

POSITION control, position the center accidentally change marker position.

marker to graticule center. Set X10

HORIZ MAG on and adjust R439 to return

the center marker to graticule center.

Set X10 HORIZ MAG off.

21. TIMING

a. Adjust X1 Gatn +2% of 8dtv

Apply 1lmS markers from the TYPE 184 and

adjust R401 for one ImS marker per divi-

sion over the center 8 divisions.

b. Check VARIABLE TIME/DIV 2.5:1

Rotate VARIABLE ccw and check for

more than 2.5 markers per division. Set

VARIABLE cw.
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+ gt ‘CALIBRATION NOTES

21. (CONT)

ec. Adjust Sweep Length 10.5dtv to

lidiv

Apply 1imS and .1ImS markers and adjust

TRIGGER for a stable display. Adjust

R347 for 10.7 divisions.

d. Adgust X10 Gatn 42% over 8div

Set X10 HORIZ MAG on and adjust R433

for one .lmS marker per division over

the center 8 divisions. Set X10 HORIZ

MAG off.

e. Check Hortgz POSITION Range

End of trace must cross graticule

center at each rotatton extreme

Rotate horiz POSITION full cw. First

marker must move to the right of grati-

cule center. Rotate horiz POSITION

full ccw. The last ImS marker must move

to the left of graticule center.

22. HIGH SPEED TIMING

a. Setup

Set TYPE 323 TIME/DIV to 5usec and X10 22. The vertical graticule lines

Horiz Mag on. Apply lusec markers from number O through 10 from left

TYPE 184. Preset C432 3/4 out, C446 at to right.

min, C454 at min.

b. Adjust Htgh Speed timing

Adjust C446 to move foldup off of right

side of screen. Check 20usec with X10

HORIZ MAG ON w/full Intensity for Foldup

at left edge of screen. Keep C446 within

these limits and adjust C454 and C432 for

best timing and linearity on 5-50usec.

23. TIME/DIV ACCURACY

a. Cheek X10 HORIZ MAG +3% over 8dtiv

+t4% over 2div

Check as in following table for <.24div

error over the center 8 graticule divisions
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9-319 D | Change No. 188-1

ENGINEERING INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATION

CHANGE NOTICE

Instrument Type: 323 Oscilloscope

Publication affected: Engineering Instrument Spec. No .188 Dated 11/2/67

Page; 2-4 Item 2.2.10 POSITION RANGE

Changed from:

Bottom of display must position within 1 div of top

graticule line. Turn POSITION fully ccw. Top of

display must position within 1 div of bottom grati-

cule line.

Changed to:

Bottom of display must position above center graticule

line. Turn POSITION fully ccw. Top of display must

position below center graticule line.

NOTE: The enclosed slit-punched page replaces

the corresponding page in the EIS.

Reason for change:

Statements exceeds required performance.

Approved by: » Lot Cait SA Effective date_4/3/68
(Project Manager)



9-319 D | Change No. 188-2

ENGINEERING INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATION

CHANGE NOTICE

Instrument Type: 323 Oscilloscope

Publication affected: EIS No. 188 Dated 11/2/67

Page: 1-18 Item Environmental

Changed from:

Temperature

Nonoperating -40°C to +75°C

Changed to: ;

Nonoperating

with Batteries -40°C to +60°C

without Batteries -55°C to +75°C

NOTE: The enclosed slit-punched pages replace the

corresponding pages in the EIS.

Reason for change:

Tncomptete environmental data

Approved by: _ Lo Calcd Bifective date E276
(Project Manager )



9-319 D Change No. 188-3

ENGINEERING INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATION

CHANGE NOTICE

Instrument Type: 323 Oscilloscope

Publication affected: Engineering Instrument Spec. No. 188 Dated 11/2/67

Change:

Page: 1-13 Item: Maximum Power Consumption

Add: (Quotable) Typical power consumption with normal intensity and 1 kHz

Squarewave display: 1.6 watts

Reason for change: Clarification

Page: 1-14 Item: Charge Time

Delete: (Item) “Instrument Off" from both Full Charge and Trickle Charge entries

Reason for change: Clarification

Page: 1-19 Item: EMI, Radiated Interference

From: ...from the instrument under test 14 kHz to 1000 MHz

To: -.-from the instrument under test 150 kHz to 1000 MHz

Delete: Conducted Interference specification

Reason for change: Correction

Page:, 3-4 Item: 3.6

From: ...from the instrument under test 14 kHz to 1000 MHz

To: -»efrom the instrument under test 150 kHz to 1000 MHz

Delete: Conducted Interference specification

Add: No external leads (including any power leads) can be connected during

radiated test. 7 ,

Change: last sentence to read ...MIL-I618D, figures 14, 16

Reason fer change: Correction

NOTE: The enclosed slit-punched pages replace

the corresponding page in the EIS.

Approved by: cay C2. 3A ___Effective date 5/5/68
a
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323 EIS 188

PREFACE

This Engineering Instrument Specification is the reference document for

all company activity concerning the electrical, environmental, and physi-—

cal characteristics of the subject instrument. This document is printed

in two issues: a tentative copy printed on or before Prototype Release

of the instrument, and a final copy printed following Engineering Release.

Occasionally, if justified by the number of changes, the final copy is

updated and reissued following Pilot Production.

The major function of the Engineering Instrument Specification is to pro-

vide electrical, environmental, and physical characteristics to the

following departments: oe

Manuals Advertising

Product Technical Information International Manufacturing
Engineering Product Reliability Technical Support

Marketing Technical Training International Marketing

Product Manufacturing Staff Manufacturing Quality Assurance

Engineering Manufacturing Management.

Electrical and environmental characteristics listed in Section 1 are

worst case, and are to be treated as described on page 1-1. Factory test

Limits ane exckuded grom the Engineering Instrument Specrfication. Fac-
tory test limits are established by Product Manufacturing Staff. Engineering,
and appear in documents issuing from that department.

Periodically, an Engineering Instrument Specification may be revised and

reprinted. The revised Engineering Instrument Specification will then have

a 3-digit specification number followed by a capital letter printed in the

upper right corner of the front cover, e.g. OOOA for the first revision,

OOOB for the second revision, etc. 7

Changes in the Engineering Instrument Specification may be made onty via
the Instrument Performance Characteristic Change Request form of which 3

are included at the back of this document (contact the PE&M Engineering

Writing Department for additional forms).

Abbreviations and symbols appearing in the Engineering Instrument Specifi-

cation conform to Tektronix Standard No. A-100, Recommended Short Forms.
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CHANGE INFORMATION LOG

This page is used as a guide to insure that all changes to this book have

been made. When a Change Notice is received, log it on this page, then

write in the actual change information on the appropriate page. Change

Notice numbers are assigned in sequence (XXX-1, XXX-2, etc.). Absence

of a number from the sequence indicates a change which has not been

entered.
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INTRODUCTION

Description

The Type 323 is a single-channel, 4 MHz portable oscilloscope which can be op-

erated from line voltage, external DC (6 V to 16 V) or internal rechargeable
batteries. The Type 323 has been designed and tested to meet certain Tektronix

environmental instrument requirements. The Type 323"s small size and light

weight permit industrial, military, slow computor maintenance and business ma-

chine applications. ,

Functions of Control, Connectors and Indicators

VOLTS/DIV Switch

Selects calibrated deflection factors from 0.01 V/div to 20 V/div in a

1-2-5 sequence.

VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV Control

Provides uncalibrated continuously variable deflection factor at least 2.5

times the calibrated setting (uncalibrated deflection factor range is ex-

tended to 50 V/div).

5 DIV CAL

Displays calibrator signal. Vertical Gain adjustment access hole on bot-

tom of instrument. (Xl and X10.)

INPUT Switch

AC

Capacitively couples input signal to vertical amplifier.

GND

Grounds input attenuator.

DC

Signal is directly coupled to vertical amplifier.

LOW BATT Indicator

Indicator blinks when batteries need recharging, or external DC source is
low. Continued operation may damage batteries. Indicator does not blink

when batteries are completely discharged. ,

POWER Switch

Turns instrument on or off.
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X10 VERT GAIN (Pull) Control

Decreases vertical deflection factor 10 times. Extends vertical deflection

factor to 1 mV/div. Same control as Vertical POSITION.

Vertical POSITION Control

Vertically positions the display.

X10 HORIZ MAG (Pull) Control

Increases Displayed sweep rate by a factor of 10. Sweep expands from
eraticule center. Extends fastest displayed sweep rate to 0.5 us/div.

Same control as Horizontal POSITION.

Horizontal POSITION

Horizontally positions the display.

FOCUS Control

Permits adjustment of beam for optimum definition.

INTENSITY Control

Controls brightness of writing beam.

TIME/DIV Switch

Select calibrated sweep rates from 1 s/div to 5 us/div in a 1-2-5 sequence.

EXT HORIZ

Permits X axis deflection when external horizontal signal is applied to

EXT TRIG or HORIZ input connector located on side panel. Trigger Selec-

tor switch must be in AC or DC coupled and EXT TRIG or HORIZ position.

VARIABLE Control

Provides uncalibrated continuously variable sweep rate to at least 2.5 times

the calibrated setting (uncalibrated sweep rate is extended to 2.5 s/div).

In EXT HORIZ mode VARIABLE TIME/DIV control becomes external horizontal

variable control with a range of at least 10:1.

Trigger Selector Switch

ACLF REF INT TRIG

Attenuated triggering signal below about 50 kHz, allowing the trigger

circuit to respond only to higher frequencies.

Il
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AC INT TRIG

Blocks the DC component of the triggering signal and allows triggering

only on the AC portion of the signal.

AC EXT TRIG

Blocks the DC component of the triggering signal and allows triggering

only on the AC portion of the signal.

DC EXT TRIG

Couples triggering signals from DC to 4 MHz.

TRIGGER Control

Permits triggering the sweep on the positive- or negative-going portion of

the trigger signal. When control is set left of center, sweep is triggered

on positive-going portion of the trigger signal. When control is set right

of center, sweep is triggered on negative-going portion of the trigger sig-

nal. When control is turned ccw to detent, sweep is automatically trig-

gered on positive-going portion of the trigger signal. When control is

turned cw to detent, sweep is automatically triggered on negative-going

portion of the trigger signal. AUTO trigger permits normal triggering on

waveforms with repetition rate. A bright baseline is provided in the ab-

sence of a trigger signal at all sweep rates.

TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT Connector

BNC connector for applying external trigger signals or X axis signals.

ATTEN Switch

Attenuates external trigger signals or X axis signals by a factor of 10.

EXT BLANK Jack

Banana jack permits external blanking of CRT.

VERT INPUT Connector

BNC Connector for applying external signals.

CAL OUT Jack

Banana jack provides calibrator output.

III
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SECTION 1

CHARACTERISTICS

Chanacteristics are attributes or capabilities of a product described in terms

of acceptable qualitative or quantative limits. The characteristics in this

section are categorized as electrical, environmental and physical.

The electrical and environmental characteristics together with their related

validation procedures in Section 2 and 3 comprise a complete statement of the

‘electrical and environmental performance of a calibrated instrument. Thus ,

the electrical and environmental characteristics are valid only: (1) if the

instrument is operating under the conditions described in this section and in

Section 2 and 3, and (2) if the instrument is calibrated and operating in a

calibrated system.

Information in this section is tabulated as follows:

lL. ITEM. | Titles of specific attributes or capabilities of

a product.

2. QUOTABLE Characteristics describing the measurement capa-

bilities or limitations and physical attributes

of a product. These characteristics are consid-

ered necessary to qualify a product for a par-

ticular application(s). These characteristics

are a commitment between Tektronix, Inc., and

the customer. ,

3. MAINTENANCE & - Characteristics that, when met, will insure opti-

OPERATION mum instrument operation. These characteristics

may be given to a customer as maintenance or op-

erational aids, but are not a commitment between

Tektronix, Inc., and the customer

4. TEST RATE Engineering's necommendations (not binding on
Manufacturing) regarding the minimum percentage

of instruments which are tested for specific

characteristics; i.e. 100%, 10%, 14 or 0.12%.

These recommendations are based on confidence

level, and on the importance of the characteris-

tic.

5. VAL. STEP The step number in Section 2 or 3 where the vali-
dation procedure for the characteristic can be

found. |

6. ENGINEERING NOTES Reserved for Engineering information. This infor-

mation is not to be printed in any publication

normally available to the customer and may not be

given to a customer except under special circum-

stances. This information is not intended to be

a commitment between the customer and Tektronix,

Inc.
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

1.1.1 VERTICAL AMPLIFIER

ITEM

Deflection Factor

QUOTABLE
MAINTENANCE &

OPERATION

ENGINEERING

NOTES.

Calibrated Range 100%

Xl Gain 10 mV/div to 20 V/div. Eleven steps in a

1-2-5 sequence. |

X10 Gain 1 mV/div to 2 V/div

Accuracy Within 3% over calibrated range. | 100% 42.2.1

Uncalibrated (Variable) |Continuously variable between calibrated | At least 2.5:1 100% 42.2.2

Range deflection factor settings. Increases

deflection factor when turned cew from

calibrated setting, and extends the high- '

est deflection factor to at least

50 V/div at fully ccw position

Low-Frequency Linearity 0.1 division or less compression or 100% 42.2.3

, expansion of a 2 div signal-center screen

positioned 2 div to top and bottom of

graticule.

Gain Range 100% 4.2.2.4

X1 
_ - oo

Putt Cw +5% from calibrated

” setting |

Fully Cow netting calibrated ;

X10 
|

Fully Cw +5% from calibrated

” setting

Fully Cow ~-5% from calibrated
setting

~S8T SIR 62z6



1.1 ELECTRICAL

of 4% P-P_on Less (-15°C - 0°C}

Position Effect on

Aberrations

Negligible with signal on screen

Probe Effect on Aberra-

tions

Negligible

1.1.1 VERTICAL AMPLIFIER (cont)

ITEM QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING

| OPERATION RATE | STEP. NOTES

Frequency Response 100% |2.2.5

Bandwidth (VARIABLE

VOLTS/DIV at CAL) Without Probe With P6049 Probe

DC (Direct) Coupled

4 Div Reference

MA 1 At least 4 MHz At least 4 MHz

MAG X 10 At least 2.75 MHz At least 2.75 MHz

AC (Capacitive) 2 Hz or less at all deflection factors

Coupled 4 Div Refer- |0.2 Hz or less with P6049 Probe

ence Lower Bandwidth

- Frequency

” Step Response 100% 42.2.6

Risetime

MAG X 1 90 ns or less with 4 div step input

MAG X 10 130 ns or less with 4 div step input

# Aberrations at .01 V/div +24 -2% o Or less, totaly | of 3h Pa -P (Or _ less
ZY Ont Lo Sac 0a 3

# At all other V/div §+3%, -3% or Less, total of 38 P-P on
settings hess (0° - 55° C); +43, -4% on Less, total

# 6/17/68

88T SIA €7¢e
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

9eT SIH €Z¢&
1.1.1 VERTICAL AMPLIFIER (cont)

ITEM QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING
| | OPERATION RATE STEP. | NOTES

[nanos Recovery Tha PG ee

O0°C to +40°C 1 us or less to stabilize after +30 div

and —30 div deflection

—-15°C to +55°C 2 us or less to stabilize after +30 div
and -30 div deflection

Maximum Input Voltage Without Probe With P6049 Probe 0%

DC (Direct) Coupled, DC |500 V 500 V

+ Peak AC

AC (Capacitive) Coupled [500 V

DC Voltage

Input R and C Without Probe With P6049 Probe 1% (2.2.74 Attenuator set-
tings are compen-

Input Resistance 1 MQ within 27 10 MQ within 22 sated to each

other and are

Input Capacitance 47 pF within 4 pF Less than 13.5 pF 43 pF to 51 pF

Input (Gate) Current 85 pA (0.085 div at 1 mV/div) or less 100% 2.2.8

20°C to 30°C

0.7 nA (0.7 div at 1 mV/div) or less

-15°C to +55°C

Variable Balance 100% 42.2.9

Internal R40 1 div or less trace

shift when VARIABLE

VOLTS/DIV is turned

from fully cw to

fully ccw

X1 to X10 Balance Within 1.5 div 100%



1.1 ELECTRICAL

al

Drift with Time

Short Term (with Tem-

perature and Line

Voltage Constant)

0.2 div or less during any minute within

first hour after 10 second warm-up

Long Term (with Tem-

perature 20°C to 30°C

and Line Voltage Con-

stant)

0.2 div or less during first hour after

10 seconds warm-up

Drift with Line Voltage

Change (Temperature

Constant)

0.1 div or less with line voltage varied

from 90 V to 136 V or 180 V to 272 V

Drift with Temperature

(Line Voltage Constartt)

2 div or less from -15°C to +55°C, 25°C

reference

1.1.1 VERTICAL AMPLIFIER (cont)

MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING
ITEM OTABLE

Qu OPERATION RATE | STEP. _ NOTES

POSITION Range + and - 5 div or greater from graticule }|+ and - 5 div or 100% |2.2.1¢
greater from grati-

cule center

isplayed Noise With 50 Q term. With P6049 Probe 100% 42.2.1]

1 mV/Div 0.1 div or less 0.1 div or less

Microphonics 100% 2.2.12) 1 div P-P deflec-
tion or less with

Micro Shock hammer

C Drift 100% 2.2.13

Sel Sle tét
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ELECTRICAL
LL]

1.1.2 TIME BASE .

. MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENG INEERING
E

TTEM ( QUOTABL OPERATION RATE | STEP NOTES,

Sweep Time/Div

Calibrated Range 1 s/div to 5 us/div, 17 steps in a 100%
1-2-5 sequence. X10 magnifier extends

displayed sweep time/div to 0.5 us div

Accuracy 100% 42.3.1

Unmagnified

0.2 s/div Within 3% over center 8 div graticule
to 5 us/div

Within 4% over, any 2 div intérval within

center 8 div

1 s/div and Within 4% over center 8 div graticule »
0.5 s/div

Within 5% over any 2 div interval within

center 8 div

Magnified .

20 ms/div Within 4% over center 8 div graticule

to 2 us/div —

Within.5% over any 2 div interval within

center 8 div .

0.1 s/div and [Within 5% over center 8 div graticule

50 ms/div

—~ Within 6% over any 2 div interval within

center 8 div

88T SId &2€



1.1 ELECTRICAL 
7

1.1.2 TIME BASE (cont) |

: MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENG INEERING
: ITEM ( QUOTABLE OPERATION RATE | STEP NOTES _

oo 1 us/div and) Within 5% over center 8 div. graticule { 100% |. 2.3.1
. 0.5 us/div “] |

Within 6% over any 2 div interval within

} center 8 div excluding first 2 div and

last 2 div of magnified sweep

‘|VARIABLE TIME/DIV [At least 2.5:1 100% | 2.3.2]

‘TROSITION Range 100% | 2.3.3

Fully Cw Start of sweep must

position to right of

graticule center

Fully Ccw End of sweep must
r- 

eo, e

tT position to left of
graticule center

Sweep Length 10.5 div to 11 div 100% 42.3.4

sgl Sia eco
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

leled by 62 pF with-

in 4 pF

1.1.3 TRIGGERING

ITEM i QUOTABLE operation rate | step] NOTES
Trigger Sensitivity 100% | 2.4.1

External Coupling pee Fig. 1, page 1-9

Internal Coupling (AC

only)

External Trigger 100% [2.4.2

Level Range

X 1 Attenuator +0.8 V to -0.8 V

X 10 Attenuator +8 V to -8 V

Maximum Input Voltage 300 V (DC + peak AC) 0%

Input R and C 1 MO within 2% paral- 0%

SSI SId €ze
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

OT-T

1.1.4 CALIBRATOR r
TEM " QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE 6 TEST ENGINEERING

Output Voltage (0.5 V) 100%

+20°C to +30°C Within 1%

-15°C to +55°C Within 2%

Repetition Rate (750 Hz) Within 250 Hz 100% 72.5.2

Risetime 2 us or less 100% 42.5.3

IDuty Cycle 40% to 60% 100% |2.5.4

fOutput Resistance = 10 kf O%
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

1.1.5 EXTERNAL HORIZONTAL INPUT

a MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL.

TTEM | ( QUOTABLE OPERATION RATE | STEP

Deflection Factor 100% | 2.6.1]

HORIZ MAG X10, 1X Atten |20 mV/div to 30 mV/div

HORIZ MAG OFF, 1X Atten | 200 mV/div to 300 mV/div

HORIZ MAG X10, 10X Atten}200 mV/div to 300 mV/div

HORIZ MAG OFF, 10X Atten|2 V/div to 3 V/div

Bandwidth (10 Div Refer- DC to at least 10 kHz 100% 42.6.2

ence)

Dynamic Range At least 20 div (42.5 V to -2.5 V) Dynamic range is re- | .0% |
HORTZ MAG X10 Atten 10X, VARIABLE in CAL } duced when VARIABLE

| - is uncalibrated and
HORIZ MAG is off

Variable Range. At least 10:1 100% | 2.6.3

ENGINEERING

NOTES.

S8T SId tcc.
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

1.1.6 EXTERNAL BLANKING INPUT

Sensitivity

MAINTENANCE &

OPERATION
ITEM | , QUOTABLE

+5 V to +20 V (DC Coupled)

Usable Frequency Range DC to 100 kHz or greater

100% 2./.1

Maximum Input Voltage 150 VDC to peak AC 0%

ENGINEERING

NOTES eel Sld Eze.
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

1.1.7 POWER SOURCE

External DC Voltage

6 V to 16 V, 4 MHz,

6 Div Signal Dis-

played, Full Inten-

sity

4.5 W, maximum. Typicak power consump-
tion uth normak intensity and 1 kHz
Aquanewave display: 1.6 watts

Line Voltage

115 VAC, 4 MHz,

6 Div Signal Dis-

sity, Full Charge

Rate ;

played, Full Inten-}

(14 We maximum

ITEM QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING

aa OPERATION RATE | STEP} - NOTES |
SSS

Line Voltage Ranges 90 to 136 V 100Z 42.8.1

| 180 to 272 V 1%

External DC Voltage Range [| 6 VDC to 16 VDC 100% 42.8.2

Line Frequency 48 Hz to 400 Hz 1%4 42.8.3

Power Consumption 1% 12.8.4

jadjusted for

Cathode current

300 p A at full

intensity

At 90 VAC line,

4 MHz signal dis-

played, full in-.

tensity, charge

circiut will pro-

vide trickle ©

charge only.

Charge circuit

will provide full

charge rate at

= 98 VAC..

S8T SIA €7@e
# 5/9/68
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

ENG INEERING

25°C Charge Temperature;

20°C to 30°C Operating

{Temperature) ©

10 pA Cathode Current

| charge cycle.

ting time may be less

after 200 charge-

discharge cycles.

Opera-—

or Less_

Calibrator Waveform |8 hours or greater Typically 10.2 hours

Displayed }

6 Div, 4 MHz Signal |4.6 hours or greater | Typically 5.6 hours

Displayed |

300 uA Cathode Current

(Full Intensity)

Calibrator Waveform

Displayed

5 hours or greater Typically 6.1 hours

6 Div, 4 MHz Signal

Displayed

3.4 hours or greater Typically 4 hours

Typical Charge Capacity

1(20°C to 25°C Charge-

Discharge Reference) Discharge Temperature

Charge Temperature -15°C {20°C-25°CJ55°C

0°C 40% 60% {50%

20°C to 25°C . 65% luu% —_|[85Z

40°C _ 40% 65% {55%

1.1.8 INTERNAL BATTERY SUPPLY

ITEM QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST. | VAL.

OPERATION RATE | STEP

Battery Pack C size, 6 cell, 1.8 AH 0%

Charge Time

Full Charge At least 16 hours

Trickle Charge At least 64 hours

Operating Time (20°C to Instrument off during 0.14]2.9.1]

NOTES. 88T SIH €7E

# 5/9/68



Ll ELECTRICAL

—ST-T

QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & ENGINEERING

OPERATION NOTES

Power Supply Accuracy from

20°C to 30°C.

Initial Setting 100% 2.10.1

45 V Within 2%

-5 V Within 27%

Any 500 Hour Period 1% 2.10.2

After the First 200

Hours from 20°C to

30°C — 
.

45 V | Additional 12

-5 V Additional 12%

Variation from 20°C to 1% 2.10.3

30°C From -15°C to

+55°C

45 Additional 1%

-5 V Additional 1%

Ripple 100% #2.10.4

+5 V 10 mV or less

-5 Vv | 10 mV or less

i ceed

Cce

88T Sid.



1.1 ELECTRICAL
eal

1.1.9 INTERNAL POWER. SUPPLIES (cont)

QUOTABLE
MAINTENANCE &

OPERATION

Initial Setting Within 2% (0 vA

cathode current)

Any 500 Hour Period

After First 200 Hours

From 20°C to 30°C

Additional 1% 1%

2.10.5}

ENGINEERING

NOTES. 88T SIH €ZE
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1.1 ELECTRICAL |

Electrode Voltages to

Chassis Ground

Cathode -1900 V within 27%

A = +100 V

Average of Deflection

Plates

Vertical = +50 V

Horizontal = +85 V

Grid Cutoff 30 V +10 V

Focus ~ 30 V

Astig =~ -1570 V

Geometry ~ 50 V

1.1.10 CRT DISPLAY -

= —— vanmewnce © [uist [val] RODRERRG
eres At least 15 lines in 1 div 100% 2.11.1
Vertical Resolution At least 15 lines in 1 div 100% 2.11.2

Graticule Area 6 div x 10 div (1/4 inch/div) 100% j2.11.3

Geometry Within O.1 div ~ 100% 2.11.4

CRT Deflection Factors

Vertical 16.3 V/div to 100% 2.11.5

18.7 V/div

Horizontal 25 V/div to .

27.6 V/div

cCt

ool old



1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL

ITEM , QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING

OPERATION RATE | STEP NOTES
| —— —________—_—. |

Temperature

Nonoperating 0.14 | 3.1.1

# with Batteries -40°C to +60°C

# without Batteries -55°C to +75°C

Operating ~ -15°€ to +55°C (0.1% | 3.1.2

Charging 0°C to +40°C

Altitude

an Nonoperating To 50,000 feet May be tested during j0.17 3.2.1

he nonoperating temper-
°° Operating To 15,000 feet; maximum allowable ambi- ature tests

ent temperature decreased by 1°C/1000
feet from 5,000 feet to 15,000 feet

Humidity

Nonoperating 5 cycles (120 hours) of MIL-STD-202C, O.1% § 3.3.1

Method 106B. Omit Freezing and Vibra-

tion, Post-test drying period at +25°C

+5°C at 20% to 80% relative humidity

Vibration

Operating 15 minutes along each of the 3 major 0.14 | 3.4.1

| axes at a total displacement of 0.025"

P-P (4 g's at 55 c/s) with frequency

varied from 10 to 55 to 10 c/s in 1-

minute cycles. Hold for 3 minutes at

55 c/s. All major resonances must be

above 55 c/s.

# 4-29-68

S8T SIX E€7E



1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL

_61-T
30" on any corner, edge or flat surface

LITEM QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST ‘VAL. ENG INEERING

, OPERATION RATE | STEP NOTES

Shock

Nonoperating and 30 e's, 1/2 sine, 11 ms duration, 2 0.1% B.5.1
Operating guillotine-type shocks per axis each

direction for a total of 12 shocks

Electromagnetic Inter-
ference As Tested in

MIL-I-6181D and MIL-I-

16910C

‘Radiated Interference .| From the instrument under test 150 kHz lo.12 B.6.1
, to 1000 MHz

Transportation

Package Vibration 1 hour slightly in excess of 1g 0.1% B.7.1 |

‘Package Drop 0.1% B.7.2

# 5/9/68
88 SIH €7ce
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1.3 PHYSICAL

88T SIH E€7Eetoe OPERATION NOTES

Warm-up Time 10 seconds for rated accuracies

Finish Front-panel has an anodized finish:

cabinet is made of vinyl-clad

aluminum

Overall Dimensions

Length

Handle Extended 13.00"

Handle Not Extended 10.65"

Width g.5"

‘Height 4.2"

Weight ~ 6 3/4 lbs.
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SECTION 2

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

2.1 Test Equipment Required

1 Oscilloscope _ . > Tektronix Type 540 Series

1 Dual-Trace Plug-in Unit >. Tektronix Type IAL

1 Sinewave Generator , : Tektronix Type 191

1 Squarewave Generator > Tektronix Type 106

1 Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz > Tektronix Part No. 067-0542-00

1 Standard Amplitude Calibrator : Tektronix Part No. 067-0502-00

1 Time Mark Generator | > Tektronix Type 184

1 Resistance Capacitance Bridge : ESI 250DA .

1 Line Voltage Control Unit : Tektronix Type TU-76

1 DC Voltage Bridge | : Tektronix Part No. 067-0543-99

a Line Frequency Control Unit : Tel-Instrument Type 4100-I-H10S

1 Meter | : Tripplett Type 630

1 Watt Meter | , : -SRI Type VAW

2.2 Vertical Amplifier

2.2.1 Deflection Factor Accuracy

2.2.2

2.2.3

Connect Standard Amplitude Calibrator (SAC) to vertical input.

Use either 4 or 5 div of display signal depending upon combina-

tion of calibrator signal and VOLTS/DIV setting to check each

setting of VOLTS/DIV switch. !

Uncalibrated (Variable) Range

- Connect SAC to vertical input. Set vertical deflection factor to
1 V/div and apply 5 V from SAC. Turn VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV fully

cew. Check for 2 div or less of display.

Low-Frequency Linearity

Set VOLTS/ST¥ to 5 DIV CAL.+ Set VARIABLE for 2° div and center
the display. Position bottom of waveform to bottom graticule

line and note change in pulse amplitude. Position top of wave-_
4 ae : a rer -

2-1
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form to top graticule line and note change in pulse amplitude. Lin-

earity is the maximum compression in squarewave amplitude occurring

at the defined limits.

2.2.4 Gain Range

Connect SAC to vertical input. Set SAC for 50 mV. Set VOLTS/DIV

for .01 V/DIV, Input Selector to DC and position display about

graticule center. Turn Xl fully cw. Check for 5.25 div of deflec-

tion. Turn Xl fully cew. Check for 4.75 div of deflection.

Pull X10 VERT and set SAC for 5 mV/div. Turn X10 fully cw. Check

for 5.25 div of deflection. Turn X10 fully cew. Check for 4.75

div of deflection.

2.2.5 Frequency Response

Bandwidth DC (Direct) Coupled 4 Div Reference MAG Xl

Connect Type 191 to vertical input. Set Type 191 to 50 kHz and ad-

just amplitude for a 4 div display at any deflection factor setting.

Increase frequency until 2.8 div are displayed. Check that fre-

quency is 4 MHz or greater.

Bandwidth DC (Direct) Coupled 4 Div Reference MAG X10

Connect Type 191 to vertical input. Pull X10 VERT GAIN and adjust

amplitude for a 4 div display at any deflection factor setting. In-

crease frequency until 2.8 div are displayed. Check that frequency

is 2.75 MHz or greater.

AC (Capacitive) Coupled 4 Div Reference Lower Bandwidth Frequency

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to vertical input. Set in-

put coupling to AC and generator frequency to 50 kHz. Adjust gen-

erator amplitude to obtain a 4 div display. Decrease frequency un-

til 2.8 div are displayed. Check that frequency is 2 Hz or less

(0.2 Hz with P6049).

2.2.6 Step Response

Risetime

Connect Type 114 to vertical input. Set sweep rate to 500 ns and

monitor pulse width with test scope. Set Width for 1 us and adjust

Amplitude for a 4 div display and any deflection factor setting.

Set Width on test scope for 115 ns at 50% amplitude point. Check

short pulse amplitude for at least 3.6 div.

Pull X10 VERT GAIN and adjust Amplitude for a 4 div display at any

deflection factor setting. Set Width on Type 114 for 130 ns at

50% amplitude point. Check short pulse amplitude for at least 3.2

div.

2-2
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Aberrations

Connect Type 106 to vertical input. Trigger on -slope. Center

display and adjust amplitude to provide a 4 div display at any de-

flection factor setting. Check from kHz to 1 MHz repetition

rate. Measure total P-P pulse aberration.

Position Effect on Aberrations

Connect Type 106 to vertical input. Trigger on -slope. Set repe-

tition rate of Type 106 to 10 kHz. Center display and adjust ampli-

tude to provide a 4 div display. Position top of display to top

of graticule. Check for negligible change in aberrations. Posi-

tion bottom of display to bottom of graticule. Check for negligible

change in aberrations.

Probe Effect on Aberrations

Connect Type 106---P6049---vertical input. Set repetition rate of

Type 106 to 10 kHz. Center display and adjust amplitude to pro-

vide a 4 div display at any deflection factor setting. Measure

total P-P pulse aberrations.

Overload Recovery

Connect Type 106 to vertical input. Set Type 106 for 0-3 V;,

-OUTPUT 100 kHz repetition rate. Set TRIGGER to + AUTO, AC Coupled,

deflection factor to 0.1 V/div, 10 us/div, MAG X10 and adjust TRIG-

GER and horizontal POSITION to position bottom corner of negative-

going portion of squarewave at graticule center left of 6th grati-

cule line. Set VOLTS/DIV to .01 and measure time required for trace

to return to flat horizontal line.

Input R and Cc

Input Resistance

Connect ESI Type 250DA to vertical input. Measure input resistance.

Input Capacitance

Connect ESI Type 250DA to vertical input. Measure input capacitance.

Input (Gate) Current

Set vertical deflection factor to 1 mV/div. Position trace to

graticule center. Set Input Selector to GND. Switch Input Selec-

tor to DC and note trace deflection. Indicated voltage is divided

by 1 MQ input resistance to determined gate current. Trace shift

must be 0.085 div or less at 20°C to 30°C.
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2.2.9

# © 2.2.10

2.2.11

2.2.12

2.2.13

# 4/3/68

Variable Balance

Internal R40

Set TRIGGER to + AUTO and position trace to graticule center.
Turn VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV fully cw to fully ccw. Trace must not

shift more than 1 div from graticule center.

Xl to X10 Balance

Set TRIGGER to + AUTO and position trace to graticule center.

Pull X10 VERT GAIN. Trace must not shift more than 1.5 div from
graticule center. :

POSITION Range

Set TRIGGER to + AUTO, Input Selector to AC and set vertical de-.

flection factor to 0.2 V/div. Position trace about graticule

center. Connect SAC to vertical input. Set SAC amplitude to

2.0 V. Turn POSITION fully cw. Bottom of display must position
above center graticule line. Turn POSITION fully cew. Top of
display must position below center graticule line.

Displayed Noise

With 50 2 Termination

Set TRIGGER to + AUTO, Input Selector to AC, VOLTS/DIV to .O1,
X 10 VERT GAIN and terminate vertical input in 50 2. Check for
0.1 div or less of displayed noise.

With P6049 Probe

Set TRIGGER to + AUTO, Input Selector to AC, VOLTS/DIV to .01,
X 10 VERT GAIN and connect P6049 Probe to vertical input. Check
for 0.1 div or less of displayed noise.

Microphonics

Set TRIGGER to + AUTO, Input Selector to GND and sweep rate to
0.1 ms/div. Place Micro- Shock Hammer on top of instrument. Op-
erate Micro-Shock Hammer and check microphonic noise 0.5 div P-P
deflection or less.

Drift with Time, Short Term (with Temperature and Line Voltage
Constant)

Set TRIGGER to + AUTO, Input Selector to GND, VOLTS/DIV to O. 1,
X 10 VERT GAIN and sweep rate to 1 ms/div. Allow 10 s warm-up.
Position trace to graticule center. Check for less than 0.2 div
,trace drift during any minute within first hour.
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Drift with Time, Long Term (with Temperature 20°C to 30°C and

Line Voltage Constant)

Set TRIGGER to + AUTO, Input Selector to GND, VOLTS/DIV to .0O1,

X10 VERT GAIN and sweep rate to 1 ms/div. Allow 10 s warm-up.

Position trace to graticule center. Check for less than 0.2 div

total trace drift within 1 hour.

Drift with Line Voltage Change (Temperature Constant)

Set TRIGGER to + AUTO, Input Selector to GND, VOLTS/DIV to .01,

X10 VERT GAIN and sweep rate to 1 ms/div. Allow 10 s warm-up.

Position trace to graticule center. Vary the line voltage with

TU-76 from 90 V to 136 V. Check for less than 0.1 div trace

shift.

Drift with Temperature (Line Voltage Constant)

Check during environmental test phase.

2.3 Time Base

2.3.1 Sweep Time Accuracy

Connect Type 184 to vertical input. Time marks and graticule

lines are counted beginning with zero (0-1-2-3,.etc.). Time marks

should be selected so there is a 1 mark/div at all "1,5,10" ranges,

and 2 marks/div at all 2 and 20 ranges. All timing measurements

are made over middle 8 div of graticule. The first and last di-

visions should not be included in measurement. Measure % devia-

tion between measured time interval and time/div setting.

2.3.2 Variable Time/Div

Connect Type 184 to vertical input. Apply 10 ms time marks from

Type 184. Set sweep rate to 1 ms/div and adjust TRIGGER for a

stable display. Two 10 ms time marks will be displayed. Posi-

tion the lst mark behind the zero graticule line and the 2nd

marker behind the 10th graticule line. Turn VARIABLE fully cw

and note the 2nd mark positions on, or to the left of, the 4th

graticule line.

2.3.3 POSITION Range

Fully cw

Sweep length must be within its performance requirements prior

to position range check. Set sweep rate to l ms/div. Turn hori-

zontal POSITION fully cw and check start of sweep positions to

right of graticule center.

Fully ccw

Turn horizontal POSITION fully ccw and note that end of sweep po-

sitions to left of graticule center.
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2.3.4 Sweep Length

Connect Type 184 to vertical input. Apply 0.1 us time marks from

Type 184. Set sweep rate to 1 ms/div and adjust TRIGGER for a

stable display. Check sweep length for 10.5 div to 1l div.

Triggering

2.4.1 Trigger Sensitivity

2.4.2

External Coupling

Connect Type 191 or Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to vertical

input and EXT TRIG INPUT. Select proper mode of coupling, signal

frequency and amplitude as shown in Section 1.1, Fig. 1. Trigger

Sensitivity is defined as the minimum P-P signal required to ob-

tain a stable display with an adjustment of TRIGGER level in either

+ or - slope.

To measure lower point of AC coupling, use a Sinewave Generator

1 Hz - 1 MHz to vertical input. Set Sinewave Generator to 30 Hz

and adjust amplitude for 0.3 div. Check for a stable display

with an adjustment of TRIGGER level in either + or - slope.

External Trigger Level Range

X1 Attenuator

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to vertical input and EXT
TRIG INPUT (not terminated). Set VOLTS/DIV to 0.5, sweep rate to

20 us/div, ATTEN to 1X, SOURCE to EXT TRIG and TRIGGER to + AUTO.

Set Generator for 1 kHz and amplitude for a 3.2 div display. Set

TRIGGER level to midrange.

Turn TRIGGER level ccw. Sweep must stop before TRIGGER level

reaches + AUTO detent. Turn TRIGGER level cw. Sweep must stop

at midrange. Sweep must stop again before TRIGGER level reaches

-AUTO detent.

X10 Attenuator

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to vertical input and EXT

TRIG INPUT (not terminated). Set VOLTS/DIV to 5, sweep rate to

20 us/div, ATTEN to 10X, and TRIGGER to + AUTO. Set Generator for

1 kHz and amplitude for a 3.2 div display. Set TRIGGER level to

midrange. Turn TRIGGER level ccw. Sweep must stop before TRIGGER

level reaches + AUTO detent. Turn TRIGGER level cw. Sweep must

stop at midrange. Sweep must stop again before TRIGGER level

reaches -AUTO detent.
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2.9 Internal Battery Supply

2.9.1 Operating Time (20°C to 25°C Charge Temperature)

Set VOLTS/DIV for 5 DIV CAL, sweep rate for 1 ms/div, INTENSITY

to minimum usable level, and adjust TRIGGER for stable display.

Instrument must operate for at least 8 hours before LOW BATT in-
dicator lights.

Connect Type 191 to vertical input. Set VOLTS/DIV for 1, sweep

rate for 5 us/div, X10 HORIZ MAG, and INTENSITY to minimum usable

level. Set Type 191 frequency for 4 MHz and adjust amplitude

for a 6 div display. Instrument must operate for at least 4.6

hours before LOW BATT indicator lights.

Set VOLTS/DIV for 5 DIV CAL, sweep rate for 1 ms/div, INTENSITY

for maximum, and adjust TRIGGER for stable display. Instrument

must operate for at least 5 hours before LOW BATT indicator

lights.

Connect Type 191 to vertical input. Set VOLTS/DIV for 1, sweep

rate for 5 us/div, X10 HORIZ MAG and INTENSITY for maximum.

Set Type 191 frequency for 4 MHz and adjust amplitude for a 6

div display. Instrument must operate for at least 3.4 hours

before LOW BATT indicator lights. |

2.10 Internal Power Supplies

2.10.1

2.10.2

2.10.3

2.10.4

2.10:5

Initial Setting

Measure +5 V and -5 V supplies with DC Voltage Bridge.

500 Hour Period After the First 200 Hours from 20°C to 30°C

The supplies, when measured with DC Voltage Bridge, will be -

within given tolerances at 20°C to 30°C for any 500 hour period

after the first 200 hours. : |

Variation from 20°C to 30°C from -15°C to +55°C

Checked during environmental test phase.

Ripple +5 V and -5 V

Monitor DC supplies at TRIGGER LEVEL R246 with test scope.

Measure P-P ripple. ,

High Voltage Accuracy from 20°C to 30°C

Measure High Voltage with DC Voltage Bridge.
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2.11 CRT Display

2.11.1 Horizontal Resolution

Connect Type 184 to vertical input. Set sweep rate for 1 ms/div

and apply 1 ms and 100 us time marks from Type 184. Adjust

VARIABLE TIME/DIV for three 1 ms time marks every 2 div. Check

for no overlap of 100 us time marks over the scan area with ad-.

justment of FOCUS.

2.11.2 Vertical Resolution

Connect Type 106 to vertical input. Set repetition rate for ~

100 kHz. Set sweep rate for 1 ms/div, vertical deflection fac-

tor to 10 V/div, and TRIGGER to + AUTO. Set Type 106 to 0.75 V

Squarewave. Position free-running trace over the vertical scan

area. Check for no overlap of trate. with adjustment of FOCUS.

2.11.3. Graticule Area

Connect Type 191 to vertical input. Set sweep rate to 1 ms/div

and TRIGGER to + AUTO. Check that raster produced exceeds scan

limits. |

2.11.4 Geometry

Connect Type 184 to vertical input. Set Type 184 for 1 ms and

100 us time marks. Set vertical deflection factor so time marks

exceed graticule scan area. Set sweep rate to 1 ms/div and ad-

just TRIGGER for a stable display. Position 100 us time marks

to bottom of. vertical graticule line. The adjacent 100 us time

marks must not cross the top of the same vertical graticule line.

Remove Type 184 time marks and set TRIGGER to + AUTO. Position
free-running sweep to top and bottom of graticule and check the”

amount of sweep bowing.

2.11.5 CRT Deflection Factor

Vertical . , . . )

Set TIME/DIV to EXT HORIZ. Position a low intensity spot to

bottom graticule line. Connect test scope to upper and lower

deflection plates. Position spot to top graticule line. Note

total change in voltage. Divide total voltage excursion by 6

to determine volts/div.

Horizontal

Set TIME/DIV to EXT HORIZ. Position a low intensity spot to

zero graticule line. Connect test scope to right and left de-

flection plate. Position spot to 10th graticule line. Note.

total change in voltage. Divide total voltage excursion by 10

to determine volts/div.
~~ _

-_

4
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SECTION 3

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

3.1 Temperature

Perform all tests in a single chamber and, when changing chamber ambient

temperature, do not exceed a change rate of 5°C per minute.

3.1.1 Nonoperating

Perform all electrical tests, described in Section 2, at 25°C.

Then turn the instrument off and store at -40°C ambient for 4

hours. ,

Change ambient temperature to +75°C and again store for 4 hours.

Return the ambient temperature to 25°C, allow 4 hours for stabili-
zation, and again perform all electrical tests. —

Failure Criteria

Instrument and components must meet performance requirements be-

fore and after storage. If necessary, internal or external ad-

justments may be performed to meet required accuracies.

Cracking, warping, discoloration or any deformation which inter-
feres with a normal mechanical function also constitutes failure.

3.1.2 Operating

Perform all electrical tests, described in Section 2, at 25°C.

With the instrument turned off, change ambient temperature to -15°C
and allow the instrument to stabilize for 4 hours. At the end of

this period, turn the instrument on, allow 10 seconds for warm-up,

then check accuracy and operation of all front-panel functions.

With the instrument operating, change the chamber ambient tempera-
ture to +55°C and allow 4 hours for stabilization.

At the end of 4 hours, again check the accuracy and operation of
all front-panel functions.

Return the instrument to +25°C, allow 4 hours for stabilization,

-then perform all electrical tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

Instrument must meet performance requirements at each step in the

test. Controls and switches must operate normally.
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3.2 Altitude

Altitudes described in this section are referred to sea level. "Normal

altitude", when used, refers to the natural elevation (outside the cham-

ber) of the test facility site.

3.2.1 Nonoperating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C and

normal altitude. Then store, with the instrument turned off, for

4 hours at 50,000 feet and -35°C.

Return chamber to normal altitude and 25°C and allow 4 hours for
stabilization. At the end of this period, repeat the electrical

tests.

This test may be performed with the nonoperating temperature test

(3.1.1).

Failure Criteria

This instrument must meet performance requirements before and af-

ter the altitude test, and must experience no cracking or warping,

nor any deformation which interferes with normal mechanical func-

tion. , , |

3.2.2 Operating

- Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C and at

normal altitude.

Operate the instrument 4 hours at 15,000 feet. At the end of this

period maintain that altitude and measure accuracy and operation

of front-panel functions.

When necessary, open the vacuum chamber and perform required

switching as rapidly as possible. Then return the chamber to the

specified altitude and allow 1 hour for stabilization before con-

tinuing the tests.

Return the instrument to normal altitude and repeat all electrical

tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

Instrument will meet performance requirements before, during and
after the operating altitude tests. Any evidence of malfunction

constitutes failure.
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3.3 Humidity

3.3.1 Nonoperating

Perform 5 cycles (120 hours) of MIL-STD-202C, Method 106B. Delete

freezing and vibration. Allow to dry for 24 hours at room ambient

conditions (25°C +5°C, 20% to 80% relative humidity) prior to oper-

ating. Allow one hour warm-up before making measurements.

3.3.2 Failure Criteria

There shall be no significant deterioration of components, mater-

ials or finishes. The instrument and its components must meet

their electrical performance requirements before and after the

humidity test. Deformation which interferes with normal mechani~.

cal function will not be permitted.

3.4 Vibration

3.4.1 Operating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 before vibrat-

ing the instrument. ,

Fasten the instrument securely to the vibration platform.

With the instrument operating, vibrate for 15 minutes along each

of the 3 axes at a total displacement of 0.025" (4 g's at 55 c/s)

and with the frequency varied from 10 to 55 to 10 c/s in 1-minute

cycles. Hold at any resonant point for 3 minutes.

If no resonances are present, vibrate at 55 c/s for 3 minutes in
each axis for a total vibration time of approximately fifty-five

minutes.

Turn off the vibration platform and repeat all electrical tests
described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

The instrument must meet performance requirements before and after
the vibration tests. (Sporadic output during vibration is permiss-

ible.)

Mechanical failures are indicated by:

Broken leads © Component fatigue

Broken chassis Change in component value outside rated

Broken components tolerance |

Loose parts Deformation which interferes with a nor-

Excessive wear mal mechanical function

Test will be completely rerun after repairing any of these failures.
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3.5. Shock

3.5.1 Nonoperating and Operating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 before proceed-

ing with the shock tests.

Subject the instrument to guilloting-type shocks of 30 e's, 1/2

sine, 1l ms duration; 2 such shocks each direction along each of

the 3 major axes for a total of 12 shocks.

Repeat all electrical tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

The instrument will meet performance requirements before and af-

ter the shock tests.

There must be no cracked or broken chassis, components or leads,

component deformation of 0.100" or more; nor any deformation which

interferes with a normal mechanical function.

3.6 Electromagnetic Interference

3.6.1 Operating

Use the test set-up procedures and limits described in specific- |

tion MIL-I-6181D. The tests will be performed within an electri-

cally shielded enclosure. The instrument must be equipped with a

CRT mesh filter. EMI will be checked over the following frequency

range:

Radiated Interference - from the instrument under test

{ 150 kHz to 1000 MHz. No external

Leads (including any power Leads}
can be connected during radiated

Lesh.

Failure Criteria

Radiated Interference

The instrument shall not exceed the limits described in MIL-I-6181D,

figures 14 and 16.

3.7 Transportation

Perform all tests described in Section 2 before conducting the transpor-

tation tests, then place the instrument in the carton in the manner’in

which it is normally shipped.
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3.7.1 Package Vibration

Vibrate for 1 hour in a manner causing the package to leave the

vibration platform (slightly in excess of 1 g).

3.7.2 Package Drop

Drop the package from a height of 30" on one corner, on all edges

radiating from that corner, and on all flat surfaces for a:total

of 10 drops.

After the transportation tests, repeat all electrical tests described in

Section 2.

Failure Criteria

The instrument must meet performance requirements before and after

the transportation tests. There must be no broken components,

leads, or chassis members, nor any deformation which interferes

with a normal mechanical function.
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

1.1.10 CRT DISPLAY

—_ QUOTABLE vanermunce & [vast | val. | FRELYBERING
= Resolution At least 15 lines in 1 div 100% 2.11.1
Vertical Resolution At least 15 lines in 1 div 100% 2.11.2

Graticule Area 6 div x 10 div (1/4 inch/div) 100% 2.11.3

Geometry Within 0.1 div 100% 2.11.4

CRT Deflection Factors

Vertical 16.3 V/div to 100% p.11.5

18.7 V/div

Horizontal 25 V/div to .

27.6 V/div

Electrode Voltages to

Chassis Ground

Cathode -1900 V within 27%

A = +100 V

Average of Deflection

Plates

Vertical = +50 V

Horizontal | =~ +85 V

Grid Cutoff 30 V +10 V

Focus ~ 30 V

Astig ~ -1570 V

Geometry ~ 50 V

cGt
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1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL

S8T SIH ete
ITEM QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING

OPERATION RATE | STEP NOTES

Temperature

Nonoperating O.12% 3.1.1

with Batteries -40°C to +60°C

without Batteries -55°C to +75°C

Operating -15°C to +55°C 0.1% | 3.1.2

Charging 0°C to +40°C

Altitude

IW Nonoperating To 50,000 feet May be tested during |0.12 3.2.1

he nonoperating temper-
fe Operating To 30,000 feet; maximum allowable ambi- | ature tests |

ent temperature decreased by 1°C/1000

feet grom 15,000 feet to 30,000 geet

Humidity

Nonoperating 5 cycles (120 hours) of MIL-STD-202C, 0.17% 3.3.1

Method 106B. Omit Freezing and Vibra-

tion, Post-test drying period at +25°C

+5°C at 20% to 80% relative humidity

Vibration

Operating 15 minutes along each of the 3 major O.1% 3.4.1

axes at a total displacement of 0.025"

P-P (4 g's at 55 c/s) with frequency

varied from 10 to 55 to 10 c/s in 1-

minute cycles. Hold for 3 minutes at

55 c/s. All major resonances must be

above 55 c/s.
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SECTION 3

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

3.1 Temperature

Perform all tests in a single chamber and, when changing chamber ambient

temperature, do not exceed a change rate of 5°C per minute.

3.1.1 Nonoperating

Perform all electrical tests, described in Section 2, at 25°C.

Then turn the instrument off and store at -40°C ambient for 4

hours.

Change ambient temperature to +75°C and again store for 4 hours.

Return the ambient temperature to 25°C, allow 4 hours for stabili-

zation, and again perform all electrical tests.

Failure Criteria

Instrument and components must meet performance requirements be-

fore and after storage. If necessary, internal or external ad-

justments may be performed to meet required accuracies.

Cracking, warping, discoloration or any deformation which inter-

feres with a normal mechanical function also constitutes failure.

3.1.2 Operating

Perform all electrical tests, described in Section 2, at 25°C.

With the instrument turned off, change ambient temperature to -15°C

and allow the instrument to stabilize for 4 hours. At the end of

this period, turn the instrument on, allow 10 seconds for warm-up,

then check accuracy and operation of all frant-panel functions.

With the instrument operating, change the chamber ambient tempera-

ture to +55°C and allow 4 hours for stabilization.

At the end of 4 hours, again check the accuracy and operation of

all front-panel functions.

Return the instrument to +25°C, allow 4 hours for stabilization,

then perform all electrical tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

Instrument must meet performance requirements at each step in the

test. Controls and switches must operate normally.
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3.2 Altitude

Altitudes described in this section are referred to sea level. ''Normal

altitude", when used, refers to the natural elevation (outside the cham-

ber) of the test facility site.

3.2.1 Nonoperating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C and

normal altitude. Then store, with the instrument turned off, for

4 hours at 50,000 feet and -35°C.

Return chamber to normal altitude and 25°C and allow 4 hours for

stabilization. At the end of this period, repeat the electrical

tests.

This test may be performed with the nonoperating temperature test

(3.1.1).

Failure Criteria

This instrument must meet performance requirements before and af-

ter the altitude test, and must experience no cracking or warping,

nor any deformation which interferes with normal mechanical func-

tion.

3.2.2 Operating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C and at

normal altitude.

if Operate the tnstrument 4 hours at 30,000 feet. At the end of this
period maintain that altitude and measure accuracy and operation |

of front-panel functions. !

When necessary, open the vacuum chamber and perform required

switching as rapidly as possible. Then return the chamber to the

specified altitude and allow 1 hour for stabilization before con-

tinuing the tests.

Return the instrument to normal altitude and repeat all electrical

tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

Instrument will meet performance requirements before, during and

after the operating altitude tests. Any evidence of malfunction

constitutes failure.

#6/2/69
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TYPE 323

TEXT CORRECTIONS

Section l

Page 1-2

Specification _

VERTICAL DEFLECTION SYSTEM

CHANGE : portions of Step Response to read:

Step Response

Aberrations at ~OL VOLTS/DIV; Peak aberrations not to exceed

+2% or -2%; total peak-to-peak

aberrations not to exceed 3%

(-15 °G to +55 °c).

“Aberrations at all other
VOLTS /DIV switch positions

0° C to +55 °C -Peak aberrations not to exceed

+3% or -3%; total peak-to-peak

aberrations not to exceed 3%.

-15°C to +55°C
t4% or -47;3

Peak aberrations not tc exceed

total peak-to-peak

aberrations not to exceed 4%.

VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV

control set to CAL

Page 1-6 POWER SUPPLY

CHANGE: portions of Battery Operation to read:

_ Battery Operation

‘Batteries * Six size C nickel-cadnium

cells.

Charge time (Power Pack
switch ‘set to FULL CHG)

| At least 16 hours.

Operating time 9 (batteries
charged at +20 Ke to +25 °c,
operated at +20 °C to +30°C)

“10 microamperes or less”
cathode current (low:

intensity)

“Calibrator waveform displayed,

megahertz signal displayed, 4

_hours.

7 hours. Six-division four

300 microamperes cathode

current (full intensity)

‘Calibrator waveform displayed

| megahertz Signal cisplayed, 3

4.4 hours. Six-division four

hours.

Section ?

Page 2-5

CHANGE:

erating conditionsfor approximately 7 hours.

Operat ing Instructions

POWER PACK OPERATING PROCEDURE, General

the third line of the second paragraph to read:

Actual oper-

C12/869
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PREFACE

This Engineering Instrument Specification is the reference document for

all company activity concerning the electrical, environmental, and physi-

cal characteristics of the subject instrument. This document is printed

in two issues: a tentative copy printed on or before Prototype Release

of the instrument, and a final copy printed following Engineering Release.

Occasionally, if justified by the number of changes, the final copy is

updated and reissued following Pilot Production.

The major function of the Engineering Instrument Specification is to pro-

vide electrical, environmental, and physical characteristics to the

following departments:

Manuals Advertising

Product Technical Information _ International Manufacturing

Engineering Product Reliability Technical Support

Marketing Technical Training International Marketing

Product Manufacturing Staff Manufacturing Quality Assurance

Engineering Manufacturing Management

Electrical and environmental characteristics listed in Section 1 are

WOoNst case, and are to be treated as described on page 1-1. Factory test

Limits are excluded from the Engineering Instrument Specification. Fac-

tory test limits are established by Product Manufacturing Staff Engineering,

and appear in documents issuing from that department.

Periodically, an Engineering Instrument Specification may be revised and

reprinted. The revised Engineering Instrument Specification will then have

a 3-digit specification number followed by a capital letter printed in the

upper right corner of the front cover, e.g. OOOA for the first revision,

OOOB for the second revision, etc.

Changes in the Engineering Instrument Specification may be made only via

the Instrument Performance Characteristic Change Request form of which 3

are included at the back of this document (contact the PE&M Engineering

Writing Department for additional forms).

Abbreviations and symbols appearing in the Engineering Instrument Specifi-

cation conform to Tektronix Standard No. A-100, Recommended Short Forms.



CHANGE INFORMATION LOG

This page is used as a guide to insure that all change pages have been

inserted. When change pages are received, log them on this page, then

insert the change pages in their appropriate place. Change numbers

(located in upper right corner of Change Notice form) are assigned

in sequence. Absence of a number from the sequence indicates a change

which has not been inserted.
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INTRODUCTION

Description

The P6049 is a miniaturized, 10X probe designed for primary use with the

Type 323 oscilloscope. The probe consists of a Probe Body assembly, a

3.5' cable and a Compensating Box with a right-angle BNC connector.

The Compensating Box contains a small hole that provides access for adjust-

ment of a single variable capacitor.
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SECTION 1

CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics are attributes or capabilities of a product described
in terms of acceptable qualitative or quantitative: limits. The charac-*

teristics in this section are categorized as electrical, environmental, |

and physical.

The electrical and environmental characteristics together with their —
related validation procedures in Section 2 and 3 comprise a complete. |

statement of the electrical and environmental performance of a calibrated

instrument. Thus, the electrical and environmental characteristics are

valid only: (1) if the instrument is operating under the conditions des-

cribed in this section and in Section 2 and 3, and (2) if the instrument
is calibrated and operating in a calibrated system. |

Information in this section is tabulated as follows:

1. ITEM Titles of specific attributes or capabilities

of a product.

2. QUOTABLE , Characteristics describing the measurement

7 oo Gapabilities or limitations and physical

attributes of a product. These characteris-

tics are considered necessary to qualify a

product for a particular application(s).

These characteristics are a commitment be-

tween Tektronix, Inc. and the customer.

3. MAINTENANCE & Characteristics that, when met, will insure —

OPERATION , optimum instrument operation. These charac-—

teristics may be given to a customer as main-

tenance or operational aids, but are not a

commitment between Tektronix, Inc. and the

customer.

4. TEST RATE a Engineering's necommendations (not binding
on Manufacturing) regarding the minimum per-

centage of instruments which are tested for

specific characteristics; i.e. 100%, 10%,

1%Z, or 0.1%. These recommendations are based

on confidence level, and on the importance of

the characteristic.

5. VAL. STEP --- | The step number in Section 2 or 3 where the

validation procedure for the characteristic

can be found.

6. ENGINEERING NOTES Reserved for Engineering information (not to

be printed in any other document unless . ,

approved). This information may not be given

to a customer except under special circum-_

stances, and is not a commitment between the

customer and Tektronix, Inc.

1-1
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SECTION 2

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

2.1 Test Equipment Required

1 Oscilloscope , : Tektronix Type 545B

1 Plug-in Unit > Tektronix Type B

1 Pulse Generator > Tektronix Type 109

1 Delay Cable + Tektronix Type 113

1 Standard Amplitude Calibrator > Tektronix Type 067-0502-00

1 LC Meter : Tektronix Type 130

1 1,000 VDC Power Supply : Special

1 BNC-to-Probe Adapter : Tektronix Part No. 013-0084-00

1 50 & BNC Termination | , — : Tektronix Part No. 011-0049-00

1 GR-to-BNC Adapter >: Tektronix Part No. 017-0063-00

1 508 10 ns Cable : RG 8 A/U

2 50% 5 ns Cables : RG 8 A/U

1 Resistance Bridge . > ESI 250 DA

2.2 Step Response

Risetime

Using the two RG 8, 5 ns cables, interconnect the Type 113 with CHG LINE

1 and CHG LINE 2 of the Type 109. Next, using a GR-to-BNC adapter, attach

a 50 % BNC type termination to the 50 8% OUTPUT of the Type 109. Then

attach the BNC-to-Probe adapter to the 50 2 termination and insert the

probe into the adapter. Set TIME/CM switch to .1 us. Adjust AMPLITUDE

and VOLTAGE RANGE controls on Type 109 for a 4 cm display on test scope.

Place the 5X MAGNIFIER switch on the Type 545B to the ON position and

check risetime for 24.8 ns or less.

Aberrations

Allow the scope and plug-in controls to remain set as required for rise-

time check. Return the 5X MAGNIFIER switch to the OFF position and check

to see that waveform aberrations are within plus 0.06 cm, minus 0.06 cm, or

a total of 0.08 cm P-P.

2-1
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2.

i)

Compensation Range

Connect probe output to the CHANNEL 1 input of the Type B Unit set for

O.1 VOLTS/CM. Set TIME/CM to 1 mSEC. Connect probe input to SAC set

for 5 VOLTS. Through the hole in the Compensating Box, rotate the

variable capacitor throughout its range while observing the displayed

waveform. Range of compensation must include 20% undercompensation
(1 cm spike on leading edge), and 6% overcompensation (0.3 cm rounding

of leading edge). Then adjust the capacitor for optimum waveform

(flat top).

Attenuation

Using the Resistance Bridge, check the accuracy of the attenuation

resistor for 9 M2 within 12.

Maximum Input Voltage

Set the VOLTS/CM switch on the Type B to 20 V and center the trace on

the oscilloscope screen. Then apply +500 V DC to the probe tip.

Check deflection for +2.5 cm. Next, with -500 V DC applied to the

probe tip, check deflection for -2.5 cm.

Input Capacitance

Touch probe tip to UNKNOWN L or C jack of the Type 130. Check

capacitance as indicated on meter.

2-2
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SECTION 3

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

3.1 Temperature

Perform all tests in a single chamber and, when changing chamber ambient

temperature, do not exceed a change rate of 5°C per minute.

3.1.1 Nonoperating

3.1. 2

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C. Then

store the instrument at -55°C ambient for 4 hours. (This test may

be performed with the Nonoperating Altitude Test.)

Change ambient temperature to +75°C and again store for 4 hours.

Return the ambient temperature to 25°C, allow 4 hours for stabi-

lization, and again perform all electrical tests.

Failure Criteria

Instrument and components must meet performance requirements be-

fore and after storage.

Cracking, warping, discoloration or any deformation which inter-

fFeres with a normal mechanical functioning also constitute fail-

ures.

Operating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C.

Change ambient temperature to -15°C, and allow the instrument to

stabilize for 4 hours. At the end of this period perform all

electrical tests described in Section 2.

With the instrument operating, change the chamber ambient tempera-
ce) eo oture to t/3°C and allow 4 hours for stabilization.

At the end of 4 hours, perform all electrical tests described in

section 2.

Return the instrument to 25°C. Allow 4 hours for stabilization;

then perform all electrical tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

Instrument must meet performance requirements at each step in the

test.

3-1
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3. 2 Altitude

Altitudes described in this section are referred to sea level. 'Normal

altitude" when used, refers to the natural elevation (outside the chamber)

of the test facility site.

3,

3.

2

2

1

2

Nonoperating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C and

normal altitude. Then store for 4 hours at 50,000 feet and -55°C.

Return chamber to normal altitude and 25°C and allow 4 hours for

stabilization. At the end of this period, repeat the electrical

tests.

This test may be performed with the nonoperating temperature test

at -55°C (3.1.1).

Failure Criteria

The instrument must meet performance requirements before and after

the altitude test, and must experience no cracking or warping, nor

any deformation which interferes with a normal mechanical function.

Operating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C and

at normal altitude.

Operate the instrument for 4 hours at 15,000 feet. At the end of

this period, maintain that altitude and measure accuracy and op-

eration of instrument.

Return the instrument to normal altitude and repeat all electrical

tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

Instrument will meet performance requirements before, during, and

after the operating altitude tests. Any evidence of malfunction

constitutes failure.

3.3 Humidity

3.3.1 Nonoperating

Perform 5 cycles (120 hours) MIL-STD-202C, Method 106B provided

that freezing and vibration cycles shall not be included. Allow

to dry for 24 hours at room ambient conditions (25°C within 5°C,

20% to 80% relative humidity) prior to operation.

3-2
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Failure Criteria

The instrument must meet performance requirements before and after

the humidity cycling. There must be no deterioration of components
or materials, nor any deformation that interferes with a normal

mechanical function.

Nonoperating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 before proceed-

ing with shock tests.

In turn, subject the Probe Body Assembly and Compensation Box to

guillotine-type shocks of 750 g's, 1/2 sine characteristic as

follows: Apply 3 shocks of 1/2 ms duration in one direction in a

plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the Probe or Com-

pensation Box. Then, apply 3 additional shocks in the same plane

but in a direction 90° from’ the direction of the first shocks. Re-

peat this series of shocks at 1 ms and at 2 ms duration. (Total num-

ber of shocks: 36.) _

Then, subject the Compensation Box to guillotine-type shocks of

750 g's, 1/2 sine characteristic as follows: Apply 3 shocks of

1/2 ms, 1 ms and 2 ms duration (total of 9 shocks) in a longi-

tudinal direction so that the shock is transmitted against the

flat shoulders of the Compensation Box at the connector end.

Repeat all electrical tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

The instrument will meet performace requirements before and after

the shock tests. |

There must be no cracked or broken chassis, components or leads,

no component deformation of 0.100" or more, nor any deformation

that interferes with a normal mechanical functioning.

3-3









FACTORY TEST LIMITS

Factory Test Limits are qualified by the conditions specified in the main body of the

Factory Calibration Procedure.

correspond to the procedure steps where the check or adjustment is made.

out Factory Test Limits (setups, presets, etc.) are not listed.

The numbers and letters to the left of the: limits

Steps with-

Instruments may not

meet Factory Test Limits if calibration or checkout methods and test equipment differ

substantially from those in this procedure.

CHARGING CURRENT

Charging Current: 180mA +10mA

Regulation: +4mV

Regulation with dummy load: +2mV

POWER SUPPLIES

High voltage: -1.9kV, +12

Intensity Limit: 300ua, +52

CAL OUT: .5V 4.5%

+5V: +1.5%

-5V range:

-5V: 4.5%

+175V: +82%, -4%

+100V: +5%

+14V: +207

Idle current:

<-4,85 to >-5.15V

<230mA

REGULATION AND RIPPLE

Ripple: Power Supply ripple, max

+5V 10mV

-5V 10mV

+14V 200mV

+100V 200mV

+175V 750mV .

Regulation:

Power Supply deviation

+5V ~O25V

—5V .03V

+14V 2.8V

+100V 5.0V

+175V 14.0V

-1.9kV ~O19KV

323
Oct 1968 -1

1.

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR

6.25V +5%

VAR V/DIV BAL AND VERT X10 BAL

+.5div

+tildiv

Var V/Div Bal:

Vert X10 Bal:

MAXIMUM VERTICAL INPUT VOLTAGE

500V

LIMIT CENTERING

~0O8div

TRACE ROTATION AND GEOMETRY

TRACE ROTATION range: 4°
Geometry Vert: .ldiv

Horiz: .ldiv

GAIN

Vert Xl Gain Range + and -5%

Vert X10 Gain Range + and -5%

VOLTS/DIV

Volts/Div Accuracy: +112

VERT POSITION Range: 5.5div

5DIV CAL: +.52% ,

VARIABLE: 2.5:1

5DIV CAL X10 VERT Gain: +1%





14.

19.

20.
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HI FREQ COMPENSATION

HF compensation: +1.5%, -1.52Z,

2.5% P-P

X10 Transient Response +1.5%,

2.5% P-P

BANDWIDTH

Bandwidth: 4.1MHz

X10 VERT GAIN Bandwidth: 3.0MHz

MAXIMUM POWER COMSUMPTION

4.4w

MAXIMUM HORIZ INPUT VOLTAGE

300V

MAG REGISTRATION

+ldiv, from Xl to X10

TIMING

Xl Gain: +2% over 8div

VARIABLE TIME/DIV: 2.5:1

Sweep Length: 10.5div to lldiv

X10 Gain 2% over 8div ,

Horiz POSITION Range: end of

trace must cross graticule

center at each rotation extreme

TIME/DIV ACCURACY

X10 HORIZ MAG +3% over 8div

+4% over 2div

TIME/DIV Accuracy +2% over 8div
+3% over 2div

ae

323

EXT HORIZ

Deflection factor: .25V/div

+20%

EXT HORIZ VAR: 10:1

EXT HORIZ 10X ATTEN: +£2%

Input Capacity: O62pF, +t4pF

EXT HORIZ Bandwidth: 15kHz

VOLTS/DIV COMPENSATION

Input Capacity: 4/7pF +4pF

VOLTS/DIV compensation: +1%

MICROPHONICS AND GATE CURRENT

AND INPUT NOISE

Microphonics: ldiv, max, no ringing

type

Gate current: <50pa

Input noise: <.ldiv

VERTICAL AC COUPLED BANDWIDTH

<2Hz

. TRIGGERING

EXT TRIG DC: 60mV, at 2Hz

EXT TRIG AC Low Freq: 60mV, at 30Hz

Int TRIG AC Low Freq: .25div, at

30Hz

Int TRIG AC LF REJ

Trigger rejection: .25div at 5kHz

Triggering: .25div, at 30kHz

400kHz Triggering EXT: 60mV

INT: .25div

Trigger range + and -— .85 volts
4MHz triggering EXT: 1/5mV

INT: ./div

CALIBRATOR

Risetime <2us
Rep Rate 750Hz +200Hz

Period 45 to 55%

EXT BLANKING

+3V applied

END
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PREFACE

This Engineering Instrument Specification is the reference document for

all company activity concerning the electrical, environmental, and physi-

cal characteristics of the subject instrument. This document is printed

in two issues: a tentative copy printed on or before Prototype Release

of the instrument, and a final copy printed following Engineering Release.

Occasionally, if justified by the number of changes, the final copy is

updated and reissued following Pilot Production.

The major function of the Engineering Instrument Specification is to pro-

vide electrical, environmental, and physical characteristics to the

following departments:

Manuals Advertising

Product Technical Information - International Manufacturing

Engineering Product Reliability Technical Support ,

Marketing Technical Training International Marketing

Product Manufacturing Staff | Manufacturing Quality Assurance

Engineering Manufacturing Management

Electrical and environmental characteristics listed in Section 1 are

Wonst case, and are to be treated as described on page 1-1. Factory test

Limits are excluded frnom the Engineering Instrwnent Specification. Fac-

tory test limits are established by Product Manufacturing Staff Engineering,

and appear in documents issuing from that department.

Periodically, an Engineering Instrument Specification may be revised and .

reprinted. The revised Engineering Instrument Specification will then have

a 3-digit specification number followed by a capital letter printed in the

upper right corner of the front cover, e.g. OOOA for the first revision, —

OOOB for the second revision, etc.

Changes in the Engineering Instrument Specification may be made only via

the Instrument Performance Characteristic Change Request form of which 3

are included at the back of this document (contact the PE&M Engineering

Writing Department for additional forms).

Abbreviations and symbols appearing in the Engineering Instrument Specifi-

cation conform to Tektronix Standard No. A-100, Recommended Short Form.



CHANGE INFORMATION LOG

This page is used as a guide to insure that all change pages have been

inserted. When change pages are received, log them on this page, then

insert the change pages in their appropriate place. Change numbers

(located in upper right corner of Change Notice form) are assigned

in sequence. Absence of a number from the sequence indicates a change

which has not been inserted.

CHANGE NOTICE NUMBER EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE PAGE NUMBER
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INTRODUCTION

Description

The P6049 is a miniaturized, 10X probe designed for primary use with the

Type 323 oscilloscope. The probe consists of a Probe Body assembly, a

3.5' cable and a Compensating Box with a right-angle BNC connector.

The Compensating Box contains a small hole that provides access for adjust-

ment of a single variable capacitor.
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SECTION 1

CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics are attributes or capabilities of a product described
in terms of acceptable qualitative or quantitative limits. The charac-

teristics in this section are categorized as electrical, environmental,

and physical.

The electrical and environmental characteristics together with their

related validation procedures in Section 2 and 3 comprise a complete —

statement of the electrical and environmental performance of a calibrated

instrument. Thus, the electrical and environmental characteristics are

valid only: (1) if the instrument is operating under the conditions des-

cribed in this section and in Section 2 and 3, and (2) if the instrument

is calibrated and operating in a calibrated system.

Information in this section is tabulated as follows:

1. ITEM Titles of specific attributes or capabilities

of a product. ,

2. QUOTABLE Characteristics describing the measurement

capabilities or limitations and physical
attributes of a product. These characteris-

tics are considered necessary to qualify a

product for a particular application(s).
These characteristics are a commitment be-

tween Tektronix, Inc. and the customer.

3. MAINTENANCE & Characteristics that, when met, will insure

OPERATION optimum instrument operation. These charac-

teristics may be given to a customer as main-

tenance or operational aids, but are not a

commitment between Tektronix, Inc. and the

customer.

4. TEST RATE Engineering's recommendations (not binding

, on Manufacturing) regarding the minimum per-

centage of instruments which are tested for

specific characteristics; i.e. 100%, 10%,

1%Z, or 0.1%. These recommendations are based

on confidence level, and on the importance of

the characteristic.

5. VAL. STEP The step number in Section 2 or 3 where the

validation procedure for the characteristic

can be found.

6. ENGINEERING NOTES Reserved for Engineering information (not to

be printed in any other document unless .

approved). This information may not be given

to a customer except under special circum-

stances, and is not a commitment between the

customer and Tektronix, Inc.

1-1
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

G8T SIZ 6409d

with probe properly

compensated

1.1.1 PROBE

OPERATION NOTES:

Bandwidth 21 MHz Calculated from

, risetime

Step Response 100% jf 2.2

Risetime 17 ns or less not including risetime

of oscilloscope

Aberrations Within +1.5% or -1.5%, total of 2% P-P

Compensation Range. 43 pF or less to at least 66 pF 100% | 2.3

Attenuation 10X within 34 including 1 MQ, 2% input 100% | 2.4

R of oscilloscope

Maximum Input. Voltage 500 V (DC + Peak AC) Derated for AC as O.1%4 — 2.5

| | shown in Fig. 1

Input Impedance see Fig. 2 for Xp

vs frequency

curve

Resistance 10 M2 within 2% including 1 MQ, 2% input} Probe alone is 9 MQ: 1Z | 2.4
R of oscilloscope within 1% with out-

put connector

shorted

Capacitance 13.5 pF or less Measured at 140 kHz 2.6
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1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL

TEM " QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING
( OPERATION RATE STEP NOTES |

Temperature

Nonoperating -55°C to +75°C 0.1% | 3.1.1

Operating -15°C to +75°C 0.1% | 3.1.2

Altitude

Nonoperating To 50,000 feet IMay be tested during | 0.1% 43.2.1

Nonoperating Tempera-

ture test at -55°C

Operating To 15,000 feet

Humidity

Nonoperating 5S cycles MIL-STD-202C, Method 106B, 0.1% 73.3.1

omitting freezing and vibration sub-

cycles

Shock

Nonoperating 750 g's, 1/2 sine; 6 shocks each to 0.1% | 3.4.1

Probe Body and Compensation Box along

transverse axis at 1/2 ms, 1 ms and 2 ms

duration (total of 36 shocks); 3 addi-

tional shocks to Compensation Box in

longitudinal axis at 1/2 ms, 1 ms and

2 ms duration (total of 9 shocks)

GBT. Sid 6709d
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1.3 PHYSICAL

ITEM QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING

OPERATION RATE | STEP. _ NOTES

a

Dimensions

Probe Body 5-1/8" Long x 7/16" OD 0.1%

Coaxial Cable 3-1/2' Long between the base of the : 0.17

strain reliefs

Compensating Box 3-3/4" Long with Boot, 1-1/2" Wide with 0.17%

BNC, 1/2' Thick |

Weight

Probe and Comp. Box 2.3 ounces 0.1%

Cal Sia 609d
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SECTION 2

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

2.1 Test Equipment Required

1 Oscilloscope | : Tektronix Type 545B

1) Plug-in Unit : Tektronix Type B

1 Pulse Generator : Tektronix Type 109

1 Delay Cable , : Tektronix Type 113

1 Standard Amplitude Calibrator : Tektronix Type 067-0502-00

1 LC Meter : Tektronix Type 130

1 1,000 VDC Power Supply > Special

1 BNC-to-Probe Adapter : Tektronix Part No. 013-0084-00

1 50 & BNC Termination ~~ > Tektronix Part No. 011-0049-00

1 GR-to-BNC Adapter : Tektronix Part No. 017-0063-00

1 50 10 ns Cable > RG 8 A/U

2 50 % 5 ns Cables > RG 8 A/U

1 Resistance Bridge : ESI 250 DA

2.2 Step Response

Risetime

Using the two RG 8, 5 ns cables, interconnect the Type 113 with CHG LINE

1 and CHG LINE 2 of the Type 109. Next, using a GR-to-BNC adapter, attach

a 50 9% BNC type termination to the 50 2 OUTPUT of the Type 109. Then

attach the BNC-to-Probe adapter to the 50 2 termination and insert the

probe into the adapter. Set TIME/CM switch to .1 us. Adjust AMPLITUDE

and VOLTAGE RANGE controls on Type 109 for a 4 cm display on test scope.

Place the 5X MAGNIFIER switch on the Type 545B to the ON position and

check risetime for 24.8 ns or less.

Aberrations

Allow the scope and plug-in controls to remain set as required for rise-

time check. Return the 5X MAGNIFIER switch to the OFF position and check

to see that waveform aberrations are within plus 0.06 cm, minus 0.06 cm, or

a total of 0.08 cm P-P.

2-1
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2.3 Compensation Range

ee)

Connect probe output to the CHANNEL 1 input of the Type B Unit set for

O.1 VOLTS/CM. Set TIME/CM to 1 mSEC. Connect probe input to SAC set

for 5 VOLTS. Through the hole in the Compensating Box, rotate the

variable capacitor throughout its range while observing the displayed

waveform. Range of compensation must include 20% undercompensation

(1 cm spike on leading edge), and 6% overcompensation (0.3 cm rounding

of leading edge). Then adjust the capacitor for optimum waveform

(flat top). ©

Attenuation

Using the Resistance Bridge, check the accuracy of the attenuation

resistor for 9 MQ within 12.

Maximum Input Voltage

Set the VOLTS/CM switch on the Type B to 20 V and center the trace on

the oscilloscope screen. Then apply +500 V DC to the probe tip.

Check deflection for +2.5 cm. Next, with -500 V DC applied to the

probe tip, check deflection for -2.5 cm.

Input Capacitance

Touch probe tip to UNKNOWN L or C jack of the Type 130. Check

capacitance as indicated on meter.

2-2
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SECTION 3

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

3.1 Temperature

Perform all tests in a single chamber and, when changing chamber ambient

temperature, do not exceed a change rate of 5°C per minute.

3.1.1 Nonoperating

3.1. 2

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C. Then

store the instrument at -55°C ambient for 4 hours. (This test may

be performed with the Nonoperating Altitude Test.)

Change ambient temperature to +75°C and again store for 4 hours.

Return the ambient temperature to 25°C, allow 4 hours for stabi-

lization, and again perform all electrical tests.

Failure Criteria

Instrument and components must meet performance requirements be-

fore and after storage.

Cracking, warping, discoloration or any deformation which inter-

feres with a normal mechanical functioning also constitute fail-

ures.

Operating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C.

Change ambient temperature to -15°C, and allow the instrument to

stabilize for 4 hours. At the end of this period perform all

electrical tests described in Section 2.

With the instrument operating, change the chamber ambient tempera-
f°]

ture to t/5°C and allow 4 hours for stabilization.

At the end of 4 hours, perform all electrical tests described in

section 2.

Return the instrument to 25°C. Allow 4 hours for stabilization;

then perform all electrical tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

Instrument must meet performance requirements at each step in the

test. ,

3-1
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3. 2 Altitude

Altitudes described in this section are referred to sea level. "Normal

altitude" when used, refers to the natural elevation (outside the chamber)

of the test facility site.

3. 2 2

3.2.1 Nonoperating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C and

normal altitude. Then store for 4 hours at 50,000 feet and -55°C.

Return chamber to normal altitude and 25°C and allow 4 hours for

Stabilization. At the end of this period, repeat the electrical

tests.

This test may be performed with the nonoperating temperature test

at -55°C (3.1.1).

Failure Criteria

The instrument must meet performance requirements before and after

the altitude test, and must experience no cracking or warping, nor

any deformation which interferes with a normal mechanical function.

Operating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 at 25°C and

at normal altitude.

Operate the instrument for 4 hours at 15,000 feet. At the end of

this period, maintain that altitude and measure accuracy and op-

eration of instrument.

Return the instrument to normal altitude and repeat all electrical

tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

Instrument will meet performance requirements before, during, and

after the operating altitude tests. Any evidence of malfunction

constitutes failure.

3.3 Humidity

3.3.1 Nonoperating

Perform 5 cycles (120 hours) MIL-STD-202C, Method 106B provided

that freezing and vibration cycles shall not be included. Allow

to dry for 24 hours at room ambient conditions (25°C within 5°C,

20% to 80% relative humidity) prior to operation.
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3.4 Shock

3.4.1

P6049 EIS 185

Failure Criteria

The instrument must meet performance requirements before and after

the humidity cycling. There must be no deterioration of components
or materials, nor any deformation that interferes with a normal

mechanical function.

Nonoperating

Perform all electrical tests described in Section 2 before proceed-

ing with shock tests.

In turn, subject the Probe Body Assembly and Compensation Box to

guillotine-type shocks of 750 g's, 1/2 sine characteristic as

follows: Apply 3 shocks of 1/2 ms duration in one direction in a

plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the Probe or Com-

pensation Box. Then, apply 3 additional shocks in the same plane

but in a direction 90° from’the direction of the first shocks. Re- |

peat this series of shocks at 1 ms and at 2 ms duration. (Total nunm-

ber of shocks: 36.) _

Then,-subject the Compensation Box to guillotine-type shocks of

750 g's, 1/2 sine characteristic as follows: Apply 3 shocks of

1/2 ms, 1 ms and 2 ms duration (total of 9 shocks) in a longi-

tudinal direction so that the shock is transmitted against the

flat shoulders of the Compensation Box at the connector end.

Repeat all electrical tests described in Section 2.

Failure Criteria

The instrument will meet performace requirements before and after

the shock tests. |

There must be no cracked or broken chassis, components or leads,

no component deformation of 0.100" or more, nor any deformation

that interferes with a normal mechanical functioning.
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ENGINEERING INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATION

CHANGE NOTICE

Instrument Type: 323

Change No. 188-6

Publication affected:_2usineering Instrument Spec. yo,_188 Dated_11/7/67

See Below See Below
Page: Item

(Pg. 1-3) From: Step Response

At all other »>e (0° — 55°C)

V/div settings

To: Step Response

(-15°C - 0°C)

Aberrations at 2.0 (-15°C to +55°C)
01 V/div

At all other ~~ (0° to +55°C)

V/Div settings

(-15°C to+55°C)

— i <= =D => =a ez = aD ca ow USO lC ODOC UC UU ee ell ell eee ee em ee ees ee eee qm mies

(Pe. 1-14) Delete: Battery Pack »oe1.8 AH

Delete: Charge Time

Trickle Charge At least 64 hours

From: Operating Time

10 pA Cathode

Current or Less

Calibrator Wave- 8 hours or greater (Delete "Typically 10.2

form Displayed : hours'')

6 Div, 4 MHz 4.6 hours or greater (Delete "Typically 5.6
Signal Displayed hours").

300 pA Cathode

Current

Calibrator Wave- 5 hours or greater (Delete "Typically 6.1

form Displayed hours")

6 Div, 4 MHz 3.4 hours or greater (Delete "Typically 4 hours")
Signal ,

To: See Above 7 hours-or greater

4 hours or greater

4.4 hours or greater

3 hours or greater

(Pg. 2-8) From: -»»Voltage drop must be from 486 mV to 594 mV.

To: -+ Voltage drop must be from 48.6 mV to 59.4 mV.

Reason for Change:

Approved by: eA

NOTE: The attached slit-punched

pages replace the corres-

ponding pages in the¢’ EIS.
Teme 5 a . . ‘

ok
Effective date

{ (Program Manager)
id f
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1.1 7 ELECTRICAL

1.1.1 VERTICAL AMPLIFIER (cont)

! OPERATION RATE | STEP. NOTES

Frequency Response 100% }2.2.5

Bandwidth (VARIABLE

VOLTS/DIV at CAL) Without Probe With P6049 Probe

DC (Direct) Coupled
4 Div Reference

MAG X 1 At least 4 MHz At least 4 MHz

MAG X 10 At least 2.75 MHz At least 2.75 MHz

AC (Capacitive) 2 Hz or less at all deflection factors

Coupled 4 Div Refer- |0.2 Hz or less with P6049 Probe

ence Lower Bandwidth

Frequency

Step Response 100Z 42.2.6

Risetime

MAG X l

MAG X 10

90 ns or less with 4 div step input

130 ns or less with 4 div step input

Aberrations at .01 V/div

At ak other V/div

Settings

tlh, -2% or less, total of 3% P-P or less
(-15°C to +55°C)

+39, ~39 on Less, total of 3% P-P on

Less (0°C to +55°C); +43, -4% on Less,
totak of 4% P-P on Less (-15°C to +55°C)

Position Effect on

Aberrations

Negligible with signal on screen

Probe Effect on Aberra-

tions

Negligible

#7/30/69
g8I SIG €ZE



1.1 ELECTRICAL

7-1

Internal R40 1 div or less trace

shift when VARIABLE

VOLTS/DIV is turned

from fully cw to

fully ccw

X1 to X10 Balance Within 1.5 div 100%

1.1.1. VERTICAL AMPLIFIER (cont)

ITEM QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING

, | OPERATION RATE STEP. NOTES

Overload Recovery 100% [2.2.6

O0°C to +40°C 1 us or less to stabilize after +30 div

and -30 div deflection

-15°C to +55°C 2 us or less to stabilize after +30 div

and -30 div deflection

Maximum Input Voltage Without Probe With P6049 Probe 0%

DC (Direct) Coupled, DC |500 V 500 V

+ Peak AC

AC (Capacitive) Coupled }|500 V

DC Voltage

Input R and C Without Probe With P6049 Probe 1% 42.2.7] Attenuator set-

tings are compen-

Input Resistance 1 MQ within 27 10 MQ within 2% sated to each

other and are
Input Capacitance 47 pF within 4 pF Less than 13.5 pF 43 pF to 51 pF

Input (Gate) Current 85 pA (0.085 div at 1 mV/div) or less 100% [2.2.8
20°C to 30°C

0.7 nA (0.7 div at 1 mV/div) or less

-15°C to +55°C

Variable Balance 100% 42.2.9

88T SIH €2t



1.1 ~sLECTRICAL ~

1.1.7 POWER SOURCE

ITEM QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING

OPERATION RATE | STEP NOTES

Line Voltage Ranges 90 to 136 V 100% { 2.8.1

180 to 272 V 1%

External DC Voltage Range | 6 VDC to 16 VDC 100% | 2.8.2

Line Frequency 48 Hz to 400 Hz 1% 42.8.3

Power Consumption 
1%4 42.8.4

External DC Voltage

€T-T "Ab
6 V to 16 V, 4 MHz,

6 Div Signal Dis-

played, Full Inten-

sity

4.5 W, maximum. Typtcak power cons ump~
tion with nornak intensity and 1 kHz
Aquarewave display: 1.6 watts

Line Voltage

tt 115 VAC, 4 MHz,

6 Div Signal Dis-

played, Full Inten-

sity, Full Charge

Rate .

14 Ws maximum

Cathode current

adjusted for

300 wp A at full

intensity

At 90 VAC line,

4 MHz signal dis-

played, full in-

tensity, charge

circiut will pro-

vide trickle

charge only.

Charge circuit

will provide full

charge rate at

= 98 VAC..

# 5/9/68
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

1.1.8 |

iF Battery Pack

Charge Time

25°C Charge Temperatures

20°C to 30°C Operating

Temperature)

10 pA Cathode Current
or Less. |

Calibrator Waveform

Displayed

7 hows of greater

charge cycle.

ting time may be less

Opera-—

after 200 charge-

discharge cycles.

6 Div, 4 MHz Signal

Displayed

4 hours on greater

300 wA Cathode Current

(Full Intensity)

Calibrator Waveform

Displayed

4.4 hours on greater

6 Div, 4 MHz Signal

Displayed

3 hours or greater

Typical Charge Capacity
(20°C to 25°C Charge-

Discharge Reference) Discharge Temperature

Charge Temperature -15°C |20°C-25°C|55°C

O°C 407 607% 50%

20°C to 25°C - 65% 1002 85%

40°C a 40% 65% | 55%

INTERNAL BATTERY SUPPLY
#

- MAINTENANCE & TEST }| VAL.

TTEM ( QUOTABLE OPERATION RATE | STEP

C size, 6 cell, 0%

Full Charge At least 16 hours

Operating Time (20°C to | Instrument off during, 0.14)]2.9.1

ENGINEERING

NOTES. 88T SIHd E€7E

#7 /30/69



323 EIS 188

2.5 Calibrator

2 6

2.5.1 Output Voltage

2.5

2.5.

2.5.4

2

3

Connect DC Voltage Bridge to CAL OUT. Remove Q9. Measure output

DC level.

Repetition Rate (750 Hz)

Connect test scope to CAL OUT. Check repetition rate for 750 Hz

within 250 Hz.

Risetime

Connect test scope---10X Probe---CAL OUT. Measure the time inter-
val between the 10% and 90% amplitude points on leading edge of

calibrator signal.

Duty Cycle

Connect test scope to CAL OUT. Set sweep rate variable to display

one cycle of calibrator waveform over 10 div. Check that positive

half cycle is 4 div to 6 div.

External Horizontal Input

2.6.1 Deflection Factor

2 6 2

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ IN-

PUT. Set TIME/DIV to EXT HORIZ and trigger selector to EXT TRIG

OR HORIZ. Set Sinewave Generator to 500 Hz and adjust amplitude

for 100 mV. Set HORIZ MAG to X10 and ATTEN to 1X. Check for

3.3 div to 5 div horizontal deflection.

Set HORIZ MAG to OFF and ATTEN to 1X. Adjust Sinewave Generator

for 1 V. Check for 3.3 div to 5 div horizontal deflection.

Set HORIZ MAG to X10 and ATTEN to 10X. Adjust Sinewave Generator

for 1V. Check for 3.3 div to 5 div horizontal deflection.

Set HORIZ MAG to OFF and ATTEN to 10X. Adjust Sinewave Generator

for 10 V. Check for 3.3 div to 5 div horizontal deflection.

Bandwidth (10 Div Reference)

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ IN-

PUT. Set TIME/DIV to EXT HORIZ and trigger selector to EXT TRIG

OR HORIZ. Set Sinewave Generator to 500 Hz and adjust amplitude

for a 10 div display. Increase frequency until 7 div are dis-

played. Note that frequency is at least 10 kHz.

2-7



323 EIS 188

2.

2.

#7/30/69

7

8

2.6.3

2.6.4

Variable Range

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT.

Set TIME/DIV to EXT HORIZ and trigger selector to EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ. Set HORIZ MAG to OFF and attenuator to 1X. Set Sinewave

Generator to 500 Hz and adjust amplitude for a 10 div display.

Turn VARIABLE ccw. Check for 1 div display or less.

Input R and C

Connect ESI Type 250DA to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ. Measure input re-
sistance and capacitance in Xl and X10.

External Blanking Input

2./.1

Power

2.8.1

2.8.2

2.8.3

2.8.4

Sensitivity and Usable Frequency Range

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz -— 1 MHz to EXT BLANK input and

vertical input. Set amplitude for 5 V and frequency for 100 kHz.

Set sweep rate for 10 ms/div, TRIGGER to + AUTO. Check for an in-

tensity modulated sweep at normal intensity.

source

Line Voltage Ranges

Vary line voltage with TU-76. Measure voltage drop across R615.
Voltage drop must be from 48.6 mV to 59.4 mV.

External DC Voltage Range

Vary external DC from 6 V to 16 V. Monitor regulated DC power

supplies with test scope.

Line Frequency

Connect Type 323 line cord to Tel-Instrument Type 4100-I-10S.
Monitor regulated DC supplies with test scope at frequency limits.

Maximum Power Consumption

External DC Voltage

Connect a Triplet Type 630 meter in between Type 323 and DC Volt-

age source. Set INTENSITY fully cw and check for 1 V drop across

R5/2. Connect Type 191 to vertical input. Set Type 191 frequency

for 4 MHz and amplitude for 4 div display. Set external DC volt-

age source for 6 V and check for less than 750 mA. Set external

DC voltage source for 16 V and check for less than 281 mA.

Line Voltage

Connect A SRI Type VAW in between Type 323 and TU-76. Set charge

rate for FULL. Turn INTENSITY fully cw and check for 1 V drop

across R5/2. Connect Type 191 to vertical input. Set Type 191

frequency for 4 MHz and amplitude for 6.div display. Set TU-76

for 115 VAC and check for less than 14 W.

2-8
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ENGINEERING INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATION

CHANGE NOTICE

Change No. 188-6

(

4

Instrument Type: 323

Publication affected: engineering Instrument Spec. yo,_188 Dated__LL/7/67

Page: See Below Item pee Below

(Pg. 1-3) From: Step Response

At all other »(0° —- 55°C) (-15°C - 0°C)

V/div settings

To: Step Response

Aberrations at .(-15°C to +55°C)
01 V/div

At all other » (0° to +55°C) (-15°C to+55°C)

V/Div settings

(Pe. 1-14) Delete: Battery Pack 1.8 AH

Delete: Charge Time ,

Trickle Charge At least 64 hours

From: Operating Time

10 pA Cathode

Current or Less

Calibrator Wave- 8 hours or greater (Delete "Typically 10.2

form Displayed hours'')

6 Div, 4 MHz 4.6 hours or ereater (Delete "Typically 5.6
Signal Displayed hours").

300 uA Cathode

Current

Calibrator Wave- 5 hours or greater (Delete "Typically 6.1

form Displayed hours")

6 Div, 4 MHz 3.4 hours or greater (Delete "Typically 4 hours")

Signal

To: See Above 7 hours-or greater

4 hours or greater

4.4 hours or greater

3 hours or greater

(Pg. 2-8) From »-Voltage drop must be from 486 mV to 594 mV.

To: ‘Voltage drop must be from 48.6 mV to 59.4 mV.
a

Reason for Change:

a“
r-

. Epo ro pate aa af

{ a yo

Approved by:

NOTE:
Correction, clarification.

(Program Manager)

a” .

ie
oo ge £

The attached slit-punched

pages replace the corres-

ponding pages in wa

Effective date \ Sef 7
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1.1 7 ELECTRICAL

Risetime

MAG X 1

MAG X 10

90 ns or less with 4 div step input

130 ns or less with 4 div step input

Aberrations at .01 V/dtv

At ath other V/div

Settings

+2%, -2% or less, total of 3% P-P or less

(-15°C to +55°C)
+ 3% 3% ON Less, totak of 3% P-P oA

Loss (0° C to +55 bc). +43, -43 on Less,
total of 43 P-P on Less (-15°C to +55° C)

Position Effect on

Aberrations

Negligible with signal on screen

Probe Effect on Aberra-

tions

Negligible

1.1.1 VERTICAL AMPLIFIER (cont)

ITEM QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING

OPERATION RATE STEP: NOTES

Frequency Response 100% 42.2.5

Bandwidth (VARIABLE

VOLTS/DIV at CAL) Without Probe With P6049 Probe

DC (Direct) Coupled
4 Div Reference

MAG X 1 © At least 4 MHz At least 4 MHz

MAG X 10 At least 2.75 MHz At least 2.75 MHz

AC (Capacitive) 2 Hz or less at all deflection factors

Coupled 4 Div Refer- {0.2 Hz or less with P6049 Probe

ence Lower Bandwidth

Frequency

Step Response 100% 42.2.6

#7/30/69
ggI SIH €zE
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1.1 ELECTRICAL

1.1.1 VERTICAL AMPLIFIER (cont)

OPERATION RATE STEP: | NOTES

= a

Overload Recovery 100Z 42.2.6

O°C to +40°C l us or less to stabilize after +30 div

and -30 div deflection

-15°C to +55°C 2 us or less to stabilize after +30 div

and -30 div deflection

Maximum Input Voltage Without Probe With P6049 Probe 0%

DC (Direct) Coupled, DC {500 V 500 V

+ Peak AC

AC (Capacitive) Coupled [500 V

DC Voltage

Input R and C Without Probe With P6049 Probe 1% 42.2.7) Attenuator set-

tings are compen-

Input Resistance 1 MQ within 27 10 MQ within 2% sated to each

other and are
Input Capacitance 47 pF within 4 pF Less than 13.5 pF 43 pF to 51 pF

Input (Gate) Current 85 pA (0.085 div at 1 mV/div) or less 100% 42.2.8

20°C to 30°C

0.7 nA (0.7 div at 1 mV/div) or less

-15°C to +55°C

Variable Balance 100% {2.2.9

Internal R40 1 div or less trace

shift when VARIABLE

VOLTS/DIV is turned

from fully cw to

fully ccw

X1 to X10 Balance Within 1.5 div 1002

S8T SId E€7Ee



1.1 KHLECTRICAL

1.1.7 POWER SOURCE

ITEM | | QUOTABLE MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL. ENGINEERING

| OPERATION RATE | STEP NOTES

Line Voltage Ranges 90 to 136 V 100% { 2.8.1

180 to 272 V 1%

External DC Voltage Range | 6 VDC to 16 VDC 100% | 2.8.2

Line Frequency 48 Hz to 400 Hz 1% 42.8.3

Power Consumption | | 1% 12.8.4

External DC Voltage Cathode current

| adjusted for

ft 6 V to 16 V, 4 MHz, 4.5 W, maxinum. Typicak power consump- |. / | | 300 vp A at full
7 6 Div Signal Dis— | tion with normal intensity and 1 kHz | intensity
AR played, Full Inten- squarewave display: 1.6 watts
bo sity |

Line Voltage

# 115 VAC, 4 MHz, 14 We maximum At 90 VAC line,

6 Div Signal Dis- 4 MHz signal dis-

played, Full Inten- played, full in-

sity, Full Charge tensity, charge
Rate ° circiut will pro-

vide trickle

charge only.

Charge circuit

will provide full

charge rate at

= 98 VAC..

# 5/9/68
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#7/30/69

1.1 ELECTRICAL

1.1.8 INTERNAL BATTERY SUPPLY

iF Battery Pack

ra

ENGINEERING

Charge Time

25°C Charge Temperatures

20°C to 30°C Operating

Temperature)

10 pA Cathode Current
or Less. }

Calibrator Waveform

Displayed

7 hours on greater

charge cycle. Opera-

ting time may be less

after 200 charge-

discharge cycles.

6 Div, 4 MHz Signal

Displayed

4 hours on greater

300 vA Cathode Current

(Full Intensity)

Displayed

Calibrator Waveform 4.4 hous on greater

6 Div, 4 MHz Signal

Displayed

3 hours on greater

Typical Charge Capacity
(20°C to 25°C Charge-

Discharge Reference) Discharge Temperature

Charge Temperature -15°C |20°C-25°C 55°C |

O0°C 40% 60% 50%

20°C to 25°C - 65% 1L0UZ 85%

40°C 40% 65% 55%

MAINTENANCE & TEST | VAL.
T OTABLETTEM ( Qu OPERATION RATE | STEP

C size, 6 cell, 0%

Full Charge At least 16 hours

Operating Time (20°C to | Instrument off during) 0.12)2.9.1

88T SIH €7ENOTES.



323 EIS 188

2.5 Calibrator

2 6

2.5.1 Output Voltage

2.5.

2.5.

2.5.4

2

3

Connect DC Voltage Bridge to CAL OUT. Remove Q9. Measure output

DC level.

Repetition Rate (750 Hz)

Connect test scope to CAL OUT. Check repetition rate for 750 Hz

within 250 Hz.

Risetime

Connect test scope---10X Probe---CAL OUT. Measure the time inter-
val between the 10% and 90% amplitude points on leading edge of

calibrator signal.

Duty Cycle

Connect test scope to CAL OUT. Set sweep rate variable to display

one cycle of calibrator waveform over 10 div. Check that positive

half cycle is 4 div to 6 div.

External Horizontal Input

2.6.1 Deflection Factor

2.6 22

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ IN-

PUT. Set TIME/DIV to EXT HORIZ and trigger selector to EXT TRIG

OR HORIZ. Set Sinewave Generator to 500 Hz and adjust amplitude

for 100 mV. Set HORIZ MAG to X10 and ATTEN to 1X. Check for

3.3 div to 5 div horizontal deflection.

Set HORIZ MAG to OFF and ATTEN to 1X. Adjust Sinewave Generator

for 1V. Check for 3.3 div to 5 div horizontal deflection.

Set HORIZ MAG to X10 and ATTEN to 10X. Adjust Sinewave Generator

for 1 V. Check for 3.3 div to 5 div horizontal deflection.

Set HORIZ MAG to OFF and ATTEN to 10X. Adjust Sinewave Generator

for 10 V. Check for 3.3 div to 5 div horizontal deflection.

Bandwidth (10 Div Reference)

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ IN-

PUT. Set TIME/DIV to EXT HORIZ and trigger selector to EXT TRIG

OR HORIZ. Set Sinewave Generator to 500 Hz and adjust amplitude

for a 10 div display. Increase frequency until 7 div are dis-

played. Note that frequency is at least 10 kHz.

2-/



323 EIS 188

2.

2.

#7/30/69

7

2.6.3

2.6.4

Variable Range

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT.
Set TIME/DIV to EXT HORIZ and trigger selector to EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ. Set HORIZ MAG to OFF and attenuator to 1X. Set Sinewave

Generator to 500 Hz and adjust amplitude for a 10 div display.

Turn VARIABLE cew. Check for 1 div display or less.

Input R and C

Connect ESI Type 250DA to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ. Measure input re-

sistance and capacitance in Xl and X10.

External Blanking Input

2./.1

Power

2.8.1

2.8.2

2.8.3

2.8.4

Sensitivity and Usable Frequency Range

Connect Sinewave Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz to EXT BLANK input and

vertical input. Set amplitude for 5 V and frequency for 100 kHz.

Set sweep rate for 10 ms/div, TRIGGER to + AUTO. Check for an in-

tensity modulated sweep at normal intensity.

source

Line Voltage Ranges

Vary line voltage with TU-76. Measure voltage drop across R615.

Voltage drop must be from 48.6 mV to 59.4 mV.

External DC Voltage Range

Vary external DC from 6 V to 16 V. Monitor regulated DC power

supplies with test scope.

Line Frequency

Connect Type 323 line cord to Tel-Instrument Type 4100-I-10S.
Monitor regulated DC supplies with test scope at frequency limits.

Maximum Power Consumption

External DC Voltage

Connect a Triplet Type 630 meter in between Type 323 and DC Volt-

age source. Set INTENSITY fully cw and check for 1 V drop across

R572. Connect Type 191 to vertical input. Set Type 191 frequency

for 4 MHz and amplitude for 4 div display. Set external DC volt-

age source for 6 V and check for less than 750 mA. Set external

DC voltage source for 16 V and check for less than 281 mA.

Line Voltage

Connect A SRI Type VAW in between Type 323 and TU-76. Set charge

rate for FULL. Turn INTENSITY fully cw and check for 1 V drop

across R5/2. Connect Type 191 to vertical input. Set Type 191

frequency for 4 MHz and amplitude for 6. div display. Set TU-76

for 115 VAC and check for less than 14 W.

2-8
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@ AC, DC OR BATTERY POWERED

@ COMPACT SIZE—WEIGHT ~7 Ib

@ ALL SOLID-STATE RELIABILITY

@ 4-MHz BANDWIDTH AT 10 mV/DIV

@ LOW POWER CONSUMPTION

@ DESIGNED FOR SEVERE ENVIRONMENTS

The Type 323 is an all solid-state, single-channel, 4-MHz

portable oscilloscope providing the operator the convenience

of using AC, DC or internal rechargeable batteries for powering

the instrument. The 323 features small size and weight, together

with extremely low power consumption. Depth is 105/, inches,

width—8//, inches, height—41/, inches, weight—7 pounds.

Power consumption is up to 4.5 watts, typically 1.6 watts from an

external DC source and 14 watts when powered from the AC

line. Internal rechargeable batteries will provide up to 8 hours

continuous operation, sufficient for a full working day. The

portability/performance provided by the Type 323 Oscillo-

scope, makes it most attractive for use in ‘on-site’ maintenance

applications; for example, industrial control equipment, com-

munication systems, business machines and computers.

Pos!

TYPE 323

DC-to-4 MHz —

PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE

CHARACTERISTIC SUMMARY

VERTICAL

BANDWIDTH—DC to 4 MHz.

RISETIME—90 ns.

CALIBRATED DEFLECTION FACTOR—10 mV/div to 20V/div
at full bandwidth, 1 mV/div at 2.75-MHz bandwidth.

INPUT RC—1 megohm paralleled by approx 47 pF.

HORIZONTAL

CALIBRATED TIME BASE—5 ps/div to 1 s/div.

X10 MAGNIFIER—Extends time base to 0.5 ps/div.

EXTERNAL INPUT—30 mV/div to 20 V/div, continuously vari-

able, DC to 10 kHz.

CRT

DISPLAY AREA—6 x 10 divisions (1/4 inch/division).

PHOSPHOR—P31.

OTHER

AMPLITUDE CALIBRATOR—Internal, 0.5 V at external jack.

POWER SOURCES—Internal batteries; external DC supply of

6 to 16V, 4.5 .W; 90 to 136 VAC or 180 to 272 VAC, 48 Hz

to 440 Hz, 14W at 115 VAC.



VERTICAL DEFLECTION

BANDWIDTH

DC to at least 4 MHz at 3-dB down. DC to at least 2.75 MHz

at 3-dB down using X10 gain. Low-frequency 3-dB-down point

with AC coupling is 2Hz or less, extending to 0.2 Hz or less

with the included 10X probe.

RISETIME

90 ns or less; 130 ns or less using X10 gain.

DEFLECTION FACTOR

10 mV/div to 20 V/div in 11 calibrated steps (1-2-5 sequence),

1 mV/div to 2 V/div using X10 gain, all steps accurate within

3%. Uncalibrated, continuously variable between steps and

to approx 50 V/div.

INPUT RC

1 megohm within 2% paralleled by 47 pF within 4 pF.

MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE

500 V combined DC + peak AC.

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ VERT INPUT
tr

CAL OUT-

BYstank ” _¢ 08 )

© O10 ®
(Fy = 10%)

UT

Ma —“arpe

Input and output connections are provided on the left side panel,

freeing important front panel space for operating controls.

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION

TIME BASE

5 ps/div to 1s/div in 17 calibrated steps (1-2-5 sequence),

accurate within 3% from 5 us/div to 0.2 s/div, accurate within

A%, from 0.5s/div to 1s/div. Uncalibrated, continuously

variable between steps and to approx 2.5s/div.

X10 MAGNIFIER

Operates over full time base, increases fastest sweep rate to

0.5 ws/div. Accuracy of magnified display is within 5% from

2 ws/div to 20 ms/div, within 6% at 0.5 us/div, 1 us/div, 50

ms/div, and 0.1 s/div.

EXTERNAL INPUT

Continuously variable from approx 25mV/div to approx

25 V/div, AC or DC coupled. DC to at least 10 kHz at 3-dB

down.

TRIGGER

MODES

Automatic or manual level selection with a single control.

Automatic operation is useful above 30Hz, minimizes trig-

ger adjustment for non-composite signals of different ampli-

tudes, and repetition rates. With no input, automatic trigger-

ing provides a bright baseline at all sweep rates.

COUPLING

AC and AC LF REJ for internal triggering, AC and DC for

external triggering. 300-V maximum input voltage (combined

DC + peak AC).

AMPLITUDE REQUIREMENTS

0.3-div deflection or 75mV external to 400 kHz, increasing

to 0.75-div deflection or 190 mV external at 4MHz. Require-

ments increase below 30Hz with internal or external AC

coupling and below 30 kHz with AC LF REJ coupling.

EASY TO CARRY

Weighing only 7 pounds, the Type 323 is easily carried

using the included shoulder strap or the adjustable carry-

ing handle.

© 1968, Tektronix, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Printed in U.S.A. TPD 5/68



CRT

CRT

6x 10-div display area; each div is % inch. CRT uses direct

heated cathode, providing a useful display approx two

seconds after turn-on. P31 phosphor normally supplied. Ex-

ternal blanking input requires +5 V to +20V (DC coupled),

is usable from DC to at least 100 kHz. 150-V maximum input

voltage (combined DC + peak AC).

GRATICULE

Internal, non-illuminated. Vertical and horizontal centerlines

marked in 5 minor divisions per major 14-inch division.

ENVIRONMENTAL CAPABILITIES

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

Operating: —15°C to +55°C.

Non-operating: —55°C to +75°C (without batteries).

—40°C to +60°C (with batteries).

ALTITUDE

Operating: 15,000 feet; maximum ambient temperature rating

must be decreased by 1°C/1000 feet from 5,000 feet to 15,000

feet.

Non-operating: 50,000 feet.

VIBRATION

Operating: 15 minutes along each of the 3 major axes, 0.025

inch peak-to-peak displacement (4 g's at 55c/s) 10 to 55 to

10c/s in 1-minute cycles.

SHOCK

Operating and non-operating: 30 g's, Y/ sine, 11-ms duration,

2 shocks per axis in each direction for a total of 12 shocks.

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

Meets radiated interference requirements of MIL-I-6181D and

MIL-I-1690C over the range 150 kHz to 1 GHz. Instrument

must be battery operated with CRT mesh filter (378-0596-00)

installed. Installation of the CRT mesh filter enhances the dis-

play contrast; however, it excludes the use of the internal

non-illuminated graticule.

HUMIDITY

Non-operating: Meets electrical performance specifications

after exposure to five cycles (120 hours) of Mil-Std-202C.

Method 106B (omit freezing and vibration, and allow a post-

test drying period at +25°C +5°C at 20% to 80% relative

humidity.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

AMPLITUDE CALIBRATOR

0.5V at external jack, accurate within 1% from +20°C to

+30°C, within 2% throughout the operating temperature

range. Output resistance approx 10 kQ. Risetime 2 «us or less;

duty cycle 40% to 60%. Output also applied internally to

vertical amplifier.

PROBE

The P6049 is a miniaturized 10X probe with 3.5-foot cable,

and right-angle BNC connector. Input RC with probe is 10 MQ

within 2% paralleled by less than 13.5 pF.

POWER SOURCES

Battery operation: removeable power pack contains 6 size

“C" NiCd cells providing 3.4 to 8 hours operation. Operating

time depends on signal conditions, the setting of trace intensity,

operating temperature and temperature during previous bat-

tery charge. Maximum time is achieved at 20°C to 25°C

charge and 20°C to 30°C operating temperature. Internal

charger provides two charging rates for the internal batteries

when connected to the AC line. Recharge requires at least

16 hours at FULL CHARGE, and at least 64 hours at TRICKLE

CHARGE.

External DC source: operates from an external DC source of

6V to 16V, requires up to 4.5 W, typically 1.6 W.

External AC source: operates from an external AC source of

90 to 136 V, or 180 to 272 V. 48 to 440 Hz, 14.W maximum

at 115 VAC.

EASY TO POWER

Operates on internal batteries, external DC or external AC

source. Battery charge rate is selectable at rear panel;

external source input is at side panel.

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

Height AV, in 10.8 cm

Width without handle 7, in 18.4 cm

Width with handle 8, in 21.6 cm

Depth with panel cover 105/, in 27.0 cm

Depth with handle extended 123/, in 32.3 cm

Net weight without accessories 7 lb 3.2 kg

Domestic shipping weight =13 |b ~5I kg

Export packed weight =21 |b 9.5 kg

INCLUDED STANDARD ACCESSORIES

P6049 10X probe (010-0223-00); patch cord (012-0089-00); ac-

cessory pouch (016-0113-00); viewing hood (016-0247-01);

3 to 2-wire adapter (103-0013-00); BNC-to-binding post adap-

ter (103-0033-00); power cord (161-0043-00); panel cover (200-

0812-00); strap assembly (346-0051-00); light filter (426-0403-00);

two instruction manuals (070-0750-00).

TYPE 323 OSCILLOSCOPE, including batteries ....... $850

The Sony/Tektronix Type 323 is manufactured and marketed in

Japan by Sony/Tektronix, Tokyo, Japan. Outside of Japan the

Sony/Tektronix Type 323 is available from Tektronix, Inc.,_ its

marketing subsidiaries and distributors.

more =



Optional rain jacket (left) slips over the Type 323 and

its included accessory pouch (right).

1000/0008
2

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

EASY TO USE RAIN JACKET
Small size makes the Type 323 easy fo use, carried around The rain jacket provides protection for the Type 323 during

the neck, supported in the lap, sitting on the floor, or on transport or storage, is constructed of waterproof blue vinyl,
top of a rack. Oder 016-O112-00 ou. ae nee Ka dW ERD Ew ER WEE We rH SAI $7

! ! 1! i !

9 » ’ , > 2? . 2

POWER PACK

Extra power pack, in addition to the one supplied with the

Type 323 allows one power pack to charge while the other

is powering the oscilloscope. Pack contains 6 size “C"’ NiCd
cells and battery charger, order 016-0119-00 ......... $95

BATTERY SET

Set of 6 NiCd cells, order 146-0012-00 .............. $20

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon

P. O. BOX 500 » BEAVERTON, OREGON 97005 + Phone: (Area Code 503) 644-0161 + Telex: 036-691

Tektronix, Ine. TWX: 503-291-6805 + Cable: TEKTRONIX - OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS IN OVER 30 COUNTRIES

TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES in principal cities in United States. Consult Telephone Directory

Tektronix Australia, Ltd., Adelaide; Melbourne; Sydney + Tektronix Canada Ltd., Montreal; Ottawa; Toronto; Vancouver

Tektronix International A.G., Zug, Switzerland + Tektronix Ltd., Guernsey, C.!. + Tektronix U.K. Ltd., Harpenden, Herts A-2383
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TYPE 323 | Page 1 of 2

TEXT CORRECT LON

Section 2 - Operating Instructions | ;

Page 2-5 POWER PACK OPERATING PROCEDURE-General |

ADD: the following text to the first paragraph:

It should be noted that the battery cannot take a charge when

it is at a temperature below 0°c (32°F); nor should it be subjected

to a charge when its temperature is above 40°C (LO4°F).

Page 2-/ ‘POWER PACK OPERATING PROCEDURE-Internal Battery -Powered

Operation (cont) ]

REPLACE: the paragraph on page 2-7 with the following:

Internal battery-powered operation should not be continued after

the LOW BATT lamp starts flashing. The battery should immediately be

put on charge at a FULL CHG rate to avoid the possibility of individual

cells becoming reverse-charged. Operation can continue during recharge.

If internal battery-powered operation is inadvertently continued

after the LOW BATT lamp starts flashing, eventually the trace will

disappear and the light will stop flashing; damage to the battery

NiCd cells may result.

Page 2-8 POWER PACK OPERATING PROCEDURE-Charging (cont)

ADD: the following text to paragraph 4 in the left column;

In addition, approximately once a month or every 15 charge-

discharge cycles (whichever occurs first) the battery should be

charged at a FULL CHG rate for approximately 24 hours.

Section 4 Maintence

Page 4-13 Servicing the Battery. (cont)

REPLACE: the paragraph on page 4-13 with the following:

The battery should be inspected every six months or every 500

operating hours, whichever occurs first. Individual cells or the

entire battery should be replaced if venting or excessive corrosion

C10/169
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has occurred. The cover plate on the power connector side must be

removed to expose one side of the battery. Sight between the cells

to check for obvious corrosion or venting on the circuit board side.

If a more thorough check of the circuit board side is desired, remove

the battery in accordance with the Battery Pack Removal instructions.

Page 4-13 Individual Cell Replacement.

ADD: the following sentence to the paragraph on Individual Cell Replacement:

The battery should be charged for 24 hours at a FULL CHG rate after

individual cells are replaced.

Page 4-13 Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) and Trace Rotation Coil

ADD: the following WARNING after the heading Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) and Trace

Rotation Coil

WARNING

High-vacuum cathode ray tubes are dangerous to handle.

To prevent personal injury from flying glass in case of

tube breakage, wear a face mask or safety goggles, and

gloves.

Handle the CRT with extreme care. Do not strike or

scratch it. Never subject it to more than moderate

force or pressure when removing or installing.

Always store spare CRT's in original protective cartons.

Save cartons to dispose of used CRT's.

ADD: the following sentence after all of the present text on Cathode Ray Tube

(CRT) and Trace Rotation Coil:

It is recommended that the Type 323 be recalibrated whenever a

replacement CRT is installed.
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TEXT CORRECTIONS

Section 1 Specification

Page 1-2 Vertical Deflection System

Page 1 of 4.

CHANGE: Step Response portion of the table to read as follows:

Step Response |

Aberrations at

eOl VOLTS/DIV

Peak aberrations not to exceed +2%

or -2%; total peak-to-peak aber-

rations not to exceed 3%.

Aberrations ati

all other VOLTS/

DIV switch |

positions

O°C to +55°C Peak aberrations not to exceed +3%

or =3%; total peak-to-peak aber=-

rations not to exceed 3%..

“15°C to 0° Peak aberrations not to exceed +4%

or -4%; total peak-to-peak aber-

rations not to exceed 4%,

VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control

set to CAL | ,

Section 5 , Performance Check

Page 5-5 Step 15

REPLACE: Step 15 with the following:

15. Check Volts/Division Switch Compensation

REQUIREMENT-Optimum square corner and flat top within +3% or -3%, or

total peak-to-peak aberrations not to exceed 3%,

a. Connect the P6049 Probe to the VERT INPUT connector.

b. Install the GR to BNC adapter 10X BNC attenuator and BNC post jack on

the square-wave generator high-amplitude output connector in given order.

c. Connect the probe tip to the BNC post jack.
i

d. Set the square-wave generator for a five-division display at one kilohertz.
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e. Compensate the probe as described in the probe instruction manual.

f., CHECK = CRT display at each VOLTS/DIV switch setting for optimum square

corner and flat top within +3% or -3% or total peak-to-peak aberrations not

to exceed 2%. Readjust the generator output. and remove the attenuator as

necessary to maintain a five-division display (pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch

for 5, 10 and 20 positions). |

g. Disconnect all text equipment.

Section 6 Calibration

Page 6-3 SHORT-FORM CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

CHANGE: Step 24 to read as follows:

LJ 24, Adjust Volts/Division Compensation Page 6-14

(C23A, C23B, Ca4A, C24B, C25A, C25B, C28A, C28B,

C29A, C29B) |

Optimum square corner and flat top within +3% or -3%, or

total peak-to-peak aberrations not to exceed 3% with one~ —

kilohertz square wave.

Page 6-14 and 6-15 Step 2h

REPLACE: Step 24 with the following:

2h, Adjust Volts/Division Switch Compensation

ae Connect the P6049 Porbe to the VERT INPUT connector.

b. Install the GR to BNC adapter, 10X BNC attenuator and BNO post jack

on the square-wave generator high-amplitude output connector in given order.

ec. Connect the probe tip to the BNC post jack.

d. Set the square-wave generator for a five-division display at one

kilohertz.

ee Compensate the probe as described in the probe instruction manual,

f. CHECK = CRT display at each VOLTS/DIV switch setting for optimum square

corner and flat top within +3% or 3%, or total peak-to-peak aberrations not >
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TYPE 323 | | | : Page 4 of 3

to exceed 5% ‘Readjust the generator at each setting, remove the attenuator

and pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch as given in Table 6-3 to maintain a five-

division display.

ge ADJUST - VOLTS/DIV switch compensation as given in Table 6-3. First

adjust for optimum square corner on the display and then for optimum flat top.

Readjust the generator output with each setting of the VOLTS/DIV switch,

remove the attenuator and pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch as given in Table 6-3

to provide five divisions of deflection. Fig. 6-10B shows the location of the

variable capacitors. }

h. Disconnect all test equipment and remove the calibration shield.
{
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TEXT CORRECTION

Section 4 Maintenance

Page 4-4

ADD: the following information at the end of page 4-4: >

Battery Troubleshooting. Before troubleshooting the battery, determine

that the problem is actually in the battery. The Master Troubleshooting Chart

(Fig. 4-3) may indicate that the battery or charger is at fault; unusually short

internal battery operating time (between a 16 hour full charge and the time that

the LOW BATT lamp starts flashing) may indicate that either the battery or

charger or the LOW BATT lamp circuit is at fault or that an excessive circuit-

drain exists in the Oscilloscope. ,

Circuit drain can be checked as follows:

(1) Apply external DC power (between 6 and 16 V) to the EXT DC connectors,

Inserting a 0 to 0.5 A ammeter in series with one of the power leads.

(2) Set the Oscilloscope controls as follows:

TIME/DIV , 1 ms

POSITION controls in and centered

VOLTS/DIV 5 DIV CAL

TRIGGER + AUTO =

Trig /Horiz Coupling INT TRIG - AC

Power Pack Switch EXT DC

POWER a ON

INTENSITY Adjusted for minimum

brightness necessary

for good viewing

(3) Multiply the applied DC voltage by the current indicated on the ammeter.

The product should be approximately 1.6 W. A product of 2 W or more is an

indication of excessive circuit-drain, and should be checked further by performing
a Calibration Procedure or by otherwise troubleshooting the Oscilloscope. If

the product is between 1.25 and 2 W, circuit-drain can be considered as normal

and the trouble can be assumed to be in the battery or charger.

C11/169
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The charger and LOW BATT lamp circuit can be checked by first checking the

resistance of R615 and then performing Steps land 9 of the Calibration Procedure.

If circuit-drain and the charger have been exonerated as the source of

trouble by the preceding checks, the battery can be assumed to be at fault. If

the probelm is a battery-operating time of shorter duration than that specified,

it may be due to a faulty cell(s) or to a general battery degradation caused by

abuse, old age or a high number of charge-discharge cycles. In either case,

battery-operating time may be sufficiently long to satisfy operating demands,

and further troubleshocting can be ignored. However, if internal battery-

operating time is extremely short and/or rated internal battery -operating time

is to be regained, continue with this procedure. }

To check the battery, proceed as follows:

(1) Complete a 24 hour FULL CHG cycle with the Oscilloscope POWER switch OFF.

(2) Set the controls as specified for checking circuit-drain except that the

Power Pack switch should be set to FULL CHG and the external power should be

disconnected: |

(3) Check the voltage between terminals M and I of the Battery Charger

circuit board to ascertain that no dead or shorted cells exist. If the battery

voltage is below 7.2 V, individual cell voltages should be checked. To check

individual cells, remove the battery as explained in the Disassembly and Assembly ©

instructions in this section. Then. use jumper wires to reconnect the buctery

during this check, observing proper polarity. All cell voltages should. be in

excess of 1.2 V. Replace bad cells or the battery in accordance with the

information given in the Disassembly and Assembly instructions. If individual

cells are replaced, recharge the battery for 24 hours before continuing with

‘this procedure. ,

(4) Continue operating the Oscilloscope for approximately 2 hours, Again

check individual cell voltages. Any cell whose voltage is more than 50 mV below

the average voltage of the rest should be considered as suspect. Final deter-

mination of its value can be made in step 5. If individual cells are replaced,

recharge the battery for 24 hours before continuing with this procedure.

(5) Continue operating the Oscilloscope until the LOW BATT lamp blinks. If

less than 4 hours time is obtained, the individual cell voltages should again be

checked against the information given in the preceding paragraph. If individual

cell and average voltage are both low, the entire battery should be replaced.

If operating time is above 4 hours, cells or battery can be replaced at the

discretion of the customer.
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SECTION I

TYPE 323 SPECIFICATION

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the

rear of the manual.

Introduction

The Sony/Tektronix Type 323 Oscilloscope is a solid-state

portable instrument that combines small size and light weight

with the ability to make precision waveform measurements.

The instrument is mechanically constructed to withstand the

shock, vibration and other extremes of environment associ-

ated with portability. A DC to four megahertz vertical sys-

tem provides calibrated deflection factors from 0.01 to 20

volts/division (0.001 volt/division minimum with reduced

frequency response). The trigger circuits provide stable trig-

gering over the full vertical bandwidth. The horizontal de-

flection system provides calibrated sweep rates from one

second to five microsceonds/division. A X10 horizontal

magnifier allows each sweep rate to be increased 10 times

to provide a maximum sweep rate of 0.5 microseconds/

division in the 5s position. X-Y measurements can be

made by applying the vertical (Y) signal to the VERT INPUT

connector and the horizontal (X) signal to the EXT TRIG

OR HORIZ INPUT connector (TIME/DIV switch set to EXT

HORIZ, Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ).

The Type 323 can be operated from any one of three

power sources; AC line, external DC or internal recharge-

able batteries. A power regulator circuit assures that in-

strument performance is not affected by variations in in-

ternal battery charge level, applied DC voltage or AC line

voltage and frequency. Maximum total power consumption

is 4.5 watts for external DC or internal battery operation

and 14 watts maximum when operated from an AC line.

Operation from an AC line also provides full or trickle

charging for the internal batteries.

The electrical characteristics which follow are divided

into two categories. The instrument is checked in the Per-

formance Requirement and Calibration sections of this manu-

al against the characteristics listed in the Performance Re-

quirement column. However, the items listed in the Opera-

tional Information column either provide further information

concerning a Performance Requirement or explain an oper-

ating feature which is not checked in this manual. The Per-

formance Check procedure given in Section 5 of this manual

provides a convenient method of checking the items listed

in the Performance Requirement column. The following

electrical characteristics apply over a calibration interval

of 500 hours at.an ambient temperature range of —15° CTM

to +55° C, except as otherwise indicated. Warm-up time

for given accuracy is 10 seconds.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

VERTICAL DEFLECTION SYSTEM

Characteristic Performance Requirement Operational Information

Deflection Factor

Calibrated range

1 gain 0.01 to 20 volts/division in 11 steps.

Steps in 1-2-5 sequence.

X10 gain 0.001 to 2 volts/division in 11 steps.

Accuracy Within 3% of indicated deflection with | VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control set to CAL.

correctly adjusted.

VERT <1 GAIN and VERT X10 GAIN

Uncalibrated (variable) range Provides continuously variable deflection

factors between the calibrated steps. Ex-

tends maximum uncalibrated deflection fac-

tor to at least 50. volts/division.

Low-Frequency Linearity 0.1 division, or less, compression or expan- | Measured with one-kilohertz or less square

sion of a center-screen two-division signal

when positioned two divisions to the verti-

cal extremes of the graticule area.

wave.
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Specification—Type 323

VERTICAL DEFLECTION SYSTEM (cont)

Characteristic Performance Requirement Operational Information

Bandwidth with Four-Division

Reference

Upper —3 cB Point, AC (capaci-

tive) and DC (direct) Coupled,

with Equivalent Risetime (with

or without P6049 Probe)

X1 gain Four megahertz or greater, and 90 nano-

seconds or less.

X10 gain 2.75 megahertz or greater, and 130 nano-

seconds or less.

VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control set to CAL.

Risetime calculated from bandwidth meas-

urement using the formula:

— 360

r BW

Where:

t, = Risetime in nanoseconds.

BW = Bandwidth in megahertz.

Lower —3 dB Point, AC (capaci-

tive) Coupled (X1 or X10

gain)

Without probe Two hertz or less.

With P6049 Probe 0.2 hertz or less.
VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control set to CAL.

Step Response

Aberrations Peak aberrations not to exceed +2% or

—2%; total peak-to-peak aberrations not

to exceed 3%.

VOLTS/DIV_ switch set to .01, VARIABLE

VOLTS/DIV control set to CAL.

Additional aberrations due to

attenuator compensation

0° C to +55° C Peak aberrations not to exceed +1% or cen hed
—l%. Added to aberrations measured with

—15° C to 0° C Peak aberrations not to exceed +2% or VOLTS/ DIV switch set to .01.
—2%.

Positioning effect on aberrations Negligible with signal on screen.

Probe effect on aberrations Negligible.

Overload Recovery

0° C to +40° C One microsecond, or less, to stabilize after

a signal change at the VERT INPUT con-

nector equivalent to +30 or —30 divisions

of deflection.

—15° C to 455° C Two microseconds, or less, to stabilize after

a signal change at the VERT INPUT con-

nector equivalent to +30 or —30 divisions

of deflection.

Displayed Noise at 0.001

Volt/Division

Driven from 50-ohm termination

or P6049 Probe

0.1 division, or less.

Input Coupling Mode AC (capacitive) coupled, DC (direct) cou-

pled and internally grounded.

Selected by front-panel INPUT switch.

Maximum Input Voltage

(AC or DC input coupling)

With or without probe 500 volts DC + Peak AC.

Inout RC Characteristics Without probe With P6049 Probe

Input resistance One megohm, 10 megohm,
+2%. +2%.

Input capacitance 47 picofarads, Less than 13.5
+4 pF. picofarads.
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VERTICAL DEFLECTION SYSTEM (cont)

Characteristic Performance Requirement Operational Information

Trace Shift Due to Input Current

+20° C to +30° C 0.085 division, or less, at 0.001 volt/divi-

sion.

Equivalent to 85 picoamperes, or less.

—15° C to +55° C 0.7 division, or less, at 0.001 volt/division. Equivalent to 0.7 nanoamperes, or less.

Trace Drift

Drift with time

Short term (temperature and

line voltage held constant)

0.2 division, or less, during any minute

after 10-second warm up.

Long term (line voltage held

constant, temperature held

constant between +20° C

and +30° C)

0.2 division, or less, during any hour after

10-second warm up.

Drift with line voltage change

(temperature held constant)

0.1 division, or less, with line voltage

change from 90 to 136 volts or 180 to 272

volts.

Drift with temperature (line volt-

age held constant)

Two divisions, or less, from reference at

+25° C with temperature change from

—15° C to +55° C.

TRIGGERING

Trigger Source Internal or external

Trigger Coupling

Internal AC (capacitive) coupled.

AC (capacitive) coupled, low-frequency re-

ject.

External AC (capacitive) coupled.

DC (direct) coupled.

Selected by front-panel Trig/Horiz Cou-

pling switch.

Trigger Mode Manual triggering adjustable for desired

level.

Automatic triggering at average level of

triggering waveform; free-running baseline

in absence of adequate trigger signal.

Trigger Polarity Sweep can be triggered from positive-going

or negative-going portion of trigger signal.

Selected by front-panel TRIGGER control.

Trigger Sensitivity (manual and

automatic)

Internal See Fig. 1-2.

External See Fig. 1-2.

Correct triggering in the automatic mode

may not be obtained for some signals such

as low-duty cycle or low-repetition rate sig-

nals.

External Trigger Input

RC characteristics One megohm 2% paralleled by 62 pico-

farads +4 pF.

Maximum input voltage 300 volts DC + peak AC.

TRIGGER control range

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN

at 1x

+0.8 volt to —0.8 volt.

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN

at 10

+8 volts to —8 volts.
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Fig. 1-2. Trigger sensitivity specification limit curve.

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION SYSTEM

Characteristic Performance Requirement Operational Information

Calibrated Sweep Rates Five microseconds to one second/division

in 17 steps.

Steps in 1-2-5 sequence. Each sweep rate

can be increased 10 times with X10 mag-

nifier. Extends fastest sweep rate to 0.5

microsecond /division.

Unmagnified Time Measurement

Accuracy (over center eight di-

visions of graticule}

5 ps to 0.2s/DIV Within 3%.
VARIABLE TIME/DIV control set to CAL.

0.5s to 1s/DIV Within 4%.

Magnified Time Measurment Ac-

curacy (over center eight di-

visions of graticule, equivalent

magnified sweep rates given)

2 microseconds to 20 millisec- | Within 4%. VARIABLE TIME/DIV control set to CAL.

onds/division Exclude first two and last two divisions of
total magnified sweep length at 0.5 and 1

0.5 and 1 microsecond, 50} Within 5%. microsecond /division.

milliseconds and 0.1

ond/division

Sec-

Uncalibrated (variable)

Sweep Rates

Provides continuously variable sweep rates

between the calibrated steps. Extends slow-

est uncalibrated sweep rate to at least

2.5 seconds/ division.

Normal/Magnified Registration +] division, or less, horizontal trace shift

when switching from normal to magnified

sweep. Internally adjustable.

Sweep Length 10.5 to 11 divisions. Internally adjustable. —
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(cont)

Characteristic Performance Requirement Operational Information

External Horizontal Input

Deflection factor

X10 HORIZ MAG pulled out,

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

ATTEN set to 1X

20 to 30 millivolts/division.

%*10 HORIZ MAG pushed in,

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

ATTEN set to 1X

200 to 300 millivolts/division.

X10 HORIZ MAG pulled out,

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

ATTEN set to 10

200 to 300 millivolts/division.

%10 HORIZ MAG pushed in,

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

ATTEN set to 10X

Two to three volts/division.

EXT HORIZ VAR (VARIABLE TIME/DIV) con-

trol set to CAL.

Variable deflection factor range 10:1, or greater.

Bandwidth with 10 division

reference

DC to 10 kilohertz, or greater.

Dynamic range At least 20 divisions (+2.5 volts to —2.5

volts) with X10 HORIZ MAG switch pulled

out, EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN switch

set to 10, EXT HORIZ VAR control set to

CAL. Dynamic range is reduced when any

of these controls are changed from the

above positions.

CALIBRATOR

Waveshape Square wave.

Output Voltage Zero to +0.5 volts peak to peak.

Repetition Rate 750 hertz.

Accuracy

Voltage

+20° C to +30° C | —15°C to +55° C

Within 1% Within 2%.

Repetition rate Within 250 hertz.

Risetime Two microseconds or less.

Duty Cycle 40% to 60%.

Output Resistance Approximately 10 kilohms.

EXTERNAL BLANKING

Sensitivity +5 to +20 volts. Blanking signal amplified and connected

to unblanking deflection plate. Does not

provide intensity modulation. ,

Input Coupling DC (direct) coupled.

Usable Frequency Range DC to 100 kilohertz.

Maximum Input Voltage 150: volts DC + peak AC.

Input Resistance at DC Approximately 100 kilohms.

®
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POWER SUPPLY

Characteristic Performance Requirement Operational Information

AC Operation

Line voltage 115 volts nominal or 230 volts nominal. Instrument can be converted between nom-

inal line voltages with pin connectors on

the Battery Charger circuit board.

Operating Range (AC, RMS}

115 volts nominal 96 to 136 volts

230 volts nominal — 180 to 272 volts

Line frequency 48 to 440 hertz.

Maximum power consumption 14 watts at 115 volts AC; six-division four

meghertz signal displayed, full intensity,

full charge rate.

DC Operation

Voltage range (DC) 6 to 16 volts Power consumption is relatively independ-

ent of applied DC voltage.

Maximum power consumption 4.5 watts; six-division four megahertz sig-

nal displayed, full intensity.

Typical power consumption

at normal intensity

1.6 watts with calibrator signal applied.

Battery Operation

Batteries Six, 1.8 ampere-hour size C, nickel-cadmi-

um cells.

Charge time (Power Pack switch

set to FULL CHG}

At least 16 hours.

Operating time (batteries

charged at +20°C to

25°C, operated at

+20°C to +30°C)

10 microamperes, or

less, cathode

current (low

intensity)

Calibrator waveform displayed, 8 hours

minimum (typically 10 hours). Six-division

four megahertz signal displayed, 4.6 hours

minimum (typically 5.6 hours).

300 microamperes

cathode current

(full intensity)

Calibrator waveform displayed, 5 hours or

greater. Six-division four megahertz sig-

nal displayed, 3.4 hours or greater.

Typical charge capacity

(+20°C to +25°C

charge-discharge

reference)

Charge temperature Discharge temperature

—15°C}| +20°C to +25°C | +55°C

0°C 40% 60% 50%

+20°C to +25°C 65% 100% 85%

+40°C 40% 65% 55%

CATHODE-RAY TUBE (CRT)

Tube Type Sony/Tektronix 13230-31-1 rectangular.

Phosphor P31 standard. Others available on special
order.
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Characteristic Performance Requirement Operational Information

Accelerating Potential Approximately two kilovolts.

Graticule

Type Non-illuminated internal.

Area Six divisions vertical by 10 divisions hori-
zontal. Each division equals 0.25 inch.

Resolution

Vertical At least 15 lines in one division.

Horizontal At least 15 lines in one division.

Geometry Within 0.1 division. Internally adjustable with Geom adjust-
ment.

Unblanking Deflection-type, DC coupled.

The following environmental test limits apply when tested

in accordance with the recommended test procedure. This

instrument will meet the electrical performance requirements

given in this section following environmental fest.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

plete details

Com-

on environmental test procedures, including

failure. criteria, etc., may be obtained from Tektronix, Inc.

Contact your local Tektronix Field office or representative.

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information

Temperature

Operating —15°C to +55°C

Charging 0°C to +40C

Non-operating (storage} —40°C to 475°C

Altitude

Operating 15,000 feet maximum. Maximum operating temperature decreases

1°C/1000 feet increase in altitude between

5,000 and 15,000 feet.

Non-operating (storage) Tested to 50,000 feet.

Humidity

Non-operating Five cycles (120 hours) of Mil-Std-202C,

Method 106B.

Exclude freezing and vibration.

Vibration

Operating and non operating 15 minutes along each of the three major

axis at a fotal displacement of 0.025-

inch peak to peak (4g at 55c/s) with fre-

quency varied from 10-55-10 c/s in one

minute cycles. Hold at 55c/s for three

minutes on each axis.

Instrument secured to vibration platform dur-

ing test. Total vibration time, about 55

minutes. All major resonances must be above

55 c/s.

Shock

Operating and non-operating Two shocks of 30g, one-half sine, 11-milli-

second duration each direction along each

major axis.

Guillotine-type shocks. Total of 12 shocks.

Electromagnetic Inter-

ference (EMI)

Radiated interference

Test procedures and limits described in

Mil-I-6181D and Mil-I-16910C.

Interference radiated from the instrument

within the given test limits from 150 kilo-

hertz to 1000 megahertz.

Tested within electrically shielded enclo-

sure with CRT mesh filter and cabinet in-

stalled. Battery operation only, AC power

cord and DC power input leads discon-

nected.

Transportation

Package vibration

Meets National Safe Transit type of test

when packaged as shipped by factory.

One hour vibration slightly in excess of

lg.

Package should just leave vibration surface.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS (cont)

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information

Package drop 30-inch drop on any corner, edge or flat

surface.

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristic Information

Construction

Chassis Aluminum alloy

~ Panel Aluminum alloy with ano-

dized finish.

Cabinet Blue vinyl-coated aluminum.

Overall Dimensions (meas-

ured at maximum points)

Height A 1/5 inches (10.67 centi-

meters).

Width 8 1/2 inches (21.59 centi-

meters).

9 inches (22.86 centimeters)

with AC power cord install-

ed.

Length

Handle extended 13 inches (33.02 centimeters).

Handle not extended 105/, inches (27.05 centi-

meters).

1-8

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISITCS (cont)

Net Weight Approximately 6%/, pounds

3.06 kilograms) without ac-

cessories.

Connectors

VERT INPUT and EXT BNC

TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT

CAL OUT, EXT BLANK

and EXT DC POWER

AC POWER

Banana jack.

Special three-pin connector

compatible with the furn-

ished AC power cord.

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Standard accessories supplied with the Type 323 are

listed on the last pullout page at the rear of this manual.

For optional accessories available for use with this instrument,

see the current Tektronix, Inc. catalog.



SECTION 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the

rear of the manual.

NOTE

Read the precautions contained in the First-Time

Operation Procedure before operating the Type

323 Oscilloscope.

Introduction:

The following information is contained in this section:

Explanation of exterior controls, connectors and _ in-

dicators

Accessories

Power Pack Operating Procedure

First-Time Operation

Operator's Check and Adjustment Procedure

Signal Transporting Methods

Probe Adjustment

Miscellaneous Operating Hints

Glossary of Terms

Abreviations and symbols used in this manual are ex-

plained at the beginning of Section 7, Electrical Parts List.

EXPLANATION OF EXTERIOR CONTROLS,

CONNECTORS AND INDICATORS

The following controls, connectors and indicators are

contained on, or are accessible through the exterior surfaces

of the Type 323 Oscilloscope, and are intended to be used

during routine oscilloscope operation. All other controls are

contained inside the covers and should be moved only dur-

ing instrument calibration. The names of all Type 323 con-

trols, connectors and indicators are written in capital letters

wherever they appear in the manual. Specifications regard-

ing the controls can be found in Section 1, Specification.

Handle

Front Panel

POWER

LOW BATT

320° rotation. Detents hold the handle in

any one of the numerous positions through-

out travel arc. Detents automatically un-

lock in response to rotary pressure on

handle.

2 position slide switch. Interrupts or com-

pletes power circuit between Power Pack

and remaining oscilloscope circuitry. Does

not affect battery charging circuitry.

Indicator lamp. During “battery only”

operation, flashes to indicate that batteries

must be recharged before operation is

Vertical

Controls

VOLTS/DIV

VARIABLE

INPUT

Type 323

continued. If the batteries become suf-

ficently low, the Oscilloscope will stop

operating and the lamp will stop flashing.

Leaving the POWER switch ON after the

batteries have reached this low state may

damage the rechargeable cells. This “low

charge’"’ condition can be differentiated

from equipment failure by applying AC

power for a few minutes with the Power

Pack switch at FULL CHG. Then disconnect

the AC power and check for Oscilloscope

and LOW BATT lamp operation. Flashing

during EXT DC operation indicates that the

power input is below 6.25 V. (Satisfactory

operation can be obtained from external

DC sources which are as low as 6 V.}

Rotary Switch. Selects calibrated vertical

deflection factors from .01 VOLTS/DIV

to 20 VOLTS/DIV. Value indicated ap-

plies only when VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV)

is at CAL position and X10 VERT GAIN

is pushed in. When rotated counterclock-

wise to 5 DIV CAL, it selects a 5 division

reference square wave signal for calibration

purposes.

Potentiometer. Normally set to CAL posi-

tion. Can be varied to select any deflection

factor between the value selected by the

VOLTS/DIV switch- X10 VERT GAIN com-

bination and at least 2.5 times that

value. Any deflection factor between .001

VOLTS/DIV and 50 VOLTS/DIV can thus

be selected.

3-position lever switch. Selects the ver-

tical signal input coupling method as fol-

lows:

AC AC signals; 2Hz to 4MHz at

—3 dB limits

GND Grounds the amplifier input

DC DC to 4MHz at —3dB limits

(Upper limit decreases to 2.75

MHz when X10 VERT GAIN is

employed.}

In addition, the INPUT control provides a

precharge-discharge circuit for the coupling

capacitor. The input coupling capacitor

charges to the DC level of the input sig-

nal in the GND position, and discharges

in the DC position.
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POSITION

X10 VERT

GAIN

Horizontal

Controls

TIME/DIV

VARIABLE

VAR

(EXT HORIZ)

POSITION

Potentiometer. Sets the trace vertical DC

reference position. Determines the no-signal

vertical position of the CRT beam by set-

ting the DC voltage applied to. the vertical

deflection plates.

A slide switch attached to the Vertical

POSITION shaft. It increases vertical gain

by a factor of 10 when pulled out, (The

vertical deflection factor selected by the

VOLTS/DIV-VARIABLE combination is ef-

fectively divided by 10 when this control

is pulled out.) A yellow band around the

switch shaft becomes visible to indicate

that X10 VERT GAIN is in effect.

Rotary switch. Selects calibrated sweep

rates from 5 uS/DIV to 1S/DIV. Value in-

dicated only applies when VARIABLE

(TIME/DIV) is set at CAL and the X10

HORIZ MAG is pushed in. At EXT HORIZ

position it permits horizontal trace deflec-

tion as a result of a horizontal input signal,

the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN control

setting, and the horizontal amplifier de-

flection factor. The approximate EXT

HORIZ deflection factor is 0.25 V/div and

changes to about .025V/div when the

X10 HORIZ MAG knob is pulled out.

These values can be increased 10 times by

using the VAR (EXT HORIZ) control.

Potentiometer. Can be varied to select

any sweep rate between the value se-

lected by the VOLTS/DIV switch-X10

HORIZ MAG combination and at least 2.5

times that value. Any sweep rate between

5 uS/DIV and more than 2.5S/DIV can

thus be selected. When at CAL position

it provides calibrated sweep rates as se-

lected by the TIME/DIV—X10 HORIZ

MAG combination.

Potentiometer connected to same control

knob as VARIABLE (TIME/DIV). With EXT

HORIZ selected by the TIME/DIV switch,

the VAR control can vary the external hori-

zontal deflection factor from approximately

0.25 V/div to 2.5 V/div with the EXT TRIG’

OR HORIZ ATTEN switch in the 1 X position

and the X10 HORIZ MAG knob pushed in.

Placing the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN

switch to the 10 position increases these

values by a factor of ten; pulling the 10

HORIZ GAIN control out decreases the

values by a factor of 10.

Potentiometer. Sets the starting point of

the horizontal sweep. When the TIME/DIV

switch is at the EXT HORIZ position, it

determines the horizontal position of the

CRT beam by setting the DC voltage ap-

plied to the CRT horizontal deflection

plates. Coarse and fine control potenti-

X10 HORIZ

MAG

TRIGGER

Trig/Horiz

Coupling

Switch

INT TRIG

ACLF REJ

AC

EXT TRIG

Operating Instructions—Type 323

ometers with a 10:1 ratio are connected to

the POSITION shaft. The fine control has

30° of rotation independent of the coarse

control. This back-lash arrangement per-

mits the use of a single knob for coarse

and fine adjustments, with the coarse ad-

justment during *1 HORIZ MAG being

equal to the fine adjustment during 10

HORIZ MAG operation.

A slide switch attached to the Horizontal

POSITION shaft. When it is pulled out, the

horizontal sweep rate selected by the TIME/

DIV-VARIABLE combination is_ effectively

divided by 10. The 1 division of trace

that previously straddled the graticule

vertical center is thus expanded to cover

the full length of the graticule. Any 1

division of the sweep can be displayed as

a 10 division trace by combined use of the

Horizontal POSITION control and the 10

HORIZ MAG.

With the TIME/DIV switch at EXT HORIZ

position, pulling the X10 HORIZ MAG out

increases the deflection caused by a

HORIZ INPUT signal by a factor of 10.

A yellow band around the switch shaft

becomes visible to indicate that X10

HORIZ MAG is in effect.

A combination of rotary switch wafers and

a center tapped potentiometer. Selects

positive (+) slope triggering level when

the knob's indicator spot is to the left

of the knob’s vertical center; selects neg-

ative (—) slope triggering level when the

knob's indicator spot is to the right of the

knob’s vertical center. The indicator spot

versus the plus and minus waveform slopes

(which appear alongside the TRIGGER

knob) indicates the approximate point on

the waveform at which triggering occurs.

When the control is at the counterclock-

wise (+ AUTO) or clockwise (— AUTO)

limit, a baseline of relatively constant

brightness is automatically provided dur-

ing the absence of triggering signals. In-

put signals whose frequencies are higher

than that of the automatic base line gen-

erator override it to trigger the baseline.

Four position lever switch; selects the

source and type of triggering; also selects

EXT HORIZ INPUT coupling mode.

Selects Internal AC triggering signal; the

triggering circuit is de-sensitized to signals

below about 30 kHz.

Selects Internal AC triggering signal.

Refers to External Horizontal input cou-

OR HORIZ pling when TIME/DIV is in EXT HORIZ

AC

position; refers to External Trigger covu-

pling mode in all other positions of TIME/

DIV switch.

Selects external AC triggering signal.
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DC

Top Panel

FOCUS

INTENSITY

Extends triggering limit to DC ‘so that a

trigger will be generated for even the

slowest change of signal through the se-

lected trigger level. Automatically re-

_ verts to AC-coupling during AUTO Trig-

ger operation.

NOTE

The Trig/Horiz Coupling switch

must be in an EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

position when EXT HORIZ opera-

tion is selected by the TIME/DIV

switch. Leaving it in either of the

INT TRIG positions when EXT

HORIZ operation is selected ap-

plies the vertical signal to both

the vertical and horizontal axis,

creating a meaningless display.

Thumbwheel accessible through top panel.

Adjusts CRT electron beam for optimum

display sharpness.

Thumbwheel accessible through top panel.

Controls the brightness of the CRT display.

IMPORTANT

Battery operating time varies in-

versely with CRT trace intensity.

Use the minimum brightness nec-

essary for good viewing.

Left Side Panel

EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ

ATTEN

INPUT

EXT BLANK

VERT INPUT

CAL OUT

Two position slide switch. When in 10X

position it attenuates the EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ INPUT signal by a factor of 10.

BNC connector with 62 pF input capaci-

tance. Capacitance changes sl:ghtly when

ATTEN is at 10. Has 1 MQ input resis-

tance whenever the Trig/Horiz coupling

switch is at DC or when the EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ ATTEN switch is at 10. Maxi-

mum allowable input is 500 V DC + peak

AC.

Banana jack which is DC coupled to the

unblanking circuits. Positive signals be-

tween 5 and 20 volts cause blanking of

CRT trace. 150V DC + peak AC maxi-

mum allowable input signal.

BNC connector with 1 MQ and 47 pF in-

put impedance. 500V DC + peak AC

maximum allowable input.

IMPORTANT

Battery operating time varies in-

versely with input signal frequen-

cy and the display amplitude.

Banana jack which makes the vertical

amplifiers 0.5 V square wave signal avail-

able for monitoring or external use, such

Ground

Right Side

Panel

EXT DC

POWER

AC POWER

Rear Panel

Power Pack

Switch

FULL CHG

TRICKLE

CHG

EXT DC

Fuses

Cover

Securing

Screw

as probe calibration. Has approximately

10kQ source impedance. External load

will decrease its output in proportion to

the load.

Banana jack type binding post connected

to chassis ground.

Banana jack type input connectors (red

+, black —). Accepts external DC power

source from 6 to 16V for Oscilloscope

operation. Does not charge battery pack.

Negative input jack is connected to case

ground,

CAUTION

Reverse polarities applied to the

EXT DC POWER connectors will

blow the Power Pack fuse.

3 terminal line plug connector. Accepts

90 to 136V AC, 48 to 440 Hz (or 180 to

272 V AC, 48 to 440Hz, if wired for 230

V AC nominal input voltage) for Oscillo-

scope operation and battery charging.

Batteries are on charge whenever power is

applied, regardless of Oscilloscope switch

positions.

3 position slide switch which allows se-

lection of the power source and the bat-

tery charge rate, as follows:

AC power applied to the line connector

charges the batteries at the maximum rate

(full charge in 16 hours}, and supplies

power for Oscilloscope operation. If no

AC is present, internal battery power is

applied to the POWER switch for Oscil-

loscope operation.

Same conditions exist as for FULL CHG,

except that the charging rate is reduced.

Counteracts self-discharge, thus keeping

battery fully charged.

Permits operation from a DC source of

between 6 and 16 volts. DC input does not

recharge the internal battery pack.

IMPORTANT

The oscilloscope will not operate

in any power mode if the switch

is in the EXT DC position and no

external DC power is applied.

Located internally. See Maintenance sec-

tion. |

Located near bottom-middle of rear panel.

Counterclockwise rotation disconnects cov-

er from oscilloscope chassis, allowing

chassis to be removed through front of

cover assembly.



Bottom Panel

The following screwdriver adjustments are accessible

through holes in the bottom panel. The procedure for ad-

justing them is given under Operator's Adjustment Procedure,

and can also be found in the Performance Check and in

the Calibration Procedure.

TRACE Adjusts the horizontal sweep path to par-

ROTATION allel horizontal graticule lines.

ASTIG Astigmatism. Adjusts for optimum sharp-

ness of vertical and horizontal lines at

the same setting of the FOCUS control.

VERT Adjusts to provide calibrated gain factors

X1 GAIN with X10 VERT GAIN pushed in.

VERT Adjusts (after VERT X1 GAIN has been

X10 GAIN — adjusted) to provide calibrated gain fac-

tors with X10 VERT GAIN pulled out.

VERT Adjusts for no trace shift accompanying

X10 BAL switching between X1 and X10 posi-

tions of X10 VERT GAIN control, under

no-signal conditions,

VAR Adjusts for no trace shift during rotation

V/DIV BAL of VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) knob, under

no-signal conditions.

ACCESSORIES

Standard accessories which are included with the Type

323 Oscilloscope are listed near the rear of this manual.

Although most items require no explanation, the following

information should be helpful in their use:

CRT Face Shield, Clear. This is not listed as a standard

accessory, but is installed in the bezel plate recess prior

to shipment from the factory. It provides protection for the

CRT face, and also acts as protection against the possibility

of implosion. It should always be kept installed except

when the CRT light filter is in use. To install, insert the

lower edge into the groove at the bottom of the bezel.

Push it down against its spring until the top can be slid

past the top of the bezel. The spring will push it into the

groove at the top of the bezel and hold it in place.

CRT Light Filter. The filter performs the same function

as the clear shield, and improves CRT viewing in brightly

lighted locations. (External light is attenuated when it passes

through the filter in both directions. The presentation re-

ceives only 50% as much attenuation because it passes

through the filter in only one direction in reaching the view-

er's eye.)

Viewing Hood. To install, attach the top first, inserting

the key into the groove in the top of the bezel.

P6049 Probe. This probe contains a right angle adapter

which contains a compensation adjustment. See the explana-

tion later in this section, or in the P6049 Probe manual.

Patch Cord. This cord can be used to connect any ba-

nana jack to a BNC-female connector; for example, con-

necting the Type 323 Oscilloscope CAL OUT jack to the

TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT or the VERT INPUT connectors.

®
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3 to 2-Wire Adapter. Grounding is not provided through

the AC power source when the adapter is in use. The probe

ground lead or other grounding connection must be used.

Panel Cover. A friction fit keeps this cover over the front

panel during storage or transporting. The cover can be

placed over the rear of the Oscilloscope for storage when

the Oscilloscope is in use.

Accessory Pouch. This unit grips on the handle pivots

and on the cover securing screw at the rear panel. It has

sufficient capacity to hold the standard accessories, with

the exception of the manuals and the Panel Cover,

Strap Assembly. The strap is designed to be snapped

into place for transporting the Oscilloscope. It can be used

to suspend the Oscilloscope in front of or alongside the

operator during use. The handle can be extended between

the operator and the Oscilloscope to obtain optimum view-

ing positions.

POWER PACK OPERATING PROCEDURE

General

The Power Pack contains internal batteries, a battery

charger and a control switch. The switch determines the

source of power for Oscilloscope operation, and selects one

of two battery charging rates. The correct charge rate is

applied to the batteries whenver AC power is applied,

whether the Oscilloscope is on or off.

When fully charged, the battery pack can supply the

1 watts required by the Oscilloscope during average op-

erating conditions for approximately 8 hours. Actual oper-

ating time varies inversely with sweep rate, the display sig-

nal frequency and amplitude, the display intensity, and the

ambient temperature during cell charging.

The Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd) cells have been selected to

give the best high temperature performance available. Each

cell has been rigidly inspected, received an ampere-hour

test, and has met or exceeded the minimum ampere-hour

storage time requirements. Maximum operating life can be

obtained by adhering to the following recommendations

regarding NiCd cells in general, and their use in the Type

323 Oscilloscope. | :

Operation

The Oscilloscope can be operated from the internal bat-

tery, from either 90 to 136 V AC or 180 to 272 V AC (48 to

440 Hz), or from an external DC source of between 6 and

16 volts. Battery charging takes place whenever AC is ap-

plied. The rate of charge is determined by the Power Pack

switch which is accessible at the rear of the Oscilloscope.

Internal Battery-Powered Operation

Placing the Power Pack switch to either TRICKLE CHG or

FULL CHG connects the internal battery to the front-panel

POWER switch, permitting internal battery-powered opera-

tion. Internal battery-powered operation is not possible with

the Power Pack switch at EXT DC.
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connection —

screw

AC power
connection

— Fuse location; pull

115 V terminals | cover straight down to
230 V terminals expose fuse; — align

cover detents and fuse

mounting base when

replacing cover

Positioning

lugs

Fig. 2-2. Power Pack removal.

- ®



Internal battery-powered operation should not be con-

tinued for long periods after the LOW BATT lamp starts

flashing. Damage to the NiCd battery may result. If the

battery becomes sufficiently discharged, the trace will dis-

appear and the light will cease flashing. The battery should

then be recharged to avoid the possibility of individual

cells becoming reverse-charged. Operation can continue

during recharging.

External DC-Powered Operation

The Oscilloscope can be powered by an external DC source

of between 6 and 16 volts. The external DC power source

must be connected to the EXT DC POWER connectors on

the right side of the Oscilloscope, and the Power Pack switch

placed at EXT DC. The external DC source will not charge

the internal battery.

CAUTION

Do not apply reverse polarity to the EXT DC

POWER connectors. It will blow the Power Pack

fuse. ] |

AC-Powered Operation

An AC source can be used to power the Oscilloscope when

the Power Pack switch is at either TRICKLE CHG or FULL

CHG. In addition, the battery charges at the indicated rate

whenever AC is applied, regardless of the status of the

Oscilloscope POWER switch. It may be noted that if the

Power Pack switch is left in EXT DC when AC is applied,

the internal battery will charge at the full charge rate, even

though AC or internal battery-powered Oscilloscope opera-

tion is interrupted.

Either 115 or 230 V nominal AC power may be used, but

slip-on connectors at the Power Pack must be connected in

accordance with the voltage to be used. The internal fuse

must also be changed whenver the AC voltage range is

changed. Spare fuses for 115V and 130V operation are

contained inside the Oscilloscope adjacent to the side con-

trol panel. The following procedure explains the Power

Pack removal, connection changes, and Power Pack. replace-

ment.

Power Pack Removal. Disconnect all cables from the

Oscilloscope and place the Oscilloscope Power Pack switch

at EXT DC.

Remove the cover-securing screw from the back of the

case. See Fig. 2-2(A).

Grip the front edge of the Oscilloscope with one hand,

and the cover assembly with the other hand as shown in

Fig. 2-2(B). Pull the cover assembly off the chassis, main-

taining a firm grip on the front of the chassis.

Set the Oscilloscope chassis down on a flat surface. Dis-

connect the three interconnecting leads and release the

Power Pack securing clamp. See Fig. 2-2(C).

Move the Power Pack approximately 1% inch toward the

rear of the chassis to release the positioning lugs. Then

remove the Pack sideways from its mounting area. Use

caution to avoid striking transformer wires or the circuit

board against the Oscilloscope chassis.

®
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WARNNG

The battery used in the Power Pack is capable of

delivering a large amount of energy in a short

time. Rings, watch bands, or other metallic items

which short-circuit the battery can rapidly become

hot enough to cause severe burns. Keeping the

Power Pack switch at EXT DC minimizes the num-

ber of points in the circuitry to which the battery

voltage is applied.

115/230 V Connection Changes. Fig. 2-2(C) illustrates

the location of the jumper wires and of the fuse. The two

possible circuit arrangements, accompanying fuse sizes and

the locations of spare fuses are indicated in Fig. 2-3. Re-

install the insulated tubing over the unused AC terminals.

(A) Spare fuse location.

Cc D Cc D

Oo C)

230 V 230 V

(-==® CT)

E F E F

(C) 230-V connection

Fuse size — O0.125A

(B) 115-V connection

Fuse size — 0.25A

Fig. 2-3. Connections for 115 V and 230 V AC operation.

Power Pack Replacement. Replace the Power Pack by

reversing the removal procedure, insuring that the wire color

code agrees with that written on the terminal mounting.

See Fig. 2-2(C). Avoid pinching of fingers at the front panel

when the Oscilloscope cover is replaced.

IMPORTANT

The Oscilloscope will not operate from the internal

battery or from an AC source if the Power Pack

switch is left in the EXT DC position. However, it

may be noted that if the switch is left in this posi-

tion and AC is applied, the battery will charge

at a full-charge rate.

Charging

Although the battery contained in the Type 323 Oscillo-

scope is charged before packaging, it should be recharged

for 16 hours at a FULL CHG rate when put into service.
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The charging characteristics of NiCd cells vary with the

temperature existing during charge time. A cell which. ob-

tained a full charge in a given thermal environment will

deliver more energy than an identical cell which was fully

charged under higher temperature conditions. Cells can be

expected to become warmer as the fully charged point is

approached, despite ambient conditions. This is a natural

phenomenon which has little effect upon the energy which

the cell can retain, since the amount of total charge is de-

pendent principally upon the cell temperature during the

first three-quarters to seven-eighths of a full-charge cycle.

The Power Pack is normally put on charge without remov-

ing it from the Oscilloscope. However, it can be charged

while it is outside of the Oscilloscope. This permits better

air circulation around the pack, thus maintaining a cooler

battery temperature. Slightly more energy will therefore be

stored in the cells, providing a little longer battery-operated

cycle. In addition, the ability to be charged independent

of the Oscilloscope permits continuous internal battery pow-

ered use if a second Power Pack is obtained. Less than 1]

minute is required for exchanging Power Packs.

If NiCd cells become. reverse charged, their ability to

be re-charged can be impaired or destroyed. The battery

charger is designed to prevent accidental application of

reverse charging current. However, an unbalance between

cells in a battery can develop during operation or during

partial charging. It is possible for the unbalance to become

so great that during discharge the weakest cells completely

lose their charge and then become reverse-charged by the

current from the strong cells.

Considering that the battery initially consists of equal-

quality cells, the obvious method for avoiding reverse-

charging of an individual cell is to keep the cells equally

charged. This can be done by completing a _ full-charge

cycle, which consists of applying FULL CHG current for

16 hours. The full charge cycle should be completed in

preference to a partial charge cycle whenever possible.

Once the battery has been fully charged, the Power Pack

switch should be placed at TRICKLE CHG and the AC power

cord should be left connected. This will keep the battery

in a fully charged condition.

Although partial recharging of NiCd batteries is not

recommended as a common practice, occasional partial

recharges can be tolerated. About 30 to 45 minutes of

operating time can be expected as a result of a 1 hour

charge period. |

The energy-storing capability of the NiCd cells decreases

gradually with age and the number of charge-discharge

cycles. However, the battery should provide a useful operat-

ing life well in excess of several hundred charge-discharge

cycles.

Storage

NiCd cells can be stored either fully or partially charged.

Storage temperature may be between —40° and +120° F,

but the self-discharge rate increases with temperature. At

70° F, a fully charged cell can be expected to self-discharge

down to about 50% in three months. Cells and Power Packs

which are not in use should therefore be given a full re-

charge at least every three to six months to avoid their

becoming reverse-charged.
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Maintenance and Repair

Additional data regarding maintenance and repair of

the Power Pack and the NiCd ‘cells can be found in the

Maintenance section of this manual.

FIRST TIME OPERATION

This first time operation is designed to obtain a trace

and provide familiarization with the Oscilloscope controls

and responses. A control setup chart is provided in Fig. 2-4.

It can be duplicated as a convenient method of recording

specific setups in conjunction with Oscilloscope familiariza-

tion and use.

CAUTION

1. Internal battery-powered operation should not

be continued for long periods after the LOW BATT

lamp starts flashing. Damage to the NiCd bat-

tery may result. If the battery becomes sufficiently

discharged, the trace will disappear and the light

will cease flashing. The battery should then be

recharged to avoid the possibility of individual

cells becoming reverse-charged. Operation can

continue during recharging.

2. Always operate within the Oscilloscope’s al-

lowable input values, which are as follows:

Power Source-AC 48 to 440 Hz

Wired for 115 V 90 to 136V

operation:

Wired for 230 V 180 to 272 V

operation:

Power Source-DC 6 to 16V

VERT INPUT 500 V DC +

peak AC

EXT TRIG OR 300 V DC +

HORIZ INPUT peak AC

EXT BLANK 150 V DC +

peak AC

WARNING

The ground loop must always be completed for

normal operation of the Type 323 Oscilloscope.

Unreliable results and unsafe conditions will other-

wise exist. Connect a lead between Oscilloscope

ground and equipment ground before connecting

the Oscilloscope inputs to equipment test points.

The probe ground lead can usually be used for

this purpose. Do not remove the ground lead until

all other connections are removed. If the Oscillo-

scope is to be used as a differential amplifier, the

instructions which are contained in this section

under “‘MISCELLANEOUS OPERATING HINTS—

Differential Measurements’’ must be adhered to.

1. Preset the controls as follows:

VOLTS/DIV 5 DIV CAL

VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) CAL

INPUT GND

10 VERT GAIN In
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f

VOLTS/DIV FOCUS TIME/DIV INTENSITY

SE © 2 SE o

2 if

5 .05

10 .02 .

20 Sov 7 Ss 5 10 1S.
INPUT CAL Net 8 7 (| | ‘es
aL: LOW BATT VAR TRIG

& TRIGGER [ AC

GND “ | en
_ POWER EXT AC

<= TRIG |_|

oe off LT on VERT GAIN C) POSITION HORIZ MAG < HORI DC
PULL / \PULL - wy,

TYPE 323 OSCILLOSCOPE A4@feS8FTEKTRONIX/TOKYO, JAPAN L* auto —
= y,

Front panel

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ VERT INPUT }
INPUT

Img 47pF (9 10K)

Lett side panel

Fig. 2-4. Control setup chart.

POSITION (Vertical) Midrange for optimum presentation. Use the minimum CRT intensity

X10 HORIZ MAG In necessary for good viewing to conserve battery power.

POSITION (Horizontal) Midrange

TIME/DIV ms Operating the Vertical Controls
VARIABLE (TIME/DIV) CAL
TRIGGER 4 AUTO 4, Adjust the vertical POSITION control to center the

square wave; observe 5 divisions (-—0.15 division) display
Trigger Coupling INT TRIG AC amplitude.

FOCUS Midrange 5. Adjust the horizontal POSITION control to start the
INTENSITY Midrange trace at the left (O-div) vertical graticule line.

Power Pack Switch TRICKLE CHG

2. Connect the AC power cord (standard accessory) be-

tween the Oscilloscope and an appropriate AC source, if

available. Place the Power Pack Switch at TRICKLE CHG and

turn the POWER switch ON. Check that the LOW BATT

indicator does not flash.

3. Observe that a square wave dppears on the face of

the cathode ray tube (CRT). Readjust INTENSITY and FOCUS

®

6. Gradually rotate the VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) knob ccw

from its CAL position. Observe that the square wave pres-

entation simultaneously decreases to an amplitude of 2 div-

isions or less at the counterclockwise limit. Return the con-

trol to the CAL position.

7. Pull the X10 VERT GAIN out. Note that there is no

change in the calibration signal display amplitude. The

cal signal is reduced by a factor of ten to compensate for
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the increase in gain when the X10 VERT GAIN control

is out, Return the X10 VERT GAIN control to its in posi-

tion.

8. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to .02. Observe that the

5 DIV CAL square wave is replaced by a horizontal trace

which appears approximately 21/, divisions below graticule

center. Reset the trace to graticule center. This will be used

as the DC reference position. (The DC reference position

can be arbitrarily established anywhere on the CRT by

adjusting the vertical POSITION control while the probe

tip is grounded or the INPUT switch is at GND position.)

9. At the side panel, connect the Type P6049 probe cable

to the VERT INPUT connector. Connect the probe tip to the

0.5 V square-wave signal at the CAL OUT jack.

10. Switch the INPUT control to DC. Observe that a

square wave 2'/, divisions in amplitude appears on the

CRT. The instantaneous voltage at the top and bottom of

the square wave can be measured as follows:

Determine the number of divisions of separation between

the previously established DC reference and the top of the

square wave. Multiply by the value of the VOLTS/DIV knob

setting and the probe attenuation factor. The position of the

top of the trace is above the DC reference indicating a posi-

tive voltage. The bottom of the trace appears at the DC

reference point. The trace is operating between O and

+0.5V DC. See Fig. 2-5(A) and (B).

11. Switch the INPUT control to AC. Note that removal

of the DC component causes the trace to shift downward,

centering around the previously established trace DC ref-

erence position. See Fig. 2-5(C).

12. Compute the signal amplitude. .02 VOLTS/DIV deflec-

tion factor multiplied by the 10 probe attenuation fac-

tor and by the 21, divisions of deflection equals 0.5 V sig-

nal amplitude. Note that this equals the difference between

the waveform's DC voltage limits found during DC measure-

ment in step 10, although the waveform’s DC operating level

does not appear.

13. Set the VOLTS/DIV control to 0.1. Note that the dis-

play amplitude reduces to 1/ division. Again calculate the

input signal amplitude (0.5 V).

14. Pull the X10 VERT GAIN control out. Note that the

display amplitude increases to 5 divisions. Compute the

display amplitude by using the following procedure:

Divide the VOLTS/DIV setting by 10 to determine the

vertical deflection factor with the 10 VERT GAIN out.

Multiply this deflection factor by the number of divisions

of deflection and the 10X probe factor to determine the

input signal amplitude (0.5 VY).

(The 10X probe attenuation is effectively compensated for

by the X10 Vert Gain switch; under this condition, the

vertical deflection factor reads directly from the VOLTS/

DIV control setting—5 div X .1 V/DIV = 0.5 V signal input.)

Operating the Horizontal Controls

15. Calculate the square wave period time. Multiply the

number of divisions per one cycle of square wave by the

2-10

(A) DC reference position set at graticule vertical center.

(B) 0.5 V square wave signal DC-coupled into vertical cir-

cuit. DC operating level and signal amplitude can be

determined. Deflection Factor .2 VOLTS/DI

(C) Same signal, AC-coupled into vertical circuit. Note that

signal DC operating level cannot be determined.

Fig. 2-5. DC versus AC input coupling.

TIME/DIV setting. Reset the vertical POSITION knob as

necessary for convenient measurement. (Approximately 1.3

ms per cycle.) See Fig. 2-6.

16. Calculate the square-wave frequency by determining

the reciprocal of the period time. (Approximately 750 Hz).

17. Switch the TIME/DIV control to 2ms. Observe that

approxiamtely 1%, square waves per division are now be-

ing displayed. Calculate period time (approximately 1.3 ms)

and frequency (approximately 750 Hz).

18. Pull the X10 HORIZ MAG out. Observe that about

1 square wave per seven divisions is now being displayed.

Calculate the period time and frequency. (It is still approxi-

mately 1.3 ms and 750 Hz respectively.)



1. Measure the number of divisions between identical points

on successive waveforms.

2. Multiply by the selected TIME/DIV value to determine

period time.

3. Solve for the reciprocal of period time to find frequency.

Fig. 2-6. Determining frequency.

19. Slowly rotate the Horizontal POSITION control. Note

that an almost equal number of waveforms can be observed

before and after the occurrence of the waveform which ap-

peared when the X10 HORIZ MAG was pulled out. This

situation exists because the X10 HORIZ MAG displays the

1 division of trace which straddles the graticule centerline

during X1 horizontal operation.

20. Rotate the VARIABLE (TIME/DIV) slowly ccw. Note

that the resultant decrease in sweep speed causes more

square waves to appear. With VARIABLE fully ccw, approx-

imately 4 square wave appear. Return the VARIABLE con-

trol to CAL and the X10 HORIZ MAG to in.

Operating the Trigger Controls

21. Note that the positive portion of the square wave is be-

ing displayed at the beginning of the trace. Switch the

TRIGGER control to — AUTO and observe that the nega-

tive portion of the square wave is being displayed at the

beginning of the trace. The + or — selection determines

whether the horizontal sweep will be triggered by a posi-

tive-going (+) or a negative-going (—) signal. In the ab-

sence of a signal, AUTO provides a free-running time base

of relatively constant brightness, regardless of the sweep

rate.

22. Push the X10 VERT GAIN control in and set the

VOLTS/DIV knob to .05. Connect the P6049 Probe to the

VERT INPUT connector. Then connect the probe tip and

ground lead across the output of a low-frequency sine wave

generator. Set the generator for a 2-V peak-to-peak, 60

Hz output. Observe a sine wave which is 4 divisions peak-

to-peak. Note that the beginning of the waveform has a

negative (decreasing) slope. See Fig. 2-7(A).

23. Rotate the TRIGGER control slowly counterclockwise

from the — AUTO position. Note that as the control leaves

the AUTO position, the trace disappears. As the control is

moved further counterclockwise, a point is reached where

@
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the sweep is again triggered by the negative change in sig-

nal level. Continue the counterclockwise movement of the

TRIGGER control and note that triggering occurs at progres-

sively more positive points of the waveform, See Fig. 2-7(B).

Continue the rotation through the control center position.

The trace will disappear or become unstable, then re-

appear, being triggered by the positive change in signal

level. See Fig. 2-7(C). Leave it in this position. (Either AUTO

or manual trigger selection may be used in normal opera-

tion, as determined by the application and the operator's

preference. It is suggested that AUTO be used in most ap-

plications, switching to manual when necessary to improve

stability, increase the low-frequency triggering range, or to

change the triggering point.)

24. Switch the Trig/Horiz Coupling lever to EXT TRIG

OR HORIZ-AC. Note that the trace disappears. At the

side panel, connect the 2 volt peak-to-peak sine wave sig-

nal to the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT connector. (Keep

the P6049 Probe connected to the 2 volt peak-to-peak sine

wave.) Note that a stabilized trace appears. Decrease the

TRIGGER

— Slope triggeri ng -
selected ef

| (A)

TRIGGER

Different point

on lope selected

TRIGGER

99 + —_

selected

(C)

Fig. 2-7. Selection of triggering point.
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generator frequency until the trace disappears and then note

the frequency. (The triggering circuit half-power point oc-

curs at approximately 16Hz during AC-coupled operation.)

25. Switch the Trig/Horiz Coupling control to DC, and the

TIME/DIV control to .2mS. Note that the trace’ re-appears.

Decrease the signal generator frequency to 2Hz. Note that

a stable trace remains. (Readjust the TRIGGER Level if

necessary.) When DC coupling is selected and the TRIG-

GER control is not at AUTO, a trigger can be generated

whenever the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT voltage passes

through the DC value selected by the TRIGGER Level con-

trol, even though the transition is made very slowly. If

the signal has a DC bias, the trigger point will be influ-

enced by that bias.

26. Switch the TRIGGER control to + AUTO. Note that

the trace becomes unstable. The trigger input becomes AC-

coupled whenever the TRIGGER control is at AUTO, regard-

less of the setting of the Trig/Horiz Coupling lever. The

2Hz signal frequency is too low to cause AC-coupled trig-

gering to occur. Increase the generator frequency to 60

Hz and note that the display becomes stable, indicating that

the sweep is again being triggered by the input signal.

27. Disconnect the signal fram the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

INPUT connector. Switch the Trigger Coupling lever to INT

TRIG ACLF REJ. Note that the trace is again unstable.

Change the generator frequency to 10 kHz and note that the

trace stabilizes. ACLF REJ greatly reduces circuit sensitiv-

ity to internal trigger signals of approximately 10 kHz and

lower, to prevent low-frequency signals from randomly trig-

gering the sweep while high frequency signals are being

observed.

XY Operation

NOTE

Whenever the Type 323 Oscilloscope is operated

in EXT HORIZ mode, the CRT is unblanked and no

internal sweep is available. If no input signal is

present at the vertical or horizontal input connector,

a bright stationary dot will appear. It is recom-

mended that the brightness be reduced to provide

an intensity which is consistent with good viewing.

Decreasing beam intensity will also increase bat-

tery-operating time.

28. Reconnect the signal generator output to the EXT TRIG

OR HORIZ INPUT jack. Switch the TIME/DIV control to EXT

HORIZ and the Trig/Horiz Coupling lever to EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ-AC. The straight diagonal line rising as it progresses

from left to right is indicative of in-phase conditions existing

between the signals at the vertical and horizontal input con-

nectors. The deflection along the vertical and horizontal

coordinates is dependent upon the amplitude of the re-

spective input signals and the deflection factors involved.

29. Rotate the EXT HORIZ VAR counterclockwise from CAL

and note that as the horizontal gain decreases, the slope

becomes greater. Return the EXT HORIZ VAR to CAL.

30. Switch the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN to X10.

Observe that the horizontal deflection is reduced to 1/10 of

its previous amount.
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31. Reset controls as follows:

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ x1

ATTEN

VOLTS/DIV 5 DIV CAL

INPUT GND

X10 VERT GAIN in

X10 HORIZ MAG in

TIME/DIV .2 ms

TRIGGER + AUTO

INT TRIG AC

Adjust the POSITION controls until the square wave again

appears on the CRT.

Trigger Coupling

32. Disconnect the cables from the VERT INPUT and EXT

TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT connectors.

Power Supply Operation

33. Switch the Power Pack switch to FULL CHG. Note that

no change occurs in the presentation.

34. Disconnect the AC source from the Oscilloscope. Again

note that no change occurs in the presentation.

35. Connect the Oscilloscope to an external DC voltage

of between 6 and 16V, using two leads equipped with

banana plugs. Make the proper polarity connections. Re-

verse connections will blow the Power Pack fuse. Switch

the Power Pack switch to EXT DC. Again, note that there is

no apparent change.

36. Switch the POWER control off and the Power Pack

switch to FULL CHG. Disconnect the Oscilloscope from the

DC power source and reconnect the AC power input to an

appropriate AC voltage supply. Retain this condition for

16 hours to obtain a full battery charge.

The First-Time Operation procedure has been completed.

After 16 hours have elapsed, switch the Power Pack switch

to TRICKLE CHG to maintain the fully charged battery con-

dition.

OPERATOR’S CHECK

AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE

The following characteristics of the Type 323 Oscilloscope

should be checked prior to each period of operation. Access

to screwdriver adjustments are provided through the bot-

tom panel to permit the operator to optimize the instru-

ment’s performance. Perform the checks and adjustments

in the sequence provided to avoid interaction.

CAUTION

Use a loose fitting screwdriver to make the adjust-

ments. Do not apply excessive force.

Preliminary Procedure

Set the Type 323 Oscilloscope controls as follows:



VOLTS/DIV 5 DIV CAL

INPUT GND

X10 VERT GAIN In

POSITION (Vertical) Midrange

X10 HORIZ MAG In

POSITION (Horizontal) Midrange

TIME/DIV 1 mS

VARIABLE (TIME/DIYV) CAL

TRIGGER + AUTO

Trigger Coupling INT TRIG AC

POWER ON

INTENSITY Optimum

Set the Oscilloscope on its left side to allow access. to the

bottom adjustments.

ASTIG

Adjust the VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) to obtain 3 divisions

of vertical amplitude. Center the trace as shown in Fig. 2-8.

Fig. 2-8. Focus and Astigmatism adjustment waveform.

CHECK—The horizontal and vertical lines of the square

wave should provide optimum sharpness at the same setting

of the FOCUS control.

ADJUST—ASTIG and FOCUS controls until the corners of

the square wave provide optimum sharpness. Concentrate on

the areas contained in the ovals in Fig. 2-8 to obtain best

overall focusing. Once FOCUS and ASTIG have been set,

changes in intensity should only require readjustment of the

focus control.

TRACE ROTATION

Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 20 and position the trace to

graticule center line.

CHECK—The trace should be parallel to the graticule

center horizontal line.

ADJUST—TRACE ROTATION as necessary to set the trace

parallel to the graticule’s center horizontal line.

®
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VERT x10 BAL

CHECK—No vertical position shift of the trace occurs

when the X10 VERT GAIN control is switched in and out.

ADJUST—VERT X10 BAL until minimum trace shift oc-

curs when the X10 VERT GAIN control is switched in and

out. Return the X10 VERT GAIN control to its in position.

VAR V/DIV BAL

CHECK—No trace shift occurs as the VARIABLE V/DIV

BAL control is rotated from limit to limit.

ADJUST—VAR V/DIV BAL control until no trace shift oc-

curs as the VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) control is rotated from

limit to limit.

Return the VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) control to CAL.

Repeat the VERT X10 BAL and the VAR V/DIV BAL ad-

justments until interaction is no longer noticeable.

VERT <1 GAIN

Switch the TIME/DIV control to the 5 DIV CAL position.

Using the Vertical POSITION control, center the square

wave.

CHECK—The square-wave presentation has 5 divisions

+0.15 division vertical amplitude. The measurement should

be made from trace center to trace center to avoid the effect

of trace width.

ADJUST—VERT 1 GAIN to provide a 5 division square-

wave presentation.

VERT x10 GAIN

Pull the X10 VERT GAIN control out.

CHECK—The square-wave presentation has 5 divisions

+0.15 division vertical amplitude.

ADJUST—VERT X10 GAIN to provide a 5 division square-

wave presentation.

SIGNAL TRANSPORTING METHODS

VOLTAGE and waveform observations normally require

that the oscilloscope be placed in parallel with the load

across which the observation is being made. Numerous

methods of connecting signal sources (signal pick-off points)

to the oscilloscope are available. The method to be used is

basically determined by signal amplitude and/or signal fre-

quency or risetime compared to the combination of signal

source impedance and oscilloscope input impedance.

Signal Amplitude

Signals in excess of the display range of the oscilloscope

(120V peak to peak calibrated, 300V peak to peak un-
calibrated) can be reduced to an observable value by means

of an attenuator placed in the signal-to-oscilloscope path. The

P6049 Probe provided with the Type 323 Oscilloscope makes
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1/10th of the source voltage available to the oscilloscope

vertical input connector.

The peak-to-peak measurement which can be made with

the P6049 Probe-Type 323 Oscilloscope combination is

500 V DC + peak AC. Other Tektronix probes which allow

measurement of voltages as high as 40 kV are available for

use with the Type 323 Oscilloscope.

CAUTION

Never apply voltages in excess of 500 V to the VERT

INPUT connector or to the P6049 Probe. Use a

high-voltage probe to reduce higher voltages to

an acceptable level.

Signal Source Resistance and Oscilloscope Input

Resistance

The oscilloscope input resistance (1 MQ) and the signal

source resistance form a voltage divider. When the input

resistance is high with respect to the source resistance, dis-

play amplitude for DC and low-frequency AC signals is a

relatively accurate evaluation of the signal at the source.

See Fig. 2-9(A).

As the size of the oscilloscope input resistance compared

to the signal source resistance decreases, the display ampli-

tude decreases. See Fig. 2-9(B). In addition to providing

‘An incorrect display, such a situation loads a circuit to the

point where an evaluation is being made of a false circuit

performance.

The source-to-oscilloscope resistance ratio must therefore

be kept high. The 1 MQ oscilloscope resistance is sufficient

for most applications. However, when the signal source im-

pedance is as high as 0.11 MQ, approximately 10% error is

introduced. This error can be computed in DC and low-

frequency applications, and the display evaluation can be

corrected accordingly.

An easier method is to use a X10 probe and a 10 times

more sensitive volts/div setting. The P6049 Probe and Type

323 Oscilloscope combination have a resistance of approx-

imately 10 MQ. When used to evaluate the above-mentioned

0.11 MQ circuit, the ratio of oscilloscope resistance to sig-

nal source resistance is increased to approximately 91:1 and

display amplitude error is reduced to approximately 1%.

Another important consideration is that the loading effect on

the circuit becomes negligible and circuit performance is

not affected.

Signal Frequency Versus Signal Source

Capacitance and Oscilloscope Input

Capacitance

The 47 pF oscilloscope input capacitance is of little con-

cern when measuring DC or low-frequency signals. How-

ever, as frequency increases, the oscilloscope input capac-

itance in parallel with the signal source lowers the effective

load impedance. Parallel capacitance inserted by signal

transporting leads adds to the oscilloscope input capacitance

and further lowers effective load impedance, decreasing AC

and transient waveform display amplitudes. Signal trans-

porting lead capacitance must therefore be kept as low as

possible for AC or transient measurements.

When the signal source capacitance is high with respect

to the oscilloscope input capacitance, AC display amplitudes

are relatively accurate. The signal source capacitance to

oscilloscope capacitance ratio can be improved by insertion

of an attenuator probe in the signal path. Its effect upon

AC and transients will be essentially the same as was its

effect upon DC, both in increasing the effective range of

the oscilloscope and in reducing loading effects.

Circuit current can be monitored with the Type 323 Oscil-

loscope and a current probe. One type of probe uses a

device which can be clamped around or removed from the

current-carrying wire in a few seconds. It is especially use-

ful in working with current-driven transistor circuitry.

A summary of signal transporting information is provided

in Table 2-1. Additional information concerning all Tektronix

probes is contained in the Tektronix catalog.

PROBE ADJUSTMENT

Variations of total input capacitance and resistance occur

with different combinations of oscilloscopes and _ probes.

Therefore, many attenuator probes are equipped with ad-

justments to insure optimum performance. Explanations for

performing Tektronix Probe adjustments are contained in

the applicable probe manuals.

Because the P6049 Probe is a standard accessory for the

Type 323 Oscilloscope, that particular adjustment procedure

is repeated here.

P6049 Probe Adjustment Procedure

(a) Preset the Type 323 Oscilloscope controls as fol-

lows:

a O 9.99 V display

amplitude

1kQ source: 1 MQ oscilloscope
resistance

input resistence

10.00 VHE i EwnA—
(A) (B)

- O 5V display

amplitude

1 MQ source ] MQ
resistance oscilloscope

input

resistance

10 VEA [IERew—
Fig. 2-9. Source resistance versus

2-14
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Operating Instructions—Type 323

INPUT DC

VOLTS/DIV 02

VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) CAL

TIME/DIV 5 ms

X10 VERT GAIN In

X10 HORIZ MAG In

TRIGGER + AUTO

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG-AC

(b) Connect the P6049 Probe BNC connector to the VERT

INPUT connector.

(c) Connect the P6049 Probe tip to the 5V CAL OUT

jack (left side of oscilloscope).

d) Check the waveform presentation against Fig. 2-10(A).

Waveform presentations resulting from incorrect adjustments

are shown in Fig. 2-10(B) and (C).

(e) The probe adjustment is contained in the compensa-

tion housing which connects to the Oscilloscope INPUT con-

nector.

(A) Correct

(B) Incorrect

(C) Incorrect

Using a screwdriver, adjust it as necessary to obtain op-

timum square leading corners on the square wave presen-

tation. Rounding or overshoot should be minimized.

MISCELLANEOUS OPERATING HINTS

WARNING

Failure to complete the ground circuit of the Type

323 will cause the entire unit to be elevated to

the voltage of the applied signal.

Reference or ground lead. Reliable signal observations

cannot be made unless both the oscilloscope and the unit

under test are connected together by a reference (ground)

lead in addition to the signal lead. See Fig. 2-11. Most

AC-operated equipment has a common ground supplied

by the AC power source circuitry. This is true of the Type

323 Oscilloscope whenever the 3-wire AC line cord is con-

nected to the oscilloscope and a grounded AC source. Dur-

ing internal battery or external DC operation, a reference

ground) lead must be externally connected between the

oscilloscope and the equipment under test. The probe ground

lead usually is adequate for this purpose. It completes the

reference connection to the oscilloscope through the probe

lead shield.

(A)

(B) Ground loop completed.

Fig. 2-10. Probe compensation.

-1

Fig. 2-11. Ground loop effect.

Ringing. It is not uncommon to have ringing accompany

a waveform presentation. It usually results from inductance

associated with the reference or signal leads. If the AC

supply common (ground) is used as the reference lead, the

length of wire involved introduces considerable inductance.

To reduce inductance and the resultant ringing, use the

®



shortest possible probe ground lead and connect it to a

ground point as near to the signal source as possible. See

Fig. 2-12. If ringing persists, it is recommended that the

external power leads be disconnected from the Oscilloscope,

using the internal battery for operating power.

Loading. Use a 10 probe whenever possible. It pro-

vides more accurate waveform observation by reducing the

loading effect on the signal source. Deflection factors in-

dicated by the VOLTS/DIV switch must be multiplied by 10

when a 10% probe is in use.

Phase and Polarity Relationships. When internal trig-

gering is used, the signal slope displayed at the beginning

of the sweep is dependent upon the trigger slope selected

by the operator. If a comparison of phase or polarity i

required, use external triggering and the same trigger source

for the entire sequence of phase or polarity comparisons.

The examples in Fig. 2-13(B) use + internal triggering and

give the indication that the positive spike is coincident with

the rising portion of the square wave. The examples given in

Fig. 2-13(A) both use the same + external trigger source

and show that the square wave actually goes negative

at the time the positive spike occurs.

External triggering is extremely useful in measuring phase

difference between signals. The circuit in Fig. 2-14(A)

used to demonstrate this feature.

Connect the reference waveform to the external trigger-

ing and the vertical input connectors. Select negative slope

external triggering and adjust the triggering and horizontal

Operating Instructions—Type 323

ground.

(B) Probe ground lead connected to equipment ground.

Fig. 2-12. Reducing ringing caused by ground loop.

(B) Synchronous signals observed with +

Fig. 2-13. Importance of external triggering for phase or polarity comparison. (Signals supplied by Tektronix Type 106 Square-Wave Gen-

erator.)
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controls so that one cycle of the reference signal covers 9

divisions of horizontal trace, passing through 0° at the inter-

section of the graticule center lines as in Fig. 2-14(B). This

causes each division of horizontal base line to display 40°

of the waveform being applied.

Disconnect the reference waveform from the vertical in-

put. Connect the shifted waveform to the vertical input

connector and measure the amount of separation between

the graticule center line and the waveform 0° point as in

Fig. 2-14(C). Convert the amount of separation to degrees,

using the 40°/div value which was established previously.

If the 0° point has moved to the left, the waveform leads the

reference. If it has moved to the right, the waveform lags

the reference.

Reference

waveform

100 kQ

Shifted

200 Hz waveform

Sine Wave 01 pF

Generator L

(A) Circuit.

ti. 1 cycle 9 div Hi

Trace

centered

vertically

(B) Establishing a 9 div reference, using the generator wave-

form.

—50° (1.25 divisions
phase difference

Trace

centered

vertically

(C) Measuring phase relationship of waveform across the
.O1 uF capacitor.

Fig. 2-14. Measuring phase relationships.
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Leading and Trailing Edges of Waveforms. The sweep

in the Type 323 Oscilloscope is normally triggered by either

the increasing (++) slope or the decreasing (—) slope of the

applied signal. Thus, each sweep starts at a specific point

on the waveform. If the beginning of the + or — slope

is used to trigger the sweep, the slight delay before the

sweep begins will prevent the triggering point from being

seen. If the sweep rate selected is slow enough, the next

pulse or cycle will be displayed before the sweep ends.

However, if the pulse frequency is quite low, the sweep will

not ‘‘stretch out’ the area of interest enough to get a good

look at it. Three methods are suggested to improve view-

ing of the beginning of a + or — slope.

(a) If the viewed signal is dependent upon another signal

which occurs earlier, use the earlier signal to externally

trigger the sweep. Use the horizontal sweep rate, position

and magnifier controls as necessary to view the slope.

(b) Use the opposite slope to trigger the sweep; select

the sweep rate which displays the point to be observed

as near to the right of the sweep as possible (use the Hori-

zontal VARIABLE control if calibrated measurement is not

required); using the Horizontal POSITION control, set the

point of interest to the center of the graticule; expand the

sweep, using the 10 HORIZ MAG control.

(c) Select a sweep rate which causes the trigger point to

be repeated once near the right side of the sweep; using the

horizontal position controls, set the repeated trigger point to

the center of the graticule. Using the horizontal magnifier,

expand the sweep.

Amplitude Measurements. The Type 323 Oscilloscope

can measure AC and DC signal amplitudes simultaneously or

separately. However, best results will generally be obtained

if they ‘are measured separately, allowing selection of the

best deflection factor for the component being measured.

Example: Measuring the AC and DC components of a 0.02 V

ripple riding on a 75-V power supply output. Establish a

DC reference. Using DC coupling and a deflection factor

of 20 V/division, the DC component causes 3.75 divisions

of trace displacement, but the 0.02V ripple component

amounts to 1/1000 of a division and is not discernible, AC

coupling and a deflection factor of 0.01 V/division displays

two divisions of AC ripple without interference from the DC

component.

Time Measurements. Although relatively accurate meas-

urements are provided across the entire 10 horizontal divi-

sions of the CRT, critical waveform time measurments should

be made in the center 8 divisions.

Frequency Measurements. To determine the frequency

of a recurring event, find the reciprocal of the time (in sec-

onds) it takes to complete one event. Example: With a

sweep rate of 10 ms/div, a sine wave completes one cycle

in 2.5 divisions (25 ms) of travel across the face of the CRT.

1/(25 X 10-8) results in a frequency of 40 cycles per sec-

ond, normally expressed as 40 Hertz (abbreviated Hz).

Arbitrary Units of Measure. The variable controls al-

low selection of arbitrary sweep rates and deflection fac-

tors. Examples follow:

TIME/DIV: Use the 5 DIV CAL SIGNAL to establish a

0.4 ms/div sweep rate.
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1. Set the TIME/DIV control to .2ms and determine the

period time for 1 cycle.

2. Determine how many 0.4 ms divisions it takes to com-

plete 1 cycle, by dividing the period time (from step 1) by

0.4.

3. Using the Horizontal VARIABLE control, set 1 cycle

of calibrator waveform equal to the number of divisions

determined in step 2.

4. A 0.4ms/div sweep rate has been established. It may

be noted that the ratio of actual-to-indicated sweep rate

(0.4:0.2) exists in all positions of the TIME/DIV control.

VOLTS/DIV: Use the calibration signal to establish a

0.3 volts/div deflection factor.

1. Determine the ratio between the next lower calibrated

deflection factor and the desired deflection factor (0.2/0.3).

Multiply the ratio by 5.

2. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 5 DIV CAL.

3. Adjust the VOLTS/DIV VARIABLE control to obtain the

fractional part of 5 divisions which was determined in step

1 (31/, divisions).

Lissajous Figures. An unlimited number of trace patterns

(Lissajous figures) can be obtained by simultaneously apply-

ing signals of different frequencies or phase angles to the two

input connectors. If the frequencies are different and do not

have a common divisor, the pattern will change continuously.

If the frequencies are the same, or have a common divisor,

the pattern will be stationary, permitting phase, amplitude

and frequency comparison. (The ease of comparison varies

inversely with the ratio of frequency to common divisor.]

One of the most practical uses of these patterns is in making

extremely accurate adjustments of one frequency in respect

to another.

An analysis of these patterns is a science in itself, and be-

yond the scope of this manual. However, a few patterns

and their interpretations are contained in Fig. 2-15 and 2-16.

The characteristics of the Oscilloscope’s vertical and hori-

zontal amplifier circuits must be considered in XY opera-

tion. Their bandwidth capabilities determine how much

phase shift each one will introduce. For example, the hori-

zontal circuit will introduce less than 5° phase shift at 10

kHz (its high-frequency half-power point).

The amount of difference in phase shift between the ver-

tical and horizontal circuits will increase as frequency in-

creases. This amount can be determined at any specific

frequency. Couple the same signal into both the vertical

and the horizontal input connectors and calculate the dif-

ference in phase which appears in the presentation, using

the method which is explained in Fig. 2-16.

Differential Measurements. When the Type 323 Oscil-

loscope has no connections made to it, and is not connect-

ed to an external power source, its chassis is ‘floating’,

meaning that it is not referenced to anything external to

itself.. Although precautions exist throughout this manual

regarding use of a common ground, there is a situation where

2-20
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1. Center the display horizontally.

2. Measure total vertical amplitude (V:).

3. Measure amount of center vertical line which is enclosed

by ellipse (V.).

4. Divide V. by Vi to obtain sine of phase angle.

5. Determine phase angle from table of trigonometric values.

6. Angle is > 270° and < 090° if ellipse rises from left

to right.

7. Angle is > 090° and < 270° if ellipse falls from left

to right.

Fig. 2-16. Determining phase angle.

the Type 323 Oscilloscope may be used when a common

ground is unwanted.

For example, it may be desirable to observe the signal

occurring at the base of a transistor with respect to its

emitter. The Oscilloscope can be used as a ‘Differential

Oscilloscope’’ by removing all connections from it except

for a probe. The probe can then be connected to one point

and the probe ground lead to the other. The displayed

waveform will be the difference between the voltages ap-

plied to the probe and its ground lead. The Oscilloscope

chassis must be insulated from all other references during

this procedure, or damage may occur to the Oscilloscope

or the circuit under test.

It should be noted that when the Oscilloscope chassis Is

floating, it presents a small but finite capacitance to ground

for circuits connected to it. This capacitance varies inverse-

ly with the Oscilloscope’s distance from objects which are

referenced to ground. The Oscilloscope should therefore be

kept at a reasonable distance from surrounding metallic ob-

jects if capacitive loading will have adverse effects upon the

circuit under test.

This differential measurement procedure can be used in

almost any application where the difference in potential

between points being compared does not exceed the 500 V

DC + peak AC input capabilities of the Oscilloscope. How-

ever, it must be remembered that the Oscilloscope chassis

is operating at the potential to which its ground lead is con-

nected, and therefore can be dangerous. All controls must

be adjusted before connecting to the circuit under test, and

all connections must be removed (or the circuit under test

de-energized) before again touching the Oscilloscope.



WARNING:

Unless the Type 323 Oscilloscope is connected

to a common ground, its metallic parts will be

elevated to the signal potential to which if is

connected. The instructions given in ‘Differential

Measurements’’ must be observed whenver the

Oscilloscope is to be operated without a common

ground connection.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

The terms and definitions contained herein are limited to

information required to understand the material in this manu-

al. If a term is synonymous with a preferred term, its def-

inition is restricted to the name of the preferred term.

—3 dB Point—Half-Power Point

AC Coupling—The condition existing when a capacitor Is

inserted between the signal pickoff point and the circuit to

which the signal is applied.

Accelerating Voltage—A voltage applied to components

within a cathode-ray tube to accelerate beam electrons

during their passage from cathode to phosphor screen.

Astigmatism—Any deviation from a circular appearance of

the electron beam spot. Also the control which corrects

for the deviation.

Attenuator—Normally, any device used to_ intentionally

decrease the amplitude of a signal prior to its application

to the oscilloscope’s amplifier circuitry. Any device which

decreases a signal's amplitude.

Automatic Triggering—Applies to the trigger circuit. A

triggering mode in which triggers to the Type 323 sweep cir-

cuit will initiate triggered sweeps in response to a broad

range of internal or external signals without adjustment

of the triggering level control. It will also provide a free-

running sweep for reference in the absence of triggers.

Balanced Circuit—Two symmetrical (electrically identical)
branches or nodes of a circuit which carry equal but op-

posite polarity signals. Also called Push-Pull circuit.

Bandwidth—The frequency range through which a circuit

will provide an output which is at least 0.707 times the volt-

age output provided at a reference frequency within said

range. The limits are referred to as “Half Power” or “—3 dB

Points’. The lower frequency limit is understood to be DC

if only one value is given.

Beam—tThe electron beam emitted by the cathode of a

CRT. Its impinging on the phosphor creates the light on

the face of the cathode-ray tube.

Bezel—The flange or cover which holds the external grati-

cule, light filter, viewing hood, etc. in front of the cathode-

ray tube face.

Blanked—Condition under which the electron beam is pre-

vented from striking the cathode-ray tube face.

Blanking—The process of creating the blanked condition.

Blooming—An increase in display size accompanying an

increase in CRT INTENSITY setting.

®
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Calibration—Process whereby an instrument is adjusted to

perform within specified limits.

Characteristic Impedance—An ohmic value which expresses

an electrical quality of a transmission line or cable. It is

the impedance the line would present if it were of infinite:

length.

Circuit Board—Any of various boards on which are mount-

ed circuit components and inter-connections. The circuit board

is usually fastened to a chassis with screws or clips.

Compression—An increase in the deflection factor, usually

as the limits of the quality area are exceeded.

DC Balance—The condition existing in the Type 323 Oscillo-

scope when, with the vertical input grounded, no trace shift

occurs as a result of any change in vertical deflection fac-

for.

DC Coupling—The condition existing when no capacitor

interrupts the path between the signal take-off point and

the oscilloscope circuit to which the signal is applied. |

DC Reference Position—The position on the oscilloscope

graticule which is occupied by the trace when the input

is grounded. Normally refers to the vertical circuit, but

also pertains to the horizontal circuit during EXT HORIZ

operation.

Decoupling—The process of removing AC signals or tran-

sients from the power supply voltages applied to a circuit.

Usually refers to shunting AC and transient signals to ground

by connecting a capacitor from the decoupling point to AC

ground, and an impedance between the power supply and

the decoupled point.

Deflection Blanking—Blanking by means of a deflection

structure in the cathode-ray tube electron gun which traps

the electron beam inside the gun to extinguish the spot,

permitting blanking during retrace and between sweeps,

regardless of intensity setting.

Deflection Factor—The ratio of the input signal amplitude

to the resultant displacement of the indicating spot (volts/

div).

Deflection Plates—Metal plates contained within a cathode-

ray tube. Application of voltage to these plates creates an

electro-static field which controls horizontal, vertical or

blanking deflection of the electron beam.

Deflection Polarity—The relation between signal polarity

and spot displacement direction. The Type 323 Oscilloscope

has a positive deflection polarity, indicating upward and

right deflection in response to + vertical and horizontal

input signals, respectively.

Deflection Sensitivity—The div/volt ratio which describes

the amount of deflection resulting from a unit of applied

signal.

Differential Amplifier—An amplifier whose output signal is

proportional to the algebraic difference between 2 input

signals.

Differential Signal—The instantaneous algebraic difference

between two signals.

Display—The visual presentation created by the electron

beam on the face of a cathode-ray tube.
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External Horizontal Signal—Any signal applied to the Type

323 Oscilloscope TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT connector for

purposes of EXT HORIZ oscilloscope operation.

External Trigger—Any signal applied to the Type 323 Os-

cilloscope TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT connector for purposes

of EXT TRIG oscilloscope operation. Also the trigger gen-

erated in response to this signal. ,

External Triggering—Introducing the triggering signal di-

rectly into the trigger circuit from an external source.

Field Effect Transistor (FETA semi-conductor device whose

operation is analogous to a triode vacuum tube.

Free-Running Sweep—Continuously succesive sweeps occurring

independent of triggers or input signals.

Geometry—The degree to which a rectilinear display on a
CRT screen is accurately reproduced. Also the name of the

control which adjusts this quality.

Graticule—A scale associated with the cathode-ray tube

face.

Half-Power Point—The frequency at which the oscilloscope

response limits the display amplitude to 70.7% of the ac-

tual voltage of the applied signal.

Holdoff—Sweep Holdoff.

Horizontal Amplifier—An amplifier for signals intended to

produce horizontal deflection.

Horizontal Deflection—Horizontal movement of the cathode-

ray tube electron beam away from its quiescent or no signal

position.

Horizontal Displacement—The amount of horizontal space

between electron beam quiescent position and instantaneous

position.

Horizontal Gain—The voltage ratio of output to input sig-

nals associated with the Horizontal Amplifier.

Horizontal Sweep—The movement of the electron beam from

left to right across the cathode-ray tube face in response to

a changing horizontal amplifier voltage.

Input Coupling—Associated with the method of connect-

ing a signal into a device or circuit. Usually refers to AC

or DC coupling and signal attenuation.

Input Impedance—The combination of R, C and L which a
signal must supply with energy when the signal is applied

to the input of a circuit.

Input RC Characteristics—The value of capacitance and DC

resistance present at the input of the oscilloscope. Also

referred to as input impedance.

Internal Triggering—Using a sample of the signal present in

the vertical amplifier as a triggering signal source.

Jitter—An aberration of a repetitive display indicating in-

stability of the signal or of the oscilloscope. May be random

or periodic, and is usually associated with the time axis.

Lissajous Figure—A special case of an X-Y display, produced

by simultaneous application of sine waves to the vertical

and horizontal deflection plates. Useful for determining

phase and frequency relationships.
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Load—The impedance offered by a circuit or device. The

lower the impedance, the greater the loading effect.

Loading—Requiring a circuit to supply energy to another

circuit. The term is often associated with the effect caused

by attaching test equipment to a circuit.

Magnified Sweep—Enlarged portion of a sweep (usually

horizontal). In the Type 323 Oscilloscope, the sweep can

be magnified so that 1 division of display is viewed over

10 divisions through use of the X10 HORIZ MAG control.

Noise—Any extraneous electrical disturbance tending to in-

terfere with the normal display.

Open Circuit—A discontinuous circuit.

Overshoot—In the display of a step function (usually of

time), that portion of the waveform which, immediately

following the step, exceeds its nominal or final amplitude.

Period—tThe time elapsing between occurrence of identical

points in an AC or recurring transient event. It usually

refers to repetitive waveforms and is the reciprocal of their

frequency.

Phase Shift—The change in the phase angle (of a sinusoidal

waveform) which is introduced when the waveform passes

through a_ network,

Phosphor—The substance coating the inner face of a cath-

ode-ray tube. It emits light when bombarded by electrons.

Plate—In a cathode-ray tube, any one of the deflection

plates.

Preventive Maintenance—Cleaning, inspecting and lubricat-

Ing equipment to insure continued reliable operation.

Probe—A pointed metal tip within an insulating handle.

Used for temporarily connecting to a signal source. It can

include attenuation capability. Generally includes the as-

sociated cable and connector.

Probe Tip—That part of a probe which makes contact with

the signal pickoff point.

Pulse Width—The time between specified equal amplitude

points on both slopes of an electrical pulse. Usually meas-

ured at the 50% amplitude points.

Push-Pull—Currents or voltages which are equal in ampli-

tude but opposite polarity. Also defines a circuit which

has that type of response.

Retlection—A signal caused by reflected signal energy.

Usually thought of as energy returned by a_ transmission

line which is not terminated in its characteristic impedance,

or which has impedance discontinuities within it.

Response Characteristics—A quantitive description of the

input-output characteristics of a device or circuit. Usually

amplitude versus frequency response.

Retrace—Return of the spot to the left of the cathode-ray

tube face upon completion of a horizontal sweep. Also

that portion of the sweep waveform which causes the spot to

return. |

Retrace Blanking—The process of creating a CRT blanked

condition during Retrace. _



Return Trace—A path created by the spot during retrace. |

Should not be seen during normal sweep operation.

Ringing—A damped oscillatory transient occurring in a sys-

tem as a result of a sudden change of input.

Ripple—AC superimposed on a DC level. Commonly associ-

ated with filtered DC power supplies.

Risetime—The interval between the instants at which the

instantaneous amplitude first reaches specified lower and

upper limits. In the display of a step function of time, these

limits are 10% and 90% of the nominal or final amplitude

of the step.

Rounding—In the display of a step function (usually of time),

the loss of the corner following the step.

Sawtooth Waveform—A waveform containing a linear sloped

rise and return to its initial value, the two portions usually

of unequal duration. Commonly describes the waveform

created by the oscilloscope horizontal sweep generator.

Semi-conductor Device—Any one of several devices made of

semi-conductor material; usually diodes or transistors.

Sensitivity—See deflection sensitivity.

Short Circuit—A low impedance connection across circuit

branches or power sources.

Signal Pickoff Point—A point at which a circuit is tapped

into to provide a signal for any of various purposes, such

as oscilloscope display.

Signal Source—The point of origin of a signal. Also used

to describe Signal Pickoff Point.

Slope—In oscilloscope waveform presentations, the term

describes the direction and ratio of change of vertical de-

flection related to change of horizontal deflection (AE/At).

Source—The point of derivation of power or of a specific

type of power (line, +300V, —150V, battery). Also the

element in a Field Effect Transistor which operationally cor-

responds with the cathode of a triode vacuum tube.

Sweep—An independent variable of a display; unless other-

wise specified, this variable is a linear function of time, but

may be any quantity that varies in a definable manner.

Sweep Generator—A unit that generates a signal used as

an independent variable; the signal is usually a ramp, chang-

ing amplitude at a constant rate.

Sweep Holdoff—An interval immediately following a hori-

zontal sweep, during which time the sweep is prevented

from recurring while the circuits stabilize to their quiescent

condition.

Sweep Linearity—Maximum displacement error of the in-

dependent variable between specified points on the display

area.

Sweep Rate—The time required per division of trace move-

ment (TIME/DIY).

Termination—The load present at the output of a circuit,

device, or transmission line. Commonly identities a device
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which terminates a transmission line with a_ specific im-

pedance.

Tilt—Deviation of the upper and/or lower flat surfaces of

a square wave or pulse from the horizontal.

TIME/DIV—The time required for the spot created by the

electron beam to move 1 division. Commonly used in ref-

erence to horizontal sweep.

Time Base—The sweep generator in an oscilloscope.

Trace—The cathode-ray tube display produced by a mov-

Ing spot.

Trace Width—The distance between two points on opposite

sides of a trace at which the luminance is 50% of maxi-

mum.

Transient Response—The name of a number of characteristic

time-domain reactions to abruptly-applied inputs.

Transient—A damped oscillation or pulse occurring in a

circuit in response to a change in input.

Transition—A voltage shift; commonly refers to the step

function of a square wave.

Trigger—A pulse used to initiate some function. In oscillo-

scopes, commonly refers to the signal which initiates the

horizontal sweep.

Triggered Sweep—A sweep that can be initiated only in re-

sponse to a trigger, as opposed to a free-running sweep.

Triggering Level—The instantaneous value of voltage of an

input signal required to generate a trigger.

Triggering Signal—The signal from which a trigger is de-

rived.

Triggering Slope—The direction of change (+ or —) of

triggering signal voltage from which a trigger is to be de-

rived,

Unblanked—The condition existing when the electron beam

is permitted to strike the face of the cathode-ray tube.

Vertical Amplifier—An amplifier for signals intended to pro-

duce vertical deflection.

Vertical Deflection—Vertical movement of the electron beam.

Vertical Displacement—The amount of space between the

vertical reference and actual trace positions.

Vertical Gain—The ratio of the amplitude of the output

signal from the vertical amplifier to the amplitude of the ver-

tical input signal.

Vertical Input Signal—tThe signal applied to the oscilloscope

vertical input connector.

VOLTS/DIV—The ratio expressing the deflection factor of

the oscilloscope. In front panel control nomenclature, if Is

the number of volts required to cause one division of ver-

tical deflection.

X-Y Display—A rectilinear coordinate plot of two variables.

Z Axis—The third dimension of a display. Commonly imple-

mented in oscilloscopes as beam intensity (display bright-

ness} variation.
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SECTION 3

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the

rear of the manual.

Introduction

Block diagram and detailed descriptions of the Type 323 —

Oscilloscope circuitry are contained in this section. The

block diagrams and schematics contained in the rear of

this manual are used in conjunction with the descriptions.

The numbers are used extensively on the schematics for

cross-referencing and are therefore contained in a dia-

mond-shaped outline for quick recognition.

Simplified drawings are provided where necessary for

effective circuit explanations. No attempt is made to ex-

plain basic operations of components except for those that

are not considered generally known. Additional information

regarding components is included in the Maintenance sec-

tion of this manual.

BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

Refer to the block diagram contained in the Diagrams

section. Operation with an internal sweep will be discussed

first.

Internal battery, external DC, or AC powered operation

can be selected at the Power Pack. During AC operation,

the AC power input is full-wave rectified and applied to

battery charger circuits which supply power to the external

batteries and the oscilloscope circuits. During EXT DC op-

eration the battery and battery charging circuit are by-

passed and the applied voltage goes directly to the POWER

switch.

In all modes of operation, a DC voltage is received by

the Power Regulator, which employs a blocking oscillator

and flyback-type transformer to develop the voltages which

are used throughout the Oscilloscope. This includes CRT

filament supply and high voltage.

When internal sweep operation is selected, the Trigger

Generator develops triggers in response to any of three

sources as selected by the operator: trigger multivibrator,

vertical signal, or externally applied triggering signal. When

the vertical signal or the EXT TRIG input is selected, the

Comparator Amplifier causes the Trigger Multivibrator to

generate a trigger each time the input signal passes through

a specific voltage as determined by the Compartor Ampli-

fier. When AUTO triggering is selected, the Trigger Multi-

vibrator free-runs, providing a continuous succession of trig-

gers. Whenver either a vertical signal or external trig-

gering signal is present and has a higher frequency than

the multivibrator’s free-running rate, the multivibrator no

longer free-runs but becomes slaved to the triggering signal.

The Trigger Multivibrator output enables a Sweep Gate

circuit. This causes the Sweep Generator circuit to develop

a linear sawtooth voltage, which drives the Horizontal Am-

@

plifier. The Horizontal Amplifier increases the amplitude of

the sawtooth voltage as necessary to provide slightly more

than ten division of horizontal deflection when the voltage

reaches its peak.

When the sawtooth voltage out of the Sweep Generator

rises sufficiently positive to provide full trace deflection, it

disables the Sweep Gate and the sweep voltage returns to

its reference value. The Holdoff Circuit prevents triggers

from reaching the Sweep Gate during sweep time, and con-

tinues to block them until enough time has elapsed after

sweep time for the circuits to return to their quiescent values.

This ensures that each sweep will start from the same point

at the left edge of the graticule.

Deflection blanking is used in the CRT to prevent the

electron beam from striking the CRT face during retrace

and holdoff time. The Sweep Gate output causes the Un-

blanking Amplifier to apply +100V to an unblanking de-

flection plate during sweep time. This cancels the effect

of the +100V which continuously exists on an opposing

deflection blanking plate, permitting the horizontal (and

vertical) deflection plates to control beam position on the

face of the CRT. The CRT beam can be blanked at any time

by application of an external blanking signal of at least

+5V to EXT BLANK jack J350.

When a signal is applied to the VERT INPUT, it passes

through an attenuator which is controlled by the VOLTS/

DIV switch. The signal (or a portion of it as determined

by the switch setting) is applied to the Vertical Preamp

where it is amplified and converted to a push-pull signal.

It is then amplified by the Vertical Output Amplifier which

applies the signal to the CRT vertical deflection plates. The

vertical signal applied to the upper deflection plate is also

applied to the Trigger Generator circuit. This slaves the

trigger and sweep generator to the input signal frequency,

thereby permitting a stable display.

Alternate Modes of Operation

5 DIV CAL. The gain and the overall operation of the

oscilloscope can be checked by switching the VOLTS/DIV

switch to a 5 DIV CAL position. At that time a square wave

is accepted from an internal Calibrator. The appearance

of a 5 division square wave on the CRT is indicative of

proper operation. Its amplitude is sufficiently accurate to

permit gain calibration. A 0.5-V square wave signal from

the Calibrator is always available at a CAL OUT jack for

purposes such as calibrating an attenuator probe.

EXT HORIZ. The horizontal beam deflection can be con-

trolled by an externally applied signal when the TIME/DIV

switch is placed in the EXT HORIZ position and the Trig/

Horiz Coupling switch is in an EXT TRIG OR HORIZ posi-
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tion. At that time the Sweep Generator is disabled. The

CRT becomes unblanked and the electron beam moves to

center screen. Signals applied to the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

INPUT jack pass through the Trigger Input circuit to the

Horizontal Amplifier, where they are amplified, converted

to push-pull, and applied to the CRT horizontal deflection

plates. Vertical deflection operation remains the same as

previously described.

VERTICAL PREAMPLIFIER <1>

Block Diagram Description

The principal sections and controls are shown on the

block diagram which is contained on the Vertical Preampli-

fier schematic diagram page. Signals applied to the VERT

INPUT connector can be AC or DC coupled into the atten-

vator section by the INPUT coupling switch. The position

of the VOLTS/DIV switch determines the amount of attenu-

ation the signal receives to provide the deflection factor

indicated by the switch. One position of the switch allows

selection of a square wave signal from a built-in calibrator

unit to allow checking and calibrating of the oscilloscope

circuitry. Two different calibrator amplitudes are available.

The proper amplitude is automatically selected to present

a 5 division calibration display in both positions of the

X10 VERT GAIN switch.

The input signal is applied to one half of a dual field

effect transistor (FET) in the Source Follower circuit, The

FET provides an extremely high input impedance, and near-

ly unity gain output. The second half of the FET provides

an offset signal which cancels any thermal or power sup-

ply change effects upon the input FET.

The signal from the Source Follower is applied to the

Paraphase Amplifier circuit where equal but opposite polar-

ity signals are developed to provide a differential signal.

The signal developed in the upper half of the amplifier

eventually drives the cathode-ray tube upper deflection

plate, while that out of the lower half of the amplifier drives

the lower deflection plate. Therefore the terms “upper half’

and “lower half'' identify the two halves of the amplifier

circuitry.

The normal single-ended input to push-pull output gain

factor of the Paraphase Amplifier at Q61-Q71 is approxi-

mately 25, and increases to 250 when the X10 VERT GAIN

switch is closed. (The deflection factor indicated by the

VOLTS/DIV switch must be divided by 10 to determine the

actual deflection factor whenver X10 VERT GAIN is in

effect.)

The Clamper circuit clamps the Paraphase Amplifier out-

put to a maximum of 0 and a minimum of —1.2V. This

limiting of the output aids in reducing the time required

for the limiter to recover from overdriving signals.

The POSITION control injects a push-pull current through

the Clamper and Limiter to the zero-impedance input nodes

of the Buffer Amplifiers Q91 and Q99, decreasing the cur-

rent in one side as the current increases in the other, The

result is a change in the quiescent (reference) vertical posi-

tion of the trace.
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~ The Limiter (D86-D87, D88-D89) decouples the Buffer Am-

plifier from the Paraphase Amplifier during overdrive con-

ditions. This prevents the Output Amplifier from being driv-

en to a non-linear operating region during overdrive condi-

tions. The Output Amplifier therefore requires a minimum

of overdrive recovery time.

The Buffer Amplifier is an operational amplifier with

unity gain. It provides the low impedance drive to the Ver-

tical Output Amplifier which is necessary for good transient

response.

Vertical Input Circuitry

Refer to the schematic. The Vertical Input Circuitry con-

sists of the VERT INPUT connector (J20), the INPUT Coupling

Switch (SW21), coupling capacitor C20, resistor R21, the

input attenuators and the calibrator.

Input Coupling. With INPUT switch SW21 in AC posi-

tion, C20 blocks the signal DC component while permitting

the AC component to pass to the attenuator and preampli-

fier circuitry. In GND position, the switch connects the

attenuator circuitry to ground to provide a DC reference for

adjusting the trace vertical DC reference position. When

switched to DC, the INPUT switch bypasses C20 and R21,

allowing both the AC and DC signal components to be ap-

plied to the attenuator and preamplifier circuitry.

Vertical Input Attenuators. Eleven basic deflection fac-

tors (VOLTS/DIV) are made available through various com-

binations of five attenuator circuits and a “‘straight through"

circuit. The combinations can be arrived at by connecting

the attenuators as. indicated at each switching postion of

SW25 (VOLTS/DIY).

In the 0.1 (straight through) position, 1MQ and 47 pF

oscilloscope input impedance is provided by the Preampli-

fier input cabling and stray capacitance. Attenuators are

designed to maintain this same value of impedance at the

VERT INPUT connector regardless of the attenuator in use.

Since each attenuator has the same input impedance as the

Preamplifier, attenuators can be connected in series and

still maintain the 1MQ and 47 pF impedance at the VERT

INPUT connector. The total attenuation affecting the sig-

nal is then equal to the product of the attenuation factors

in use.

The attenuators are voltage dividers. DC voltage division

is done solely by the resistors, while AC signals are atten-

uated by resistors, capacitors and stray capacitance at low

frequencies. At high frequencies the attenuation becomes

largely a function of the capacitors and stray capacitance.

Fig. 3-1 shows a simplifed input circuit configuration

for .01, 0.2, or .05 VOLTS/DIV switch settings. Brief de-

scriptions of component functions are included.

Calibrator. The simplified calibrator multivibrator circuit

is shown in Fig. 3-2. Its explanation begins with the assump-

tion that Q1 is conducting and Q9 is cut off. Under this

condition Q1 is saturated and its emitter is at approximately

@)
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To R27

(4) 1 MQ input resistance.

switch position.

R27 limits current caused by over-driving signals in .01 mV position.

INPUT (3) (5) ~/. (2)
Coupling

Switch

62 OO) XT

(5) TN OAT

i {

— a

(1) Attenuator output capacitance and Preamplifier circuit input capacitance.

(2) In combination with (1), provides the AC voltage division indicated by the selected attenuation factor.

(3) In parallel with the (1) and (2) series combination, provides 47 pF input capacitance.

(5) In combination with (4), provides a 1 MQ input resistance. Also provides voltage division as determined by the VOLTS/DIV

-t- 7: (4)

6 :] [ attead oxadl Ld ] )

|

Fig. 3-1. Simplified input circuit configuration for

+4.4V. C5 is being charged through R9 by the 9.4V dif-

ference existing between the —5V power supply and the

Ql emitter voltage. Initially, the current through R9 is suf-

ficient to keep the Q9 emitter more positive than —0.6V,

preventing Q9 from conducting. When C5 charges to ap-

proximately 5 volts, the current through R9 is decreased

sufficiently to lower the Q9 emitter voltage to approximately

—0.6 V and Q9 goes into saturation. The Q9 collector and

the base of Q1 decrease to about —0.6V, causing Q1 to

cut off. C5 discharges through R4 until the Q1] emitter reaches

about —1.2 V and Q1 again conducts. C5 stops discharging

and Q9 cuts off. The voltage at the collector of Q9 goes

positive, causing Q1 base and emitter voltage to follow. C5

again charges through R9, and the cycle repeats itself at

an approximate 750 Hz rate.

Refer to the Vertical Preamplifier schematic. The mulfti-

vibrator square-wave output is taken from the collector of

Q9 and applied to the D11-D12 switching circuit. When Q9

is cut off, D11 is back biased by the positive potential at

the Q9 collector. Current flows through R12, D12 and R15

to provide 0.5V, .05V and .005V at the top of R17, R18

and R19 respectively. When Q9 conducts, D11 also goes

into conduction and the voltage at the bottom of R12 drops

below +0.6. D12 stops conducting and the output voltages

drop to 0.

R3, R6, C3 and Cé are decoupling components. R13 and

D13 counteract temperature effects on D12 to maintain

an accurate calibration signal over the Oscilloscope’s op-

erating temperature range.

Source Followers

Input signals are developed across R30 and applied

through C31 and R31 to the gate of Field Effect Transistor

(FET) Q33A. No signal current flows through the gate of

Q33A, and therefore no signal loss occurs across R31.

The operation of N-channel FETs such as Q33 is compara-

ble to that of a triode vacuum tube, with the source, gate

@

.O1, .02 or .05 VOLTS/DIV switch positions.

+5V

Ql R8

Q9 fi

Ji
Ve

C5

R4 R9

—5V

Fig. 3-2. Calibrator multivibrator, simplified.

and drain comparing to the cathode, control grid and plate

respectively. In typical cathode-follower fashion, most of

the signal at the gate of Q33A is developed across R36.

and applied to the base of Q41A. R34 and R39 permit ad-

justing for offset differences between Q33A and B, and be-

tween Q41A and B.

Q33A and Q33B are electrically and thermally paired,

and therefore provide identical input conditions for both

halves of the amplifier. This provides high common-mode

rejection characteristics for the two halves which results
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Fig. 3-3. Paraphase Amplifier, simplified.



in cancellation of effects from + and — 5V power supply

variations and FET thermal variations.

R33 and C33 are decoupling components. D30, D31, D32,

and D33 provide protection to Q33A by limiting input sig-

nals to approximately +1.2V. R31 limits the overload cur-

rent to a safe value during conduction of the diodes. C3]

permits high frequency components of signals to bypass

R31 to provide optimum transient response.

Paraphase Amplifier

Refer to the simplified schematic in Fig. 3-3 during the

following explanation.

Under no-signal (quiescent) conditions, equivalent points

on the two sides of the amplifier are at equal potentials.

Therefore, no current is flowing through either R44 or R69.

Standing current for both Q53 and Qél flows through R65.

The R65 current is kept relatively constant by the fixed po-

tential at the R65-R75 junction with respect to that at the

base (and therefore the emitter) of Q53. If the current

through Q61 increases, the current through Q53 must de-

crease because of this R65 constant current feature. A simi-

lar explanation applies to Q71, Q55 and R75.

When a positive signal is applied to the base of Q41A,

it is coupled-into the emitter, where it unbalances the volt-

age across R44. Current flows through R44, increasing

the Q41A current and thereby increasing the current drive

to Q50. The low emitter impedance of Q50 as compared

to its high collector load impedance causes an amplified

positive voltage signal to appear at the base of Qél. This

signal is coupled to the Q61 emitter where it demands an

increase in current through R62 and R63. Since the R65

current is constant, the increase must be accompanied by

an equal but opposite current change through Q53, In

effect, the Q53 current is decreased by an amount which

is almost equal to the current in R44, with the difference

between the two giving sufficient error current drive to Q50

(via Q41A) to obtain proper circuit response.

The current change which flows through R44 in response

to the positive input signal also flows through Q55. Since

the R75 current is kept relatively constant in the same man-

ner as the R65 current previously mentioned, the R44 cur-

rent decreases the current through Q41B, decreasing the

Q58 drive current. An amplified negative signal voltage is

therefore developed at the base of Q71 and coupled to its

emitter, where is decreases the current demanded through

R72 and R73. This decrease is accompanied by an equiva-

lent increase through @55, supplying most of the current

which was demanded through R44 by the original positive

input signal.

It should be noted that the increase in Q6l current Is

accompanied by a positive signal at the R62-R68 junction,

while the decrease of Q71 current causes a negative signal

at the R72-R76 junction. This unbalance causes some of the

Q61-Q71 signal current to flow through R69. If the re-

sistance of R69 is increased, less signal current will flow

through it. Consequently, less flows through R62 and R72,

causing less signal voltage output to R80 and R84, R69

is adjusted to provide calibrated gain when the effective

resistance of R76 is 0 and the 10 VERT GAIN switch is

open. Circuit gain decreases to 40% or less of the cali-

brated amount when R76 is fully inserted into the circuit.
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Refer once more to the Q4l1 emitter circuit. If R46 is

switched into the circuit, it effectively decreases the re-

sistance between Q41A and Q41B. More current then

flows between the emitters of Q41 for a given input. A

larger output must be generated at the emitters of Q61 and

Q71 to compensate for the increased current demand. Clos-

ing the X10 VERT GAIN switch increases circuit gain by a

factor of 10. R46 is adjusted to provide accurate gain while

the X10 VERT GAIN switch is closed.

VAR V/DIV BAL (R40), in the collector circuit of Q4l,

permits balancing of the two sides of the Q41 circuit. C50

and C58 improve transient response through regenerative

high frequtncy feedback. Voltage dropping resistor R52

sets the current through Q50 and Q58.

The base-biasing network of Q53 and Q55 consists of

thermal compensation components D54 and R54, voltage

divider R55 and R56, and decoupler C56. Temperature

variations cause slight differences in voltage to occur at

the anode of D54, resulting in slight voltage changes at the

bases of Q53 and @55 to offset thermal effects on the tran-

sistors.

Total circuit current can be modified slightly by LIMIT

CENTERING (R66). The current equally affects both sides

of the amplifier and thus causes identical voltage changes

at the emitters of Q61 and Q71. LIMIT CENTERING is ad-

justed to cause D86, D87, D88 and D89 to clip the signal

when the trace reaches equal distances beyond the top

and bottom of the CRT graticule area.

R61 and R71 pass the majority of the standing current

for Q61 and Q71 operation. This is added to by slight

amounts of current in the previously described feedback

path and by current to the POSITION control and the Lim-

iter circuit.

The POSITION control connects to a dual potentiometer.

Movement of the control results in application of opposite

voltage changes to R81 and R83. R81 and R83 are con-

nected through the limiter circuits to the relatively low im-

pedance nodes of operational amplifiers Q91 and Q99.

Changing the POSITION control setting therefore injects

positioning currents into these nodes in the same way as

signal current is injected through R80 and R84. Any dis-

placement of the trace in response to a signal will be in

respect to the vertical DC reference which is established

by the POSITION control.

Clamper and Limiter Circuits

Clamper. R85 and D85 form a divider which supplies

approximately —0.6V as a clamping reference. If D86 or

D87 cuts off, one of the opposite-polarity diodes will con-

duct in each half of the amplifier, thus clamping the D86

anode to a —0.6V -0.6V operating range. The Limiter

circuit is therefore capable of fast recovery from overdriv-

ing signals.

Limiter. With the LIMIT CENTERING (R66) control prop-

erly set and the trace at graticule vertical center, —0.9V

exists at the D86-D87 and the D88-D89 junctions. This

causes approximately 0.2 mA to flow through R87 and R89,

dividing equally between the diodes. The anodes of D87

and D89 are set to approximately —0.6V by the base-

emitter junctions of Q91 and Q99.
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The effect of signals on the Limiter in the upper halt

of the amplifier is explained in this paragraph. (The re-

action of the lower half is identical, but is always of op-

posite polarity to that of the upper half.) A forward cur-

rent signal through D86 subtracts from the current through

D87 and the Q91 circuit. When all of the R87 current is

demanded by D86, D87 cuts off. A negative signal at the

anode of D86 causes an opposite reaction. In each case,

when D86 or D87 cuts off, larger signal changes are pre-

vented from reaching amplifier Q91. This prevents the Ver-

tical Output Amplifier from being overdriven.

Buffer Amplifier

The Buffer Amplifier consists of two identical operational

amplifiers with a gain of approximately one (from the emit-

ters of Q61 and Q/71 to the: collectors of Q91 and Q99).

These operational amplifiers provide low impedance drive

to the Vertical Output Amplifier. The Q91 amplifier cir-

cuit is explained here.

A simplified circuit, with approximate values of voltage

and current under quiescent conditions, is shown in Fig.

3-4, With a decrease in current through D87 and the Q91

base, the collector of Q91 goes negative. This increases

the voltage across R95 and causes most of the D87 current

change to be shunted through R95. The resultant negative

output signal is taken from the collector and routed to the

Vertical Output Amplifier.

0.01 mA
0.1 mA

oe

—0.9V

Limiter o—k<}+-e 0.82 mA

center —0.6V

voltage D87

0.09 0.08 mA

mA ~<«—— To Vertical
—» Output

—1V Amplifier

| =
0.1 mA

R96

0.19 mA
; R91

+5V —5V

Fig. 3-4. Buffer Amplifier, simplified.

It is possible for the vertical amplifier to be balanced

and the trace to be at graticule vertical center through a

wide range of equal voltages at the upper and lower de-

flection plates. The DEFLECTION PLATE DC LEVEL adjust-

ments (R91 and its counterpart in the lower half of the am-

plifier) permit individual adjustment and balancing of the

deflection plate voltages, independent of the inputs from

the limiter circuit. This enables the CRT vertical deflection
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plate voltages to be centered within their dynamic operat-

ing range.

VERTICAL OUTPUT AMPLIFIER <2>

General

A basic knowledge of operational amplifier theory is

helpful in understanding the Vertical Output Amplifier and

other circuits in the Type 323 Oscilloscope. The following

explanation is therefore provided. Refer to Fig. 3-5 and

assume that:

Points B, C and D are initially at OV.

Any voltage at C will produce an amplified, inverted

output at D.

Amplifier ‘A’ has a gain of 1000 between points C

and D, which is referred to as ‘open loop” gain.

When a +1 V signal is applied to B, point C attempts

to go toward +1V. When C arrives at +0.1 V, the gain

of Amplifier ‘‘A’’ causes —100V to appear at point D.

Current through R- (100.1 V + 100.1 kQ = 1 mA) becomes

equal to current through R; (0.9V + 900Q = 1 mA). Any

further change occurring at C will cause a change at D,

driving C back to 0.1 V as long at +1V exists at point B.

Rr
100.1AW ko?

B
O AN AN fr & sc At

Rr C D

900 22

Fig. 3-5. Operational Amplifier, simplified.

The overall gain of the circuit (closed loop gain) there-

fore is equal to the 100 V output divided by the 1 V input,

or 100, despite the fact that the gain of amplifier “A” is

1000.

The closed loop gain of operational amplifiers is ap-

proximately equal to the ratio between feedback resistor

Re and input resistor R;. In the foregoing example the divi-

sion results in 111. The closed loop gain of 100 is within

10% of 111. It may be noted that the accuracy of this ap-

proximation decreases as the value of the closed loop gain

approaches the value of the open loop gain.

Block Diagram Description

Refer to the Vertical Output Amplifier block diagram.

The Vertical Output Amplifier consists of a pair of multi-

stage operational amplifiers quiescently supplying approxi-

mately 50V DC to each of the vertical deflection plates

of the cathode-ray tube. Signals at the VERT INPUT con-
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nector cause equal and opposite deviations from this value

at the two plates, resulting in approximately 1 division of

deflection for each 18 volts of differential signal output.

Overall gain of the circuit is approximately 90, determined

principally by the quotient of R160 (Rr) divided by R101 (R)).

(Gain for one side is the same as push-pull gain.}

The top half of the amplifier is explained here. The in-

put signal passes through R101 and a comparator stage.

The output of the comparator goes through an emitter fol-

lower and then to the output amplifier, which supplies the

signal to the upper deflection plate.

The two halves of the amplifier operate in push-pull.

Current in one side decreases as it increases in the other

side. During high frequency operation, rapid signal changes

required at the CRT require that additional current be avail-

able in the output stage. The High Frequency Boost Circuit

supplies this extra current.

Detailed Description

Quiescent Conditions. Refer to the Vertical Output Am-

plifier schematic diagram. When the trace is positioned at

graticule center and no signal is applied, the voltage ap-

plied by Q91 and Q99 to the inputs of the amplifier causes

the collectors of Q163 and Q173 to be at +50V. Almost

all of the feedback current through R160 and R170 flows

through input resistors R101 and R108.

The voltage at Q103 base is equal to and controlled by

the Q111 base voltage, which is established by the R114-

R115 voltage divider.

With base conditions of the input transistors thus estab-

lished, the current through R104 is divided between Q103

and Q1l1l. The resultant drop across R111 establises the

base voltage of Q121, and thus its emitter voltage. The

difference between the emitter voltage and the —5V sup-

ply sets the current through R123, which is then divided

between Q121 and Q133. The determining factor in the

Q121-Q133 current division is the base voltage of Q133,

which is established by a voltage divider in its base circuit,

in conjunction with the amount of conduction of Q141. The

total closed loop action sets the Q133 current so that the

voltage drop across R131 causes Q160 to conduct enough

to supply the necessary current through Q163 and R160

to establish the 50 V CRT deflection plate potential.

The emitter of Q121 also sets the base voltage of Q163.

The resulting voltage at the emitter of Q163 (and the volt-

age at Q173 in the lower half) then determines the amount

of current through R169, which establishes the standing cur-

rent of the entire Q160, Q163, Q170, QI73 output stage.

The anode voltage of D169 is determined by the Q163-

Q173 emitter voltages and is slightly less than that required

for D169 conduction.

Low Frequency Operation. When push-pull signals

arrive at the inputs to R101 and R108, they cause equal

and opposite reactions in the two halves of the amplifier.

A negative signal voltage at R101 attempts to decrease the

DC voltage at the base of Q103. Current decreases through

Q103 and increases through Q111-R111. The negative-going

voltage change at R111 decreases the current through Q121

®
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and diverts it to R135, Q133, and the base-emitter junction

of Q160. The resulting increased drive to Q160 causes. its

collector voltage to rise, raising the upper deflection plate

voltage. The R160 feedback current changes in proportion

to the deflection plate voltage change to null out the input

error signal at the base of Q103.

High Frequency Operation. Large transient currents are

necessary in the output circuit (Q160, Q163) to charge and

discharge the deflection plate capacitance if the plates are

to respond to high frequency or fast transient waveforms.

Additional circuitry is put into operation to satisfy these

demands. A finite time is required for the loop to respond

to input signals. If the signal at the upper deflection plate

tends to lag a single very fast negative-going input wave-

front, less than the required amount of feedback is avail-

able through R160, and a larger than normal error signal

develops at the base of Q103. The resulting increased cur-

rent drive through R135 and Q133 causes Q160 to conduct

the necessary transient current to charge the deflection plate

capacity positive quickly enough to reproduce the input

waveform faithfully. The error voltage at the base of Q163

is in the direction to reduce or turn off its current, further

helping Q160 to charge the capacity.

When a single very fast positive-going input wavefront

is applied, current drive to Q160 is decreased, and a posi-

tive-going error signal is applied to the base of Q163, in-

creasing its collector current to enable the deflection plate

to respond rapidly in a negative direction. C167 and C169

provide bypass paths to satisfy the increased current de-

mands of Q163 during this error operation.

If these input wavefronts are repetitive rather than single

events, the unidirectional transient current flow into C167

and C169 will cause them to charge positive, thereby cut-

ting off Q163 and Q173 during the quiescent condition fol-

lowing the wavefronts, To counteract this, the increased

signal amplitude occurring at the base of Q163 during high-

frequency operation is coupled through C155 to the base

of Q151. The emitter-base junction of Q151 operates as a

peak detector during the positive signal peaks, placing a

positive charge on C143. The resulting decreased current

through Q141 raises its collector voltage, which is common

to the base of Q133. The Q133 emitter follows, raising

the voltage at the base of Q163. This raises the Ql163 emit-

ter voltage, which causes D169 to go into conduction, caus-

ing the DC current through Q160 and Q163 to increase for

as long as the signal is present. This increased current dis-

charges C167 and C169 between wavefronts.

It may also be noted that when the collector voltage of

Q141 goes in a positive direction, feedback action. through

R160 and R170 (back to the input) causes the Q1I21 and

Q127 base potentials to increase by the same amount. This

allows the average DC CRT plate potential to remain at

50 volts.

It must be remembered that this amplifier is a push-pull

device, with the two sides reacting in opposite directions

from each other, Therefore, when the action described dur-

ing a negative input signal is occurring at the upper half,

the action described during a positive input signal is oc-

curring at the lower half. The peak detection which occurs

in both halves (through Q151 and Q153) has a common
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effect, simultaneously changing the base voltages of Q133,

Q137, Q163 and Q173.

Miscellaneous Circuit Components. C102, C160, C107

and C170 insure that the ratio of feedback impedance to

input impedance remains constant regardless of frequency,

to avoid high frequency gain changes which would other-

wise be introduced by stray capacitance. C162, R162, C172

and R172 provide a shunt impedance across Q133 and

Q137 to aid in the development of high frequency drive

signals to Q160 and Q170.

TRIGGER GENERATOR <3>

General

The function of the Trigger Generator is to develop trig-

gers to initiate horizontal sweeps. In EXT HORIZ mode,

part of the Trigger Generator circuit processes external

horizontal signals for application to the Horizontal Ampli-

fier.

Block Diagram Description

Refer to the block diagram contained on the Trigger

Generator schematic diagram page. Signals from the Ver-

tical Output Amplifier or the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT

are applied to a protection circuit and then to an FET

Source Follower circuit. Trigger signals pass through the

TIME/DIV switch to a Comparator Amplifier. When the

Input signal reaches the voltage level determined by the

(TRIGGER) Level control, the voltage out of the Comparator

Amplifier causes the Trigger Multivibrator to generate a

trigger. The TRIGGER control can be used to select the

direction of voltage change (+ or — Slope) which actually

causes triggers to occur,

When AUTO operation is selected by the TRIGGER con-

trol, the Trigger Multivibrator free-runs at one of 3 fre-

quencies as determined by the TIME/DIV control. Trig-

gers occur more often at higher sweep rates to maintain

a relatively constant trace brightness regardless of sweep

rate. A triggering signal whose frequency is higher than

that of the multivibrator will over-ride the automatic opera-

tion and synchronize the multivibrator (and therefore the

sweep) to the signal frequency.

In EXT HORIZ mode, external horizontal signals pass

through the Source Follower circuit and are routed to the

Horizontal Amplifier by contacts of the TIME/DIV switch.

Protection and Source Follower Circuits

Refer to the Trigger Generator schematic (and to the Tim-

ing Switch schematic as necessary). Circuit operation dur-

ing non-automatic internal triggering will be discussed first.

The output signal from the upper half of the Vertical Ampli-

fier is coupled through the C201-R201 attenuator circuit to

a contact of the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch. With the switch

in either internal position, the signal is applied to C209. The

AC component is developed across R210 and applied

through R212-C212 to the junction of D213, D214 and Q215.

Under normal conditions, only leakage current flows in the
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Q215 gate circuit, so no signal loss occurs across R212.

D213, D214, C212 and R212 provide overload protection for

Q215 during EXT TRIG OR HORIZ operation and have no

effect upon the internal vertical signal applied to Q215.

Source-follower action (comparable to cathode-follower ac-

tion) provide the signal to a contact of the TIME/DIV switch.

In all except EXT HORIZ position, the output of the source-

follower is sent through or around C221 and C223 to the

base of Q231. With the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch in INT

TRIG AC LF REJ, signals below approximately 30 kHz are

attenuated, to avoid interfering with higher frequency trig-

gering operation. During INT TRIG AC operation, C223 is

bypassed and triggers are generated in response to signal

frequencies as low as 20 Hz.

External triggering can be selected by placing the Trig/

Horiz Coupling switch to either the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

— AC or DC position. DC triggering is possible only when

the switch is at DC and the TRIGGER control is not at AUTO.

At that time, C209, C221 and C223 are bypassed to per-

mit the EXT DC potential to reach Q231.

The 10X position of the (EXT TRIG OR HORIZ) ATTEN

switch provides a frequency-compensated voltage divider

which increases the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT operating

range by a factor of 10, without appreciably changing cir-

cuit input impedance.

When the TIME/DIV switch is set at the EXT HORIZ posi-

tion, the output of Source Follower Q215 is disconnected

from the trigger generating circuitry and is routed through

switch contacts to the Horizontal Amplifier. Horizontal de-

flection of the beam then occurs in response to external

horizontal input signals (Trig/Horiz Coupling switch in either

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ position) and the horizontal POSITION

control. R218 permits setting of the voltage at the source

of Q215 so that no beam position shift occurs when rotat-

ing the (EXT HORIZ) VAR control.

Comparator Amplifier

The Comparator Amplifier (Q231, Q239 and associated

resistors) quiescently has the Q231 base referenced to ground

through R230. The Q239 base is set to some voltage level

determined by R246 (TRIGGER LEVEL), R242 and R244. If

R246 is set to a point midway between the center tap and

either side, OV will be applied and the two transistors will

be conducting equal current. The collector voltages will be

approximately equal under those circumstances. A signal

input to the Comparator Amplifier will generate an in-phase

signal at the Q239 collector and an inverted signal at the

Q231 collector. Both outputs are made available to con-

tacts of the (TRIGGER SLOPE) switch.

Triggering action occurs when the selected collector varies

approximately —0.1 V from a balanced output condition.

If the TRIGGER LEVEL potentiometer is offset from 0V, sig-

nals at the Q231 base must compensate for the offset be-

fore causing trigger action. Through use of the TRIGGER

control, both TRIGGER LEVEL and TRIGGER SLOPE can be

manipulated to select any point along the rising or falling

slope of a signal to cause trigger action. If two separate

signals of different amplitudes are presented simultaneously

to the comparator, R246 (TRIGGER LEVEL) can be set to a

point where only the larger of the two signals can cause

triggering action, thereby synchronizing the sweep to the

frequency of the larger signal.



Trigger Multivibrator

Non-automatic Operation. The Trigger Multivibrator is

a Schmitt Trigger circuit when operated in the non-automatic

mode. When Q253 is conducting, the current through R260

and that through the voltage divider connected to the base

of Q263 create a combination of voltages which prevents

Q263 from conducting. When the output voltage from the

comparator decreases, the Q253 emitter voltage decreases

and the collector voltage increases. @Q263 is thereby per-

mitted to go into conduction. Q263 emitter voltage rises

and Q253 cuts off. The sudden increase of Q253 collector

voltage is coupled through R256 and C256, aiding Q263

conduction. The current increase through R262 creates a neg-

ative step which is differentiated and applied to the Sweep

Gentrator circuit to develop a negative trigger which in-

itiates a horizontal sweep. When the Q253 base voltage

returns sufficiently positive, Q253 goes back into conduc-

tion, cutting Q263 off. The circuit is then ready for another

cycle.

Automatic Operation. When the TRIGGER control is

switched to either the + or — AUTO position, the follow-

ing circuit changes are made: wafer 1F inserts C250 in the

Comparator Amplifier output signal path, causing the Q253

DC base voltage to be determined by R251, R252 and R253;

wafer 2R inserts C221 in the triggering signal path, placing

the Q231 base at ground potential; wafer 1R connects the

base of Q239 to ground, simultaneously inserting one of the

Trig Auto Caps into the base and collector circuit of Q263.

The Trig Auto Cap value is dependent upon the position

of the TIME/DIV switch.

In AUTO TRIGGER mode, the Schmitt trigger circuit be-

comes a free-running multivibrator which will synchronize

to any triggering signal having a frequency greater than

the multivibrator repetition rate. In the absence of trigger-

ing signals from Q231, operation occurs as follows: Assume

that Q253 is conducting, Q263 is cut off, and that C270

has no charge on it. Circuit design causes the junction of

R257 and R258 to go slightly positive, charging C270. The

voltage at the base of Q263 increases in proportion to the

voltage “ramp” at the C270-R257-R258 junction, until Q263

is turned on. This increases the voltage at the emitter, turn-

ing Q253 off. The rise of Q253 collector voltage is coupled

through C256 and R256, aiding Q263 conduction. The re-

sulting current lowers the voltage at the collector of Q263,

sending a negative gate to C301 in the Sweep Generator.

The negative gate voltage is also coupled through R264,

causing C270 to discharge. As C270 discharges, its negative-

going voltage ramp is coupled through R257, decreasing the

@263 base voltage. The Q263 emitter voltage follows the

base, carrying the @253 emitter with it. Q253 conducts

when its emitter becomes sufficiently negative. The resulting

change of Q253 collector voltage is coupled through R256,

cutting Q263 off. The cycle then repeats itself.

If a signal is coupled in through C250 during AUTO oper-

ation, it will either combine with the voltage ramp to cause

switching action, or it will override the ramp and cause

switching action by itself.

Consider the AUTO condition existing when Q263 is cut

off. A positive-going ramp occurs at the base of Q263. If

a negative signal simultaneously appears at the base of

Q253, it will be coupled to the emitter, lowering the Q263

emitter voltage. The positive ramp at the base and the neg-
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ative signal at the emitter combine their effects to increase

the emitter-base forward bias, placing Q263 into conduc-

tion. In similar fashion, when Q253 is turned off, a positive

signal at its base will work in conjunction with the negative

ramp at its emitter to turn Q253 on. It should be noted

that if both the ramp and the input signal are required to

produce switching action, the switching rate will not be much

greater than the AUTO frequency, although it will be syn-

chronized to the signal frequency or a sub-multiple of it.

This situation occurs when trigger inputs are less: than those

specified under Trigger Sensitivity at the beginning of this

manual.

If the signal in from the comparator has a higher fre-

quency than the AUTO multivibrator, and has sufficient am-

plitude to override the ramp voltage, its effect-alone will

cause the previously explained switching action, creating

negative gates at the frequency of the input signal.

Smaller Trig Auto Caps are substituted when the VOLTS/

DIV switch is changed from the .5 to .2mS positions and

from the 50 to 20S positions, thus increasing the AUTO

repetition rate of the multivibrator. Changing the AUTO

repetition rate keeps the sweep intensity relatively constant

despite changes in sweep rate.

SWEEP GENERATOR <4>

General

The basic purpose of the Sweep Generator is to provide

a linear sawtooth voltage to the Horizontal Amplifier. It

also controls the minimum time between sweeps and _ pro-

vides unblanking to the cathode-ray tube electron beam dur-

ing sweep time. When EXT HORIZ operation is selected, the

Sweep Generator stops generating sweep voltages and

provides continuous unblanking to the cathode-ray tube.

The unblanked state can be interrupted by application of

an external blanking signal.

Block Diagram Description

Refer to the block diagram contained on the Sweep Gen-

erator schematic diagram page. Triggers from the Trigger

Generator are received through C301 and applied to the

Sweep Gate circuit, which then develops a negative gate.

As a result, the Disconnect Diode stops conducting. This

allows the Miller Circuit to create a linear sawtooth volt-

age which is sent to the Horizontal Amplifier. When the

sawtooth has sufficient amplitude to provide full horizontal

trace deflection, feedback current through the SWEEP

LENGTH potentiometer is sufficient to reset the Sweep Gate

circuit. The disconnect diode then conducts and the sweep

voltage rapidly decreases to its initial value, causing retrace

fo occur.

The sweep must start at the same DC quiescent voltage

level for each sweep, or horizontal jitter will appear. The

same signal that causes retrace is therefore sent to the

Holdoff Circuit to block triggers from the Sweep Gate until

the Sweep Generator circuit has stabilized. The holdoff

time is controlled by capacitors which are selected by the

various positions of the TIME/DIV switch.

The electron beam is allowed to strike the face of the

cathode-ray tube only during sweep time by connecting the
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Sweep Gate output to the Unblanking Amplifier. The cath-

ode-ray tube is thereby unblanked when the sawtooth starts

rising and is turned off at the instant retrace is initiated.

Unblanking can be disabled by injection of a positive signal

through the EXT BLANK connector.

Sweep Generator

A knowledge of N-channel Field Effect Transistor (FET)

operation and Tunnel Diode switching action is necessary

for understanding the Sweep Generator circuit. The FET

operation can be understood by simply comparing a triode

vacuum tube to it, with the cathode, grid and plate com-

paring to the source, gate and drain respectively. Like the

vacuum tube, the FET has high input impedance and only

leakage current flows in the gate circuit.

Refer to the tunnel diode voltage-current graph contained

in Fig. 3-6. A tunnel diode switching circuit is designed to

take advantage of the fact that a tunnel diode has two

stable states. A tunnel diode operating in its low voltage

state to the left of point B will stabilize to a point on the

curve which satisfies circuit voltage and current require-

ments. If a signal input causes the voltage or current to

exceed the value at point B, the tunnel diode will switch

(pass through the unstable negative resistance region) and

stabilize to the right of C at a point which will again satisty

circuit requirements. It is then operating in its high voltage

state, and will remain there as long as its voltage and cur-

rent remain greater than indicated by point C. If the cur-

rent or voltage falls below that value, the diode will again

switch through the negative resistance region and return

to its low state. The difference between low and high state

operating voltages is commonly in the vicinity of Y volt.

Circuits are designed to permit quiescent operation in

either the high or low state at points such as A and D.

Transients can then be used to cause switching action to

occur, leaving the tunnel diode in the switched state after

the transient has expired.

Refer to the schematic diagram of the Sweep Generator

(and to the Timing Switch schematic as necessary). A

summary of the purpose of components, and their status

during a complete sweep cycle, is contained in Fable 3-1.

TABLE 3-1

Operating Status of Sweep Generator Components

Status*

Component Purpose Quiescent | Sweep Retrace Holdoff
Rising

D301 Holdoff Diode | On

D303 Tunnel Diode Low state Low state

D305 Gate Diode On On On

D309 Disconnect On On On

Diode

D342/D343 Trigger Dis- Off Off

abling Diodes

D350 Blanking Diode | On On

D353 Unblanking Off Off

Diode

Q305 Sweep Start/ Off Off
Stop -Switch :

Q311, Q317, Sweep On On On On

Q326 Amplifiers

Q343 Quiescent Saturated Saturated

Position

Switch

Q356 Unblanking Off Off
Switch

Q363 Unblanking Off Off
Amplifier

Q370 Plate Charging | Off Off
Switch

Q373 Plate Discharg- | Saturated Saturated Saturated

ing Switch

1Shaded areas indicate deviation from quiescent condition.
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Fig. 3-6. Tunnel diode current-voltage graph and simplified circuit.

Interaction requires that the circuit be explained as one

unit, rather than as individual sections. The explanation

starts with a trigger being received during quiescent circuit

conditions, and goes through a complete cycle of opera-

tion.

Sweep Generation. The negative gate from the Trigger

Generator is differentiated by C301 and the Sweep Genera-

tor input circuitry. The negative triggers thus developed

cause increased conduction through D301 and D303. This

current increase switches D303 to its high state, where it

remains because of the R303 holding current. See Fig. 3-7

(A), (B) and (C). The resulting negative gate causes D305

to cut off, allowing the emitter of Q305 to go sufficiently

negative for Q305 to saturate. R305 current (which was

flowing through D305) now flows through Q305 and R304.

The collector voltage of Q305 goes negative and stops

D309, Q343 and D350 from conducting. See Fig. 3-7 (D).

(Q343 has been in saturation with its base-emitter junction

acting as a diode, connecting the collector of Q326 to the

gate of Q311, via D309.) When Q343 cuts off, its positive-

going collector voltage causes D342 and D343 to conduct,

charging C340 and C342. The resulting positive voltage is

coupled through R301, back biasing D301 so that triggers

cannot pass through it until the sweep cycle has been com-

pleted. See Fig. 3-7 (G), (H) and (B).

When Q305 causes D309 to stop conducting, the Miller

Circuit goes into operation as follows: R330 (timing ‘re-

sistor) current, which had been flowing through D309, now

charges C330, attempting to make the lower plate and

the gate of Q31l1 go more negative. See Fig. 3-7 (E). The

resultant positive-going sawtooth signal at the Q311 drain

increases the current drive to Q317. This causes a posi-

tive-going sawtooth voltage to be developed at the Q326

collector. See Fig. 3-7 (F).

The Q326 collector voltage is applied to the upper plate

of the Timing capacitor, C330. The upper plate of C330

goes positive at almost the same rate as the negative charge

accumulates on the lower plate, keeping the lower plate

at a relatively constant voltage with respect to ground.

This results in an extremely small (about 1 mV) change

across R330 during sweep time, keeping the R330 current

constant. The constant current charges C330 at a constant

rate, creating an extremely linear sweep voltage.

During generation of calibrated sweeps, the selected tim-

ing resistor (R330) is connected directly to —5V. When

the VARIABLE control (R334A) is moved from the CAL posi-

tion, the voltage applied to R330 is decreased. The re-
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sulting increased time required to charge C330 causes a

decrease in sweep rate (larger time/div value) from that in-

dicated by the TIME/DIV switch.

Sweep Retrace. The positive-going Q326 collector volt-

cige causes an increasing amount of current to flow through

R346 and SWEEP LENGTH potentiometer R347. This causes

the current through D303 to decrease, because R303 cur-

rent is relatively constant. D303 switches back to its low

state as soon as its current drops below the amount required

to hold it in its high state. See Fig. 3-7 (C). The setting of

R347 determines the output voltage (and therefore the

sweep length) required to cause D303 to switch to its low

state. D305 then goes into conduction, turning Q305 off.

The positive signal at the Q305 collector enables D309 and

D350. The positive potential coupled through D309 to the

gate of Q31l1 causes the output at Q326 to drop until the

voltage at the emitter of Q343 is low enough to permit

Q343 to go back into saturation. See Fig. 3-7 (D), (E},

(F), (G). The output voltage feedback through the base-

emitter junction of Q343 and D309 will cause the output

voltage to stabilize at its quiescent value.

Holdoff time. When Q305 cuts off, the current from R344

again passes through Q343, saturating it. D342 and D343

stop conducting and the C342-R342-C340 junction discharges

sufficiently for D301 to conduct and hold D303 in its low

voltage state. The RC time of R342, C342 and C340 deter-

mines the time required before D301 can again conduct trig-

gers. This delay is referred to as holdoff time. It allows

the circuit to stabilize between sweeps, thereby minimizing

sweep horizontal jitter. See Fig. 3-7 (G), (H} and (B).

Oscillation of the Sweep Generator circuit is prevented by

the addition of C313, C316, R316 and C321.

Unblanking. The CRT is blanked during quiescence by

the following conditions: Current from R355 flows through

the Q373 base-emitter junction, saturating Q373. The volt-

age at the bottom of R355 sets the emitter of Q356 at about

+0.6V. The cathode of D353 is held at about 0V by the

potential on the base of Q343. The 0.6 V across D353 and

Q356 base-emitter junction is not sufficient to cause forward

conduction and Q356 remains cut off. The voltage at the

emitter of Q363 is also set by the Q373 emitter-base junc-

tion and is not sufficiently negative to cause Q363 to con-

duct. This causes the base and emitter of Q370 to both be

at +100V, so that Q370 is also cut off. With Q370 cut

off and Q373 saturated, the voltage at the Q370 col-

lector is very near OV. This is connected to one of two

opposing unblanking plates, the other of which is at +100 V

whenever the Oscilloscope is on. The electrostatic effect of

the plates during the unbalanced condition prevents the

beam from striking the face of the cathode-ray tube.

When a trigger signal causes Q305 to conduct, the neg-

ative gate which is coupled through D350 causes D353 and

Q356 to go into conduction. The emitter voltage of Q356

decreases, turning Q373 off and Q363 on. Current through

R363 lowers the Q363 collector voltage by about 0.6V,

saturating Q370. This effectively connects the cathode-ray

tube unblanking plate to +100V, permitting the beam to

strike the face of the CRT.

Application of a positive signal of 5 V or more at the EXT

BLANK connector J350 will turn off Q356, again causing
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Fig. 3-7. Sweep Generator waveform analysis. Type 323 Oscilloscope sweep rate .1 ms/DIV. VOLTS/DIV switch set at 5 DIV CAL. Wave-
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blanking to occur. Protection from large external blanking

signals is provided by R351 and D351. Signals at the EXT

BLANK connector in excess of approximately +8V_ will

cause D351 to go into conduction, limiting the signal at

D353 to +5.6V.

When the end of the sweep initiates retrace, Q305: turns

off and D350 goes into conduction. This turns D353 and

Q356 off and the circuit returns to its quiescent condition.

C353, C361, C362 and C364 improve circuit response suf-

ficiently to cause the electron beam to be blanked before

an appreciable amount of retrace occurs.

Residual voltage exists in the high voltage power sup-

ply for a brief period after the Oscilloscope is turned off.

As long as some voltage remains in the +100V power

supply, if appears on the non-driven unblanking deflection

plate. It is also applied to the base of Q373 through con-

tacts of the POWER switch and R369. This keeps Q373 in

conduction, grounding the driven unblanking deflection plate,

thereby keeping the CRT blanked while the high voltage

power supply discharges and the CRT filament cools.

EXT HORIZ Operation. When EXT HORIZ operation is

selected by the TIME/DIV switch, R340 is connected in par-

allel with R342. The collector of Q326 is connected directly

to the gate by Q311, bypassing timing capacitor C330.

R330 (the timing resistor) becomes disconnected from the

circuit. The parallel combination of R340 and R342 switches

D303 to its high voltage state, turning Q305 on. Unblank-

ing occurs, but removing the timing resistor and short cir-

cuiting the timing capacitor prevent a sweep from being

generated. The intensity should be turned down under this

condition to provide optimum viewing and to conserve op-

erating power, thereby lengthening the operating cycle dur-

ing internal battery powered operation.

HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER <6>

General

The Horizontal Amplifier accepts a horizontal sweep volt-

age from the Sweep Generator, amplifies it and applies the

resulting push-pull signal to the horizontal deflection plates

of the cathode-ray tube. During EXT HORIZ operation, the

input from the Sweep Generator remains constant, allow-

ing EXT HORIZ input signals to be amplified and applied

to the horizontal deflection plates. The overall gain of the

amplifier is normally about 50 and increases by a factor

of 10 during X10 HORIZ MAG operation.

Block Diagram Description

Refer to the block diagram on the Horizontal Amplifier

schematic page. The horizontal sweep signal received from

the Sweep Generator passes through a horizontal gain cali-

brating resistor, is amplified by the Output Amplifier and

is then applied to the left deflection plate of the cathode-

ray tube. The Output Amplifier is an operational amplifier

whose feedback circuit is modified when X10 HORIZ MAG

operation is selected.
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The signal at the left deflection plate drives the Output

Inverter, which supplies the signal to the right deflection

plate. The Output Inverter is also an operational amplifier

and has a gain of one under all operating conditions.

As the electron beam is moved from left to right across

the face of the cathode-ray tube, the Output Amplifier cir-

cult current decreases as its voltage output decreases.

Simultaneously, the Output Inverter current increases in step

with its output voltage. During retrace the reverse is true.

The Current Control Circuit exchanges the current between

the two circuits to provide optimum operating efficiency.

The quiescent beam position (and therefore the horizontal

area through which the beam moves) can be selected by

the POSITION control, and it is normally set to cause the

sweep to start at the first marking at the left of the graticule.

During X10 HORIZ MAG operation, the POSITION control

range permits any 10% of the normal sweep to be presented

as a 10 division sweep.

When EXT HORIZ operation is selected by the TIME/

DIV switch, the Horizontal Amplifier circuit operates exactly

as previously explained, except that the sweep signal from

the Sweep Generator circuit has been replaced by an ex-

ternally applied signal. When the EXT HORIZ VAR control

is fully clockwise, R334B is bypassed. The external hori:

zontal gain will decrease to 1/10 its previous value wher

the control is rotated fully counterclockwise.

Output Amplifier and Output Inverter

Refer to the schematic of the Horizontal Amplifier. Sig-

nals from the Sweep Generator cause current flow through

R401 (<1 GAIN) and R402. A very small percentage of this

current passes through the base-emitter junction of Q415,

which causes a current drive signal to be sent to the bases

of Q420 and Q427. This causes an output voltage change

(at the collector of Q427) with a polarity opposite to that

of the signal voltage change applied to R401. The output

voltage causes almost all of the R401, R402 signal current

to flow through R430 and R431 except for the small amount

of Q415 base-emitter signal current. Because of the feedback

configuration, the base of Q415 remains very close to the

0-V potential dictated by D416 and the base-emitter junc-

tion of Q415. The signal from the collector of Q427 drives

the lett deflection plate of the cathode-ray tube and also

drives the Output Inverter amplifier.

R454, R457 and @Q459 form an operational amplifier cir-

cuit with a gain of one, R457 (Rr) being equal to R454 (R)).

The inverted signal output from the Q459 collector provides

the right deflection plate with a signal which is equal and

opposite to that applied to the left deflection plate. C454

and C457 provide an adjustable high-frequency current path

to insure linear high frequency sweep operation.

The current flowing through the summing node at the base

of Q415 determines the circuit output voltages, and there-

fore the beam position. The POSITION control modifies

this summing node current by using a dual potentiometer

arrangement for coarse and fine positioning. The fine po-

tentiometer (R409B) has its pickoff voltage connected through
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a large resistor to the summing node. The POSITION con-

trol can move the fine potentiometer wiper 30° independent

of the coarse potentiometer, moving the trace 1 division

in X1 mode, and 10 division in X10 mode. Continued

movement of the POSITION control causes both of the wip-

ers to move. Combined movement of the coarse and fine

wipers permits an approximate 14 division total horizontal

movement range in X1 mode.

The R404-R405 circuit compensates for changes in the

sweep start position which would otherwise occur as a re-

sult of changing sweep rates. Refer back to the Sweep Gen-

erator schematic. It was previously stated that the sweep

start reference was established by connecting the collector

of Q326 to the gate of Q311 by way of D309 and the

emitter-base junction of saturated Q343. The D309 current

flows through the timing resistors. Smaller resistors are in-

serted when faster sweep rates are selected. This causes

the D309 current (and therefore the voltage across it) to

increase slightly with increases in sweep rates. Q311, Q317

and Q326 respond to these slight changes and the quiescent

output voltage changes accordingly.

The slight increase in quiescent voltage from the sweep

generator during fast sweep rate selection causes an in-

crease in current through R401 and R402. This current change

is compensated for by decreasing the resistance of the R404-

R405 circuit as the sweep rate is increased. The sweep

starting position, therefore, remains relatively independent

of sweep rate.

When 10 HORIZ MAG operation is selected, a cur-

rent divider network is connected into the feedback circuit

in such a manner that only one-tenth of the R430-C432 feed-

back current passes through R431-C433, with the remaining

current flowing in the path provided by R433, R437, R438

and R439. This reduction of degenerative feedback current

requires that the output voltage be ten times as large as in

the X1 situation to provide sufficient feedback current to

balance the input signal at the base of Q415. Due to out-

put voltage limitation, this can only occur as the input sweep

voltage passes through slightly more than 10% of its sweep

sawtooth.

An instant exists during a magnified sweep when all the

R430 feedback current flows to the summing node at the

base of Q415, and no current flows through R433. This

occurs when the voltage at the R430-R431 junction is equal

to the voltage at the R437-R438 junction. The sweep posi-

tion is then totally under the control of the sawtooth sweep

voltage, just as it is during X1 sweep presentation. This

is the magnified sweep registration point, or the point on

the CRT at which the same instantaneous presentation will

appear during either 1 or magnified sweep. R439 (SWP

MAG REGIS) permits adjustment of the R437-R438 junction

_ voltage, so that this registration point will occcur at the

graticule center vertical line. When R439 is properly set,

the 1 division of horizontal presentation which straddles the

center graticule vertical line during <1 operation will be

magnified and appear as a 10 division display when the

X10 HORIZ MAG knob is pulled out. Any 10% portion of

the sweep sawtooth can be displayed as a 10 division sweep

during X10 HORIZ MAG operation by adjusting the Hori-

zontal POSITION control.

R433 (X10 GAIN), which is located in the feedback cur-

rent shunt path, permits adjusting the 10 feedback current

to provide calibrated %10 HORIZ MAG sweep presenta-
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tions. R433 must be adjusted after R439 (SWP MAG REGIS)

because R439 also affects the impedance of the shunt feed-

back path.

Current Control Circuit

Q440, Q450, and their associated resistors, diodes and

capacitors make up the current control circuit. The follow-

ing conditions exist during quiescence, when the electron

beam is deflected to the left edge of the CRT graticule:

+160V exists on the left deflection plate while +10

V is applied to the right plate;

D442 sets the base of Q440 at +168 V, and the Q440

emitter at about +168.6 V;

The 6.4V across R441 causes about 425 uA of current

to flow through R441 and the @Q440 collector, where it

splits to provide operating current for Q427, and the cur-

rent which the +160 V demands through R430 and R454;

The base of Q450 is at approximately the same po-

tential as the base of Q440, because of the small volt-

age across the R444-R446 voltage divider;

The emitter of Q450 is at about the same potential

as the emitter of Q440, with essentially no current flow-

ing through R451;

Approximately 150 uA of current is demanded through

R450, passing through Q450 and providing operating cur-

rent for Q459, plus the small amount of current required

by the 10 V across R457.

When the trace is positioned to the right edge of the

graticule, conditions are changed as follows:

The voltage on the left deflection plate is at about

+10V, while that on the right plate is about +160 V;

The current demanded through R430 and R454 decreases

in proportion to the voltage decrease, thus demanding

less current from Q440;

The voltage across R446-R444 increases to about 160 V,

lowering the base voltage and increasing the drive to

Q450;

The Q450 emitter voltage follows its base voltage,

creating an unbalance across R451;

The unbalance across R451 causes sufficient current to

flow through R451 and @Q450 to supply the current re-

by the +160V across R457.

Note that only a very small change of voltage (about

0.5 V) occurs across R450, and its current remains relatively

constant. Also note that R441 current remains constant under

the two conditions, with the increased current demand of

one circuit being compensated for by the decreased demand

of the other circuit. Thus, with current shifting from the

Q440 side to the Q450 side of the amplifier, demands on
the +175 V power supply remain constant.

During fast sweep operation, the lowered impedance of

C446 permits a greater portion of the left deflection plate

voltage change to be applied to the base of Q450. The
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emitter of Q450 follows the base down until D452 conducts

and supplies additional current through Q450 to enable

rapid charging of the capacitance associated with the de-

flection plate.

POWER REGULATOR AND CRT CIRCUIT <7>

General

The Power Regulator converts DC voltage from the Power

Pack into the various operating voltages required by the

Oscilloscope. Employing a blocking oscillator, a flyback-

type transformer, rectifiers and filters, it develops the fol-

lowing voltages: + and —5, +9, +14, + and —100, +175,

and —1900V DC, and 0.6V AC. The +9 and —100V

supplies are used only within the regulator circuitry, and

the 0.6 V AC supplies the CRT filament power.

Block Diagram Description

Refer to the block diagram contained on the Power Regu-

lator and CRT Circuit schematic page. When the POWER

switch is closed, the Blocking Oscillator goes into opera-

tion, alternately causing the Energy Storage Switch to turn

on and off. When the Energy Storage switch conducts, cur-

rent flows through 1538 primary, storing energy in the trans-

former. When Q529 stops conducting, the energy stored

in 1538 is delivered to the secondary windings, providing

power to the previously mentioned supplies.

A Feedback Circuit, an Error Amplifier (Q515) and a

Blocking Oscillator Control (Q518) circuit combine to de-

termine the frequency at which Q525 operates. Initially,

input power is applied through a Start and Reference Cir-

cuit and a summing network to the Error Amplifier. Cur-

rent flows through Q518, permitting the Q525 circuit to

oscillate. The +9 V Zener reference (developed in the trans-

former secondary) feeds back to the Start and Reference

Circuit, where it over-rides the input voltage which started

the oscillator. When the —100 V supply builds up, its feed-

back current flows through the summing network to offset

the reference current from the +9V Zener reference. A

slight difference between the +9V and —100V feedback

currents provides a drive current to the Error Amplifier,

holding the Blocking Oscillator at its required frequency.

When CRT intensity is at a minimum, practically no cath-

ode current flows, and a minimum amount of power Is re-

quired by the high-voltage circuit. As CRT intensity is in-

creased, cathode current increases. The CRT cathode volt-

age starts to diminish, due to the increased drop across the

high-voltage multiplier components. A CRT Cathode Current

Sense circuit is designed to counteract this voltage loss by

sending proportional changes of feedback current to the

summing point. The Error Amplifier and Blocking Oscillator

Control circuits cause the Blocking Oscillator to decrease its

frequency. The Energy Storage switch then stays on for

longer periods of time, delivering more energy to the T538

primary. The additional high voltage power required by

the increased cathode current is thus made available.
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Blocking Oscillator Operation

Refer to Fig. 3-8. When power is applied, a positive volt-

age appears at the collectors of Q525 and Q529, at the

emitter of Q518, and at the base of Q515. Q515 conducts

and supplies Q@518 with base-emitter current, turning Q518

on. Q518 collector current flows through D523 and turns

Q525 on. The Q525 collector current passes through T525

primary and the resulting regenerative feedback transformer

action puts Q525 and @529 into saturation. When the Q525

collector current reaches 8 times the Q518 current, the rate

of change of current through T1525 decreases, decreasing

the signal coupled into the Q525 base circuit. Q525 de-

creases conduction. The accompanying decrease of cur-

rent through T1525 induces a negative signal into the base

circuits of Q525 and @529, turning them off. As Q518 cur-

rent increases, Q525 ‘‘on’’ time increases, and repetition rate

decreases.

The collapsing magnetic field that occurs when Q529 turns

off causes a large positive voltage at the Q529 collector.

This charges C531 through D531. When Q529 again sat-

urates, C531 attempts to discharge through D533, keep-

ing C533 charged up to approximately —100V.

Q518 current is controlled by @Q515 collector current,

which is established as a function of +9 V reference in com-

bination with the —100 V and cathode current sensing feed-

back. As CRT cathode current increases, the voltage devel-

oped across R572 increases, causing an increase in Q515

and Q518 current. The resulting increase in forward bias

keeps Q525 conducting longer, stores more energy in T538

and delivers more power to the secondary of T538.

The longer Q525 ‘‘on" time causes the charge on C533

to become more negative. The resulting increase in feed-

back through R534-R535 offsets the cathode current feedback

voltage (from R572) at the base of Q515, stabilizing the

circuit. This action prevents an appreciable change of high

voltage from occurring as a result of increased CRT current.

D516 temperature-compensates Q515 and sets its emitter

at —0.6V. D523 protects the base circuit of Q525 from

large negative spikes which develop in the secondary of

T525 when @Q525 turns off.

A further understanding of circuit operation can be ob-

tained by studying the idealized waveforms (Fig. 3-9) with

respect to the points indicated in Fig. 3-8.

Refer to the Power Regulator and CRT schematic. D521

protects the collector circuit of Q518 by limiting positive

transients to the value of the input supply voltage. D525

protects Q525 by limiting transients to +100V at its col-

lector. C526 bypasses R526 to speed up the Q529 switch-

ing action. R524 forms part of the Q525 base-biasing cir-

cuit. C515 makes Q515 insensitive to fast transient noise,

providing better power supply stability, C512 and R512

are decoupling components. C529 and L501 perform the

dual function of filtering input pulses during AC operation,

and minimizing radiation out of the power supply line.

+100 V Power Supply

When Q@529 is on, energy is being stored in the magnetic

circuit of T538. When Q529 turns off, the changing magnetic
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field causes current to flow from the top of the winding,

through D543, causing C543 to charge up to approximately

+100 V.

+175 V Power Supply

A secondary winding of T1538 has one side referenced

to the 100 V winding pickoff point and the other side con-

nected to D540. During the time the primary field is col-

lapsing, voltage is induced into this secondary, adding its

value to that at the +100V pickoff point. Current flows

through D540 and R541, developing +175V across C540

and C541.

+14V and +9V Power Supplies

Two secondary windings are connected in series-aiding

to provide current through D545 and C545 to generate the

+14V power supply. A 9V Zener diode, D547, uses- this

14V supply to provide the +9V reference used in the

power supply. The remaining 5V is dropped across R547.

High Voltage Power Supply

A higher turns-ratio secondary winding drives the High

Voltage Multiplier which consists of D575 and C573 through

C579. The multiplier has 3 negative high-voltage taps: one

at —1900 V which supplies the CRT cathode; one at —2250 V

supplying the INTENSITY control circuit; and one at —1200 V

for the FOCUS circuit. The —1900V tap is connected into

the CRT directly-heated cathode circuit in a manner that

keeps the AC filament voltage from changing the cathode
potential with respect to the grid, thus eliminating CRT in-

tensity changes. The INTENSITY LIMIT control, R583, is an

internal adjustment which sets the minimum difference volt-

age which can exist between the control grid and cathode.

This avoids cathode damage caused by excessive cathode

current.

The least negative voltage taken from the High Voltage

Power Supply appears at CRT pin 13, the focus anode. The

setting of the FOCUS potentiometer, R581, in combination

with ASTIG potentiometer R597, determines the sharpness

of the trace presentation. Only the FOCUS control is used

during routine operation, and it is capable of providing

a sharp trace at any intensity setting once the ASTIG con-

trol has been properly set.

+5 V Power Supply

The +5V Power Supply is dependent upon the 9 V ref-

erence supply and upon the 71538 secondary winding which

supplies power through diodes D549 and D550. C550 be-

comes charged up to nearly the peak value of the output

of the secondary winding, and then determines the voltage

at the emitter of series-regulator Q558. This dictates the
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voltage at the base of Q558, which then determines the

voltage at the base of Q557. The current through R557 is

therefore a fixed value, determined by the difference be-

tween the 9 V reference supply and the charge on C550. It

may be noted that current through R558 is also fixed, being

dependent upon the voltage at the base of Q558.

Error sensor Q555 constantly compares a selected por-

tion of the 9V reference supply against the +5V output.

This comparison determines the collector current of Q555.

Any changes of Q555 collector current must be accompanied

by equal and opposite changes of Q557 emitter-base cur-

rent. This controls the total Q557 emitter current. Any

changes in it must be accompanied by equal and opposite

changes in Q558 base-emitter current. This controls the

conduction of Q558. For example, if the +5 V supply tends

to increase, Q555 decreases conduction, which decreases

Q@558 current drive. @Q558 decreases its conduction and
more voltage is dropped across it, keeping the +5V out-

put within limits. The +5V output is filtered by C559 and

L559 before being applied to external circuits.

—5 V Power Supply

The output of the +5V Power Supply is used as the ref-

erence for the —5V supply. The —5V supply is derived

from the output of a 1538 secondary winding which is

rectified by D560 and D561, and developed across C560.

This voltage determines the voltage at the base and emitter

of Q567 and Q569. Current through R562 and R568 there-

fore remains relatively constant. A comparison between the

—5V output at the collector of Q569 is made against the

+5V supply, and a voltage near —0.6V is applied to the

base of Q562. If the —5V supply tends to go positive, cur-

rent through @562 decreases. This decreases the Q567

emitter-base current, which decreases its collector current.

The Q569 emitter-base current increases, causing an increase

in Q569 collector current, keeping the —5V supply within

design limits.

CRT Circuit

+100 V appears at pin 5 whenever the Oscilloscope is

energized. Pin 9 has OV applied except during sweep

time or external horizontal operation, during which time

+100 V is applied. When the voltage at pins 5 and 9 are

unbalanced, the CRT beam is deflected into the pin 9 plate

and cannot strike the CRT phosphor. When +100 V is ap-

plied to both plates, the deflection effect is nulled, and posi-

tion control is exercised by the horizontal and vertical de-

flection plates.

The GEOMETRY control adjusts for a minimum amount of

bowing of vertical and horizontal lines, regardless of the

area to which they are positioned.

The TRACE ROTATION potentiometer (R592) controls the

current through a trace rotation coil, thus creating a mag-

netic field through which the CRT electron beam passes.

When TRACE ROTATION is properly adjusted, horizontal

sweep voltages will cause the trace to follow paths which

are parallel to the horizontal graticule lines.



Explanations regarding the remaining CRT elements ap-

pear in conjunction with the High Voltage Power Supply

description.

Low Battery Sensing Circuit

The Low Battery Sensing Circuit employs a_ relaxation

oscillator (R506, C507 and B509) operating at a frequency

of approximately 1 to 2Hz. When the input power exceeds

+6.25 V, Q505 is saturated and the voltage at its collector

is not sufficient to fire the neon LOW BATT indicator, B509.

When the input falls below 6.25V, Q505 turns off and

C507 charges toward +100 V until B509 fires and discharges

C507. The cycle then repeats.

Although B509 will blink in any power mode when the

supply is less than 6.25 V, it is of primary concern during

internal battery operation. If the Oscilloscope is left ener-

gized in the internal battery mode for a considerable period

of time after the battery output falls below 6.25 V, the bat-

teriles may be damaged to the point where they will no

longer be chargeable. If the light blinks during operation

with external power, it is advisable to check the input volt-

age for at least 6 V. The Oscilloscope itself can be used to

perform this check. Satisfactory external powered operation

can be expected with the power as low as 6 V, even though

the LOW BATT indicator is blinking.

POWER PACK

The Power Pack contains the batteries which supply the

internal power, connectors for applying external AC or

DC power, a transformer and rectifiers for AC operation,

and a battery charging circuit for recharging the internal

batteries from an external AC source. The switching cir-

cuitry which selects the power source is also contained in

the Power Pack.

Block Diagram Description

Refer to the block diagram contained on the Power Pack

schematic diagram page. SW612 is a multiple contact

switch which has three positions—EXT DC, TRICKLE CHG

and FULL CHG. In EXT DC position, power is routed

from the DC input jacks to the Oscilloscope POWER switch,

SW501. The internal batteries and the battery charging cir-

cuit are disconnected from the rest of the Oscilloscope in

this mode of operation.

With SW612 in FULL CHG or TRICKLE CHG position,

either AC or internal battery operation is possible. With

no AC applied, the batteries supply the power. When AC

is applied, the transformer supplies operating power, and

provides battery charging power during part of each input

half cycle. When the output of the transformer secondary

falls below a certain level, diodes disconnect the transform-

er from the charging circuit and the battery supplies the

operating power until the power supply diodes again con-

duct. In effect, the battery acts as a large filter capacitor

for Oscilloscope operation when AC is applied. In the AC

mode of operation, a reference voltage is developed across

D649. The Comparator Amplifier compares a portion of

®
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this reference to the voltage generated by the battery charg-

ing current which flows through R615. The Comparator Am-

plifier output controls the Driver Amplifier, which controls

the conduction of the Series Regulator Q617, thereby de-

termining the battery charging current. The battery charg-

ing circuit is independent of the POWER switch, operating

whenever AC power is applied.

Battery Charger

Refer to the Power Pack schematic. When AC power is

applied, the output of the upper secondary winding of

T601 is rectified by D605 and filtered by C605. The bottom

of C605 is connected to the positive side of the battery.

The charge on C605 is in series with the battery, and their

combined voltage is applied to the R605-D649 combination.

D649 provides a 6.2 V reference for battery charger opera-

tion.

This 6.2V reference voltage is applied to R643-R644,

setting the Q636 base voltage. This voltage is compared

to the Q634 base voltage (average voltage across R615)

to determine the division of R635 current between Q634

and Q636.

The lower secondary winding of T601 delivers charging

and operating current through full-wave rectifier D610.

The positive side of the rectifier is connected to the positive

side of the battery, and the negative side is connected

through the series regulator circuit to the battery negative

side. There is a time internal between pulse peaks during

which time D610 does not conduct. See Fig. 3-10 (B). The

current from Q634 and Q636 is then shunted to ground

through D637 and D638, keeping Q634 and Q636 from

saturating.

When the half-cycle output voltage of T601 secondary

becomes large enough to overcome the battery voltage,

D610 goes into conduction, delivering a negative-going

voltage pulse to the battery charging network. R635 cur-

rent starts to flow through R639, R637 and R638. See Fig.

3-10 (A) and (C). The combination of a negative-going volt-

age at the emitter of Q621 and the voltage developed

across R639 causes Q62] to conduct, supplying current

drive to Q620, which supplies current drive to Q617. See

Fig. 3-10 (D), (E) and (F).

Q617 goes into conduction once each half-cycle and the

resulting current develops a positive pulse across R615.

See Fig. 3-10 (G). Voltage divider action causes a portion

of each pulse to be developed at the base of Q634. C636

charges up to the average voltage, thus developing the

Q634 base voltage. The comparison of this average volt-

age to that set on the base of Q636 (by CHARGE RATE

potentiometer R644) determines how much drive current

is provided to Q621. If an increase of line voltage attempts

to increase the charging rate, C636 charges to a_ higher

average value, decreasing the drive current to Q634 and

Q621. This decreases the drive current to Q617, keeping
the R615 charging pulses (and therefore the battery charg-

ing rate) within design limits.

It should be noted that even though C636 is charged to

the average of the input pulses, almost identical pulses are

present at the bases of Q634 and @636, so that the cur-

rent division between the two transistors is not upset dur-
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(A) Q621-B

(B) Q621-E

(C) Differential
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Fig. 3-10. Battery charger waveform analysis during full charge operation with Oscilloscope OFF.

the Oscilloscope.
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ing the presence of a charging pulse. See Fig. 3-10 (H)

and (l).

During TRICKLE CHARGE operation, R633 provides cur-

rent to R630. This increases the voltage at the base of

Q634 and decreases the current through R639. With less

drive, Q621 provides less drive current to Q620, which de-

creases the drive current to Q617. The current that Q617

delivers to the battery is thereby reduced to a trickle charge

rate. See Fig. 3-11 (A).

When the Power Pack is being charged and the Oscil-

loscope POWER switch is turned on, the base of Q634 is

driven negative between charging current pulses. This

occurs because the battery reverses current flow through

R615 while it supplies the Oscilloscope with power. The

net result is that the average charge on C636 tends to de-

crease, providing more drive to Q634. This permits more

current to flow through Qé617, keeping the average charge

on C636 at its previous value by supplying the battery

with additional current to make up for that being drained

between half cycles. See Fig. 3-11 (B). |
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OV

(A)

Ae ee so2voe

CONC L Ye
Fig. 3-11. Voltage across R615 during (A) TRICKLE CHG operation

with Oscilloscope OFF, and (B) FULL CHG operation with Oscil-

loscope ON and INTENSITY at maximum brightness setting.
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SECTION 4

MAINTENANCE

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the

rear of the manual.

Introduction

Information contained in this section appears in the fol-

lowing sequence:

Preventive Maintenance

General Information

Cleaning

Visual Inspection

Lubrication

Transistor Checks

Recalibration

Troubleshooting

Test Equipment

General Techniques

Troubleshooting Basic Components

Troubleshooting Charts

General

Master Troubleshooting Chart

Power Regulator Troubleshooting Chart

Trigger Generator Troubleshooting Chart

Sweep Generator Troubleshooting Chart

Horizontal Amplifier Troubleshooting Chart

Vertical Preamplifier and Output Amplifier Trouble-

shooting Chart

Corrective Maintenance

General

Parts Procurement

Soldering Equipment and Techniques

Disassembly and Assembly

Component Location Illustrations

Cabinet Removal

Cabinet removal and replacement information appears in

the Power Pack Operating Procedure which is contained in

Section 2, Operating Instructions. The precautions outlined

there should be observed to avoid personal injury or equip-

ment damage during cabinet removal or replacement.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

General Information

The Type 323 Oscilloscope should be cleaned, lubricated,

inspected and recalibrated at regular intervals. A recom-

@

mended schedule for average operating conditions is every

6 months or every 500 hours of operation, whichever oc-

curs first. Additional information regarding maintenance

of the Power Pack is contained under the Disassembly and

Assembly part of this section.

Cleaning

Cleaning the Type 323 Oscilloscope, in addition to im-

proving its appearance, aids its operation and lengthens

its operating life. Dirt on components can result in short

circuits. A dry, soft cloth and a _ soft-bristled brush are

recommended for removing loose dirt from the outside of

the instrument. Dirt on the inside should be loosened with

a soft-bristled brush and removed by using a vacuum clean-

er or a stream of low-pressure air. High-pressure air can

damage the equipment and should not be used.

WARNING

Use an eye-shield when cleaning with pressurized

air.

Hardened dirt should be removed by using a mild de-

tergent and water solution on a cotton-tipped swab or a

soft cloth. Remove the Power Pack before using the solu-

tion on the Oscilloscope. Avoid excessive use of water.

Do not allow water to penetrate any parts. Dry the instru-

ment thoroughly before energizing it. Avoid the use of

abrasives and chemical cleaning agents. Protect the oscil-

loscope from dirt and damage by keeping it covered when

not in use.

Soap and water should not be used on the Power Pack

unless one lead from the battery pack is unsoldered and

taped up. The unit must be allowed to dry thoroughly be-

fore reconnecting the lead. The battery compartment should

be checked for dirt and corrosion during the maintenance

period. Corroded areas should be cleaned with a neutral-

izing solution of 2% borax and water to prevent further

corrosion. Disassembly and Assembly instructions appear

later in this section and should be referred to before open-

ing the battery compartment.

Visual Inspection

After cleaning, the instrument should be carefully in-

spected for defects such as poor connections, damaged parts

and improperly seated transistors. Damaged parts require

that the cause of the damage be eliminated before opera-

tion is resumed.
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Lubrication

Keep all moving parts properly lubricated. Using a clean-

ing-type lubricant on shaft bushings and switch contacts.

Lubricate switch detents and screw threads with a slight

amount of grease. Do not overlubricate. Proper lubricants

and lubricating instructions are contained in Tektronix

lubrication kit, part no. 003-0342-00. Contact the Tektronix

Field Representative if additional information regarding

lubricants or lubrication is required.

Transistor Checks

Checking transistors as a preventive maintenance func-

tion is not recommended. Circuit performance is thoroughly

checked during calibration; unacceptable transistors will be

detected at that time.

Recalibration

The calibration status of an instrument should be deter-

mined as a part of preventive maintenance for several

reasons: 1) The calibration of an instrument changes slightly

with age, use and operating conditions; 2) Calibration may

be affected during the cleaning process; and 3) Checking the

calibration status may reveal troubles which are not ob-

vious during regular operation.

The calibration status can be determined rapidly by ac-

complishing the Performance Check in section 5. A step-

by-step calibration procedure is contained in section 6.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Test Equipment

The test equipment listed here should suffice for most

troubleshooting jobs on the Type 323 Oscilloscope.

High Impedance Voltmeter (10,000 Q2/V DC or greater)

Ohmmeter; 11/,-V source supplying less than 2mA

of current on the X 1k scale}

Test oscilloscope (2 MHz bandpass; 25 MHz bandpass
_for troubleshooting Vertical Amplifier high frequency

problems)

Transistor Curve Tracer or Transistor Tester

General Techniques

Proper troubleshooting logic is the most important tool

in equipment repair. The following guide provides a logi-

cal sequence for analyzing equipment failures:

1. Check all external control settings.

. Determine that operating procedure is correct.

. Determine all of the trouble symptoms.

Perform a visual inspection.

. Troubleshoot the circuitry; repair as necessary.XO mM BR WO ND. Check the calibration status; recalibrate as necessary.
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Control Settings and Operating Procedures. Refer to

the Operating Instructions section of this manual to verify

external control settings and operating procedure.

Trouble Symptoms. After it is confirmed that trouble

exists, the response to all exterior controls should be ob-

served. The first-time operation listed in Section 2 can be |

used for this purpose. All trouble symptoms should be evalu-

ated and compared against each other. Equipment trouble

will often create a combination of symptoms that will pin-

point the trouble. A good example of this is power supply

trouble, which will usually cause symptoms fo occur in

otherwise unrelated circuits.

Visual Inspection. In visually examining the Type 323

Oscilloscope, take special note of the area localized by

evaluation of symptoms. Look for loose or broken connec-

tions, improperly seated transistors, and burned or other-

wise damaged components. Repair all obviously defective

parts. Investigate the cause of heat damage to components.

Detailed Troubleshooting. If the trouble has not been

disclosed and corrected through the procedure outlined, a

detailed troubleshooting analysis must be performed. The

Circuit Description section, the Schematic Diagrams, the

Calibration Procedure, and the Troubleshooting aids con-

tained in this section are designed to expedite troubleshoot-

Ing.

The Circuit Description section provides a fundamental

understanding of circuit operation and is referenced to the

Schematic Diagrams. The Schematic Diagrams contain volt-

age and resistance values and signal waveforms. All speci-

fied operating conditions should be duplicated before mak-

ing voltage or waveform comparisons. In cases where the

black numbers and blue numbers on the schematics give

conflicting voltage values, the blue numbers should be used.

NOTE

Voltages and waveforms may vary slightly be-

tween individual Type 323 Oscilloscopes and are

also dependent upon the characteristics of the

test equipment used to obtain them. Voltages

and waveforms given in the schematics should be

checked against each instrument while it is oper-

ating properly. Deviations should be noted on the

schematics for later reference.

Calibration. Although the calibration procedure is in-

tended primarily for instrument calibration, it can serve

as an efficient troubleshooting aid. Since each step is based

upon satisfactory performance of the preceding steps, the

problem circuit will be encountered before circuits which

are dependent upon it.

Troubleshooting Basic Components

Transistors and Diodes

The quality of semi-conductor devices in the Type 323

Oscilloscope requires that anyone working on it have a

general knowledge of semi-conductor operation. Some basic

information is presented here to aid in this respect.



Direct Replacement. Once a casualty has been isolated

to a specific circuit, the ease of replacing transistors often

makes substitution the fastest means of repair. Adhere to

the following instructions if the replacement method is used:

Determine that the circuit is safe for the substitute

component.

Use only known-good substitutes.

Have only one transistor out of the instrument at a

time to avoid mixing them up.

Insert transistors properly, using Fig. 4-13 as a guide.

Check operation after each component is replaced, and

be sure to return good components to their original

sockets.

If the trouble is not corrected by this procedure, re-

check the semi-conductors under operating conditions.

Check calibration after a bad component has been re-

placed.

WARNING

Voltage, either positive or negative, is often pres-

ent on the cases of metal-cased transistors when

the oscilloscope is energized.

Transistor Troubleshooting. Transistor defects usually

take the form of the fransistor opening, shorting, or de-

veloping excessive leakage. The best means of checking a

transistor for these and other defects is by using a tran-

sistor curve display instrument such as a Tektronix Type

575. \|f a transistor checker is not readily available, a de-

fective transistor can be found by signal tracing, by mak-

ing in-circuit voltage checks, by measuring the transistor

resistances, or by the substitution method previously de-

scribed.

When troubleshooting with a voltmeter, measure the

emitter-to-base and emitter-to-collector voltages to deter-

mine if the voltages are consistent with normal circuit volt-

ages. Voltages across a transistor vary with the type

of device and its circuit function. Some of these voltages

are predictable. The base-emitter voltage of a conducting

germanium transistor will normally be 0.3V and a silicon

transistor's will normally be 0.6 to 0.7V. The collector-

emitter voltage of saturated transistors will vary between

30 mV and 0.2 V, approximately. Because these values are

small, the best way to check them is by connecting the volt-

meter across the junction and using a sensitive voltmeter

setting, rather than by comparing two voltages taken with

respect to ground. 7

If values less than these are obtained, either the device

is shorted or no current is flowing in the circuit. If values

are in excess of the base-emitter values given, the junction

is back-biased or the device is defective (open). Values in

excess of those given for emitter-collector could indicate

either a non-saturated device operating normally, or a de-

fective (open) transistor. If the device is conducting, voltage

will be developed across resistances in series with it; where- —

as if it is open, no voltage will be developed across re-

sistances in series with it unless current is being supplied by

a parallel path.

An ohmmeter can be used to check a transistor if the

ohmmeter’s voltage source and current are kept within safe

®
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limits. 14% volts and 2mA are generally acceptable. Se-

lecting the X 1k scale on most ohmmeters will automatical-

ly provide safe voltages and currents. If the voltage and

maximum output current of a specific ohmmeter is in doubt,

it should be checked before using it on transistors by con-

necting the test leads to another multimeter.

CAUTION

A transistor’s specifications should be checked to

determine maximum allowable ratings before sub-

jecting if or associated circuits to voltage or cur-

rent higher than that recommended.

Table 4-1 contains the normal values of resistance to

expect when making an ohmmeter check on an otherwise

unconnected transistor. Fig. 4-13 illustrates transistors and

sockets for pin location purposes.

TABLE 4-1

Transistor Resistance Checks

Resistance Readings That Can Be Ex-

pected When Using the R X 1k

Range (1.5 ¥ ohmmeter operating

voltage)

Ohmmeter

Connections?*

High readings both ways

(100 kQ to 500 kQ, approximately)

Emitter-Collector

Emitter-Base High reading one way (200 kQ or more}

Low reading the other way

(4002 to 3.5kQ, approximately)

High reading one way (200kQ or more)

Low reading the other way

(400 Q to 3.5kOQ, approximately)

"Reverse the test lead connections to make the second reading.

Reversal of the applied voltage polarity causes the junction to

shift between being reverse and forward biased, as indicated by

the difference in resistance.

Field Effect Transistor Checks. The voltage and re-

sistance of field effect transistors can be checked in the same

manner as transistors. However, it should be remembered

that normal operation in the Type 323 Oscilloscope has the

gate-to-source junction reverse biased, in a manner similar

to control grid to cathode bias in vacuum tubes. 11/, V

and less than 2mA should be used for ohmmeter checks.

Resistance readings should be:

Less than 500 QO

400Q to 10kQ (approximately)

in one direction; more than 200 kQ

with leads reversed

drain-to-source

gate-to-source and

gate-to-drain

Diode Troubleshooting. Checks on diodes (other than

Zeners) can be performed in much the same manner as

on transistor base-emitter junctions. Germanium diodes

should have approximately 0.3 V and silicon diodes should

have about 0.6 V across the junction when conducting. High-

er readings indicate that they are either back biased or de-

fective, depending on polarity. The ohmmeter precautions

pertaining to transistors should also be observed when

checking diodes.
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Some diodes used in the Type 323 Oscilloscope are color

coded to identify the diode type. A blue or pink first band

indicates that the next three colors translate to the last

three digits of its part number. Diode polarity can be de-

termined by color code position. See Fig. 4-1.

Blue band indicates

next three bands

translate to a part

number

1 | Translate to 3 digits
of part number

Example: blue-red-orange-orange

Part No. 152-0233-00

Fig. 4-1. Diode color code related to part number and conducting

polarity.

NOTE

The positive side of an ohmmeter voltage source is

often connected to the meter common test lead.

Resistors. The same ohmmeter voltage and current pre-

cautions observed in transistors troubleshooting also apply

when making in-circuit resistance checks. Because semi-con-

ductor devices are present, most resistors in the Type 323

must be disconnected before reliable resistor checks can be

made.

The types of resistors found in this instrument vary in

accordance with the circuit needs. Composition, metal film

and wire-wound resistors are used. Replacement resistors

should be of the same type and must be at least as accu-

rate as those originally contained in the circuit to main-

tain the high common-mode rejection ratio. The size, loca-

tion and lead length are often critical because of frequency

considerations.

Resistor values are indicated by one of three methods in

the Type 323 Oscilloscope:

3 color bands (digit, digit, multiplier—tolerance)

A color bands (digit, digit, digit, multiplier—tolerance)

Numbers printed on wire wound and metal film re-

sistors

The first two methods translate to the IEEE color-code

equivalent and are illustrated in Fig. 4-2. The last method

is used on precision resistors whose values are expressed

to three significant figures.

Wiring Information. Insulated wires in the Type 323

Oscilloscope are color coded to make wire tracing easier.

When it is necessary to disconnect several wires from com-

44)

— Sig. Fig.

p— 2nd Sig. Fig.

3rd Sig. Fig.

Multiplier

Tolerance

Ist 2nd | 3rd

Color Sig. | Sig. | Sig. Multiplier | Tolerance

Fig. Fig. Fig. (+) %

Black 0 0 0 1 —

Brown 1 1 1 10 ]

Red 2 2 2 100 2

Orange 3 3 3 1,000 —

Yellow 4 4 4 10,000 —

Green 5 5 5 100,000 0.50

Blue 6 6 6 1,000,000 0.25

Violet 7 7 7 10,000,000 0.10

Gray 8 8 8 100,000,000 0.05

White 9 9 9 1,000,000,000 —

Gold 0.1 5

Silver 0.01 —

No Color 10

Fig. 4-2. Resistor color coding.

ponents, record the wire color coding. In case of doubt in

reconnecting wires, use an ohmmeter to insure selection of

the proper lead.

Switches. Rotary switch wafers are coded with a number

and a letter on the schematic diagrams. The number indi-

cates the wafer position in the switch assembly, counting

from the front (mounting end). The letters ‘F’' and ‘R” indi-

cate whether the front or rear of the wafer performs the

switching action. For example, a switch section designated

2R is contained on the rear of the second wafer as viewed

from the front of the switch.

In addition, each wafer contact is numbered as follows:

VOLTS/DIV switch and TRIGGER switch—Contacts are

numbered from 1 through 12, starting at the lower mount-

ing post and counting clockwise when viewed from : the

front and counterclockwise when viewed from the rear.

TIME/DIV switch—Contacts are numbered from 1

through 18, starting at the upper mounting post and count-

ing clockwise when viewed from the front and counterclock-

wise when viewed from the rear.

Individual switch wafers or mechanical parts of rotary

switches are normally not replaced. If a switch is defective,

replace the entire assembly. Wired and unwired replace-

ment switches are available; refer to the Parts List for part

numbers. When a switch is removed, make careful nota-

tion of the lead connections for installation reference.



Troubleshooting Charts

General. The troubleshooting charts contained here are

designated to get to the mal-functioning circuit with a mini-

mum of steps. The Master Troubleshooting Chart can be

used without removing the cover from the Oscilloscope, and

will indicate the circuit or circuits most likely to contain

the casualty.

The individual circuit troubleshooting charts isolate proba-

ble casualty areas within the circuits themselves. The power

supply voltages should always be checked before trouble-

shooting an individual circuit, to avoid false indications.

To use the charts, start at the top, working down and to

the right. If a check provides a ‘‘yes'’ answer, proceed

down along the solid line. If the check provides a “no”

answer, proceed to the right, following the broken line.

Exceptions to the direction of flow are indicated by arrows

where they occur.

Rectangles contain the checks to be performed; the hex-

agons indicate the probable casualty area. When checking

the probable casualty area, associated leads, switches and

other components should not be ignored. A transistor might

be inoperative because of a resistor in series with it.

The charts are designed on the basis of single casualties.

Multiple casualties may disrupt the logic, but it should still

be effective in determining the casualties, one at a time.

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

General

Many electrical components are mounted in a particular

way to reduce or control stray capacitance and inductance.

Part orientation and lead dress should duplicate the original

installation.

WARNING

Disconnect the Oscilloscope from power sources

and remove the Power Pack before removing or

replacing components. If the Power Pack is being

worked on, unsolder and tape up one of the leads

which connect the battery to terminals M and |

of the Power Pack circuit board.

A thorough cleaning should accompany any repairs, and

a satisfactory Performance Check or a Calibration Procedure

should be performed after the repairs have been completed.
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Parts Procurement

All parts used in this procedure can be purchased through

Tektronix Field Offices or representatives. However, re-

placements for standard electronic items can readily be ob-

tained from local electronic parts stores.

When selecting replacement parts, it is important to re-

member that the physical size and shape of a component

may affect its performance at high frequencies. All re-

placement parts should be direct replacements unless it is

known that a different component will not adversely affect

instrument performance. Before purchasing, consult the Elec-

trical Parts List in Section 7 to determine the required spec-

ifications. |

Special Parts. Some electrical parts are specially re-

worked, quality checked, or manufactured to fullfill a specific

requirement. Most mechanical parts are common to the Type

323 Oscilloscope. All electrical parts whose stock numbers

are preceded by an asterisk in Section 7, and most mechan-

ical parts, can therefore be obtained only through the Type

323 Oscilloscope sales facilities. Ordering information pre-

cedes the Electrical Parts List in Section 7.

Soldering Equipment and Techniques

Soldering Equipment. Ordinary electrical solder should

be used for all circuit repairs. The soldering iron should be

selected in accordance with the work being done, as follows:

Soldering on circuit boards - 15 to 40 watt iron with a Vi¢

or Y% inch tip.

Soldering to metal terminals such as on switches and poten-

tiometers - 40 to 75 watt iron with '/ inch tip.

Soldering to heavy metal such as the chassis or binding

posts - 40 to 75 watt iron with 1% inch tip.

Component size and density demands the use of needle-

nose pliers and needle-nose end nipper pliers when replacing

components. Tweezers are also helpful. Heat sinks (such as

small alligator clips) are invaluable for protecting com-

ponents from heat damage, leaving both hands free for

soldering. A hold-down aid can be made from a wooden

dowel, 6 to 8 inches long and 14% to °/ inch in diameter.

Shape one end like a pencil tip and the other end similar to

a screwdriver tip. Note that the wood will absorb only a

minimum of heat from the iron, but also note that it will not

guard against heat transfer to the parts being soldered.

Flux remover solvent and cotton-tipped swabs are needed

to remove flux from soldered connections.
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Initial Setup:

Master Troubleshooting Chart

trols

graticule with {No
POSITION

graticule with

POSITION _— con-

trols centered

con-

centered controls

Swp Gen

Horiz Amp

Yes

Disconnect CAL

HORIZ-INPUT.

pling switch to

OUT from EXT TRIG OR

Switch Trig/Horiz Cou-

INT-AC

5 div square

wave display

present with

VOLTS/DIV at

5 DIV CAL

can be controlled

with POSITION nal stable

No

coupled

to VERT INPUT

5 div square wave present with

VOLTS/DIV at .01 and CAL OUT

through P6049 Probe

Yes

VOLTS/DIV

switch

Calibrator

Vert Preamp

5 DIV CAL sig-

present.

EXT HORIZ spot N Spot present in No Glow in CRT with

on CRT in all | So Tao] OE DC power | — — — — —_—- ss er INTENSITY at

power modes | mode -—-—-—— > maximum

Y |

No (see note 2) No (see note 2) Yes

Yes ; Yes |
|

Le ——,

Spot moves in 5 . F601 Trace present in

response to Ver- | No Vert Preamp pot present in | No_ AUTO ‘TRIGGER
_—— AC power mode Battery or :tical POSITION Vert Pwr Amp P Charger mode with TIME/

DIV at 1 ms

Yes Yes Yes

Spot moves in Spot present in ;
response to Hori- No_ internal _ battery No_ Battery Stable 5 div CAL
zontal POSITION mode or Charger presentation

Yes Yes

Horiz trace pres-

ent with CAL

OUT connected to

EXT TRIG OR [No_ Trig Gen "TIME/DIV.
HORIZ INPUT Horiz Amp “ich

and Trig/Horiz Switc¢
coupling switch

at DC

Yes

Sweep present in Trig Gen

AUTO TRIGGER | No No Sweep Gen

mode with TIME/ Spot present TIME/DIV
DIV at 1 ms switch

Yes > |

Spot at left of Spot at right of Spot centered; Pwr Reg
No

Trig Gen

Swp Gen

Yes

Retrace visible

between lower

segments of

square wave

No

Bottom segment

N of square wave

—°2.|.approx centered

with Vert POSI-

TION centered

Yes

Unblanking

No

No

Yes

Display approx

centered horizon-

tally with Horiz

POSITION cen-

tered

Yes

operable

Power Pack switch in proper position; Power ON; POSITION controls ‘‘in’’ and centered; VOLTS/DIV at .01; TIME/
DIV at EXT HORIZ; Trig/Horiz Coupling switch at INT-AC; INTENSITY set for optimum viewing, or set at maximum if no display is

F501

Power Regulator

Unblanking

CRT

Pwr Reg

Horiz Amp

Vert Preamp

Vert Out Amp

Vert Preamp

Vert Pwr Amp

Horizontal

Amplifier

Note 2: Follow these paths only if the EXT DC power mode check is not made.
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Fig. 4-3. Master troubleshooting chart.
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POWER REGULATOR TROUBLESHOOTING CHART

Initial setup: VOLTS/DIV at 5 DIV CAL; POSITION controls “in” and centered; TRIG-
GER at + AUTO; TIME/DIV at 1 mS; Trig/Horiz Coupling switch at INT—AC; 115 V, 60

Hz AC power applied; POWER—ON; INTENSITY control at maximuum brightness setting.

The following observations were made with the indicated transistor removed from the

circuit to simulate its being open. The chart need not be restricted to the transistors them-

selves, but can be used as a basis for tracing symptoms to areas of the Power Regulator

circuit which are associated with indicated transistors. Circuit response may vary slightly

between instruments.

Reaction of Power Supplies

Transistor (Near normal unless

Removed indicated otherwise) Comments

O or

High Low near OQ

Q515 all DC on Q525-C

Q518 all DC on Q525-C

Q525 all DC on @525-C

Q529 all 40 V P-P pulses on Q525-C

Q555 +5, —5 Glow visible in CRT

Q557 +5, —5 Display visible; INTENSITY

affects triggering and causes

“blooming”.

Q558 +5, —5 Glow visible in CRT

Q562 —5 Normal amplitude display

Q567 5 visible; INTENSITY — affects

triggering and positioning;

Top and bottom of square

wave distorts when display

is not centered vertically.

Q569 all —5 All voltages (except —5)

approximately 40% of nor-

mal value; 35 V P-P pulses

on Q525-C.

Fig. 4-4. Power Regulator troubleshooting chart.

A solder removing device such as an EDSYN SOLDAPULLT,

Tektronix Part No. 003-0428-00, is extremely useful in remov-

ing solder from circuit boards, expediting component remov-

al and replacement.

Other soldering aids should be made or purchased to

suit specific needs.

General Soldering Techniques. Keep the soldering iron

well tinned and wiped clean. To avoid excessive heating of

the general area around the connection, the iron should be

completely heated before being applied. When removing

components, apply heat only long enough to allow the part

to be removed easily. (Applying a small amount of solder

between the tip and the joint will usually aid in heat transfer

on difficult connections. This will decrease heating of the

general area.) Use the extreme tip of needle-nosed pliers

®

to avoid drawing off too much heat. When connecting com-

ponents, heat the solder sufficiently to allow free flow.

Apply the solder to the wire being joined, not to the solder-

Ing iron. This will insure proper bonding. (Applying a small

amount of solder between the iron and the wire will again

aid in initial heat transfer. Once solder flows between the

tip and the wire, the solder should be applied to the opposite

side of the wire to complete the process.) Do not use more

solder than is necessary to make a neat and effective bond.

Use heat sinks between the body of components and the

joint being soldered whenever small components and/or

short leads are involved. After soldering has been completed,

clip off excess wire, deflecting wire ends with a gloved

finger or other device to avoid damage to fingers, eyes,

or circuit components. Remove clipped leads from the chassis.

Clean the newly soldered area with a cotton-tipped swab

and flux remover solvent.
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Trigger Generator Troubleshooting Chart. Initial setup: TRIGGER at -+- AUTO; VOLTS/DIV at 5 DIV CAL; TIME/DIV at 1 mS; POSI-

TION controls ‘in’? and display centered; POWER — ON; Trig/Horiz Coupling switch at INT — AC.

Calibrato > 2V P-P Q253-
raner . No Vertical line No square wave No Q263

square-wave sig-|— 1 present on CRT | present at ~ multi
nal displayed Q263C inoperative

Yes Yes Yes

Check Sweep Generator

or Horizontal Amplifier

Can displa

Display Noo LL be stabilized with _No | Can display
stable manual! TRIGGER be stabilized with

operation manual TRIGGER

operation with

CAL OUT applied

Yes to EXT TRIG OR
HORIZ - INPUT

and Trig/Horiz

Coupling switch

Display sta- at EXT-DC

ble with manual 1] No TRIGGER
TRIGGER oper- [7 — — AUTO

ation switch

Yes

Note 3: Certain waveforms might not provide stable triggering in AUTO; use AUTO until display is

present, then stabilize the display with manual trigger operation, if necessary.

Fig. 4-5. Trigger Generator troubleshooting chart.

CAUTION

Use extreme care when soldering wafer-type switch

terminals. Excessive heat or solder flowing around

and beyond the rivet will destroy the contact's

springs tension. Excessive heat will damage plastic

switches.

Circuit Board Soldering Techniques. Use a 15 to 40

watt iron with a , inch tip. Keep the tip well tinned and

clean. Do not overheat components or circuit board. Do

not put excessive pressure on the board.

To remove a component, grip a lead with the tip of a

pair of needle-nosed pliers. Touch the tip of the soldering

4-8

iron to the connection. When the solder melts, gently pull

the lead from the board. If a clean hole is not left in the

board, reheat it and remove the solder with a solder remov-

ing device, or bore it out gently with a tooth-pick or similar

non-abrasive device.

Defective multiple-lead components that cannot be re-

moved by the above process should first be removed by

cutting the leads. Then remove the leads one at a time and

clean the holes as necessary. If the leads are not accessible,

remove the solder from each contact point with a solder

removing device, then work the component out, applying

heat alternately to the connections involved.
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Sweep Generator Troubleshooting Chart.

Horiz Coupling switch at INT — AC.

>= 2V_ square] qo Check

wave present atr-=— Trigger

Q263-C circuit

Yes

Vertical line or ~ 0.8V square

square wave on No | wave present at __No

CRT (use POSI- 0343 base

TION controls)

Yes

Square- wave

on CRT

Sweep

proper

length

Yes

Retrace

lines show

_— ea

_ No- __ Vertical

“| line on CRT

Yes

TD ckt

R347 ckt

Horiz Amp

Initial setup: Display is obtainable\in EXT HORIZ mode; VOLTS/DIV set at 5 DIV CAL;

TIME/DIV at .5 ms; POSITION controls ‘‘in’’ and centered; POWER — ON; VARIABLE controls at CAL; TRIGGER at + AUTO; Trig/

Vertical line

on left

Yes

—~ 5V
No

sawtooth =

at Q326-C

Horiz Amp

circuit

~ —o05v L——Ne_ _ _| ~ 10 mv No

across D303 across D303

a

Yes Yes

~ —05Vy |No D305 +0.2V No Mites eke
soe > == i

at Q305-C Q305 at Q305-C Q343

Yes

=~ 5V No
at Q326-c [

tN

— No | Vertical line
on right

Yes

=~ 5V DC No

at Q326-c [— A

. Yes

Fig. 4-6. Sweep Generator troubleshooting chart.
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Horizontal Amplifier Troubleshooting Chart.

Sweep

on left

Remove Q440 and

Q450; a vertical line | Nocrowded| No

of CRT or 2 vertically ori-

ented dots appear

Yes

Replace Q440 and

Q450;

5V P-P_ sawtooth

present at Q326-C

Yes

~ 150V_ sawtooth | No -~— — —
present at Q427-C

Yes

Q450

Q459

Initial setup: VOLTS/DIV at 5 DIV CAL; POSITION controls ‘‘in’’ and centered; TIME/

DIV at 1 mS; TRIGGER at + AUTO; Trig/Horiz Coupling switch at INT-AC; POWER — ON.

Fig. 4-7. Horizontal Amplifier troubleshooting chart.

Vertical Preamplifier and Output Amplifier Troubleshooting Chart. Initial setup: VOLTS/DIV at 5 DIV CAL; POSITION controls

and centered; TIME/DIV at 1 mS; TRIGGER at + AUTO, Trig/Horiz Coupling switch at INT — AC; POWER — ON.

Remove Q160 and

Q170; a_ horizontal

line appears across

center of CRT

Yes

Replace Q160 and

Q170; connect bases;

of Q103 and Q109

together; a horizon--—- — — — — Vert Out

tal line appears ac- Amp

ross center of CRT

Yes

Vert Pre-

Amp

hea

Fig. 4-8. Vertical circuit troubleshooting chart.
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115-230 V

wiring _

ferminals |

Power Regulator board aN

Fuse

{operating

power) ©

Power Supply

board

Main board

Battery Charger board

Vertical Attenuator

circuit board

POSITION bracket

To replace components, first bend the leads to the proper

shape. Cut the leads to proper size if the extra lead length

interferes with installation or cannot be reached for cutting

after installation. Insert the leads in holes and set the com-
ponent to the position of the original part. Reheat holes

if necessary for proper insertion of the part. Apply heat

sinks to component leads as necessary. The tips of needle-

nosed pliers serve as excellent heat sinks if only the com-

ponent being installed needs protection. Apply the iron

and a small amount of solder to the connection. Do not

remove the iron until the solder flows freely. After remov-

Ing the iron, hold the component steady until the solder is

firm. Clip any excess lead wire. Clean the soldered area

with a cotton-tipped swab and flux remover.

CAUTION

Ink used for circuit-board lettering will dissolve

when contacted by certain types of solvents.

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

General

These instructions outline the most expeditious methods for

removing components, or for exposing their surfaces so that

they may be inspected or worked on. Undue force should

not be used during disassembly or assembly. Soldering

®

Fig. 4-9. Location view; bottom of Oscilloscope and Power Pack.

should be done in accordance with the information given
earlier in this section under Soldering Instructions. Instruc-

tions for removing the Oscilloscope case and replacing the

Power Pack are contained in the Operating Instructions and

are not repeated here. The locations of specific parts of the

Oscilloscope are shown in Fig. 4-9. Transistor installation

information is contained in Fig. 4-13. The circuit boards are

shown in Fig. 4-14 through 4-21, and indicate component

locations and wire connecting points. .

Power Pack

General. The Power Pack can be removed from the Oscil-

loscope by disconnecting three square-pin connectors at

the circuit board, and releasing a toggle clamp at the front

of the Power Pack. It is recommended that the Power Pack

switch (at the rear of the Power Pack) be kept in the EXT

DC position during removal and while the Power Pack is

out of the Oscilloscope. This minimizes the number of points

to which the internal battery is connected.

WARNING

The battery used in the Power Pack is capable of

delivering a large amount of energy in a short time.

Rings, watch bands, or other metallic items which

short-circuit the battery can rapidly become hot

enough to cause severe burns.

4-11
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Circuit Board. Components on the Battery Charger cir-

cuit board can be replaced without removing the board. To

reach the under-side of the board, remove the three nuts

which hold the board in place. Turn the Power Pack over

to permit the washers to fall free of the board.

CAUTION

Do not allow components to become short circuited

while the battery pack is connected to the circuitry.

If a resistance check or disassembly is to be per-

formed, it is recommended that the battery lead

connected to terminal M of the circuit board be

unsoldered and taped to avold damage.

After the nuts and washers have been removed, the outer

end of the board can be lifted up, pivoting it on the wiring

cable. Be careful that the screw near the transformer does

not bind on the corner of the board. If the board must be

completely removed, the wire color code should be re-

corded before any wires are unsoldered.

Transformer. To remove the transformer, unsolder its

eight leads from the circuit board. Remove the Power Pack

cover plate from the opposite side by removing the six

screws from it. Then remove the two transformer mounting

bolts; the transformer can then be lifted out through the

hole in the side plate. See Fig. 4-10 for 115-230 V wiring

information.

Fuse. Access to the fuse can be obtained by pulling the

plastic cap off toward the bottom. When replacing it,

be sure that the grooves in the cap align with the fuse mount-

ing board. See Fig. 4-10 for 115-230 V fusing information.

Battery. The battery in the Power Pack is made up of

six 1.25V Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd) cells strapped together,

series-aiding. See Fig. 4-11. Background information re-

garding these cells is given in the Operating Instructions

section and should be read before any servicing is performed

on the battery.

Battery Pack Removal. Unsolder the two leads which

connect the battery pack to terminals | and M on the circuit

board. Free the one lead from the cable clamp. Tape up

one lead end (creating minimum bulk) so that the two leads

cannot come in contact with each other. Remove the nine

screws and the cover plate from the power connector side

of the Power Pack. Remove the three battery pack screws

through the access holes in the circuit board, freeing the

pack. Separate the pack from the rest of the unit, pulling the

pack leads through the hole in the circuit board. The bat-

tery holding bracket now can be removed by removing

one screw from each end. The pack can be re-installed by

reversing the procedure.

Servicing the Battery. The cells which make up the bat-

tery have been selected to meet specific performance re-

quirements and can be expected to maintain relatively

equal capabilities throughout the battery operating life.

Upsetting this balance of equality by introducing a strong

cell into a weak battery, or a weak cell into a strong bat-

tery, will precipitate reverse charging of the weakest cells,

as explained in the Operating Instructions.

If one cell is defective and fails while the rest of the

battery is still quite new, that cell may be replaced without

undue concern. The Tektronix Field Representative or Office

should be consulted before individual cells are replaced,

especially if the warranty is in effect.

Gas evolution and recombination takes place during bat-

tery charging. This creates a pressure within the cells which

they normally can withstand. If a cell becomes defective,

or a circuit failure causes the recommended charge rate to be

exceeded, excessive pressure builds up. The pressure may

rupture a relief vent, exhausting the gas. This action may

shorten the life of the cell, and will coat the surrounding

areas with a corrosive substance.

C D c D

(2 O

230 V 230V_

(2 O
E F E F

230 V connection; Fuse

size——0.125 A

115 V_ connection; Fuse

size—0O.25A

Fig. 4-10. Connections for 115 V and 230V AC operation. Place
insulated sleeves on unused square pins after changing the con-

nections.
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To terminal |

_Al

To terminal M

Fig. 4-11. Battery wiring.



The battery should be replaced if cells are badly corroded

or if excessive venting has obviously taken place. The ter-

minal voltage of each cell should be checked each main-

tenance period and any cells which are considerably lower

than the rest should be checked further. A cell with a very

low terminal voltage should not be charged in series with

other cells. If facilities are available, it should be charged

separately for 16 hours at a 180 mA rate. If, within that time,

it does not reach 1.25 V and hold it, it should be discarded.

If the cell appears satisfactory, it should be put back in use

for a few charge-discharge cycles and again checked.

If it is again considerably lower than the rest of the cells,

either the cell or the battery should be replaced, depending

upon the age of the battery pack or number of charge-

discharge cycles.

Individual Cell Replacement. When necessary, individ-

val cells can be removed and replaced by cutting the straps

which connect the two ends of the cell to the pack, and

soldering in a new cell. See Fig. 4-11. The cell type speci-

fied in the parts list must be used. Other types may not

function properly, despite operating claims. They may prove

to be a hazard to the instrument and to personnel. Oper-

ating time and/or temperatuure performance may be de-

graded. If, in an emergency, a substitute must be made, the

cell must be able to withstand a 180 mA charge rate. The

cells should then only be used as long as is necessary to

obtain the prescribed replacements.

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) and Trace Rotation

Coil

After the Oscilloscope cover has been removed, the CRT

and CRT shield can be removed through the following pro-

cedure:

Unscrew the black nylon thumb screw from directly behind

the CRT. Then extract the black plastic spacer from between

the CRT base and the chassis.

Remove the nut and bolt from the shield mounting bracket

located near the rear of the shield.

Slide the CRT and shield back by pushing gently on the

face of the CRT.

Raise up on the CRT and shield until the slack is taken

up on the front and rear cables, and then remove the base

socket from the CRT. Do not put too much strain on the

cables while removing the base socket. Avoid bending the

CRT base pins. The CRT is free to slide out of the front of

the shield once the base socket is removed, so be careful not

to drop it.

Slide the CRT out of the front of the shield. The trace

rotation coil in the shield now is accessible. However, its

two leads (which are soldered to terminals N and P at the

main circuit board) must be unsoldered before the coil or

the shield can be removed from the assembly.

Replacement. Reverse the procedure to replace the CRT,

observing the following precautions:

The rotation coil must be installed with its narrower

opening toward the rear of the shield.

CRT pin location and orientation in the Oscilloscope ts

shown in Fig. 4-12.

®
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Fig. 4-12. Sketch of CRT base as viewed from rear when installed

in oscilloscope.

Do not strike the flanges (near the face of the CRT) against

the shield when inserting the CRT in the shield.

When putting the CRT and shield in place, install the

CRT shield inside the flanges on the right and left sides of

the front panel CRT opening. The top of the shield must fit

below the double flange at the top of the front casting.

(The Oscilloscope case fits between the flanges.)

Replace the shield-bracket nut and bolt before the nylon

screw, but do not tighten them until the plastic spacer and

the nylon screw have been installed and tightened. The

flanged side of the plastic spacer should face the front of

the assembly, and the nylon screw must fit in the depression

at the center of the spacer.) Use moderate torque to fasten

the nylon screw, and then tighten the shield-bracket nut and

bolt.

Main Circuit Board

Most of the circuit components can be replaced without

removing the circuit board. If access is required to the under-

side of the board, proceed as follows:

Record the color code and then unsolder the six wires

which come from under the board at the rear panel, near

the center.

Record the color code and then unsolder the two wires

which come through the board near the side panel Ground

binding post.

Remove one screw from each end of the side control

panel, and remove the nut which is located near the inside-

center of the panel.

Remove the five screws which hold the board to the chas-

sis.

Lift the board and side panel away from the chassis,

hinging it on the cable harness at the front of the board.
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Position Bracket

Remove both POSITION knobs. Remove one securing nut

and lock washer from each end of the POSITION bracket.

Move the rear of the bracket away from the chassis, as far as

the cables will allow. Then move the bracket back and out,

hinging it on the cables at the rear of the bracket.

TRIGGER Control Assembly

Remove the TRIGGER knob; then remove the nut and flat

washer from the exposed bushing. Lift the rear of the assem-

bly away from the chassis and pull it back until the shaft

clears the front panel. Note that the internal lock washer is

in place between the TRIGGER assembly and the front panel

during re-installation.

INPUT and Trig/Horiz Coupling Switches

These can be removed after two nuts have been removed

from the back, and the pressure-fit knob has been pulled from

the lever arm. To avoid damage to switch contacts, un-

solder the coupling capacitor (C20) before removing the

INPUT Coupling switch.

POWER Switch

The face plate must be removed from the Oscilloscope to

expose the two machine screws holding this switch in

place. The black-and-green plastic indicator plate should

be removed and set aside until re-assembly.

Power Regulator Enclosure

Access to the enclosure can be had by removing two nuts

and bolts from the front and one machine screw from the rear

of the cover.

WARNING

More than 2000 V is present in the enclosure when

the Oscilloscope is energized.

Fuse. The fuse (operating power) is located at the rear

of the compartment on the component side of the Power

Regulator board. It can be replaced without removing the

board. The cause of a blown fuse should be investigated

before replacing it. Only 1A- 250V fast blow fuses should

be used as replacements. A spare fuse is provided with

the Oscilloscope and is contained in the spare-fuse holder

located near the Attenuator circuit board.

Power Regulator Circuit Board. Access to the compon-

ent side of this board and to the other circuitry in the com-

partment can be had by removing the three screws from the

upper surface, and then lifting the board up and out, pivot-

ing it on the wiring harness .at the side of the board.

Power Supply Circuit Board. For access to the bottom of

this board, perform the following:

4-14

Remove the Power Regulator circuit board. Then unscrew

the three nylon mounting posts. Turn the Oscilloscope up-

side-down to permit two lock washers to fall free, and set

them aside until re-assembly. During re-assembly, replace the

two lock washers on the innermost machine screws. Do not

put a washer on the outer screw.

Using the flat side of the tip of a screwdriver, push the

three plastic collets (which encircles the cables) out of their

mounting holes and up the cables. Apply moderate pressure

to alternate points on the collets until they are worked out

of the holes.

Raise up on the board, keeping it parallel to the chassis

until it is clear of the mounting screws. Then raise up its

outer edge to expose the under-side of the board.

Transformer and Toroids. Leads should be tagged, or

a written record should be made of the connections whenever

these components are removed. The windings can be recog-

nized by the point at which they leave the assembly; the

ends can be distinguished either by lead length or by color

code. Do not untwist any of the paired leads.

VOLTS/DIV, TIME/DIV, FOCUS and

INTENSITY Control Assemblies

The front casting must be loosened and swung down and

forward in order to remove these controls. Proceed as fol-

lows:

Remove the CRT and shield, following the previously-

given directions. Using a 4 inch allen wrench, loosen two

set screws in the VOLTS/DIV knob and two in the TIME/DIV

knob. Loosen one set screw in each of the variable knobs

and in the POSITION knobs and the TRIGGER knob. Pull

all of the knobs (except for the POWER switch) off their

shafts.

Remove the four machine screws which fasten to the chassis

frame posts.

Remove the screw which holds the frame post and Power

Pack toggle clamp to the chassis, and remove the frame

post.

Open the Power Regulator Enclosure and remove the Power

Regulator circuit board. Remove the machine screw from

the frame post, moving the foil shield as necessary. Remove

the frame post from the assembly.

The front casting can now be swung down and forward

sufficiently to permit access to, or removal of, the controls

under consideration.

LOW BATT Indicator

The indicator lamp is soldered to the base cap which is

snapped in place over the indicator holder. To remove it,

force the cap off the holder.
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Specific Applications eS All Other Applications
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insulating emitter
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Fig. 4-13. Transistor data.
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Fig. 4-15. Main circuit board (partial); right side—trigger and horizontal circuit components.
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‘H’ Shid for ‘G ‘fo X10 VERT GAIN sw

‘I’ Shid from ‘AE’ ‘K’ to X10 VERT GAIN sw

‘D’ to cw cont, VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV

B’ to center cont vert POSITION

‘AQ’ to pin 7, CRT

POWER sw ‘AR’ to pin 11, CRT

Fig. 4-16. Main circuit board (partial); left side—wire connections.
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‘L’ to pin 6, CRT

‘M' to pin 3, CRT

‘'N’ to frece rotation coil, CRT

‘O’ to ecw cont, VARIABLE TIME/DIV

‘P’ to trace rotation coil, CRT

‘S’ to TRIGGER, IF-2

‘U’ to Trig/Horiz Coupling sw and €209

‘T’ to TIME/DIV sw, 4R-17

‘R' -+5 V from ‘C’ Pwr Reg bd‘BR’ to TIME/DIV sw, 2F-11

‘BQ’ to TIME/DIV sw, 2F&R-13

‘BP’ to TIME/DIV sw, 2F&R-17-

‘Q’ to +5 V to front panel

‘BO' to TIME/DIV sw, 2F&R-16 —_ | > ——__—— VY" to Trig/Horiz Coupling sw

‘BN’ to TIME/DIV sw, . , ‘W’ to TRIGGER, 2F-1

‘X’ to TRIGGER, 2F-7

‘BM’ to TIME/DBIV sw, ‘Y’ —5V from ‘D’, Pwr Reg bd

‘BL’ to LOW BATT light -

‘BK’ to ‘lV’, Pwr Reg bd
‘Z' —S3 V to front panel

‘AA’ to TRIGGER, IR-5

——_—____——'AB’ to TRIGGER, 18-3

‘BH to 10 HORIZ MAG sw

‘BF’ Shid for ‘BE’

‘BG’ Shid for ‘BH’

‘BE’ to TIME/DIV sw, 5F-10

‘AC’ to TIME/DIV sw, 4F&R-10

‘AZ' Shid for ‘AY’

‘AY’ to TIME/DIV sw, 2F-10

‘AX’ to TIME/DIV sw, 1F-11

& ’ %

‘BA’ to 10 HORIZ MAG sw AD’ to X10 VERT GAIN sw

‘BB’ Shid for ‘BA’ ‘AE’ Shid for ‘AD’ and ‘AF’

<——‘AF' to X10 VERT GAIN sw

‘AW’ to ew cont, horiz POSITION -

‘AH’ to CAL OUT conn

‘AV’ hori ITION - |AV’ to ccw cont, horiz POSITION: ‘AG’ Shid for ‘AH’

‘Al’ to EXT BLANK conn

‘AO’ +175 V from ‘B’, Pwr Sup bd-

‘AP’ to pin 4, CRT

‘AN’ + 100V from ‘C’, Pwr Sup rea |
‘AJ’ to OFF position, POWER sw

‘AL’ +100V to pin 5, CRT ‘AK’ to pin 9, CRT

‘AM’ to pin 2, CRT

Fig. 4-17. Main circuit board (partial); right side—wire connections.
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To shld in VOLTS/DIV sw

To VOLTS/DIV sw, 3F-5 To VOLTS/DIV sw, 2R-6

To VOLTS/DIV sw, 3R-6 To VOLTS/DIV sw, 1F-6

To INPUT sw

‘To VOLTS/DIV sw, 1F-3

To VOLTS/DIV sw, 1F-12

To VOLTS/D , 3R-o VOLTS/DIV sw, 3R-5 To VOLTS/DIV sw, 2R-12

To VOLTS/DIV sw, 3F-6 To VOLTS/DIV sw, 2R-3

Coax shld to ‘H’, Main bd

FRONT >

Fig. 4-18. Vertical Attenuator circuit board.

‘D’ to: term 2 T601,

wire w/conn for

selecting 115 V/

‘C’ to: term 1 1601, 230 V operation

AC POWER conn, ‘FE’ to:| mney F’ to: term 3 T601, ‘GR’ to: gnd at J16,

pin conn for wire w/conn for select- AC POWER conn

operation ing 115 V/230 V operation

‘B’ to term 5, T601 Pin conn for 230 V operation ; WH" to: oN On Sup bd;

‘BL’ to: POWER sw,

Power Pack sw
‘A’ to term 6, T601 ——__-» 4

0577-00

‘E’ to: term 4 T6001, ‘K’ from J612, —EXT DC INPUT

F601,

pin conn for 115 V
: ‘L’ to Power Pack sw

operation

‘G’ to emitter Q617 -

‘H’ to term 8, T601

‘ to + term, bat

‘)’ to Power Pack sw

‘N’ to Power Pack sw

‘O’ to base Q617

———--- ‘BP’ to term 7, T6Q01 [FRONT

Fig. 4-19. Battery Charger circuit board.
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‘A’ to ‘K’, Pwr Reg bd

‘R’ to ccw cont, INTENSITY

‘Q’ to ecw cont, FOCUS

‘P’ to: pin 1, CRT

‘N’ to

‘M’ to: pin 13 CRT,

center cont FOCUS

GND to: ‘B’, Pwr Reg bd

‘BI’, Main bd

‘WH’, Bat Chgr bd

‘L’ to pin 14, CRT

‘O’ to cw cont, INTENSITY

‘K’ to pin 12, CRT

fo ‘Cc’ +100 V to ‘AN’, Main bd
‘B’ +175 V to ‘AO’, Main bd

‘L’, Pwr Reg bd

‘H’, Pwr Reg bd

‘FP? —5V from ‘J’,
>. aed

Pwr Reg bd

‘G’ to ‘Il’, Pwr Reg bd

+14V to ‘G’, Pwr Reg bd

‘I’ to ‘F’, Pwr Reg bd

‘J’ to ‘E’, Pwr Reg bd

FRONT >

Fig. 4-20. Power Supply circuit board.

‘F’ to ‘Il’, Pwr Sup bd

‘E’ to ‘J’, Pwr Sup bd

‘D' —5 V to ‘Y’, Main bd

‘Cc’ +5 V to ‘R’, Main bd

‘B’ to GND on Pwr Sup bd

‘A’ to ON position, POWER sw

‘G’
+14V to: ‘H’, Pwr Sup bd

‘BJ’, Main bd

‘G’, Pwr Sup bd

‘BK’, Main bd

‘J’ —5V to ‘F’, Pwr Sup hd

‘K’ to ‘A’, Pwe Sup bd

‘L’ to ‘D’, Pwr Sup bd

Fig. 4-21. Power Regulator circuit board.
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SECTION 5

PERFORMANCE CHECK

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the

rear of the manual.

Introduction

This section of the manual provides a procedure for check-

ing the performance of the Type 323. This procedure checks

the operation of the instrument without removing the cabi-

net or making internal adjustments. However, the adjustment

procedure is given for screwdriver adjustments which are

accessible without removing the cabinet.

If the instrument does not meet the performance require-

ments given in this procedure, internal checks and/or ad-

justments are required. See the Calibration section of this

manual. All performance requirements correspond to those

given in Section 1 of this manual.

NOTE

All waveforms shown in this section are actual

photographs taken directly from the graticule.

Recommended Test Equipment

The following test equipment and accessories are recom-

mended for a complete performance check. Specifications

given are the minimum necessary to perform this procedure.

All equipment is assumed to be calibrated and operating

within the given specifications. If equipment is substituted,

it must meet or exceed the specifications of the recommended

equipment.

For the most accurate and convenient procedure, special

Tektronix calibration fixtures are used in this procedure.

These special calibration fixtures are available from Tek-

tronix, Inc. Order by part number through your local Tek-

tronix Field Office or representative.

1. Variable DC power supply.*. Voltage range, +6 to

+8 volts; current capability, 0.75 ampere; output voltage

measured within 3%; must have meter to indicate output

voltage.

2. Time-mark generator. Marker outputs, 0.5 microsecond

to five seconds; marker accuracy, within 0.1%. Tektronix

Type 184 Time-Mark Generator recommended.

3. Standard amplitude calibrator. Amplitude accuracy,

within 0.25%; signal amplitude, five millivolts to 100 volts;

output signal, square wave and positive DC; must have

mixed display feature. Tektronix calibration fixture 067-

0502-00: recommended.

4, Square-wave generator. Must have the following out-

put capabilities (may be obtained from separate generators):

120 volts amplitude at one kilohertz repetition rate with a

One microsecond risetime; 500 millivolts into 50 ohms at

*May be deleted and instrument connected directly to applicable

power source if step 1 is not performed.

®

one kilohertz and one megahertz repetition rates with a

50 nanosecond risetime. Tektronix Type 106 Square-Wave

Generator recommended (meets both output requirements).

5. High-frequency constant-amplitude sine-wave generator.

Frequency, 350 kilohertz to above four megahertz, reference

frequency, 50 kilohertz; output amplitude, variable from five

millivolts to 0.5 volt into 50 ohms; amplitude accuracy, con-

stant within 3% at 50 kilohertz and from 350 kilohertz to

above four megahertz. Tektronix Type 191 Constant Ampli-

tude Signal Generator recommended.

6. Low-frequency constant-amplitude sine-wave generator.

Frequency, two hertz to 100 kilohertz; output amplitude,

variable from 50 millivolts to 16 volts peak to peak; ampli-

tude accuracy, constant within 3% from two hertz to 100

kilohertz. For example, General Radio 1310-A Oscillator

(use a General Radio Type 274QBJ Adaptor to provide

BNC output).

7. Cable (two). Impedance, 50 ohms; type, RG-58/U;

length, 42 inches; connectors, BNC. Tektronix Part No. 012-

0057-00.

8. Adapter. Adapts GR874 connector to BNC male con-

nector. Tektronix Part No. 017-0063-00.

9. Termination. Impedance, 50 ohms; accuracy, —+3%;

connectors, BNC. Tektronix Part No. 011-0049-00.

10. 10X attenuator. Impedance, 50 ohms; accuracy,

+3%; connectors, BNC. Tektronix Part No. 011-0059-00.

11. Input RC normalizer. Time constant, 1 megohm X

47 pF; attenuation, 2X; connectors, BNC. Tektronix cali-

bration fixture 067-0541 -00.

12. 10X probe for Type 323. Tektronix P6049 Probe rec-

ommened (supplied accessory).

13. BNC post jack. Tektronix Part No. 012-0092-00.

14. BNC T connector. Tektronix Part No. 103-0030-00.

15. Patch cord. Length, six inches; connectors, banana

plug-jack and BNC male. Tektronix Part No. 012-0089-00

(supplied accessory).

16. Patch cord. Length, 18 inches; connectors, banana

plug-jack and BNC male. Tektronix Part No. 012-0091 -00.

17. Screwdirver. Three-inch shaft, 3/3,-inch bit for slotted

screws. Tektronix Part No. 003-0192-00.

PERFORMANCE CHECK PROCEDURE

General

In the following procedure, control settings or test equip-

ment connections should be changed only as directed. If
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only a partial check is desired, refer to the preceding

step(s) for setup information, External controls or adjust-

ments of the Type 323 referred to in this procedure are

capitalized (e.g., VOLTS/DIY).

The following procedure uses the equipment listed under

Recommended Test Equipment. If equipment is substituted,

control settings or setup may need to be altered to meet the

requirements of the equipment used.

Preliminary Procedure

1. Connect the Type 323 to the variable DC power supply

output (set for +8 volts) or directly to a power source (if

step 1 is deleted) which meets the voltage and frequency

requirements of this instrument.

NOTE

Battery operation can be used for this procedure

if the internal batteries are fully charged before

proceeding.

2. Set the Type 323 controls as follows:

Vertical Controls

VOLTS/DIV 01

VARIABLE CAL

INPUT GND

Vertical POSITION Midrange

X10 VERT GAIN Pushed in

Triggering Controls

TRIGGER + AUTO

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG AC

EXT TRIG OR 1x

HORIZ ATTEN

(side panel)

Horizontal Controls

TIME/DIV 1 ms

VARIABLE CAL

Horizontal POSITION Midrange

X10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

CRT Controls

FOCUS

INTENSITY

Adjust for focused display

Adjust for visible display

Power Controls

POWER ON

Power Pack (rear panel) As necessary for power

source

3. Set the POWER switch to ON. Allow several minutes -

warm up before proceeding.

1. Check Low Batteries Indicator

REQUIREMENT—LOW BATT light begins to flash when

applied DC voltage is reduced to +6.25 volts, £0.31 voll.

5-2

a. Slowly decrease the output voltage of the variable

DC power supply.

b. CHECK—LOW BATT light begins to flash when vari-

able DC power supply output voltage is +6.25 volts, 0.31

volt (if variable DC power supply does not have an accu-

rate meter to indicate output voltage, use an accurate DC

voltmeter to monitor the output for this step).

c. Return variable DC power supply output voltage to

+8 volts.

2. Check Variable Volits/Division Balance

REQUIREMENT—Less than one division vertical trace

shift as the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control is rotated through-

out its range.

a. Position the trace to the center horizontal line with

the vertical POSITION control.

b. CHECK—Rotate the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV_ control

throughout its range. Trace should not move more than one

division vertically (if the trace is not visible at all, preadjust

the VAR V/DIV BAL adjustment to bring the trace on

screen).

c. If there is excessive trace shift, adjust the VAR V/DIV

BAL adjustment (on bottom of instrument) for no trace shift

as the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control is rotated. If neces-

sary, use the vertical POSITION control to keep the trace

on screen during this adjustment.

3. Check Vertical «10 Balance

REQUIREMENT—Less than one division vertical trace shift

as the X10 VERT GAIN switch is pulled out.

a. Return the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control to CAL.

b. Position the trace to the center horizontal line with

the vertical POSITION control.

c. Pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch out. Be careful not

to change knob position as the *10 VERT GAIN switch

is pulled out. ,

d. CHECK—Trace shift less than 1.5 divisions vertically.

e. If there is excessive trace shift, adjust the VERT 10

BAL adjustment (on bottom) for minimum trace shift as the

10 VERT GAIN switch is pulled out (if adjustment is made,

recheck step 2).

4. Check Astigmatism

REQUIREMENT—Best definition of marker display.

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 5

INPUT DC

X10 VERT GAIN Pushed in

b. Set the INTENSITY control midway between a barely

visible trace and fully clockwise.

c. Connect the time-mark generator (Type 184) to the

VERT INPUT connector with the 42-inch BNC cable.



d. Set the time-mark generator for one millisecond mark-

ers.

e. If necessary set the TRIGGER control for a stable dis-

play.

f. CHECK—Markers should be well defined within the

areas indicated in Fig. 5-1 with optimum setting of focus

control.

g. If necessary, adjust FOCUS control and ASTIG adjust-

ment (on bottom) for the best definition of the markers with-

in the areas indicated in Fig. 5-1.

Fig. 5-1. Typical CRT display when checking astigmatism.

5. Check Trace Alignment

REQUIREMENT—Trace parallel to horizontal graticule

lines.

a. Position the baseline of the marker display to the cen-

ter horizontal line with the vertical POSITION control.

b. CHECK—Baseline of marker display should be parallel

to the center horizontal line.

c. If necessary, adjust the TRACE ROTATION adjustment

(on bottom) so the baseline of the marker display is par-

allel to the center horizontal line.

6. Check CRT Geometry

REQUIREMENT—0.1 division or less curvature of markers.

a. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to .1.

b. Position the baseline of the marker display below the

bottom of the graticule with the vertical POSITION control.

c. CHECK—CRT display for curvature of vertical lines

(markers) within maximum deviation of 0.1 division from

straight line. Fig. 5-2 shows a typical display of good geom-

etry.

d. Disconnect the time-mark generator.

®
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e. Position the trace to the top line of the graticule with

the vertical POSITION control.

f. CHECK—Deviation from straight line should not exceed

0.1 division.

g. Position the trace to the bottom of the graticule with

the vertical POSITION control.

h. CHECK—Deviation from straight line should not ex-

ceed 0.1 division.

Fig. 5-2. Typical CRT display showing good geometry.

7. Check Limit Centering

REQUIREMENT—Less than 0.1 division compression or ex-

pansion of a center screen two-division signal when positioned

to the top and bottom of the graticule area.

a. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 5 DIV CAL.

b. Position the bottom of the display to the first grati-

cule line below the center horizontal line.

c. Reduce the display to exactly two divisions with the

VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control.

d. Position the top of the display to the top horizontal

line of the graticule.

e. CHECK—Compression or expansion of signal 0.1 divi-

sion or less.

f. Position the bottom of the display to the bottom hori-

zontal line of the graticule.

g. CHECK—Compression or expansion of signal 0.1 divi-

sion or less.

8. Check Vertical x1 Gain

REQUIREMENT—Five divisions of deflection at 0.1 VOLTS/

DIV with 50-millivolt square-wave input.

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV (01

VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV ~CAL

Vertical POSITION Midrange
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b. Connect the standard amplitude calibrator (067-0502-

00) output connector to the VERT INPUT connector with the

42-inch BNC cable.

c. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a 50-millivolt

square-wave output.

d. CHECK—CRT display for five divisions of deflection.

e. If necessary, adjust the VERT 1 GAIN adjustment

(on bottom) for exactly five divisions of deflection.

9. Check Vertical *10 Gain

REQUIREMENT—Five divisions of deflection at 0.01

VOLTS/DIV with X10 VERT GAIN switch pulled out and

a five-millivolt square-wave input.

a. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a five-milli-

volt square-wave output.

b. Pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch.

c. CHECK—CRT display for five divisions of deflection.

d. If necessary, adjust the VERT X10 GAIN adjustment

(on bottom) for exactly five divisions of deflection.

10. Check Vertical Deflection Accuracy

REQUIREMENT—Vertical deflection within 3% of VOLTS/

DIV switch indication.

a. Push the 10 VERT GAIN switch in.

b. CHECK—Using the VOLTS/DIV switch and standard

amplitude calibrator settings given in Table 5-1, check ver-

tical deflection within 3% in each position of the VOLTS/

DIV switch.

11. Check Variable Volts/Division Control

Range

REQUIREMENT—Continuously variable deflection factor

between the calibrated VOLTS/DIV steps.

a. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a 50-milli-

volt square-wave output.

b. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 01

INPUT AC

c. Center the display about the center horizontal line

with the vertical POSITION control.

d. CHECK—Rotate the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control fully

counterclockwise. Display must be reduced to two divisions

or less (indicates adequate range for continuously variable

deflection factor between the calibrated steps.)

12. Check Input Coupling Switch Operation

REQUIREMENT—Correct signal coupling in each position

of the INPUT switch.

a. Set the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control to CAL.

b. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a 20-milli-

volt square-wave output.

c. Center the display about the center horizontal line

with the vertical POSITION control.

d. Set the INPUT switch to GND.

e. CHECK—CRT display for straight line near the center

horizontal line.

f. Set the INPUT switch to DC.

g. CHECK—CRT display for square wave with the bottom

near the center horizontal line.

h. Disconnect all test equipment.

13. Check Trace Shift Due To Input Current

REQUIREMENT—Trace shift neglible (0.085 division max-

imum).

TABLE 5-1

Vertical Deflection Accuracy

VOLTS/DIV Standard Vertical Maximum Error

switch amplitude deflection for #3% accuracy

setting calibrator output in divisions ( divisions)

01 50 millivolts 5 Previously set exactly in

step 9

02 0.1 volt 5 +0.15

05 0.2 volt 4 +0.12

| 0.5 volt 5 +0.15

2 1 volt 5 +0.15

5 2 volts 4 +0.12

1 5 volts 5 +0.15

2 10 volts 5 +0.15

5 20 volts 4 +0.12

10 50 volts 5 +0.15

20 100 volts 5 +0.15



a. Change the following control settings:

INPUT GND

x10 VERT GAIN Pulled out

the vertical POSITION control.

c. CHECK—Set the INPUT switch to DC. Trace shift

should be neglible (0.085 division maximum).

14. Check Input Capacitance

REQUIREMENT—47 pF, 4 pF.

a. Change the following control settings:

X10 VERT GAIN Pushed in

TIME/DIV ms

b. Connect the square-wave generator (Type 106) high-

amplitude output connector to the VERT INPUT connector

through the GR to BNC adapter 10 BNC attenuator 42-

inch 50-ohm BNC cable, 50-ohm BNC termination and 47

pF input RC normalizer, in given order.

c. Set the square-wave generator for a_ five-division

display at one kiloheriz.

d. CHECK—CRT display for 0.2 division, or less, over-

shoot or rounding (47 pF, -&4 pF).

e. Disconnect all test equipment.

15. Check Volts/Division Switch Compensation

REQUIREMENT—Optimum square corner and flat top

within +1% or —1% at one kilohtrtz.

a. Connect the P6049 Probe to the VERT INPUT connector.

b. Install the GR to BNC adapter 10 BNC attenuator,

50-ohm BNC termination and BNC post jack on the square-

wave generator high-amplitude output connector in given

order.

c. Connect the probe tip to the BNC post jack.

d. Set the square-wave generator for a five-division dis-

play at one kilohertz.

e. Compensate the probe as described in the probe

instruction manual. Note any aberrations which cannot be

compensated for with the probe.

f. Pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch and set the square-

wave generator for a five-division display. Again note the

aberrations on the display.

g. Push the X10 VERT GAIN switch in.

h. Remove the 50-ohm BNC termination and reconnect

the BNC post jack on the output of the 10 BNC atten-

vator.

i. CHECK—CRT display at each VOLTS/DIV switch set-

ing for optimum square corner and flat top within +1% or

—1% of the response noted in part e (or part f when X10

VERT GAIN switch is pulled out). Readjust the generator

®
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output and remove the attenuator as necessary to maintain a

five-division display (pull the 10 VERT GAIN switch for

5, 10 and 20 positions).

|. Disconnect all test equipment.

16. Check High-Frequency Compensation

REQUIREMENT—Optimum square-wave response with peak

aberrations not to exceed +2% or —2%, or total aber-

rations not to exceed 3% peak to peak.

a. Change the following conrol settings:

x10 VERT GAIN Pushed in

TIME/DIV 5 ps

x10 HORIZ MAG Pulled out

b. Connect the square-wave generator fast-rise + output

connector to the VERT INPUT connector through the GR to

BNC adapter, 42-inch BNC cable, 10% BNC attenuator

and the 50-ohm BNC termination.

c. Set the square-wave generator for a four-division dis-

play at 100 kilohertz.

d. Move the leading edge of the square-wave onto the

viewing area with the horizontal POSITION control.

e. CHECK—CRT display for optimum square-wave re-

sponse similar to Fig. 5-3 with peak aberrations not to ex-

ceed +2% or —2%, or total aberrations not to exceed 3%

peak to peak.

f. Disconnect all test equipment.

Fig. 5-3. Typical CRT display showing correct high-frequency com-

pensation.

17. Check Upper Vertical Bandwidth Limit

REQUIREMENT—Not more than —3 dB at four megahertz.

a. Change the following control settings:

TIME/DIV 1 ms

10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

b. Connect the high-frequency constant-amplitude sine-

wave generator (Type 191) to the VERT INPUT connector
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through the GR to BNC adapter, 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable,

10 BNC attenuator and the 50-ohm BNC termination.

c. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a four-divi-

sion display, centered about the center horizontal line, at

its reference frequency (50 kilohertz).

d. Without changing the output amplitude, increase the

output frequency of the generator until the display Is re-

duced to 2.8 divisions (—3 dB point).

e. CHECK—Output frequency of generator must be four

megahertz or higher.

18. Check 10 Vertical Gain Upper Bandwidth

Limit

REQUIREMENT—Not more than —3 cB at 2.75 megahertz.

a. Pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch out.

b. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a four-divi-

sion display, centered about the center horizontal line, at

its reference frequency (50 kilohertz).

c. Without changing the output amplitude, increase the

output frequency of the generator until the display is re-

duced to 2.8 divisions (—3 dB point).

d. CHECK—Output frequency of generator must be 2.75

megahertz or higher.

e. Disconnect all test equipment.

19. Check AC-Coupled Lower Vertical

Bandwidth Limit

REQUIREMENT—Not more than —3 dB at two hertz.

a. Connect the low-frequency constant-amplitude gener-

ator to the VERT INPUT connector through the 42-inch 50-

ohm BNC cable and the 50-ohm BNC termination.

b. Change the following control settings:

INPUT AC

x10 VERT GAIN Pushed in

TIME/DIV 5S

c. Set the low-frequency generator for a four-division

display, centered about the center horizontal line, at a refer-

ence frequency of one kilohertz.

d. Without changing the output amplitude, reduce the

output frequency of the generator to two hertz.

e. CHECK—CRT display 2.8 divisions, or greater, in

amplitude (not more than —3 dB).

f. Disconnect all test equipment.

20. Check Magnifier Registration

REQUIREMENT—Less than one-division shift of marker at

center vertical line when switching *10 HORIZ MAG on

(pulled out). |
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a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 5

INPUT DC

TIME/DIV 1 ms

b. Connect the time-mark generator to the VERT INPUT

connector through a 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable and a 50-

ohm BNC termination.

c. Set the time-mark generator for five-millisecond mark-

ers.

d. Position the middle marker (three markers on total mag-

nified sweep) to the center vertical line (see Fig. 5-4A).

e. Pull the 10 HORIZ MAG switch out. Be careful not

to change the knob position as the X10 HORIZ MAG

switch is pulled out.

f. CHECK—Middle marker should be within one divi-

sion of the center vertical line (see Fig. 5-48).

(A)

(B)

Fig. 5-4. Typical CRT display showing correct magnifier registration;

(A) X10 HORIZ MAG switch pushed in, (B) X10 HORIZ MAG

switch pulled out.

21. Check Normal Sweep Timing Accuracy

REQUIREMENT—5 ps to .2s/DIV, within 3% over middle

eight divisions of the display; .5s and 1s/DIV, within 4%

over middle eight divisions of display.



a. Push the 10 HORIZ MAG switch in.

b. CHECK—Using the TIME/DIV switch and time-mark

generator settings given in Table 5-2, check normal sweep

timing within the given tolerances over the middle eight

divisions of the display. Set the TRIGGER control as neces-

sary for a stable display in the variable positive-slope area.

Fig. 5-5 shows a typical CRT display when checking sweep

timing.

Second

marker

Fig. 5-5. Typical CRT display when checking normal sweep timing.

NOTE

Unless otherwise noted, use the middle eight hort-

zontal divisions between second and tenth vertical

lines of the graticule when checking timing.

22. Check Variable Time/Division Control

Range

REQUIREMENT—Continuously variable sweep rate be-

tween the calibrated TIME/DIV switch settings.

a. Set the time-mark generator for 10-millisecond mark-

ers.

b. Set the TRIGGER control for a stable display in the

variable positive-slope area.

c. Position the markers to the far left and right vertical

lines of the graticule with the horizontal POSITION control.

d. Turn the VARIABLE TIME/DIV control fully counter-

clockwise.

e. CHECK—CRT display for four-division maximum spacing

between markers (indicates adequate range for continuously

variable sweep rates between the calibrated steps).

23. Check Sweep Length

REQUIREMENT—10.5 to 11 divisions.

a. Return the VARIABLE TIME/DIV control to CAL.

®
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TABLE 5-2

Normal Sweep Timing Accuracy

Allowable

TIME/DIV Time-mark CRT display | error for

switch generator (markers/ given

setting output division) accuracy

5 ps 5 microsecond 1 0.24 division

10 pus 10 microsecond 1 (within 3%)

20 ys 10 microsecond 2

50 jus 50 microsecond ]

.1 ms 0.1 millisecond 1

.2ms 0.1 millisecond 2

ms 0.5 millisecond ]

1 ms 1 millisecond |

2 ms 1 millisecond 2

5 ms 5 millisecond 1

10 ms 10 millisecond ]

20 ms 10 millisecond 2

50 ms 50 millisecond 1

ls 0.1 second 1

25 0.1 second 2

5s 0.5 second ] 0.32 division

ls 1 second 1 (within 4%)

b. Set the time-mark generator for one-millisecond markers.

c. Adjust the TRIGGER control for a stable display in the

variable positive-slope area.

d. Move the eleventh marker (only part of the first marker

may be visible) to the tenth vertical line with the horizontal

POSITION control.

e. CHECK—Sweep length between 10.5 and 11 divisions

as shown by 0.5 to one division of display to the right of the

tenth vertical line.

24. Check Magnified Sweep Timing Accuracy

REQUIREMENT—20 ps to .2s/DIV, within 4% over middle

eight divisions of the CRT display with the X10 HORIZ MAG

switch pulled out; 5 and 10 ys/DIV and .5 and 1s/DIV,

within 5% over middle eight divisions of the CRT display

with the X10 HORIZ MAG switch pulled out. Check accuracy

of each ten division portion of the total magnified sweep

length within 4% at 1 ms/DIV.

a. Change the following control settings:

TRIGGER Stable positive-slope

triggering

Horizontal POSITION Midrange

x HORIZ MAG Pulled out

b. CHECK—Using the TIME/DIV switch and_ time-mark

generator settings given in Table 5-3, check magnified timing

within the given tolerances over the middle eight-division

portion of the total magnified sweep length. Set the TRIGGER

control as necessary for a stable display in the variable

positive-slope area.

c. Set the time-mark generator for 0.1-millisecond mark-

ers.

d. Set the TIME/DIV switch to 1 ms.
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e. Position the first ten-division portion of the total mag-

nified sweep onto the viewing area with the horizontal

POSITION control.

f. CHECK—One marker each division between the sec-

ond and tenth vertical lines. Marker at tenth vertical line

must be within 0.32 division (within 4%) of that line when the

marker at the second vertical line is positioned exactly.

g. Repeat this check for each ten division portion of the

total magnified sweep length.

TABLE 5-3

Magnified Sweep Timing Accuracy

Allowable

TIME/DIV Time-mark CRT display | error for

switch generator (markers/ given

setting output division) accuracy

5 ps 0.5 microsecond 1 0.4 division

10 us 1 microsecond 1 (within 5%}

20 ps 1 microsecond 2 0.32 division

50 us 5 microsecond 1 (within 4%)

.l ms 10 microsecond 1

2ms 10 microsecond 2

5 ms 50 microsecond ]

1 ms 0.1 millisecond 1

2 ms 0.1 millisecond 2

5 ms 0.5 millisecond 1

10 ms 1 millisecond ]

20 ms 1 millisecond 2

50 ms 5 millisecond 1

ls 10 millisecond ]

25s 10 millisecond 2

js 50 millisecond 1 0.4 division

ls 0.1 second 1 (within 5%)

25. Check External Horizontal Variable Balance

REQUIREMENT—No trace shift as EXT HORIZ VAR con-

trol is rotated throughout its range.

a. Change the following control settings:

INPUT GND

Trig/Horiz Coupling EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

DC

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ 1x
ATTEN

TIME/DIV EXT HORIZ

b. Position the dot to the center of the graticule with

the POSITION controls.

c. CHECK—Rotate the EXT HORIZ VAR control (VARIABLE

TIME/DIV) throughout its range. Dot should not move hori-

zontally. |

26. Check External Horizontal Deflection Factor

REQUIREMENT—200 to 300 millivolts/division.

a. Change the following control settings:
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EXT HORIZ VAR

X10 HORIZ MAG

CAL (clockwise}

Pushed in

b. Position the dot to the left vertical line of the graticule

with the horizontal POSITION control.

c. Connect the standard amplitude calibrator to the EXT

TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT connector with the 42-inch BNC

cable.

d. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a two-volt

square-wave output.

e. CHECK—CRT display for horizontal deflection of

6.7 to 10 divisions between dots (200 to 300 millivolts/divi-

sion).

27. Check External Horizontal Deflection Factor

with 10x Attenuation

REQUIREMENT—Two to three volts/division.

a. Set the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN switch (side panel)

to 10X.

b. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a 20-volt

square-wave output.

c. CHECK—CRT display for horizontal deflection of 6.7

to 10 divisions between dots (two to three volts/division).

28. Check External Horizontal Variable Control

Range

REQUIREMENT—10:1 range, or greater.

a. Turn the EXT HORIZ VAR control fully counterclockwise.

b. CHECK—CRT display not more than one-tenth of the

deflection measured in previous step (10:1 range, or greater).

29. Check External Horizontal Coupling

REQUIREMENT—Correct signal coupling in the EXT TRIG

OR HORIZ positions of the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch.

a. Position the left dot of the display to the center ver-

tical line with the horizontal POSITION control.

b. Set the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch to EXT TRIG AC.

c. CHECK—CRT display for horizontal deflection centered

about the center vertical line.

d. Disconnect all test equipment.

30. Check External Horizontal Bandwidth

REQUIREMENT—Not more than —3dB at 10 kilohertz.

a. Change the following control settings:

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ 1x

ATTEN

EXT HORIZ VAR

b. Connect the low-frequency sine-wave generator to the
EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT connector through the 42-inch

50-ohm BNC cable and 50-ohm BNC termination.

CAL (fully clockwise}



c. Set the low-frequency generator for a six-division hori-

zontal deflection, centered about the center vertical line,

at one kilohertz.

d. Without changing the output amplitude, increase the

output frequency of the generator fo 10 kilohertz.

e. CHECK—CRT display 4.2 divisions, or greater, hori-

zontal deflection (not more than —3 dB).

31. Check External Blanking

REQUIREMENT—Five-volt positive peak signal blanks trace.

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 2

INPUT DC

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG AC

TIME/DIV 5 ps

b. Connect the low-frequency generator to the VERT INPUT

connector through the 42-inch BNC cable and the BNC T

connector.

c. Set the low-frequency generator for a_ five-division

display (five volt positive peaks) at 100 kilohertz.

d. Connect the output of the BNC T connector to the EXT

BLANK jack with the six-inch BNC to banana plug patch

cord.

e. CHECK—CRT display for blanking of a portion of

each cycle of the waveform (see Fig. 5-6). The INTENSITY

control setting may need to be changed to show blanking.

f. Disconnect all test equipment.

Fig. 5-6. Typical CRT display when checking external blanking.

32. Check Internal Triggering Operation

REQUIREMENT—Stable display in INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ positions of the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch with the

TRIGGER control set to + AUTO, variable positive-slope

area, variable negative-slope area and — AUTO; check with

0.3-division display at 400 kilohertz and a 0.75-division dis-

play at four megahertz.

®
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a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV ‘
TRIGGER + AUTO

TIME/DIV 5 us

b. Connect the high-frequency constant-amplitude sine-

wave generator to the VERT INPUT connector through the GR

to BNC adapter 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable, 50-ohm BNC

termination and the BNC T connector. Connect the output of

the BNC T connector to the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT

connector with a 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable.

c. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a 0.3-divi-

sion display at 400 kilohertz.

d. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented with the Trig/

Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF REJ.

e. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

positive-slope area.

f. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to

obtain a stable display.

g. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

negative-slope area.

h. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to

obtain a stable display.

I. Set the TRIGGER control to — AUTO.

|. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ.

k. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a 0.75-divi-

sion display at four megahertz.

|. Pull the X10 HORIZ MAG switch out.

m. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ.

n. Turn the Trigger control counterclockwise to the vari-

able negative-slope area.

o. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to

obtain a stable display.

p. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise to the

variable positive-slope area.

q. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to

obtain a stable display. |

r. Set the TRIGGER control to + Auto.

s. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented with the Trig/

Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF REJ.
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33. Check External Triggering Operation

REQUIREMENT—Stable display in EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

AC and DC positions of the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch with

the TRIGGER control set to + AUTO, variable positive-slope

area, variable negative-slope area and — AUTO; check

with a 75-millivolt signal at 400 kilohertz and a 190-millivolt

signal at four megahertz.

a. Change the following control settings:

Trig/Horiz Coupling EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ AC

X10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

b. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a 0.75-divi-

sion display (75 millivolts) at 400 kilohertz.

c. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

d. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

positive-slope area.

e. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

AC and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as neces-

sary to obtain a stable display.

f. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

negative-slope area.

g. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC

and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary

to obtain a stable display.

h. Set the TRIGGER control to — AUTO.

1. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

|. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a 1.9-division

display (190 millivolts) at 400 kilohertz.

k. Without changing the output amplitude, set the: gen-

erator to four megahertz.

|. Pull the X10 HORIZ MAG switch out.

m. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

n. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise to the var-

iable negative-slope area.

o. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC

and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary

to obtain a stable display.

p. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise to the var-

iable positive-slope area.

q. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC

and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary

to obtain a stable display.

r. Set the TRIGGER control to + AUTO.

s. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

t. Disconnect the high-frequency generator.
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34. Check Low-Frequency Triggering Operation

REQUIREMENT—External, stable display in EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ AC and DC positions of the Trig/Horiz Coupling

switch with the TRIGGER control set to + AUTO, variable

positive-slope area, variable negative-slope area and —

AUTO; check with 75-millivolt signal at 30 hertz. Internal,

stable display in INT TRIG AC position of the Trig/Horiz

Coupling switch with the TRIGGER control set to + AUTO,

variable positive-slope area, variable negative-slope area

and — AUTO; check with a 0.3-division display at 30 hertz.

a. Connect the low-frequency constant amplitude sine-

wave generator to the VERT INPUT connector through the

42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable, 50-ohm BNC termination and

the BNC T connector. Connect the output of the BNC T con-

nector to the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT connector with

a 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable.

b. Change the following control settings:

TIME/DIV 10 ms

x10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

c. Set the low-frequency generator for a 0.75-division

display (75 millivolts) at 30 hertz.

d. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

e. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

positive-slope area.

f. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC

and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to

obtain a stable display.

g. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

negative-slope area.

h. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC

and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary

to obtain a stable display.

i. Set the TRIGGER control to — AUTO.

|. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

k. Set the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch to INT TRIG AC.

|. Set the low-frequency generator for a 0.3-division

display at 30 hertz.

m. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

n. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise to the var-

iable negative-slope area.

o. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

TRIGGER control.

p. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise to the var-

iable positive-slope area.

q. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

TRIGGER control.

r. Set the TRIGGER control to + AUTO.

s. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.



35. Check Low-Frequency Reject Operation

REQUIREMENT—Stable display with 0.3-division display

at 30 kilohertz with the TRIGGER control set to + and —

AUTO and in the variable positive and negative slope

areas; stable display cannot be obtained at 30 hertz.

a. Change the following control settings:

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG ACLF REJ

TIME/DIV 1 ms

b. Set the low-frequency generator for a 0.3-division dis-

play at 30 kilohertz.

c. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

TRIGGER control set to + and — AUTO and in the vari-

able positive and negative slope areas (adjust as neces-

sary).

d. Without changing the output amplitude, set the low-

frequency generator to 30 hertz.

e. Set the TIME/DIV switch to 10 ms.

f. CHECK—Stable CRT display cannot be obtained at

any setting of the TRIGGER control.

36. Check Trigger Slope Operation

REQUIREMENT—Stable triggering on correct slope of

trigger signal in the + AUTO, variable positive-slope area,

variable negative-slope area and — AUTO positions of the

TRIGGER control.

a. Change the following control settings:

TRIGGER + AUTO

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG AC

TIME/DIV 5 ms

b. Set the low-frequency generator for a_ four-division

display at one kilohertz.

c. CHECK—CRT display starts on the positive slope of

the waveform.

d. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise until a stable dis-

play is obtained in the positive-slope area.

e. CHECK—CRT display starts on the positive slope of

the waveform.

f. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise until a stable

display is obtained in the negative-slope area.

g. CHECK—CRT display starts on the negative slope of

the waveform.

h. Set the TRIGGER control to — AUTO.

i. CHECK—CRT display starts on the negative slope of

the waveform.

37. Check TRIGGER Control Range

REQUIREMENT—EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN switch set

to 1X, at least + and — 0.8 volts; EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

ATTEN switch set to 10X, at least + and — 8 volts.

®
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a. Remove the 50-ohm BNC termination and reconnect

the low frequency sine-wave generator to the BNC T con-

nector through the 42-inch BNC cable.

b. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 5

TRIGGER + AUTO

Trig/Horiz Coupling EXT TRIG AC

c. Set the low-frequency generator for a 3.2-division

display (1.6 volts peak to peak) at one kilohertz.

d. CHECK—Rotate the TRIGGER control throughout the

positive-slope area and check that the display can be trig-

gered (stable display) at any point along the positive slope

of the waveform (indicates TRIGGER control range of at

least + and — 0.8 volt). Display is not triggered at either

extreme of the positive-slope area except in + AUTO de-

tent.

e. CHECK—Rotate the TRIGGER control throughout the

negative-slope area and check that the display can be trig-

gered at any point along the negative slope of the wave-

form. Display is not triggered at either extreme of the

negative-slope area except in the — AUTO detent.

f. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 5

TRIGGER + AUTO

EXT TRIG OR 10x

HORIZ ATTEN

g. Set the low-frequency generator for a 3.2-division

display (16 volts peak to peak} at one kilohertz.

h. CHECK—Rotate the TRIGGER control throughout the

positive-slope area and check that the display can be trig-

gered at any point along the positive slope of the wave-

from. Display is not triggered at either extreme of the posi-

tive-slope area except in + AUTO detent.

1. CHECK—Rotate the TRIGGER control throughout the

negative-slope area and check that the display can be trig-

gered at any point along the negative slope of the wave-

form. Display is not triggered at either extreme of the neg-

ative-slope area except in — AUTO detent.

|. Disconnect all test equipment.

38. Check Calibrator Risetime

REQUIREMENT—Two microseconds or less.

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 5 DIV CAL

TRIGGER — AUTO

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG AC

TIME/DIV .1 ms

X10 HORIZ MAG Pulled out

b. Position the rising portion of the waveform onto the

viewing area with the horizontal POSITION control and

center the display with the vertical POSITION control.

c. CHECK—CRT display for 0.2 division or less horizontal

distance between the 10% and 90% points on the lead-
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ing edge of the calibrator waveform (two microseconds or

less risetime).

39. Check Calibrator Repetition Rate

REQUIREMENT—750 hertz, -&250 hertz.

a. Change the following control settings:

TRIGGER + AUTO

TIME/DIV .2ms

X10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

b. Position the start of the trace to the left vertical line

of the graticule.

c. CHECK—CRT display for duration of one cycle between

5 and 10 divisions (repetition rate 750 hertz, +240 hertz).

40. Check Calibrator Duty Cycle

REQUIREMENT—40% to 60%.

a. Set the TIME/DIV switch to .1 ms.

b. Set the VARIABLE TIME/DIV control for one complete

cycle in 10 divisions. ,

c. CHECK—CRT display for length of positive segment

of the square wave between four and six divisions (duty

cycle 40% to 60%).

41. Check Calibrator Voltage Output

REQUIREMENT—0.5 volt, 1%.

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV d

TIME/DIV 5 ms

VARIABLE TIME/DIV CAL

b. Connect the CAL OUT connector (side panel) to the

unknown input connector of the standard amplitude cali-

brator with the 18-inch BNC to banana plug patch cord.

c. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a positive

0.5 volt DC output in the mixed mode. | | |

d. Connect the standard amplitude calibrator output con-

nector to the VERT INPUT connector with a 42-inch BNC

cable.
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e. Set the TRIGGER control for a stable display.

f. Position the top of the waveform onto the display area

with the vertical POSITION control.

g. CHECK—Difference between the standard amplitude

calibrator output level and the Type 323 calibrator output

level is 0.05 division (about one trace width) or less (0.5

volt, 1%; see Fig. 5-7).

Standard amplitude

calibrator DC level

Error shown by

difference here

Fig. 5-7. Typical CRT display when checking voltage output of cali-

brator.

NOTE

The procedure given in step 4 of the Calibration

section (Section 6) provides a more accurate

method of checking the voltage at the CAL OUT

jack.

This completes the performance check of the Type 323.

If the instrument has met all performance requirements given

in this procedure, it is correctly calibrated and within the

specified tolerances.
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SECTION 6

CALIBRATION

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the

rear of the manual.

Introduction

Complete calibration information for the Type 323 1s

given in this section. This procedure calibrates the instru-

ment to the performance requirements listed in Section ]

of this manual. Completion of each step in this procedure

returns the Type 323 to its orignal performance standards.

If it is desired to merely touch up the calibration, perform

only those steps entitled “Adjust... "'. A short-form cali-

bration procedure is also provided in this section for the

convenience of the experienced calibrator,

To assure accurate measurements and correct operation,

check the calibration of the Type 323 after each 500 hours

of operation, or every six months if used infrequently. Be-

fore performing a complete calibration, thoroughly clean

and inspect the instrument as outlined in the Maintenance

section. The Performance Check section provides a complete

check of instrument performance without making internal

adjustments. Use the performance check procedure to veri-

fy the calibration of the Type 323 and/or to determine if

recalibration is required.

TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

General

The following test equipment and accessories, or its equiv-

alent, is required for complete calibration of the Type 323.

Specifications given are the minimum necessary for accu-

rate calibration. Therefore, some of the recommended equip-

ment may have specifications which exceed those given. All

test equipment is assumed to be correctly calibrated and

operating within the given specifications. If equipment Is

substituted, it must meet or exceed the specifications of the

recommended equipment.

For the quickest and most accurate calibration, special

Tektronix calibration fixtures are used where necessary.

These special calibration fixtures are available from Tek-

tronix, Inc. Order by part number through your local Tek-

tronix Field Office or representative.

Test Equipment

1. Precision DC voltmeter. Accuracy, within 0.1%;

range, zero to 200 volts. For example, Fluke Model 825A

Differential DC Voltmeter. :

2. DC voltmeter (VOM)?. Minimum = sensitivity, 10,000

ohms/volt; accuracy, checked to within 1% at —1900 volts.

For example, Triplett Model 630-NA.

If a precision voltage divider is available for use with the precision

DC voltmeter (such as Fluke 80E-2 Voltage Divider), it is recom-

mended for more accurate adjustment of the high-voltage supply.

®

3. Variable DC power supply. Voltage range, at least

+6 to +16 volts; current capability, at least 0.75 ampere;

output voltage measured within 3% except where noted.

For example, Trygon Model HR40-750.

4. Test oscilloscope. Bandwidth, DC to 10 megahertz; min-

imum deflection factor, 10 millivolts/division; accuracy,

within 3%. Tektronix Type 561A Oscilloscope with Type

3A6 Amplifier unit and Type 3B4 Time Base unit recom-

mended.

5. Time-mark generator. Marker outputs, 0.5 microsecond

to five seconds; marker accuracy, within 0.1%. Tektronix

Type 184 Time-mark Generator recommended.

6. Standard amplitude calibrator. Amplitude accuracy,

within 0.25%; signal amplitude, five millivolts to 100 volts;

output signal, square wave. Tektronix calibration fixture

067-0502-00 recommended.

7. Square-wave generator. Must have the following out-

put capabilities (nay be obtained from separate generators):

120 volts amplitude at one kilohertz repetition rate with a

One microsecond risetime; 500 millivolts into 50 ohms at one

kilohertz and one megahertz repetition rates with a 50 nano-

second risetime. Tektronix Type 106 Square-Wave Generator

recommended (meets both output requirements).

8. High-frequency constant-amplitude sine-wave generator.

Frequency, 350 kilohertz to above four megahertz; reference

frequency, 50 kilohertz; output amplitude, variable from five

millivolts to 0.5 volt into 50 ohms; amplitude accuracy, con-

stant within 3% at 50 kilohertz and from 350 kilohertz to

above four megahertz. Tektronix Type 191 Constant Am-

plitude Signal Generator recommended.

9. Low-frequency constant-amplitude sine-wave generator.

Frequency, two hertz to 100 kilohertz; output amplitude, var-

iable from 50 millivolts to 16 volts peak to peak; ampli-

tude accuracy, constant within 3% from two hertz to 100

kilohertz. For example, General Radio 1310-A Oscillator

(use a General Radio Type 274QBJ Adaptor to provide

BNC output).

Accessories

10. AC power cord. Fits AC POWER jack of Type 323.

Tektronix Part No. 161-0043-00 (supplied accessory).

11. Patch cord (two). Length, 18 inches; connectors, ba-

nana plug-jack on both ends. Tektronix Part No. 012-0031-00.

12. 1X Probe with BNC connector. Tektronix P6011 Probe

recommended.

13. Cable (two). Impedance, 50 ohms; type, RG-58/U;

length, 42 inches; connectors, BNC. Tektronix Part No. 012-

0057-01.
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14. Calibration shield. Tektronix calibration fixture 067-

0571-00.

15. Adapter. Adapts GR874 connector to BNC male con-

nector. Tektronix Part No. 017-0063-00.

16. Termination. Impedance, 50 ohms; accuracy, --3%,

connectors, BNC. Tektronix Part No. 011-0049-00.

17. 10% attenuator. Impedance, 50 ohms; accuracy,

+3%; connectors, BNC. Tektronix Part No, 011-0059-00.

18. Input RC normalizer. Time constant, 1 megohm xX

47 pF; attenuation, 2%; connectors, BNC. Tektronix cali-

bration fixture 067-0541 -00.

19. 10 probe for Type 323. Tektronix P6049 Probe rec-

ommended (supplied accessory).

20. BNC post jack. Tektronix Part No. 012-0092-00.

21. 10X probe for test oscilloscope. Tektronix P6006

Probe recommended.

22. BNC T connector. Tektronix Part No. 103-0030-00.

23. Patch cord. Length, six inches; connectors, banana

plug-jack and BNC male. Tektronix Part No. 012-0089-00

(supplied accessory).

Adjustment Tools

24. Screwdriver. Three-inch shaft, 3/32-inch bit for slotted

screws. Tektronix Part No. 003-0192-00.

25. Low-capacitance screwdriver, 11/,-inch shaft. Tektronix

Part No. 003-0000-00.

SHORT-FORM CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

This short-form calibration procedure is provided to aid

in the calibration of the Type 323. It may be used as a

calibration guide by the experienced calibrator, or it may

be reproduced and used as a permanent record of cali-

bration. Since the step numbers and titles used here cor-

respond to those used in the complete procedure, this pro-

cedure also serves as an index to locate a step in the com-

plete Calibration Procedure. Performance requirements listed

here correspond to those given in Section 1 of this manual.

Type 323, Serial No.

Calibration Date

Calibrated by

[|] 1. Adjust Charging Current (R644) Page 6-6

54 millivolts, = millivolts across R615 at FULL CHG.

Check for about 20 millivolts across R615 at TRICKLE

CHG.

[-] 2. Adjust High-Voltage Supply and Check Page 6-7

Regulation (R513)

—1900 volts, +38 volts. Must maintain this toler-

ance over DC power input range.

[|] 3. Adjust Intensity Limit (R583) Page 6-7

1.00 volt, 0.05 volt at point K on Power Regu-

lator board.

6-2

[|] 4. Adjust +5-Volt Power Supply (CAL Page 6-8

OUT Voltage) (R552)

Adjust for +0.500 volt, +2.5 millivolts, at CAL

OUT jack with Q9 removed. Check for +5.0 volts,

+0.1 volt, output from supply.

[.] 5. Adjust —5-Volt Power Supply (R566) Page 6-8

—5 Volts, -£0.1 volt.

[|] 6. Check +14-Volt and +175-Volt Page 6-8

Power Supplies

+14-Volt Supply, = 2.8 volts

+100-Volt Supply, -—5 Volts

+175-Volt Supply, +14 or —7 volts.

[|] 7. Check Low-Voltage Power Supply Page 6-8

Ripple

Maximum ripple over

Power supply DC power input range

—5-Volt 10 millivolts

+5-Volt 10 millivolts

+ 14-Volt 150 millivolts

+100-Volt 150 millivolts

+175-Volt 500 millivolts

[] 8. Check Low-Voltage Power-Supply Page 6-8

Regulation

Maximum output change

of supply (regulation) over

Power supply DC power input range

—5-Volt +0.03 volt

+5-Volt +0.025 volt

+14-Volt +2.8 volts

+100-Volt +5.0 volts

+175-Volt +14 volts

[] 9. Check Low Batteries Indicator Page 6-9

LOW BATT light flashes with DC input voltage

of 6.25 volts, 0.31 volt.

[-] 10. Adjust Variable Volts/Division Page 6-9

Balance (R40)

Less than one division vertical trace shift as the

VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control is ‘rotated through-

out its range.

[] 11. Adjust Vertical 10 Balance (R39) Page 6-9

Less than 1.5 division vertical trace shift as the

X10 VERT GAIN switch is pulled out.

[-] 12. Adjust Deflection Plate DC level (R91, Page 6-9

R93}

Voltage range at the collectors of Q163 and Q173

as the vertical POSITION control is rotated through-

out its range centered about +50 volts.



19.

20.

2).

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

. Adjust Astigmatism (R597) Page 6-11

Best definition of marker display.

. Adjust Trace Alignment (R592) Page 6-11

Trace parallel to horizontal graticule lines.

. Adjust CRT Geometry (R593) Page 6-11

0.1 division, or less, curvature of markers.

. Adjust Limit Centering (R66) Page 6-12

Minimum compression of a center screen two-divi-

sion signal when positioned to the top and bottom

of the graticule area. Compression or expansion

should not exceed 0.1 division.

. Adjust Vertical 1 Gain (R69) Page 6-12

Five divisions of deflection at 0.01 VOLTS/DIV

with 50-millivolt square-wave input.

. Adjust Vertical X10 Gain (R46) Page 6-12

Five divisions of deflection at 0.1 VOLTS/DIV with

X10 VERT GAIN switch pulled out and a five-

millivolt square-wave input.

Check Vertical Deflection Accuracy Page 6-12

Vertical deflection within 3% of VOLTS/DIV switch

indication.

Check Variable Volts/Division Control

Range

Page 6-12

Continuously variable deflection factor between

the calibrated VOLTS/DIV steps.

Check Input Coupling Switch Page 6-12

Operation

Correct signal coupling in each position of the

INPUT switch.

Check Trace Shift Due to Input

Current

Page 6-13

Trace shift negligible (0.085 division maximum).

Check Input Capacitance Page 6-14

47 pF, £4 pF.

Adjust Volts/Division Compensation Page 6-14

(C23A, C23B, C24A, C24B, C25A, C25B, C28A,

C28B C29A C29B)

Optimum square corner and flat top within +1% or

—1% at one kilohertz.

Adjust Internal Trigger Compensation Page 6-15

(C201)

Optimum square-wave response similar to Fig.

6-11A through internal trigger pickofft.

Adjust External Trigger Compensation Page 6-16

(C206)

Optimum square-wave response for external trig-

ger signals with EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN set

to 10X.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.
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Adjust High-Frequency Compensation Page 6-17

(C160, C170)

Optimum square-wave response at 100 kilohertz

with peak aberrations not to exceed +2% or —2%,

or total aberrations not to exceed 3% peak to peak.

Check Upper Vertical Bandwidth Limit Page 6-18

Not more than —3dB at four megahertz.

Check X10 Vertical Gain Upper

Bandwidth Limit

Page 6-18.

Not more than —3 dB at 2.75 megahertz.

Check AC-Coupled Lower Vertical

Bandwidth Limit

Page 6-17

Not more than —3 cB at two hertz.

Adjust Magnifier Registration (R439) Page 6-19

Less than one-division shift of marker at center

vertical line when switching 10 HORIZ MAG on

(pulled out).

Adjust Normal Timing (R401) Page 6-20

Correct timing at 1ms/DIV over middle eight

divisions of the display.

Check Variable Time/Division Control

Range

Page 6-20

Continuously variable sweep rate between the cal-

brated TIME/DIV switch settings.

Adjust Sweep Length (R347) Page 6-20

10.5 to 11 divisions.

Adjust Magnified Timing (R433) Page 6-20

Correct timing at 1 ms/DIV position of TIME/DIV

switch with 10%* HORIZ MAG switch pulled out.

Accuracy of each ten division portion of total

magnified sweep length within 4%.

Adjust High-Speed Timing (C446,

C454, C432)

Page 6-21

Optimum linearity and timing at 10 and 5 ps/DIV

positions of TIME/DIV switch (X10 HORIZ MAG

switch pulled out).

Check Normal Sweep Timing Accuracy Page 6-22

5 ps to .2s/DIV, within 3% over middle eight divi-

sions of the display; .5s and 1s/DIV, within 4%

over middle eight divisions of the display.

Check Magnified Sweep Timing

Accuracy

20 us to .2s/DIV, within 4% over middle eight divi-

sions of the CRT display with the X10 HORIZ MAG

switch pulled out; 5 and 10 us/DIV and .5 and 1

s/DIV, within 5% over middle eight divisions of

the CRT display with the X10 HORIZ MAG switch

pulled out.

Page 6-22
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[_] 39. Adjust External Horizontal Variable

AQ.

Al.

42.

43.

44,

45.

46.

47.

48.

— Ad,

Page 6-23

Balance (R218)

No trace shift as EXT HORIZ VAR control is ro-

tated throughout its range.

Check External Horizontal Deflection Page 6-23

Factor

200 to 300 millivolts/division.

Check External Horizontal Deflection Page 6-24

Factor with 10 Attenuation

Two to three volts/division.

Check External Horizontal Var-

lable Control Range

Page 6-24

10:1 range or greater.

Check External Horizontal Coupling Page 6-24

Correct signal coupling in the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

positions of the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch.

Check External Horizontal Bandwidth Page 6-24

Not more than —3dB at 10 kilohertz.

Check External Blanking Page 6-24

Five-volt positive peak signal blanks trace.

Check Internal Triggering Operation Page 6-25

Stable display in INT TRIG AC and ACLF REJ

positions of the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch with the

TRIGGER control set to + AUTO, variable positive-

slope area, variable negative-slope area and —

AUTO; check with 0.3-division display at 400

kilohertz and a 0.75-division display at four mega-

hertz.

Check External Triggering Operation Page 6-26

Stable display in EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC and DC

positions of the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch with the

TRIGGER control set to + AUTO, variable positive-

slope area, variable negative-slope area and —

AUTO; check with a 75-millivolt signal at 400

kilohertz and a 190-millivolt signal at four maga-

hertz.

Check Low-Frequency Triggering Page 6-26

Operation

External, stable display in EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

AC and DC positions of the Trig/Horiz Coupling

switch with the TRIGGER control set to + AUTO,

variable positive-slope area, negative-slope area

and — AUTO; check with 75-millivolt signal at 30

hertz. Internal, stable display in INT TRIG OR

HORIZ AC positions of the Trig/Horiz Coupling

switch with the TRIGGER control set to + AUTO,

variable positive-slope area, variable negative-slope

area and — AUTO; check with a 0.3-division dis-

play at 30 hertz.

Check Low-Frequency Reject

Operation

Stable display with 0.3-division display at 30 kilo-

hertz with the TRIGGER control set to + and —

AUTO and in the variable positive- and negative-

Page 6-27

slope areas; stable display cannot be obtained

at 30 hertz.

. Check Trigger Slope Operation Page 6-27

Stable triggering on correct slope of trigger sig-

nal in the + AUTO, variable positive-slope area,

variable negative-slope area and — AUTO posi-

tions of the TRIGGER control.

. Check TRIGGER Control Range Page 6-27

EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN switch set to 1X, at

least + and —0.8 volts; EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

ATTEN switch set to 10X, at least + and — 8

volts. |

[_] 52. Check Calibrator Risetime Page 6-28

Two microseconds or less.

[_] 53. Check Calibrator Repetition Rate Page 6-28

750 hertz, +250 hertz.

[] 54. Check Calibrator Duty Cycle Page 6-28,

40% to 60%.

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

General

The following procedure is arranged in a sequence which

allows the Type 323 to be calibrated with the least inter-

action of adjustments and reconnection of equipment. The

steps in which adjustments are made are identified by the

symbol @ following the title. Whenever possible, instrument

performance is checked in the “CHECK" part of the step be-

fore an adjustment is made. The “ADJUST” part of the

step identifies the point where the actual adjustment is

made. Steps listed in the “INTERACTION” part of the step

may be affected by the adjustment just performed. This is

particularly helpful when only a partial calibration procedure

is performed,

NOTE

To prevent recalibration of other parts of the in-

strument when performing a partial calibration,

readjust only if the tolerances given in the CHECK

part of the step are not met. However, when per-

forming a complete calibration, best overall per-

formance is obtained if each adjustment is made

to the exact setting even if the CHECK is within

the allowable tolerance.

In the following procedure, a test-equipment setup picture

is shown for each major group of checks and adjustments.

Beneath this setup picture is a complete list of front-panel

control settings for the Type 323. To aid in locating individ-

ual controls which have been changed for the new setup,

these control names are printed in bold type. Each step con-

tinues from the equipment setup and control settings used

in the preceding step(s) unless noted otherwise. If only a

partial calibration is performed, start with the test equip-

ment setup preceding the desired portion. External controls

or adjustments of the Type 323 referred to in this procedure

are capitalized (e.g., VOLTS/DIV). Internal adjustment names

are initial capitalized only (e.g., Limit Centering).



All waveforms shown in this procedure are actual wave-

form photographs taken directly from the graticule. The
following procedure uses the equipment listed under Test
Equipment Required. If equipment is substituted, control
settings or test equipment setup may need to be altered

to meet the requirements of the equipment used. Detailed

operating Instructions for the test equipment are not given

in this procedure. If in doubt as to the correct operation

of any of the test equipment, refer to the instruction manual
for that unit.

Preliminary Procedure for Complete Calibration

1. Remove the cabinet from the Type 323.

2. Remove the high-voltage cover and power pack from

Calibration—Type 323

the Type 323. Removal instructions are given in the Main-
tenance section of this manual.

3. Using the AC power cord, connect the power pack
of the Type 323 to an AC line voltage source which is within
the voltage and frequency requirements of this instrument.

NOTE

For this instrument to meet the performance re-

quirements as given in Section 1 over the entire

operating temperature range, it must be calibrated

between +20°C and +30°C. However, the in-

strument can be calibrated at any temperature

(within the —15°C to +55°C range) to meet

the applicable performance requirements at the
calibration temperature.

NOTES
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Precision DC

voltmeter

Vertical Controls

VOLTS/DIV

VARIABLE

INPUT

Vertical POSITION

X10 VERT GAIN

Triggering Controls

TRIGGER

Trig/Horiz Coupling

EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ ATTEN

(side panel)

Horizontal Controls

TIME/DIV

VARIABLE

Horizontal POSITION

X10 HORIZ MAG

CRT Controls

FOCUS

INTENSITY
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Type 323

power pack

power cord

Test
oscilloscope

Variable DC

Power Supply

18 inch

patch cords

01

CAL

GND

Midrange

Pushed in

+ AUTO

INT TRIG AC

1X

1 ms

CAL

Midrange

Pushed in

Midrange

Fully counterclockwise

Power Controls

POWER ON

Power Pack (rear panel) FULL CHG

1. Adjust Charging Current O

a. Test equipment setup is shown in Fig. 6-1.

b. Connect the precision DC voltmeter across R615 (see

Fig. 6-2). The positive lead of the voltmeter should be con-

nected to the bottom of R615. Be sure the negative lead

of the voltmeter is isolated from ground.

c. CHECK—Meter reading; 54 millivolts, +3 millivolts

(180 milliamps, +10 milliamps).

d. ADJUST—Charge Rate adjustment, R644 (see Fig. 6-2),

for a meter reading of 54 millivolts.

e. Set the Power Pack switch (rear panel of power pack)

to TRICKLE CHG.

f. CHECK—Meter reading; approximately 20 millivolts.

g. Disconnect the precision DC voltmeter and the AC

power cord.



Fig. 6-2. Location of R615 and Charge Rate adjustment (Power

Pack board).

2. Adjust High-Voltage Supply and Check ©
Regulation

a. Set the Power Pack switch to EXT DC.

b. Install the power pack in the Type 323.

c. Connect the variable DC power supply to the EXT DC

POWER input jacks with the banana-plug patch cords (be

sure to observe correct polarity; red positive and black

negative).

d. Set the variable DC power supply for a +8-volt out-

put.

e. Connect the DC voltmeter (VOM)? from the high-volt-

age test point (point L or K, Power Supply board; see Fig.

6-3A) to chassis ground.

f. CHECK—Meter reading; —1900 volts, +38 volts.

g. ADJUST—High voltage adjustment, R513 (Power Reg-

ulator board; see Fig. 6-3B), for a meter reading of —1900

volts.

h. Change the variable DC power supply output voltage

between +6 volts and +16 volts. Also, set the INTENSITY

control fully clockwise at +6 volts and fully counterclock-

wise at +16 volts.

i. CHECK—Less than =38 volts change in the high-

voltage output level.

NOTE.

If the high-voltage supply is out of regulation,

check the regulation of the low-voltage supplies

(step 8) before troubleshooting in the high-volt-

age supply.

"If the precision 2 kV voltage divider is available for use with the

precision DC voltmeter, it should be used for this step.

®
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int K |

ator board |

(intensify limit

fest point)

Point L er K R583

Power Supply board Intensity

(high voltage Limit

test point)

R513

Fig. 6-3. Location of high-voltage test points and adjustments

(Power Regulator and Power Supply boards).

j. Return the variable DC power supply to +8 volts.

k. INTERACTION—May affect operation of all circuits

within the Type 323.

3. Adjust Intensity Limit O

a. Connect the precision DC voltmeter from the intensity

limit test point (point K, Power Regulator board; see Fig.

6-3A) to chassis ground.

b. Set the INTENSITY control fully clockwise (maximum).

c. CHECK—Meter reading; 1.00 volts, +0.05 volt (300

microamps, --15 microamps). Take into account any meter

loading of R572 if the recommended meter is not used.

d. ADJUST—Intensity Limit adjustment, R583 (Power Sup-

ply board; see Fig. 6-3A) for a meter reading of 1.00 volts.
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4. Adjust +5-Volt Power Supply (CAL 0

OUT Voltage)

a. Connect the precision DC voltmeter from the CAL OUT

jack to chassis givund.

b. Remove Q9 from the Main board (see Fig. 6-4A).

c. CHECK—Meter reading; +0.500 volt, +2.5 millivolts.

d. ADJUST— +5 Volts adjustment, R552 (see Fig. 6-48),

for a meter reading of +0.500 volts.

e. Disconnect the precision DC voltmeter and replace Q9?.

f. Connect the precision DC voltmeter from the +5-volt test

point (point R, Main board; see Fig. 6-4A) to chassis ground.

g. CHECK—Meter reading; +5.0 volts, 0.1 volt.

h. INTERACTION—May affect operation of all circuits

within the Type 323.

Point BJs

E+ 14-volt test point 422

| Point AN
i + 100-volt test point

Point Y
— 5-volf fest point

wes = wien si

Fig. 6-4. (A) Location of Q9 and power-supply test points (Main

board), (B) location of power-supply adjustments (Power Regulator

board).
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5. Adjust —5-Volt Power Supply 0

a. Connect the precision DC voltmeter from the —5-volt

test point (point Y, Main board; see Fig. 6-4A) to chassis

ground.

b. CHECK—Meter reading; —5 volts, +0.1 volt.

c. ADJUST— —5 Volts adjustment, R566 (see Fig. 6-48),

for a meter reading of —5 volts.

d. INTERACTION—May affect operation of all circuits

within the Type 323.

6. Check +14-Volt, -+-100-Volt and +175-

Volt Power Supplies

a. Connect the precision DC voltmeter from the +14-

volt test point (point BJ, Main board; see Fig. 6-4A)

to chassis ground.

b. CHECK—Meter reading; +14 volts, +2.8 volts.

c. Connect the precision DC voltmeter from the +100-

volt test point (point AN, Main board; see Fig. 6-4A)} to

chassis ground.

d. CHECK—Meter reading; +100 volts, 5 volts.

e. Connect the precision DC voltmeter trom the —175-volt

test point (point AO, Main board; see Fig. 6-4A) to chassis

ground,

f. CHECK—Meter reading; +175 volts, within +14 and —7

volts.

g. Disconnect the precision DC voltmeter.

7. Check Low Voltage Power-Supply Ripple

a. Change the following control settings:

TIME/DIV EXT HORIZ

Vertical POSITION Position spot off screen

b. Connect the 1X probe to the test oscilloscope input.

c. Set the test oscilloscope for a vertical deflection factor

of 0.01 volt/division, AC coupled, at a sweep rate of 20

microseconds/division.

d. CHECK—Test oscilloscope display for maximum ripple

of each supply while varying the DC power supply output

voltage between +6 volts and +16 volts. Table 6-1 lists

the maximum ripple for each supply; Fig. 6-4A shows the

power-supply test points. Change the vertical deflection

factor of the test oscilloscope as necessary to make each

measurement.

e. Disconnect the test oscilloscope.

8. Check Low-Voltage Power-Supply Regulation

a. Change the variable DC power supply output voltage

between +6 volts and +16 volts. Also set the INTENSITY

control fully clockwise at +6 volts and fully counterclockwise

at +16 volts.



TABLE 6-1

Power-Supply Ripple and Regulation

Maximum output

Power Maximum change of supply

Supply Ripple (regulation )

—5-Volt 10 millivolts +0.03 volt

+5-Volt 10 millivolts +0.025 volt

+14-Volt 150 millivolts +28 volts

+100-Volt 150 millivolts +5.0 volts

+175-Volt 500 millivolts +14 voits

b. CHECK—Precision DC voltmeter for power-supply out-

put change within the limits given in Table 6-1 while vary-

ing the DC power source as given above. Power-supply

test points are shown in Fig. 6-4A.

c. Disconnect the precision DC voltmeter.

d. Turn off the POWER switch temporarily and replace

the high-voltage cover. Replacement instructions are given

in the Maintenance section of this manual.

9. Check Low Batteries Indicator

a. Change the following control settings:

Vertical POSITION Midrange

TIME/DIV 1 ms

INTENSITY , Normal intensity

POWER ON

b. Slowly decrease the output voltage of the variable

DC power supply.

c. CHECK—LOW BATT light begins to flash when vari-

able DC power supply output voltage is +6.25 volts, 0.31

volt (use the precision DC voltmeter to monitor the applied

DC voltage at the EXT DC POWER jacks).

d. Return variable DC power supply output voltage to

+8 volts.

NOTE

If the internal batteries of the Type 323 are

charged, the remainder of this procedure can be

performed with battery powered operation.

10. Adjust Variable Volts/Division Balance O

a. Position the trace to the center horizontal line with

the vertical POSITION control.

b. CHECK—Rotate the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control

throughout its range. Trace should not move more than

one division vertically (if the trace is not visible at all, preset

the VAR V/DIV BAL adjustment to bring the trace on screen).

c. ADJUST—VAR V/DIV BAL adjustment, R40 (see Fig.

6-5), for no trace shift as the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV con-

trol is rotated. If necessary, use the vertical POSITION

control to keep the trace on screen during this adjustment.

Calibration—Type 323

2 ew Se ke

Fig. 6-5. Location of vertical adjustments (Main board).

11. Adjust Vertical *%10 Balance O

a. Return the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control to CAL.

b. Position the trace to the center horizontal line with

the vertical POSITION control.

c. Pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch out. (Note: to pre-

vent changing knob position, the *10 VERT GAIN switch

can be actuated using the vertical POSITION control bracket

behind the front panel).

d. CHECK—Trace shift less than 1.5 division vertically.

e. ADJUST—VERT X10 BAL adjustment, R39 (see Fig.

6-5), to return the trace to the center horizontal line. Repeat

parts b through e for minimum trace shift as the 10 VERT

GAIN switch is pulled out.

f. Recheck step 10. If readjustment is necessary, recheck

this step also.

12. Adjust Deflection Plate DC Level O

a. Push the X10 VERT GAIN switch in.

b. Connect the precision DC voltmeter from the collector

of Q163 (case of Q163; see Fig. 6-5) to chassis ground.

c. Rotate the vertical POSITION control fully clockwise

and note the meter reading. Then rotate the vertical POSI-

TION control fully counterclockwise and again note the

meter reading.

d. CHECK—Voltage range measured in part c centered

around +50 volts.
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e. ADJUST—Upper Defl Plate DC Level adjustment, R91

(see Fig. 6-5), to center the measured voltage range around

+50 volts.

f. Connect the precision DC voltmeter from the collector

of Q173 (case of Q173; see Fig. 6-5) to chassis ground.

g. Rotate the vertical POSITION control fully clockwise

and note the meter reading. Then rotate the vertical POSI-

TION control fully counterclockwise and again note the

meter reading.

h. CHECK—Voltage range measured in part g centered

around +50 volts.

1. ADJUST—Lower Defl Plate DC Level adjustment, R93

(see Fig. 6-5) to center the measured voltage range around

+50 volts.

|. Position the trace to the center horizontal line with

the vertical POSITION control.

k. Connect the precision DC voltmeter from the collector

of Q163 (case of Q163; see Fig. 6-5) to chassis ground.

|. Preadjust the Limit Centering adjustment, R66 (see Fig.

6-5), for a meter reading of +50 volts (perform this adjust-

ment only if proceeding to next step).

m. Disconnect all test equipment.

Time-mark

generator

TIME - MARC GENERATOR :
SAME ae

42-inch
BNC cable

Calibration
Standard

amplitude

calibrator
shield

ers

Vertical Controls

VOLTS/DIV 5

VARIABLE CAL

INPUT DC

Vertical POSITION Midrange

X10 VERT GAIN Pushed in

Triggering Controls

TRIGGER + AUTO

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG AC

EXT TRIG OR 1x

HORIZ ATTEN

(side panel)
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Horizontal Controls

TIME/DIV lms

VARIABLE CAL

Horizontal POSITION Midrange

X10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

CRT Controls

FOCUS Midrange

INTENSITY See procedure

Power Controls

POWER ON

Power Pack (rear panel) EXT DC



13. Adjust Astigmatism 0

a. Test equipment setup is shown in Fig. 6-6.

b. Set the INTENSITY control midway between a barely

visible trace and fully clockwise.

c. Connect the time-mark generator (Type 184) to the

VERT INPUT connector with the 42-inch BNC cable.

d. Set the time-mark generator for one-millisecond mark-

ers.

e. If necessary, set the TRIGGER control for a stable dis-

play.

f. CHECK—Markers should be well defined within the

areas indicated in Fig. 6-7A with optimum setting of focus

control.

g. ADJUST—FOCUS control and ASTIG adjustment, R597

(see Fig. 6-7B), for the best definition of the markers within

the areas indicated in Fig. 6-7A.

14. Adjust Trace Alignment @

a. Position the baseline of the marker display to the cen-

ter horizontal line with the vertical POSITION control.

b. CHECK—Baseline of marker display should be parallel

to the center horizontal line.

c. ADJUST—TRACE ROTATION adjustment, R592 (see

Fig. 6-7B), so the baseline of the marker display is parallel

to the center horizontal line.

15. Adjust CRT Geometry O

a. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to .1.

b. Position the baseline of the marker display below the

bottom of the graticule with the vertical POSITION control.

c. CHECK—CRT display for curvature of vertical lines

(markers) within maximum deviation of 0.1 division from

straight line. Curvature can be most easily checked by posi-

tioning the markers to the vertical graticule lines with the

horizontal POSITION control. Fig. 6-7C shows a typical

display of good geometry.

d. ADJUST—Geom adjustment, R593 (see Fig. 6-7A), for

minimum curvature of vertical lines.

e. Disconnect the time-mark generator.

f. Position the trace to the top line of the graticule with

the vertical POSITION control.

g. CHECK—Deviation from straight line should not ex-

ceed 0.1 division.

h. Position the trace to the bottom line of the graticule

with the vertical POSITION control.

i. CHECK—Deviation from straight line should not ex-

ceed 0.1 division.

Calibration—Type 323

Adjust for best defined markers within —
(A) 

eee

a emmmmmrmmmmomess

(C)

Fig. 6-7. (A) Typical CRT display when adjusting astigmatism,

(B) location of adjustments (main board), (C) typical CRT display

showing good geometry.

NOTE

It may be necessary to compromise the setting of

the Geom adjustment to provide acceptable dis-

plays both in part c and parts g and I.
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16. Adjust Limit Centering O

a. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 5 DIV CAL.

b. Position the bottom of the display to the first grati-

cule line below the center horizontal line.

c. Reduce the display to exactly two divisions with the

VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control.

d. Position the top of the display to the top horizontal

line of the graticule. Note the compression (reduction in

amplitude) of the display.

e. Position the bottom of the display to the bottom hori-

zontal line of the graticule. Again note the compression of

the display.

f. Return the display to the position which produces the

most compression of the display.

g. ADJUST—Limit Centering adjustment, R66 (see Fig.

6-7B), for maximum display amplitude (least compression).

Compression or expansion should not exceed 0.1 division.

17. Adjust Vertical x1 Gain O

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 01

VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV CAL

b. Connect the standard amplitude calibrator (067-0502-00)

output connector to the VERT INPUT connector with the 42-

inch BNC cable. |

c. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a 50-milli-

volt square-wave output.

d. Center the display about the center horizontal line

with the vertical POSITION control.

e. CHECK—CRT display for five divisions of deflection.

f. ADJUST—VERT X1 GAIN adjustment, R69 (see Fig.

6-7B), for exactly five divisions of deflection.

18. Adjust Vertical x10 Gain 0

a. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a five-milli-

volt square-wave output.

b. Pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch.

c. Center the display about the center horizontal line

with the vertical POSITION control.

d. CHECK—CRT display for five divisions of deflection.

e. ADJUST—VERT 10 GAIN adjustment, R46 (see Fig.

6-7B), for exactly five divisions of deflection.

19. Check Vertical Deflection Accuracy

a. Push the X10 VERT GAIN switch in.

6-12

b. CHECK—Using the VOLTS/DIV switch and standard ‘

amplitude calibrator settings given in Table 6-2, check ver-

tical deflection within 3% in each position of the VOLTS/DIV

switch.

TABLE 6-2

Vertical Deflection Accuracy

Maximum

Standard Vertical error for

VOLTS/DIV amplitude deflection +3%

switch calibrator in accuracy

setting output divisions ( divisions)

01 50 millivolts 5 Previously set

exactly in

step 17

02 0.1 volt 5 0.15

05 0.2 volt 4 +0.12

| 0.5 volt 5 +0.15

2 1 volt 5 +0.15

5 2 volts 4 +0.12

1 5 volts 5 +0.15

2 10 volts 5 +0.15

5 20 volts 4 +0.12

10 50 volts 5 +0.15

20 100 volts 5 +0.15

20. Check Variable Volts/Division Control

Range

a. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a 50-milli-

volt square-wave output.

b. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 01

INPUT AC

c. Center the display about the center horizontal line

with the vertical POSITION control.

d. CHECK—Rotate the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control

fully counterclockwise. Display must be reduced to two

divisions or less (indicates adequate range for continuously

variable deflection factor between the calibrated steps).

21. Check Input Coupling Switch Operation

a. Set the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV control to CAL.

b. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a 20-milli-

volt square-wave output.

c. Center the display about the center horizontal line

with the vertical POSITION control.



d. Set the INPUT switch to GND.

e. CHECK—CRT display for straight line near the center

horizontal line.

f. Set the INPUT switch to DC.

g. CHECK—CRT display for square wave with the bottom

near the center horizontal line.

h. Disconnect all test equipment.

Calibration—Type 323

22. Check Trace Shift Due to Input Current

a. Change the following control settirigs:

INPUT GND

x10 VERT GAIN Pulled out

b. Install the calibration shield (067-0571-00) on the Type

323.

c. Position the trace to the center horizontal line with

the vertical POSITION control.

d. CHECK—Set the INPUT switch to DC. Trace shift
should be negligible (0.085 division maximum).

NOTES
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Test
oscilloscope

| Calibration

Square-wave shield

generator

47 pF

input RC

oe Joa Gouane wave ocwenaton normalizer

10 BNC.
| attenuator

50-ohm
BNC

termination 10X probe

49-inch 50-ohm

BNC cable

Fig. 6-8. Initial test equipment setup for steps 23 through 27.

Vertical Controls 23. Check Input Capacitance

VARIOLE ae a. Test equipment setup is shown in Fig. 6-8.

INPUT DC b. The calibration shield should be on the Type 323

Vertical POSITION Midrange (installed in previous step).
>< 10 VERT GAIN Pushed in c. Connect the square-wave generator (Type 106) high-

amplitude output connector to the VERT INPUT connector
Triggering Controls through the GR to BNC adapter, 10 BNC attenuator, 42-

TRIGGER + AUTO inch 50-ohm BNC cable, 50-ohm BNC termination and 47 pF
Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG AC input RC normalizer, in given order.

on ony KEN x d. Set the square-wave generator for a five-division dis-
(side panel} play at one kilohertz.

e. CHECK—CRT display for 0.2 division, or less, over-
Horizontal Controls shoot or rounding (47 pF, --4 pF; see Fig. 6-9.

TIME/ DIV 5 ms

VARIABLE CAL f. Disconnect all test equipment (leave calibration shield

Horizontal POSITION MIDRANGE on).
x10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

CRT Controls 24. Adjust Volts/Division Switch O
Compensation

FOCUS Adjust for focused display P
INTENSITY Adjust for visible display a. Connect the P6049 Probe to the VERT INPUT connector.

b. Install the GR to BNC adapter, 10X BNC attenuator,

50-ohm BNC termination and BNC post jack on the square-

POWER ON wave generator high-amplitude output connector in given
Power Pack (rear panel] EXT DC order.

Power Controls
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Less than 0.2 division overshoot or rounding for input ca-

pacitance within tolerance.

Fig. 6-9. Typical CRT display when checking input capacitance.

c. Connect the probe tip to the BNC post jack.

d. Set the square-wave generator for a five-division dis-

play at one kilohertz.

e. Compensate the probe as described in the probe in-

struction manual, Note any aberrations which cannot be

compensated for with the probe.

f. Pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch and set the square-

wave generator for a five-division display. Again note the

aberrations on the display.

g. Push the X10 VERT GAIN switch in.

h. Remove the 50-ohm BNC termination and reconnect

the BNC post jack on the output of the 10X BNC attenu-

ator.

i. CHECK—CRT display at each VOLTS/DIV switch set-

ting for optimum square corner and flat top within +1%

or —1% of the response noted in part e and f (see Fig.

6-10A). Readjust the generator at each setting, remove the

attenuator and pull the X10 VERT GAIN switch as given

in Table 6-3 to maintain a five-division display.

|. ADJUST—VOLTS/DIV switch compensation as given in

Table 6-3. First adjust for optimum square corner on the

display and then for optimum flat top. Readjust the gen-

erator output with each setting of the VOLTS/DIV switch,

remove the attenuator and pull the 10 VERT GAIN switch

as given in Table 6-3 to provide five divisions of deflection.

Fig. 6-10B shows the location of the variable capacitors.

k. Disconnect all test equipment and remove the calibra-

tion shield.

25. Adjust Internal Trigger Compensation @O

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 5

X10 VERT GAIN Pushed in

b. Connect the square-wave generator high-amplitude

output connector to the VERT INPUT connector through the

GR to BNC adapter, 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable and 50-

ohm BNC termination.

®

Incorrect

i (overshoot and

t t flat)

Incorrect

(A)

c. Connect the 10 probe to the input connector of the

test oscilloscope.

d. Set the test oscilloscope for a vertical deflection fac-

tor of 20 millivolts/division (0.2 volts/division at 10 probe

tip) at a sweep rate of 0.5 milliseconds/division. Adjust the

triggering controls when necessary to provide a stable dis-

play.
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TABLE 6-3

VOLTS/DIV Compensation

VOLTS/DIV Adjust for optimum

switch Attenuator Square | Flat

setting compensated Corner Top ©

01 = | Compensate P6049 Probe

.02 + 2 C28B C28A

05 + 5 C29B C29A

Remove external 10 attenuator from generator

J = 10 C23B C23A

2 Check If out of tolerance, compro-

mise setting at .1 and .2

. for best overall response

5 Check It out of tolerance, compro-

mise setting at .1, .2 and .5

for best overall response

1 ~ 100 C248 | CO4A

2 Check If out of tolerance, compro-

mise setting at 1 and 2 for

best overall response

Pull X10 VERT GAIN switch|

5 Check If out of tolerance, compro-

mise setting at 1, 2 and 5

for best overall response

10 ~ 1000 C258 | —C25A

20 Check If out of tolerance, compro-

mise setting at 10 and 20

for best overall response

e. Connect the 10 probe tip to the trigger compensa-

tion test point (point T, Main board; see Fig. 6-11C). Be sure

the probe is compensated.

f. Set the square-wave generator for a five-division dis-

play on the test oscilloscope at one kilohertz.

g. CHECK—Test oscilloscope display for square-wave re-

sponse similar to Fig. 6-11A. Fig. 6-11B shows an overcom-

pensated waveform.

h. ADJUST—C201 (see Fig. 6-11C) for correct square-wave

response as shown in Fig. 6-11A.

26. Adjust External Trigger Compensation O

a. Change the following control settings:

Trig/Horiz Coupling EXT TRIG DC

EXT TRIG OR 10x

HORIZ ATTEN

(side panel)

6-16

Should have

slope follow-

Overcompensated.

no negative-going

C206

= (external

: trigger)

Fig. 6-11. (A) Typical test oscilloscope display showing correct

internal trigger compensation, (B) overcompensated waveform, (C)

location of trigger compensation test point and adjustments (Main

board).

®



b. Disconnect the output of the BNC termination from the

VERT INPUT connector and reconnect it to the EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ INPUT connector.

c. Set the square-wave generator for a five-division dis-

play on the test oscilloscope at one kilohertz.

d. CHECK—Test oscilloscope display for optimum square-

wave response (optimum square corner and flat top).

e. ADJUST—C206 (see Fig. 6-11C) for optimum square-

wave response.

f. Disconnect all test equipment.

27. Adjust High-Frequency Compensation ©

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 01

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG AC

TIME/DIV , 5 ps

X10 HORIZ MAG Pulled out

b. Connect the square-wave generator fast-rise + out-

put connector to the VERT INPUT connector through the GR

to BNC adapter, 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable, 10* BNC

attenuator and the 50-ohm BNC termination.

c. Set the square-wave generator for a four-division dis-

play at 100 kilohertz.

d. Move the leading edge of the square wave onto the

viewing area with the horizontal POSITION control.

e. Set the test oscilloscope for a vertical deflection fac-

tor of one volt/division (10 volts/division at 10X probe tip)

at a sweep rate of two microseconds/division. Adjust the

triggering controls when necessary to provide a stable dis-

play.

f. Connect the 10X probe tip to the collector of Q163

(case of Q163; see Fig. 6-12B). Be sure the probe is com-

pensated.

g. CHECK—Test oscilloscope display for flat top on

square wave similar to Fig. 6-12A.

h. ADJUST—C160 (see Fig. 6-12B) for optimum flat top

on square wave.

1. Connect the 10X probe tip to the collector of Q173

(case of Q173; see Fig. 6-12B).

|. CHECK—Test oscilloscope display for flat bottom on

square wave similar to Fig. 6-12A.

k.. ADJUST—C170 (see Fig. 6- 128) for optimum flat bottom

on square wave.

|. Install the calibration shield on the Type 323.

m. CHECK—Type 323 CRT display for optimum square

corner similar to Fig. 6-12C.

Calibration—Type 323

n. ADJUST—C160 and C170 about the same amount in

the same direction for optimum square corner on the CRT

display.

o. Disconnect all test equipment and remove the cali-

bration shield.

et of Q173

(C)

Fig. 6-12. (A) Typical oscilloscope display when adjusting high-

frequency compensation, (B) location of high-frequency compensation

test points and adjustments (Main board), (C) typical CRT display

showing correct high-frequency compensation.
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High-frequency

sine-wave generator

42-inch 50-ohm
BNC cable

constant-amplitude _
Calibration

- shield

GR to BNC

adapter

50-ohm

BNC

-fermination

10x BNC

attenuator

Low-frequency

constant-amplitude

sine-wave generator

Time-mark

generator

Vertical Controls

VOLTS/DIV

VARIABLE

INPUT

Vertical POSITION

X10 VERT GAIN

Triggering Controls

TRIGGER

Trig/Horiz Coupling

EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ ATTEN

(side panel)

Horizontal Controls

TIME/ DIV

VARIABLE

Horizontal POSITION

X10 HORIZ MAG

CRT Controls

FOCUS

INTENSITY

Power Controls

POWER

Power Pack (rear panel)
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Fig. 6-13. Initial test equipment setup for steps 28 through 38.

01

CAL

DC

Midrange

Pushed In

+ Auto

INT TRIG AC

10x

Tms

CAL

Midrange

Pushed in

Adjust for focused display

Adjust for visible display

ON

EXT DC

28. Check Upper Vertical Bandwidth Limit

a. Test equipment setup is shown in Fig. 6-13.

b. Connect the high-frequency constant-amplitude sine-

wave generator (Type 191) to the VERT INPUT connector

through the GR to BNC adapter, 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable,

10 BNC attenuator and the 50-ohm BNC termination.

c. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a four-division

display, centered about the center horizontal line, at its

reference frequency (50 kilohertz).

d. Without changing the output amplitude, increase the

output frequency of the generator until the display is re-

duced to 2.8 divisions (—3 dB point).

e. CHECK—Output frequency of generator must be four

megahertz or higher.

29. Check x10 Vertical Gain Upper Bandwidth

Limit

a. Pull the *10 VERT GAIN switch out.

b. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a four-divi-

sion display, centered about the center horizontal line, at

its reference frequency (50 kilohertz).

c. Without changing the output amplitude, increase the

output frequency of the generator until the display is re-

duced to 2.8 divisions (—3 dB point).



d. CHECK—Output frequency of generator must be 2.75

megahertz or higher.

e. Disconnect all test equipment.

30. Check AC-Coupled Lower Vertical

Bandwidth Limit

a. Connect the low-frequency constant-amplitude gen-

erator to the VERT INPUT connector through the 42-inch 50-

ohm BNC cable and the 50-ohm BNC termination,

b. Change the following control settings:

INPUT AC

x10 VERT GAIN Pushed in

TIME/DIV JS

c. Set the low-frequency generator for a_ four-division

display, centered about the center horizontal line at a ref-

erence frequency of one kilohertz.

d. Without changing the output amplitude, reduce the

output frequency of the generator to two hertz.

e. CHECK—CRT display 2.8 divisions, or greater, in am-

plitude (not more than —3 dB).

f. Disconnect all test equipment.

31. Adjust Magnified Registration O

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 5

INPUT DC

TIME/DIV 1 ms

b. Connect the time-mark generator to the VERT INPUT

connector through a 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable and a 50-

ohm BNC termination.

c. Set the time-mark generator for five-millisecond mark-

ers.

d. Set the TRIGGER control for a stable display in the

variable positive-slope area.

e. Position the middle marker (three markers on sweep)

to the center vertical line (see Fig. 6-14A).

f. Pull the 10% HORIZ MAG switch out (Note: fo pre-

vent changing knob position, the X10 HORIZ MAG switch

can be actuated using the horizontal POSITION control

bracket behind the front panel).

g. CHECK—Middle marker should be within one division

of the center vertical line (see Fig. 6-14B).

Calibration—Type 323

(A)

(B)

h. ADJUST—Swp Mag Regis adjustment, R439 (see Fig.

6-14C), to position the middle marker to the center vertical

line.

1. INTERACTION—Check step 35.
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32. Adjust Normal Timing 0

a. Change the following control settings:

TRIGGER + AUTO

X10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

b. Set the time-mark generator for one-millisecond mark-

ers.

c. CHECK—CRT display for one marker each division

between the second- and tenth-vertical lines of the grati-

cule (see Fig. 6-15A). Tenth marker must be within 0.24

division (within 3%) of the tenth vertical line with the second

marker positioned exactly to the second vertical line.

NOTE

Unless otherwise noted, use the middle eight hori-

zontal divisions (between second and tenth verti-

cal lines of the graticule) when checking or adjust-

ing timing.

d. ADJUST—X1 Gain, R401 (see Fig. 6-15B), for one

marker each division. The second and tenth markers must

coincide exactly with their respective graticule lines (re-

position the display slightly with the horizontal POSITION

control if necessary).

Second © Tenth
vertical line Vertical lineSecond : r

marker «
_ i, Tenth

—. getmarker

(A)

iB)

Fig. 6-15. (A) Typical CRT display showing correct normal timing,

(B) location of normal timing adjustment (Main board).
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e. INTERACTION—Check steps 33 through 38.

33. Check Variable Time/Division Control

Range

a. Set the time-mark generator for 10-millisecond mark-

ers.

b. Set the TRIGGER control for a stable display in the

variable positive-slope area.

c. Position the markers to the far left and right vertical

lines of the graticule with the horizontal POSITION con-

trol.

d. Turn the VARIABLE TIME/DIV control fully counter-

clockwise.

e. CHECK—CRT display for four-division maximum spac-

ing between markers (indicates adequate range for con-

tinuously variable sweep rates between the calibrated steps).

34. Adjust Sweep Length O

a. Return the VARIABLE TIME/DIV control to CAL.

b. Set the time-mark generator for one-millisecond mark-

ers.

c. Adjust the TRIGGER control for a stable display in

the variable positive-slope area.

d. Move the eleventh marker (only part of first marker

may be visible) to the tenth vertical line with the horizontal

POSITION control (see Fig. 6-16A).

e. CHECK—Sweep length between 10.5 and 11 divisions

as shown by 0.5 to one division of display to the right of

the tenth vertical line (see Fig. 6-16A).

f. ADJUST—Sweep Length adjustment, R347 (see Fig.

6-16B), for a sweep length of 10.7 divisions (0.7 division of

display to the right of the tenth vertical line).

35. Adjust Magnified Timing lL

a. Set the time-mark generator for 0.1-millisecond mark-

ers,

b. Change the following control settings:

TRIGGER Stable positive-slope

triggering

Horizontal POSITION Midrange

X10 HORIZ MAG Pulled out

c. CHECK—CRT display for one marker each division

between the second and tenth vertical lines. Marker at the

tenth vertical line must be within 0.32 division (within 4%)

of that graticule line when the marker at the second verti-

cal line is positioned exactly.

d. ADJUST—X10 Gain adjustment, R433 (see Fig. 6-16B),

for one marker each division. The second and tenth mark-

ers must coincide exactly with their respective graticule

lines (reposition the display slightly with the horizontal

POSITION control if necessary).



Eleventh

marker

Sweep length.__»-§ J—<__—

(A) range 10.5 11

Sweep Length

(B)

Fig. 6-16. (A) Typical CRT display when checking sweep length,

(B) location of sweep length and magnified timing adjustments

(Main board).

e. Position the first ten-division portion of the total mag-

nified sweep onto the viewing area with the horizontal POSI-

TION control.

f. CHECK—One marker each division between the sec-

ond and tenth vertical lines. Marker at tenth vertical line

must be within 0.32 division (within 4%) of that line when

the marker at the second vertical line is positioned exactly.

g. Repeat this check for each ten division portion of

the total magnified sweep length.

h. INTERACTION—Check steps 36 and 38.

36. Adjust High-Speed Timing O

a. Install the calibration shield on the Type 323.

b. Set the TIME/DIV switch to 10 us (X10 HORIZ MAG

switch remains pulled out).

c. Set the horizontal POSITION control to midrange.

Calibration—Type 323

d. Set the time-mark generator for one-microsecond mark-

ers.

e. Set the TRIGGER control for a stable display.

f. CHECK—CRT display for optimum linearity and timing

between the sixth and tenth vertical lines (see Fig. 6-17A).

vertical line

Check linearity.
and timing within this

(A) area at 10 0 Hs/DIV |

4 Check linearity Q

<—— and timing within this === >I

gles: — area at 5 2 us/DIV geal

ertical line “7

vertical line.

ae Check linearity —

—_— and timing within this
(C) area at 5 us/DIV

Fig. 6-17. (A) Typical CRT display showing correct high-speed

linearity and timing at 10 uws/DIV, (B) location of high-speed tim-

ing adjustments (Main board), (C) typical CRT display showing

correct high-speed linearity and timing at 5 us/DIV.
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g. ADJUST—C446 (see Fig. 6-17B) for optimum linearity

and timing between the sixth and tenth vertical lines.

h. Set the time-mark generator for 0.5-microsecond mark-

ers,

i. Set the TIME/DIV switch to 5 us.

|. Set the TRIGGER control for a stable display.

k. CHECK—CRT display for optimum linearity and timing

between the second and tenth vertical lines (see Fig. 6-17C).

|. ADJUST—C454 (see Fig. 6-17B) for optimum linearity

and timing between the second and tenth vertical lines.

m. CHECK—CRT display for optimum linearity and timing

between the left (first) vertical line of the graticule and the

fourth vertical line (see Fig. 6-17C).

n. ADJUST—C432 (see Fig. 6-17B) for optimum linearity

and timing between the left (first) vertical line of the grati-

cule and the fourth vertical line.

o. Repeat parts c through n of this step until optimum

timing and linearity is obtained.

37. Check Normal Sweep Timing Accuracy

a. Change the following control settings:

b. CHECK—Using the TIME/DIV switch and time-mark

generator settings given in Table 6-4, check normal sweep

timing within the given tolerances over the middle eight divi-

sions of the display. Set the TRIGGER control as necessary

for a stable display in the variable positive-slope area.

38. Check Magnified Sweep Timing Accuracy

a. Change the following control settings:

TRIGGER Stable positive-slope

triggering

X10 HORIZ MAG Pulled out

b. CHECK—Using the TIME/DIV switch and_ time-mark

generator settings given in Table 6-5, check magnified tim-

ing within the given tolerances over the middle eight-division

portion of the total magnified sweep length. Set the TRIG-

GER control as necessary for a stable display in the variable

positive-slope area.

c. Disconnect all test equipment and remove the calibra-

tion shield.

TRIGGER Stable positive-slope

triggering

X10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

TABLE 6-4

Normal Sweep Timing Accuracy

Allowable

TIME/DIV Time-mark CRT display | error for

switch generator (markers/ given

setting output division) accuracy

5 ps 5 microsceond 1 0.24 division

10 ys 10 microsecond 1 (within 3%]

20 ps 10 microsecond 2

50 ps 50 microsecond 1

.] ms 0.1 millisecond 1

.2ms 0.1 millisecond 2

5 ms 0.5 millisecond 1

1 ms 1 millisecond 1

2 ms 1 millisecond 2

5 ms 5 millisecond 1

10 ms 10 millisecond 1

20 ms 10 millisecond 2

50 ms 50 millisecond 1

ls 0.1 second ]

2S 0.1 second 2

5s 0.5 second 1 0.32 division

1s 1 second 1 (within 4%)
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TABLE 6-5

Magnified Sweep Timing Accuracy

Allowable

TIME/DIV Time-mark CRT display | error for

switch generator (markers/ given

setting output division ) accuracy

5 ps 0.5 microsecond 1 0.4 division

10 ps 1 microsecond 1 (within 5%]

20 ps 1 microsecond 2 0.32 division

50 ps 5 microsecond 1 (within 4%)

.1 ms 10 microsecond ]

.2ms 10 microsecond 2

ms 50 microsecond [

1 ms 0.1 millisecond 1

2 ms 0.1 millisecond 2

5 ms 0.5 millisecond 1

10 ms 1 millisecond ]

20 ms 1 millisecond 2

50 ms 5 millisecond 1

ls 10 millisecond 1

2s 10 millisecond 2

Os 50 millisecond 1 0.4 division

Is 0.1 second 1 (within 5%]

@



Standard

amplitude

calibrator

Vertical Controls

VOLTS/DIV

VARIABLE

INPUT

Vertical POSITION

X10 VERT GAIN

Triggering Controls

TRIGGER

Trig/Horiz Coupling

EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ ATTEN

(side panel)

Horizontal Controls

TIME/ DIV

VARIABLE

Horizontal POSITION

X10 HORIZ MAG

CRT Controls

FOCUS

INTENSITY

Power Controls

POWER

Power Pack (rear panel]

42-inch 50-ohm
BNC cable

Calibration—Type 323

Low-frequency

sine-wave

generator

connector banana plug te

50-ohm BNC patch cord

BNC termination |

Fig. 6-18. Initial test equipment setup for steps 39 through 45.

5

CAL

GND

Midrange

Pushed in

+ AUTO

EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ DC

1X

EXT HORIZ

CAL

Midrange

Pulled out

Adjust for focused display

Adjust for visible display

ON

EXT DC

39. Adjust External Horizontal Variable oO
Balance

a. Postion the dot to the center of the graticule with the

POSITION controls.

b. CHECK—Rotate the EXT HORIZ VAR control (VARI-

ABLE TIME/DIV) throughout its range. Dot should not move

horizontally.

c. ADJUST—Ext Horiz Var Bal adjustment, R218 (see Fig.

6-19), for no trace shift as the EXT HORIZ VAR control its

rotated. If necessary, use the horizontal POSITION control

to keep the dot on the screen during adjustment.

40. Check External Horizontal Deflection Factor

a. Test equipment setup is shown in Fig. 6-18.

b. Change the following control settings:

EXT HORIZ VAR CAL (clockwise)

X10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

c. Position the dot to the left vertical line of the grati-

cule with the horizontal POSITION control.

d. Connect the standard amplitude calibrator to the EXT

TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT connector with the 42-inch BNC

cable.
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Fig. 6-19. Location of external horizontal variable balance adjust-

ment (Main board).

e. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a two-volt

square-wave output.

f. CHECK—CRT display for horizontal deflection of 6.7

to 10 divisions between dots (200 to 300 millivolts/division).

41. Check External Horizontal Deflection Factor

with 10x Attenuation

a. Set the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ ATTEN switch (side panel)

to 10X.

b. Set the standard amplitude calibrator for a 20-volt

square-wave outpuf.

c. CHECK—CRT display for horizontal deflection of 6.7

to 10 divisions between dots (two to three volts/division)}.

42. Check External Horizontal Variable Control

Range

a. Turn the EXT HORIZ VAR control fully counterclock-

wise. )

b. CHECK—CRT display not more than one-tenth of the

deflection measured in previous step (10:1 range or greater).

43. Check External Horizontal Coupling

a. Position the left dot of the display to the center ver-

tical line with the horizontal POSITION control.

b. Set the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch to EXT TRIG AC.

c. CHECK—CRT display for horizontal deflection cen-

tered about the center vertical line.

d. Disconnect all test equipment.

44. Check External Horizontal Bandwidth

a. Change the following control settings:
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EXT TRIG OR 1x

HORIZ ATTEN

EXT HORIZ VAR CAL (fully clockwise)

b. Connect the low-frequency sine-wave generator to

the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT connector through the 42-

inch 50-ohm BNC cable and 50-ohm BNC termination.

c. Set the low-frequency generator for six-division hori-

zontal deflection, centered about the center vertical line,

at one kilohertz.

d. Without changing the output amplitude, increase the

output frequency of the generator to 10 kilohertz.

e. CHECK—CRT display 4.2 divisions, or greater, hori-

zontal deflection (not more than —3 cB).

f. Disconnect all test equipment.

45. Check External Blanking

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 2

INPUT DC

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG AC

TIME/DIV 5 ps

b. Connect the low-frequency generator to the VERT IN-

PUT connector through the 42-inch BNC cable and the BNC

T connector.

c. Set the low-frequency generator for a_ five-division

display (five volt positive peaks) at 100 kilohertz.

d. Connect the output of the BNC T connector to the EXT

BLANK jack with the six-inch BNC to banana plug patch

cord.

e. CHECK—CRT display for blanking of a portion of each

cycle of the waveform (see Fig. 6-20). The INTENSITY con-

trol setting may need to be changed to show blanking.

f. Disconnect all test equipment.

Portion of each cycle

blanked out

Fig. 6-20. Typical CRT display when checking external blanking.
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sine-wave generator

GR to BNC adapter

BNC T

connector

42-inch 50-ohm

BNC cable

Low-frequency

50-ahm constant-amplitude

BNC sine-wave generator

termination

Vertical Controls

VOLTS/DIV

VARIABLE

INPUT

Vertical POSITION

X10 VERT GAIN

Triggering Controls

TRIGGER

Trig/Horiz Coupling

EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ ATTEN

(side panel)

Horizontal Controls

TIME/DIV

VARIABLE

Horizontal POSITION

X10 HORIZ MAG

CRT Controls

FOCUS

INTENSITY

Power Controls

POWER

Power Pack (rear panel)

Fig. 6-21. Initial test equipment setup for steps 46 through 54.

|

CAL

DC

Midrange

Pushed in

+ AUTO

INT TRIG AC

1x

5 ps

CAL

Midrange

Pushed in

Adjust for focused display

Adjust for visible display

ON

EXT DC

46. Check Internal Triggering Operation

a. Test equipment setup is shown in Fig. 6-21.

b. Connect the high-frequency constant-amplitude sine-

wave generator to the VERT INPUT connector through the

GR to BNC adapter, 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable, 50-ohm

BNC termination and the BNC T connector. Connect the

output of the BNC T connector to the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

INPUT connector with a 42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable.

c. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a 0.3-division

display at 400 kilohertz.

d. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ.

e. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

positive-slope area. |

f. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to ob-

tain a stable display.

g. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

negative-slope area.

h. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to ob-

tain a stable display.
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i. Set the TRIGGER control to — AUTO.

j. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented with the Trig/

Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF REJ.

k. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a 0.75-divi-

sion display at four megahertz.

|. Pull the X10 HORIZ MAG switch out.

m. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented with the Trig/

Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF REJ.

n. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise to the

variable negative-slope area.

o. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to ob-

tain a stable display.

p. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise to the vari-

able positive-slope area.

q. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF

REJ. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to

obtain a stable display.

r. Set the TRIGGER control to + AUTO.

s. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented with the Trig/

Horiz Coupling switch set to INT TRIG AC and ACLF REJ.

47. Check External Triggering Operation

a. Change the following control settings:

Trig/Horiz Coupling EXT TRIG OR

HORIZ AC

X10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

b. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a 0.75-divi-

sion display (75 millivolts) at 400 kilohertz.

c. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

d. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

positive-slope area.

e. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC

and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary

to obtain a stable display.

f. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

negative-slope area.

g. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC

and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary

to obtain a stable display.

h. Set the TRIGGER control to — AUTO.

i. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

j. Set the constant-amplitude generator for a 1.9-division

display (190 millivolts) at 400 kilohertz.
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k. Without changing the output amplitude, set the gen-

erator to four megahertz.

|. Pull the X10 HORIZ MAG switch out.

m. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

n. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise to the vari-

able negative-slope area.

o. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC

and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary

to obtain a stable display.

p. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise to the vari-

able positive-slope area.

gq. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC

and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to

obtain a stable display.

r. Set the TRIGGER control to + AUTO.

s. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

t. Disconnect the high-frequency generator.

48. Check Low-Frequency Triggering Operation

a. Connect the low-frequency constant-amplitude sine-

wave generator to the VERT INPUT connector through the

42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable, 50-ohm BNC termination and the

BNC T connector. Connect the output of the BNC T con-

nector to the EXT TRIG OR HORIZ INPUT connector with a

42-inch 50-ohm BNC cable.

b. Change the following control settings:

TIME/DIV 10 ms

x10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

c. Set the low-frequency generator for a 0.75-division

display (75 millivolts) at 30 hertz.

d. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

e. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

positive-slope area.

f. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ

AC and DC. TRIGGER control may be adjusted as neces-

sary to obtain a stable display.

g. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise to the variable

negative-slope area.

h. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

Trig/Horiz Coupling switch set to EXT TRIG OR HORIZ AC

and DC TRIGGER control may be adjusted as necessary to

obtain a stable display.

i. Set the TRIGGER control to — AUTO.

ij. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

k. Set the Trig/Horiz Coupling switch to INT TRIG AC.

®



|. Set the low-frequency generator for a 0.3-division dis-

play at 30 hertz.

m. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

n. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise

able negative-slope area.

o. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

TRIGGER control.

p. Turn the TRIGGER control counterclockwise to the vari-

able positive-slope area.

q. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the

TRIGGER control.

r. Set the TRIGGER control to + AUTO.

s. CHECK—Stable CRT display is presented.

49. Check Low-Frequency Reject Operation

a. Change the following control settings:

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG ACLF REJ

TIME/DIV 1 ms

b. Set the low-frequency generator for a 0.3-division dis-

play at 30 kilohertz.

c. CHECK—Stable CRT display can be obtained with the
TRIGGER control set to + and — AUTO and in the vari-

able positive- and negative-slope areas (adjust as necessary).

d. Without changing the output amplitude, set the low-

frequency generator to 30 hertz.

e. Set the TIME/DIV switch to 10 ms.

f. CHECK—Stable CRT display cannot be obtained at

any setting of the TRIGGER control.

50. Check Trigger Slope Operation

a. Change the following control settings:

TRIGGER + AUTO

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG AC

TIME/DIV 5 ms

b. Set the low-frequency generator for a_ four-division

display at one kilohertz.

c. CHECK—CRT display starts on the positive slope of

the waveform (see Fig. 6-22A).

d. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise until a stable dis-

play is obtained in the positive-slope area.

e. CHECK—CRT display starts on the postive slope of

the waveform.

f. Turn the TRIGGER control clockwise until a stable dis-

play is obtained in the negative-slope area.

g. CHECK—CRT display starts on the negative slope of

the waveform (see Fig. 6-22B).
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 6-22. (A) Typical CRT display when checking positive-slope

triggering, (B) typical CRT display when checking negative-slope

triggering.

h. Set the TRIGGER control to — AUTO.

i. CHECK—CRT display starts on the negative slope of

the waveform.

51. Check TRIGGER Control Range

a. Remove the 50-ohm BNC termination and reconnect the

low-frequency sine-wave generator to the BNC T connector

through the 42-inch BNC cable.

b. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 5

TRIGGER + AUTO

Trig/Horiz Coupling EXT TRIG AC

c. Set the low-frequency generator for a 3.2-division

display (1.6 volts peak to peak) at one kilohertz.

d. CHECK—Rotate the TRIGGER control throughout the

positive-slope area and check that the display can be trig-

gered (stable display) at any point along the positive slope

of the waveform (indicates TRIGGER control range of at

least + and — 0.8 volts). Display is not triggered at either

extreme of the positive-slope area except in + AUTO detent.

e. CHECK—Rotate the TRIGGER control throughout the

negative-slope area and check that the display can be trig-

gered at any point along the negative slope of the wave-

form. Display is not triggered at either extreme of the neg-

ative-slope area except in — AUTO detent.
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f. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 5

TRIGGER + AUTO

EXT TRIG OR 10x

HORIZ ATTEN

g. Set the low-frequency generator for a 3.2-division dis-

play (16 volts peak to peak) at one kilohertz.

h. CHECK—Rotate the TRIGGER control throughout the

positive-slope area and check that the display can be trig-

gered at any point along the positive slope of the waveform.

Display is not triggered at either extreme of the positive-

slope area except in + AUTO detent.

i. CHECK—Rotate the TRIGGER control throughout the

negative-slope area and check that the display can be trig-

gered at any point along the negative slope of the wave-

form. Display is not triggered at either extreme of the neg-

ative-slope area except in — AUTO detent.

|. Disconnect all test equipment.

52. Check Calibrator Risetime

a. Change the following control settings:

VOLTS/DIV 5 DIV CAL

INPUT GND

TRIGGER — AUTO

Trig/Horiz Coupling INT TRIG AC

TIME/DIV .1 ms

X10 HORIZ MAG Pulled out

b. Position the rising portion of the waveform onto the

viewing area with the horizontal POSITION control and cen-

ter the display with the vertical POSITION control.

c. CHECK—CRT display for 0.2 division or less horizontal

distance between the 10% and 90% points on the leading

edge of the calibrator waveform (two microseconds or less

risetime).
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53. Check Calibrator Repetition Rate

a. Change the following control settings:

TRIGGER + AUTO

TIME/DIV 2ms

x10 HORIZ MAG Pushed in

b. Position the start of the trace to the left (first) ver-

tical line of the graticule.

c. CHECK—CRT display for duration of one cycle be-

tween 5 and 10 divisions (repetition rate 750 hertz, +250

hertz).

54. Check Calibrator Duty Cycle

a. Set the TIME/DIV switch to .1 ms.

b. Set the VARIABLE TIME/DIV control for one complete

cycle in 10 divisions.

c. CHECK—CRT display for length of positive segment

of the square wave between four and six divisions (duty

cycle 40% to 60%).

d. Return the VARIABLE TIME/DIV control to CAL.

NOTE

Accuracy of the Calibrator output voltage was set

in step 4 of this procedure.

This completes the calibration procedure for the Type

323. Disconnect all test equipment and replace the cabinet.

If the instrument has been completely checked and calibrated

to the tolerances given in this procedure, it will meet the

electrical characteristics listed in the Performance Require-

ment column of the Type 323 Specification section of this

manual.



A or amp

AC or ac

AF

a

AM
oe!

fed

BHB

BHS

BNC

x

Cc

Cc

cap.

cer

cm

comp

conn

c/s or cps

CRT

csk

A
dB

dBm

DC or de

DE

H or h

hex.

HF

HHB

HHS

HSS

incd

int

kQ

ke

kHz

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

amperes L

alternating current IN
audio frequency >>
alpha—common-base current amplification factor <

amplitude modulation LF

approximately equal to Ig

beta—common-emitter current amplification factor LV

binding head brass M

binding head steel m

baby series ‘‘'N’’ connector MQ or meg

by or times jh

carbon mc

capacitance met.

capacitor MHz

ceramic mm

centimeter ms

composition —

connector mtg hdw

cycle n

cycles per second no. or #
cathode-ray tube ns

countersunk OD

increment OHB

decibel OHS

decibel referred to one milliwatt Q

direct current . )

double end p

degrees /

degrees Celsius (degrees centigrade) %

degrees Fahrenheit PHB

degrees Kelvin d

diameter 7

divide by PHS

division --
extremely high frequency _
electrolytic PIV

electrolytic, metal cased plstc

electromagnetic interference (see RFI} PMC

electrolytic, metal tubular poly

epsilon—2.71828 or % of error prec

equal to or greater than PT

equal to or less than PTM

external pwr

farad Q

focus and intensity RC

flat head brass RF

flat head steel RFI

fillister head brass RHB

fillister head steel p

frequency modulation RHS

feet or foot r/min or rpm

giga or 10? RMS

acceleration due to gravity _ $ OF sec.

germanium SE

gigahertz Si
guaranteed minimum value SN_ or S/N
General Radio

greater than T
henry TC
height or high TD
hexagonal THB
high frequency 0
hex head brass thk
hex head steel THS

hex socket brass tub.

hex socket steel UHF

high voltage V

hertz (cycles per second) VAC

inside diameter var

intermediate frequency VDC

inch or inches VHF

incandescent VSWR

infinity W
internal Ww

integral w/
kilohms or kilo (103) w/o
kilohm WW
kilocycle xmfr
kilohertz

inductance

lambda—wavelength

large compared with

less than

low frequency

length or long

low voltage

mega or 106

milli or 1073

megohm

micro or 1076

megacycle

metal

megahertz

millimeter

millisecond

minus

mounting hardware

nano or 107?

number

nanosecond

outside diameter

oval head brass

oval head steel

omega—ohms

omega—angular frequency

pico or 10-!2

per

percent

pan head brass

phi—phase angle

pi—3.1416

pan head steel

plus

plus or minus

peak inverse voltage

plastic

paper, metal cased

polystyrene

precision

paper, tubular

paper or plastic, tubular, molded

power

figure of merit

resistance capacitance

radio frequency

radio frequency interference (see EMI)

round head brass

rho—resistivity

round head steel

revolutions per minute

root mean square

second

single end

silicon

serial number

small compared with

tera or 10/4

temperature compensated

tunnel diode

truss head brass

theta—angular phase displacement

thick

truss head steel

tubular

ultra high frequency

volt |

volts, alternating current

variable

volts, direct current

very high frequency

voltage standing wave ratio

watt

wide or width

with

without

wire-wound

transformer



PARTS ORDERING INFORMATION

Replacement parts are available from or through your local Tektronix, Inc. Field

Office or representative.

Changes to Tektronix instruments are sometimes made to accommodate improved

components as they become available, and to give you the benefit of the latest circuit

improvements developed in our engineering department. It is therefore important, when

ordering parts, to include the following information in your order: Part number, instrument

type or number, serial or model number, and modification number if applicable.

If a part you have ordered has been replaced with a new or improved part, your

local Tektronix, Inc. Field Office or representative will contact you concerning any change

in part number.

SPECIAL NOTES AND SYMBOLS

000 Part first added at this serial number

00 x Part removed after this serial number

*000-0000-00 Asterisk preceding Tektronix Part Number indicates manufactured by

or for Tektronix, Inc., or reworked or checked components.

Use 000-0000-00 Part number indicated is direct replacement.

Screwdriver adjustment.

— Control, adjustment or connector.



SECTION 7

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST

Values are fixed unless marked Variable.

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Type 323

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

Bulbs

B509 150-0084-00 GE 2AA

Capacitors

Tolerance +20% unless otherwise indicated.

Cl 283-0059-00 1 pF Cer 25 V

C2 283-0059-00 1 uF Cer 25 V

C3 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V
C5 283-0023-00 0.1 uF Cer 10V

C6 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V

C19 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V
C20 *285-0610-00 0.1 pF MT 600 V

C23A 281 -0093-01 5.5-18 pF, Var Cer

C23B 28] -0091-01 2-8 pF, Var Cer

C23C 28] -0600-09 35 pF Cer

C24A 281 -0093-01 5.5-18 pF, Var Cer

C24B 281-0091 -01 2-8 pF, Var Cer

C24C 283-0597-01 470 pF Mica 300 V

C25A 281 -0093-01 5.5-18 pF, Var Cer

C25B 281-0091 -01 2-8 pF, Var Cer

C25C - 283-0617-01 4700 pF Mica 300 V

C28A 281-0091 -01 2-8 pF, Var Cer

C28B 281 -0093-01 5.5-18 pF, Var Cer

C28C 28] -0592-00 4.7 pF Cer 500 V

C29A 281 -0093-01 5.5-18 pF, Var Cer

C29B 281-0091 -01 2-8 pF, Var Cer

C31 283-0068-00 0.01 uF Cer 500 V

C33 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V

C50 281 -0627-0) 1 pF Cer 600 V

C56 283-0003-01 0.01 pF Cer 150 V

C58 28] -0627-00 1 pF Cer 600 V
Cé8 281 -0603-00 39 pF Cer 500 V

C102 281 -0622-0) 47 pF Cer 500 V

C107 281 -0622-00 47 pF Cer 500 V

C115 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C133 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C143 283-0119-07. 2200 pF Cer 200 V

C153 283-0003-01 0.01 pF Cer 150 V

C155 - 283-0032-01 470 pF Cer 500 V

C158 283-0032-01 470 pF Cer 500 V

+80%—20%

+80%—20%

10%

10%

10%

10%,

10%,

10%

=£0.5 pF

10%
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Capacitors (cont)

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Description

C160 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub.

C162 283-0083-01 0.0047 uF Cer 500 V 5%

C167 281-0524-00 150 pF Cer 500 V

C169 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C170 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub.

C172 283-0083-01 0.0047 pF Cer 500 V 5%

C177 281-0524-00 150 pF Cer 500 V

C191 290-0271 -00 9 uF Elect. 125 V +20%—15%
C201 281 -0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub.

C206 281 -0060-01 2-8 pF, Var Cer

C208 283-0602-00 53 pF Mica 300 V 5%

C209 283-0068-00 0.01 pF Cer 500 V

C212 283-0104-01 2000 pF Cer 500 V 5%

C221 290-0136-01 2.2 uF Elect. 20 V
C223 283-0119-00 2200 pF Cer 200 V 5%

C24] 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C250 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V 10%
C252 281-0578-00 - 18 pF Cer 500 V 5%

C256 281-0578-00 18 pF Cer 500 V 5%

C270A 290-0134-01 22 uF Elect. 15V

C270B 290-0136-01 2.2 uF Elect. 20 V
C270C 290-0264-01 0.22 uF Elect. 35 V 10%
C290 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V 10%
C293 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V 10%
C301 281 -0504-00 10 pF Cer 500 V 10%

C310 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V 10%

C313 283-0003-01 — 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C316 281 -0550-00 120 pF Cer 500 V 10%

C32] 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V 10%

C330A 1 pF

C330B *295-0110-00 0.01 wF (Matched Assy)

C330C 0.001 uF

C340A 290-01 83-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V 10%

C340B 283-0003-01 0.01 pF Cer 500 V 10%

C342 283-0000-01 0.001 uF Cer 500 V

C353 281 -0550-00 120 pF Cer 500 V 10%

C359 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V 10%

C361 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C362 283-0119-00 2200 pF Cer 200 V 5%,

C364 283-0103-00 180 pF Cer 500 V 5%

C369 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C432 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. ,

C433 281-0544-00 5.6 pF Cer 500 V 10%

C446 281-0091 -01 2-8 pF, Var Cer
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Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Capacitors (cont)

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

C454 281-0091-01 2-8 pF, Var Cer

C457 28] -0627-00 1 pF Cer 600 V

C491 290-0134-01 22 uF Elect. 15V

C493 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V 10%

C507 290-01 64-00 1 pF Elect. 150 V

C512 290-0183-01 1 pF Elect. 35 V 10%

C526 283-0059-00 1 pF Cer 25V +80%—20%,

C529 290-0248-02 150 uF Elect. 15V

C531 283-0003-01 0.01 pF Cer 150 V

C533 283-0008-00 0.1 uF Cer 500 V

C540 283-0092-00 0.03 uF Cer 200 V +80% —20%,

C54] 283-0092-00 0.03 uF Cer 200 V +80%—20%

C543 290-0305-00 3 pF Elect. 150 V

C545 290-0134-01 22 pF Elect. 15V

C550 290-01 14-01 47 uF Elect. 6V

C554 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C559 290-0134-01 22 uF Elect. I5V

C560 290-0114-01 47 pF Elect. 6V

C563 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C564 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C569 290-0134-01 22 pF Elect. 15V

C572 290-0167-00 10 uF Elect. 15V

C573 283-0013-00 0.01 uF Cer 1000 V

C574 283-0013-00 0.01 uF Cer 1000 V

C575A-G 283-01 51-00 Capacitor Assy (7 section) ,

C576A-G 283-0151 -00 Capacitor Assy (7 section) Oe

C577 283-0013-00 0.01 pF Cer 1000 V

C578 283-0013-00 0.01 uF Cer 1000 V

C579 283-0105-00 0.01 uF Cer 2000 V +80% —20%,

C589 283-0003-01 0.01 pF Cer 150 V

Semiconductor Device, Diodes

D1] *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D12 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D13 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D30 152-0246-00 Silicon Low leakage 250 mW 40 V

D31 152-0246-00 Silicon Low leakage 250 mW 40 V

D32 152-0246-00 Silicon Low leakage 250 mW 40 V

D33 152-0246-09 Silicon Low leakage 250 mW 40 V

D54 *]152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D81 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 -

D82 *]52-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

-_
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Electrical Parts List—-Type 323

Semiconductor Device, Diodes (cont)

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

D83 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D84 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D85 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D86 152-0071 -00 Germanium ED 2007

D87 152-0071 -00 Germanium ED 2007

D88 152-0071 -00 Germanium ED 2007

D89 152-0071 -00 Germanium ED 2007

D169 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D213 152-0246-00 Silicon Low leakage 250 mW 40 V

D214 152-0246-00 Silicon Low leakage 250 mW 40 V

D301 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D303 152-0330-00 Tunnel lp = 2.2mA Cv = 10pF
D305 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D309 152-0246-00 Silicon Low leakage 250 mW 40 V

D342 *]52-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D343 *]52-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D350 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D351 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D353 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D416 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D442 152-0127-00 Zener IN755A 400 mW 7.5 V 5%

D452 *] 52-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D501 *152-0107-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N647

D516 *] 52-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D521 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D523 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D525 *] 52-0061 -00 Silicon Tek Spec

D528 *152-0061-00 Silicon Tek Spec

D531 *] 52-0061 -00 Silicon Tek Spec

D533 *] 52-0061 -00 Silicon Tek Spec

D540 *] 52-0061 -00 Silicon Tek Spec

D543 *]52-0061-00 Silicon Tek Spec

D545 152-0333-00 Silicon High Speed and Conductance

D547 152-0359-00 Zener 500mW 9V 5% 0.01%/°C TC

D549 152-0333-00 Silicon High Speed and Conductance

D550 152-0333-00 Silicon High Speed and Conductance

D554 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D560 152-0333-00 Silicon High Speed and Conductance

D561 152-0333-00 Silicon High Speed and Conductance

D565 *] 52-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152

D570 152-0333-00 Silicon High Speed and Conductance

D575A-N 152-0331 -00 Silicon 800 V 25 mA 1.0 ps. |

(13) Reverse Recovery Time
D593 152-0281 -00 Zener IN969B 400 mW 22V 5%
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Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Fuses

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

F501 159-0064-00 1A Fast-Blo

Connectors

J15 136-01 40-00 Socket, Banana Jack Assy

J20 131-0274-00 BNC

J205 131-0106-00 1 Contact, Female

J350 136-0140-00 Socket, Banana Jack Assy

Inductors

L46 *108-0489-00 1.2 »H

1501 *]08-0464-00 125 wH

L559 *108-0463-00 35 pH

L569 *108-0463-09 35 wH

L590 276-0525-00 Core, Ferrite

L592 *]108-0465-00 Trace Rotator

Transistors

Ql 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904
Q9 151-0190-09 Silicon 2N3904

Q33A,B 151-1010-00 Silicon Dual FET
Q41A,B 151-0232-00 Silicon Dual
Q50 151-0221 -00 Silicon 2N4258

Q53 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904
Q55 151-0190-09 Silicon 2N3904

Q58 151-0221 -00 Silicon 2N4258
Qél 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904
Q7] 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904

Q91 151-0221 -00 Silicon 2N4258
Q9Id 151-0221 -00 Silicon 2N4258
Q103 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904
Q109 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904
Qlll 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904

Q117 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904
Q121 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904
Q127 151-0190-09 Silicon 2N3904
Q133 151-0234-00 Silicon 2SC805
Q137 151-0234-00 Silicon 2SC805

Q14] 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904
Q151 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904
Q153 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904

Q160 *15]-0228-00 Silicon Tek. Spec
Q163 151-0234-00 Silicon 2SC805



Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Transistors (cont)

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Description

Q170 *151-0228-00 Silicon Tek Spec

Q173 151-0234-00 Silicon 2SC805
Q215 151-1018-00 Silicon FET

Q23] *151-0192-00 Silicon Replaceable by MP5 6521

Q239 *151-0192-00 Silicon Replaceable by MP5 6521

Q253 *151-0192-00 Silicon Replaceable by MPS 6521

Q263 *151-0192-00 Silicon Replaceable by MPS 6521

Q305 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904

Q311 151-1018-00 Silicon FET

Q317 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904

Q326 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122

Q343 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904

Q356 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122

Q363 151-0234-00 Silicon 2SC805

Q370 *151-0228-00 Silicon Tek Spec

Q373 151-0234-00 Silicon 25C805

Q415 *151-0192-00 Silicon Replaceable by MPS 6521

Q420 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122

Q427 151-0233-00 Silicon 2SC805 High Voltage Selector

Q440 *151-0228-00 Silicon Tek Spec

Q450 *151-0228-00 Silicon Tek Spec

Q459 151-0233-00 Silicon 2SC805 High Voltage Selector

Q505 151-0179-00 Silicon 2N3877A

Q515 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904

Q518 *151-0219-00 Silicon Replaceable by 2N4250

Q525 151-0231 -00 Silicon 2SC756-4

Q529 151-0231 -00 Silicon 2SC756-4

Q555 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904

Q557 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904

Q558 151-0164-00 Silicon 2N3702

Q562 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122

Q567 151-0190-00 Silicon 2N3904

Q569 151-0207-00 Silicon 2N3415

Resistors are fixed, composition, 10% unless otherwise indicated.

RI 315-0100-01 100 YU, W 5%

R2 315-0100-01 10Q 7, W 5%

R3 315-0102-01 1 ka Yi, W 5%

R4 315-0752-01 7.5 kO Y, W 5%

R6 315-0331-01 330 2 Yi, W 5%

R8 315-0103-02 10 kQ YU, W 5%

RI 315-0822-01 8.2 kQ, Yi, W 5%

R12 321-0316-30 19.1 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R13 321-0318-30 20 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R15 321-0336-30 30.9 kQ Ve W Prec 1%



Resistors (cont)

Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Cki. No. Part No. — Eff Disc Description

R17 321-0753-31 9ka VY, W Prec Yo %
R18 321-0754-3] 900 0 Ve W Prec Yo %
R19 321 -0636-00 100 Ve W Prec VY %
R21 315-0104-02 100 ko VU, W 5%
R23B 322-0621-31 900 ka V4, W Prec Y%

R23C 321-1389-31 111 kQ VY, W Prec Yn 9
R24B 322-0624-01 990 ka UY, W Prec Yo %
R24C 321-1289-31 10.1 ka Ve W Prec Yo %
R25B 322-0629-01 999 kQ Wy, W Prec Yn %,
R25C 321-0193-31 1 ka Ve W Prec Vy %

R27 315-0471 -02 4709, Vi, W 5%
R28B 322-0610-31 500 ka Vi, W Prec Yo %
R28C 322-0481 -01 1 MQ VY, W Prec Yo %
R29B 322-0620-31 800 kO VU, W Prec VY, %,
R29C 321-0733-01 250 kQ Ve W Prec Yo %

R30 322-0481-00 1 MQ Vi, W Prec 1%
R31 321 -0385-30 100 ka VY, W Prec 1%
R33 315-0201-01 — 200 2 VY, W 5%
R34 321-0068-30 49.90, Ve W Prec 1%
R36 321-0249-30 3.83 kQ Ye W Prec 1%

R38 32] -0249-30 3.83 kO, Y,e W Prec 1%
R39 311-0622-00 1000, Var

R40 311-0634-00 500 Q, Var

R42 321 -0223-30 2.05 ka Ve W Prec 1°
R44 321-0210-30 1.5 kO VY, W Prec 1%

R46 311-0643-00 500, Var

R47 321-0111-30 140 0 VY, W Prec 1%
RAO 32] -0223-30 2.05 ka Ve W Prec 1%
R51 321-0285-30 9.09 ka Ve W Prec 1%
R52 321 -0208-30 1.43 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R54 315-0432-01..: 4.3 kO VY, W - 5%
R55 321-0229-30 2.37 kQ, Ve W Prec 1%
R56 321 -0286-30 9.31 kO Ve W Prec 1%
R59 321 -0285-30 9.09 kQ VY, W Prec 1%
R6] 315-0512-01 5.1 ka UY, W 5%,

R62 321-0251-30 4.02 kQ Ve W — Prec 1%
R63 321-0193-30 1 ka Va W Prec 1%
R65 321 -0235-30 2.74 kQ Ve W Prec 1%
R66 311-0605-00 2000, Var

R68 321-0152-30 3740 Ve W Prec 1%

R69 311-0605-00 200 ©, Var

R71 315-0512-01 5.1 ka Yi, W 5%
R72 321-0251-30 4.02 kQ V,e W Prec 1%
R73 321-0193-30 1 kO Ve W Prec 1%
R75 321-0235-30 ° -: 2.74 kO, VY, W Prec 1%
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Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Resistors (cont)

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

R76 311-0692-00 3 kOQ, Var

R80 321 -0251-30 4.02 ka VY, W Prec 1%

R81 315-0243-01 24 kQ UW 5%

R82 311-0689-00 2 X 10kQ, Var

R83 315-0243-01 24 kQ VY, W 5%

R84 321-0251-30 4.02 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R85 315-0123-01 12 ka YU, W 5%,

R87 321-0313-30 17.8 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R89 321-0313-30 17.8 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R90 315-0243-01 24 kQ Vi, W : 5%

R91 311-0607-00 10 kQ, Var

R93 311-0607-00 10 kQ, Var

R94 315-0243-01 24 koa YU, W 5%

R95 321-0255-30 4,42 kO Ve W Prec 1%

R96 315-0392-01 3.9 ka VU, W 5%

R98 315-0392-01 3.9 ko VU, W 5%

R9O 321 -0255-30 4,42 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R101 321-0264-30 5.49 kO Ya W Prec 1%

R104 321-0242-30 3.24 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R106 321 -0242-30 3.24 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R108 32] -0264-30 5.49 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R111 321-0251 -30 4.02 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R113 315-0101-01 1000 VU, W 5%

R114 321-0201-30 1.21 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R115 321 -0284-30 8.87 ka VY, W Prec 1%

R118 321-0251-30 4.02 ko Ve W Prec 1%

R120 315-0101-01 1000 VU, W 5%

R123 321-0213-30 1.62 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R125 321-0213-30 1.62 ka V,e W Prec 1%

R128 315-0101-01 1000 YU, W 5%

R131 321 -0289-30 10 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R133 321-0270-30 6.34 ko VY, W Prec 1%

R134 321-0318-30 20 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R135 321 -0239-30 3.01 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R137 321-0239-30 3.01 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R139 321 -0289-30 10 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R143 321-0281 -30 8.25 kO VY, W Prec 1%

R153 315-0102-01 1 ka VY, W 5%

R160 321-0452-00 499 kO, V, W Prec 1%

R16] 315-0510-01 51Q YW . 5%

R162 315-0620-01 620 VU, W 5%

R163 315-0202-01 2 kQ VU, W 5%

R164 321-0114-30 150 2 Ve W Prec 1%

R166 315-0203-01 20 kQ U, W 5%

R619 315-0333-01 33 kQ VU, W 5%
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Resistors (conf)

Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

R17 321 -0753-31 9kO Ye W Prec Yo A

R18 321-0754-31 900 2 Ve W Prec Vy %

R19 321-0636-00 100 Q Ve W Prec Yo %

R21] 315-0104-02 100 kO Yi, W 5%

R23B 322-0621-31 900 ka Yi, W Prec Vy %

R23C 321-1389-31 | 111 kQ Ye W Prec Yn %

R24B 322-0624-01 990 ka VY, W Prec Yo %

R24C 321-1289-31 10.1 kQ VY, W Prec Yn %

R25B 322-0629-01 999 kQ Yi, W Prec Vy %

R25C 321-0193-31 1 ka VY, W Prec Yo %

R27 315-0471 -02 470 Q Yi, W 5%

R28B 322-0610-31 500 ka Yi, W Prec Vy %o

R28C 322-0481 -01 1 MQ YU, W Prec VY, %

R29B 322-0620-31 800 kO VU, W Prec VY, %

R29C 321-0733-01 250 kQ Va W Prec Yn Is

R30 322-0481 -00 1 MQ Yi, W Prec 1%

R31 321-0385-30 100 ko Va W Prec 1%

R33 315-0201-01 200 Q Yi, W 5%

R34 321-0068-30 49.90, Ye W Prec 1%

R36 32] -0249-30 3.83 kO VY, W Prec 1%

R38 321 -0249-30 3.83 kQ. Ve W Prec 1%

R39 311-0622-00 100 Q, Var

RAO 311-0634-00 500 Q, Var

R42 321-0223-30 2.05 ka. Ve W Prec 1°

R44 321-0210-30 1.5 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R46 311-0643-00 50 Q, Var

R47 321-0111-30 140 Q VY, W Prec 1%

R49 321 -0223-30 2.05 kQ Ye W Prec 1%

R51 321-0285-30 9.09 kQ V,e W Prec 1%

R52 321-0208-30 1.43 kQ Ye W Prec 1%

R54 315-0432-01 4.3 kQ Yi, W 5%

R55 321-0229-30 2.37 kO, Ve W Prec 1%

R56 321 -0286-30 9.31 kQ Va W Prec 1%

R59 321-0285-30 9.09 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R61 315-0512-01 | 5.1 kQ YW 5%

R62 321-0251 -39 4.02 kQ Ye W Prec 1%

R63 321-0193-30 1 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R65 321 -0235-30 2.74 kQ, Va W Prec 1%

R66 311-0605-00 200 Q, Var

R68 321-0152-30 3740 Ve W Prec 1%

R69 311-0605-00 200 2, Var

R71 315-051 2-01 5.1 kQ. Yi, W 5%

R72 32] -0251-30 4.02 ka, Ve W Prec 1%

R73 321-0193-30 1 kQ Ve \W Prec 1%

R75 321 -0235-30 2.74 kQ Ve W Prec 1%
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Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Resistors (cont)

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

R76 311-0692-00 3 kQ, Var

R80 321 -0251-30 4.02 kO VY, W Prec 1%

R81 315-0243-01 24 kQ VY, W 5%

R82 311-0689-00 2 X 10kQ, Var

R83 315-0243-01 24 kQ VY, W 5%

R84 321 -0251-30 4.02 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R85 315-0123-01 12 kQ UW 5%

R87 32] -0313-30 17.8 ka Ye W Prec 1%

R89 321 -0313-30 17.8 ko Ve W Prec 1%

ea) 315-0243-01 24 kO VY, W 5%

R91 311-0607-00 10 ka, Var

R93 311-0607-00 10 kQ, Var

R94 315-0243-01 24 kO VU, W 5%

R95 321 -0255-30 4.42 kO Ve W Prec 1%

R96 315-0392-01 3.9 ko VY, W 5%

R98 315-0392-01 3.9 ka VU, W 5%,

R99 321 -0255-30 4,42 kO, Vg W Prec 1%

R101 321 -0264-30 5.49 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R104 32] -0242-30 3.24 kQ Va W Prec 1%

R106 321-0242-30 3.24 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R108 321 -0264-30 5.49 ko Ve W Prec 1%
R111 321 -0251-30 4.02 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R113 315-0101 -01 100 9 VY, W 5%

R114 321-0201 -30 1.21 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R115 32] -0284-30 8.87 ka, Ve W Prec 1%

R118 321-0251-30 4.02 ko, Ve W Prec 1%
R120 315-0101-01 100 Q 1, W 5%

R123 321 -0213-30 1.62 kO Ve W Prec 1%

R125. 32] -0213-30 1.62 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R128 315-0101-01 100 2 U, W 5%

R131 321 -0289-30 10 ka VY, W Prec 1%

R133 321] -0270-30 6.34 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R134 321 -0318-30 20 ka Ve W Prec 1%
R135 321 -0239-30 3.01 kO Ve W Prec 1%

R137 32] -0239-30 3.01 ka VY, W Prec V%

R139 321] -0289-30 10 kQ V_e W Prec 1%

R143 321-0281 -30 8.25 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R153 315-0102-01 1 ko Vi, W 5%

R160 321 -0452-00 499 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R161 315-0510-01 519 VY, W 5%

R162 315-0620-01 620 VY, W 5%

R163 315-0202-01 2 kQ VU, W 5%

R164 321-0114-30 1509 Ve W Prec 1%

R166 315-0203-01 20 kQ VY, W 5%

R619 315-0333-01 33 kQ VU, W 5%
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Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Resistors (conf)

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

R170 321-0452-00 A499 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R171 315-0510-01 . 51 Q VY, W 5%

R172 315-0620-01 620 VY, W 5%

R173 315-0202-01 2 kQ UY, W 5%

R174 321-0114-30 150 0 Ve W Prec 1%

R176 315-0203-01 20 kQ YW 5%

R191 315-0471 -02 4709 Yi, W 5%

R201 316-0336-01 33 MQ Yi, W

R205 315-0471 -02 4700 YU, W 5%

R206 322-0621 -30 900 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R208 321-0617-30 111 kQ YW Prec 1%

R210 322-0481 -00 1 MQ VY, W Prec 1%

R212 315-0104-02 100 ka Yi, W 5%

R217 315-0512-01 5.1 kQ YW 5%

R218 311-0607-00 10 kQ, Var

R230 315-0472-01 4.7 kQ Yi, W 5%

R232 321 -0240-30 3.09 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R234 315-0101-01 100 Q VY, W 5%

R236 321 -0246-30 3.57 kQ Ye W Prec 1%

R238 32] -0240-39 3.09 kQ Y,e W Prec 1%

R239 315-0101-01 100 2 YU, W 5%

R242 315-0472-01 4.7 kQ UY, W 5%

R244 315-0203-01 20 kQ Yi, W 5%

R246 311-0687-00° 50 kQ, Var

R251 321 -0289-30 10 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R252 321-0297-30 12.1 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R253 321 -0339-30 33.2 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R254 321-0176-30 665 O Va W Prec 1%

R256 321-0289-30 10 kQ Ye W Prec 1%

R257 321 -0245-30 3.48 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R258 321-0268-30 6.04 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R260 321 -0217-30 1.78 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R262 321-0195-30 1.05 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R264 321 -0260-30 4.99 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R290 315-0100-01 10Q Vi, W 5%

R293 315-0100-01 10Q VU, W 5%

R301 315-0102-01 1 ka UY, W 5%

R303 321-0252-30 4.12 kQ V,e W Prec 1%

R304 315-0153-02 15 kQ Yi, W | 5%

R305 321-0281-30 8.25 kQ Ye W Prec 1%

R307 315-0101 -01 100 2 YU, W 5%

R308 315-0822-01 8.2 kO VY, W 5%

R310 315-0201 -01 200 2 YU, W 5%

R31] 321 -0273-30 6.81 ka Ye W Prec 1%

R313 321 -0306-30 15 ka Ve W Prec 1%
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Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Resistors (cont)

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Description

R314 321-0362-30 57.6 kQ Ve W Prec 1%
R316 315-0102-01 1 ka YU, W 5%
R321 315-0152-01 1.5 kQ VU, W 5%,
R323 315-0222-02 2.2 kQ Yi, W 5%
R324 315-0222-02 2.2 kO YU, W 5%

R326 315-0101 -01 100 9 UW 5%,
R328 315-0682-01 6.8 kQ U, W 5%,
R330A 309-0095-00 10 MQ VW Prec 1%
R330B 309-0087-00 5 MQ VY, W Prec 1%
R330C 322-0481 -00 1 MQ VU, W Prec 1%

R330D 322-0481 -00 1 MQ YU, W Prec 1%
R330E 322-0481 -00 1 MQ VU, W Prec 1%
R330F 321-0648-00 500 ka VY, W Prec Yo So
R330G 321-0414-30 200 kQ Ve W Prec 1%
R330H 321 -0385-30 100 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R3305 321-0356-30 49.9 kd VY, W Prec 1%
R333 315-0103-02 10 ka Vi, W 5%,
R334A 311-0688-00 20 ka

R334B 311-0688-00 200 kQ,

R340A 315-0512-01 5.1 ko VU, W 5%,

R342 315-0913-01 91 kQ VU, W 5%
R344 315-0333-01 33 kQ VU, W 5%
R346 321-0247-30 3.65 kQ Ve W Prec 1%
R347 311-0633-00 5kQ, Var

R351 315-0104-02 100 kQ VU, W 5%,

R353 315-0204-01 200 kQ VY, W 5%
R355 315-0472-01 4.7 kQ YU, W 5%
R357 315-0151-01 150 9 VU, W 5%,
R359 315-0102-01 1 ka VU, W 5%
R363 315-0473-01 47 kQ VU, W 5%

R365 315-0752-01 7.5 kQ YU, W 5%
R366 315-0202-01 — 2 kQ VU, W 5%
R367 315-0103-02 10 kQ VY, W 5%
R369 315-0394-01 390 ka VU, W 5%

R372 315-0202-01 2 kQ VU, W 5%

R401 311-0607-00 10 kQ, Var

R402 321-0338-30 32.4 kQ V,e W Prec 1%
R404A 301-0915-00 9.1 MQ Vy \W 5%
R404B 301 -0435-00 4.3 MQ Vo W 5%
R404C 301 -0245-00 2.4 MQ Vo W 5%

R404D 301-0185-00 1.8 MQ VW 5%

RAOAE 301 -0135-00 1.3 MQ VW 5%

R405 315-0623-01 62 kO, Vi, W 5%
R407 315-0134-02 130 kQ VY, W 5%
R409A 311-0691 -00 2 X 20 kQ, Var
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Resistors (cont)

Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

R409B 311-0691-0) 2 X 20kQ, Var

R410 315-0273-01 27 kQ YW 5%,

R411 315-0104-02 100 kQ YU, W 5%

R412 315-0153-02 15 ko UW 5%

R414 315-0472-01 47 kQ YU, W 5%

R416 315-0392-01 3.9 kQ VY, W 5%,

R420 315-0101-01 1009 VY, W 5%

RA22 315-0302-01 3 ka UW 5%,

R424 315-0102-01 1kaQ YU, W 5%

R430 322-0481 -00 1 MQ VW Prec 1%

R431 321-0354-30 47.5 kO Ve W Prec 1%

R433 311-0633-00 5kQ, Var

R437 315-0272-02 2.7 kQ VY, W 5%

R438 315-0472-0] 4.7 ko UW 5%,

R439 311-0644-00 20 kQ, Var

R44] 315-01 53-02 15 ko VU, W 5%

R443 316-0275-01 2.7 MQ VU, W

R444 315-0393-01 39 kQ VU, W 5%

R446 315-0971 5-01 9.1 MQ UW 5%

R450 315-0433-01 43 kQ YU, W 5%,

R45] 315-0472-01 4.7 kQ VU, W 5%,

R452 315-0222-02 2.2 ka VY, W 5%

R454 322-0481 -00 1 MQ VY, W Prec 1%

R455 32] -0338-30 32.4 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R457 322-0481 -00 1 MQ WU, W Prec 1%

R491 315-0100-01 100 Vi, W 5%,

R493 315-0201 -01 200 2 V, W 5%

R503 321 -0308-30 15.8 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R504 321 -0388-30 107 kO Ve W Prec 1%

R506 315-0105-01 1 MQ UW 5%

R510 315-0153-02. 15 ka VU, W 5%,

R512 315-0123-01 12 ka YU, W 5%

R513 311-061 4-09 30 kQ, Var

R514 321-0402-30 150 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R515 323-0470-00 768 kQ YW Prec 1%

R516 315-0103-02 10 kQ Vi, W 5%

R517 315-0102-01 1 ka VU, W 5%

R518 315-0271 -01 2700 VY, W 5%,

R519 315-0102-01 1 ka YU, W 5%,

R523 315-0562-01 5.6 kQ VU, W 5%

R524 315-0122-01 1.2 ka 1, W ~ 5%

R526 315-0102-01 1 ka VU, W 5%,

R528 307-0106-00 A7Q Vi, W 5%

R531 315-0471-01 4709 VU, W 5%
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Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Resistors (cont)

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Disc Description

R534 323-0498-00 1.5 MQ YW Prec 1%

R535 321 -0452-00 499 ka Ve W Prec 1%

R541 315-0102-01 1 ka YU, W 5%,

R547 315-0202-01 2 kQ VY, W 5%

R551 321-0378-30 84.5 kQ _ Vg W Prec 1%

R552 311-0644-00 20 kQ, Var

R553 321 -0351-30 44.2 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R555 321-0348-30 A1.2kO VY, W Prec 1%

R556 315-0474-01 470 ka VY, W 5%

R557 315-0473-01 47 kQ, VU, W 5%

R558 315-0472-01 4.7 kO VU, W 5%,

R561 315-0102-01 1 ka UV, W 5%,

R562 315-0472-01 4.7 kQ VU, W 5%,

R563 315-0470-01 47 2 VW 5%,

R564 321-0334-30 29.4kO Ve W Prec 1%

R565 321-0300-30 13 kO Ve W Prec 1%

R566 311-0633-00 5kQ, Var

R567 321-0331-30 27 AkO VY, W Prec 1%

R568 315-0472-01 4.7 kQ YU, W 5%,

R570 315-0221-01 220 VU, W 5%,

R572 315-0332-02 3.3 ka VU, W 5%

R580 301-0106-00 10 MQ YW 5%

R581 311-0690-00 5 MQ, Var

R582 301-0106-00 10 MQ VY, W 5%

R583 311-0698-00 1 MQ, Var

R584 315-0474-01 470 kQ Selected (nominal value)

R585 311-0690-00 5 MQ, Var

R587 301-0226-00 22 MQ VY, W 5%,

R590 315-0470-01 47 Q WY, W 5%

R591 315-0470-01 47 Q UY, W 5%,

R592 311-0607-00 10 kQ, Var

R593 311-0660-00 200 kQ, Var | .

R594 315-0204-01 200 kQ VW 5%

R596 315-0474-01 470 ka YU, W 5%

R597 311-0606-00 500 kQ, Var

R598 315-0823-01 82 kQ VY, W 5%

Switches

Unwired or Wired

SW2] 260-0621 -01 Lever INPUT AC GND DC

SW25 Wired *262-0820-00 Rotary VOLTS/DIV

SW25 260-0885-00 Rotary VOLTS/DIV

SW45 260-0904-00 Slide X10 VERT GAIN

SW201 260-0888-00 lever TRIG/HORIZ COUPLING
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Switches (cont)

, Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

Unwired or Wired

SW205 260-0905-00 Slide ATTEN 1 X 10 X

SW246 Wired *262-0821-00 Rotary TRIGGER

SW246 260-0886-00 Rotary TRIGGER

SW335 Wired *262-0822-00 Rotary TIME/DIV
SW335 260-0887-00 Rotary TIME/DIV

SW435 260-0904-00 Slide X10 HORIZ MAG
SW501 260-0903-00 Slide POWER ON-OFF

Transformers

7525 *120-0505-00 Toroid
T7538 *120-0504-00 H.V. Power

Electron Tube

V590 *1 54-0519-00 : CRT 13230

@ 
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POWER PACK

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Cki. No. Part No. Disc Description

*016-0119-00 Complete Power Pack

Capacitors

C605 290-0287-00 A7 uF Elect. 25 V

C623 283-0003-01 0.01 uF Cer 150 V

C636 290-0114-01 47 uF Elect. 6V

Semiconductor Device, Diodes

D605 *]52-0107-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N647

D610A,B,C,D(4) *]52-0107-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N647

Dé37 152-0008-00 Germanium

Dé38 152-0008-00 Germanium

D649 152-01 66-00 Zener IN753A 400 mW 6.2V 5%

Fuses

F601 159-0066-00 uA Slo-Blo 115 V operation

F601 159-0065-00 Vg A Fast-Blo 230 V operation

Connecfors

P601 131-0552-00 Motor Base

J611 136-0139-00 Socket, Banana Jack Assy

J612 136-0140-00 Socket, Banana Jack Assy

Inductor

L611A,B *108-0488-00 150 »H

Transistors

Q617 151-0229-00 Silicon 2SD28

Q620 *151-0219-00 Silicon Replaceable by 2N4250

Qé621 151-0224-00 Silicon 2N3692

Q634 *151-0219-00 Silicon Replaceable by 2N4250

Q636 *151-0219-00 Silicon Replaceable by 2N4250

Resistors

R605 315-0472-01 4.7 ko VY, W 5%

R615 308-0463-00 0.30 3 W WW 1%

R619 315-0100-01 100 Y%, W 5%

R620 315-0102-01 1 koa VU, W 5%

R623 315-0471 -02 4702 VU, W 5%
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Resistors (cont)

Electrical Parts List—Type 323

Tektronix Serial/Model No.

Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description

R630 315-0272-02 2.7 kO VY, W 5%,

R633 321-0445-00 422 kQ Ve W Prec 1%

R635 315-0752-01 7.5 kQ 1, W BY,

R637 315-0102-01 1 ka VW 5%

R638 315-0102-01 1 ka YU, W SY

R639 315-0152-01 1.5 kO VU, W 5%,

R64] 315-0272-02 2.7kQ VU, W 5%,

R643 321-0341-30 34.8 kQ VY, W Prec 1%

R644 311-0635-00 1 kQ, Var

Switches

Unwired or Wired

SW612 260-0902-00 Slide EXT DC TRICKLE CHG FULL CHG

Transformers

T601 *]20-0503-00 L.V. Power
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FIGURE AND INDEX NUMBERS

Items in this section are referenced by figure and index numbers to the illustrations

which appear on the pullout pages immediately following the Diagrams section of this

instruction manual. :

INDENTATION SYSTEM

This mechanical parts list is indented to indicate item relationships. Following is an

example of the indentation system used in the Description column.

Assembly and/or Component

Detail Part of Assembly and/or Component

-mounting hardware for Detail Part

Parts of Detail Part

mounting hardware for Parts of Detail Part

mounting hardware for Assembly and/or Component

Mounting hardware always appears in the same indentation as the item it mounts,

while the detail parts are indented to the right. Indented items are part of, and included

with, the next higher indentation. .

Mounting hardware must be purchased separately, unless otherwise specified.

PARTS ORDERING INFORMATION

Replacement parts are available from or through your local Tektronix, Inc. Field Office

or representative.

Changes to Tektronix instruments are sometimes made to accommodate improved

components as they become available, and to give you the benefit of the latest circuit

improvements developed in our engineering department. It is therefore important, when

ordering parts, to include the following information in your order: Part number, instru-

ment type or number, serial or model number, and modification number if applicable.

If a part you have ordered has been replaced with a new or improved part, your

local Tektronix, Inc. Field Office or representative will contact you concerning any change

in part number.

Change information, if any, is located at the rear of this manual.

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

For an explanation of the abbreviations and symbols used in this section, please refer

to the page immediately preceding the Electrical Parts List in this instruction manual.



Mechanical Parts List—Type 323

INDEX OF MECHANICAL PARTS LIST ILLUSTRATIONS

(Located behind diagrams)

FIG. 1 MECHANICAL PARTS

FIG. 2 CABINET

FIG. 3 STANDARD ACCESSORIES



SECTIC

Type 323

N &

MECHANICAL PARTS LIST

FIG. 1 MECHANICAL PARTS

Fig. & Q

Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t as

No. Part No. Eff Disc y 123465 Description

1-1 366-1031-00 1 KNOB, red—VARIABLE CAL

-- eee - knob includes:

213-01 53-00 1 SCREW, set, 5-40 x % inch, HSS

-2 366-1038-00 1 KNOB, gray—VOLTS/DIV

~ ee eee - knob includes:

213-0153-00 2 SCREW, set, 5-40 x Y, inch, HSS

-3. 262-0820-00 1 SWITCH, wired—VOLTS/DIV

- see ee . switch includes:

260-0885-00 1 SWITCH, unwired

670-0575-00 1 ASSEMBLY, circuit board-wired—attenuator

------ - assembly includes:

-4 — 388-0909-00 1 BOARD, circuit—attenuator

- ee eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/board)

-5 — 211-0079-00 4 SCREW, 2-56 x 3/;¢ inch, PHS

-6 210-0001-00 4 LOCKWASHER, #2 internal

Jo-«---+-- 1 RESISTOR, variable

~ 2s eee - resistor includes:

8 ------ 1 WASHER, flat

Q --a+----- 1 NUT (metric)
-+-+--- - mounting hardware: (not included w/resistor)

-10 210-0046-00 1 LOCKWASHER, internal, 0.261 ID x 0.400 inch OD

-11 214-1001-00 1 SPRING, detent :
376-0069-00 1 COUPLING, shaft extension, 1% to 0.80 inch

- see ee - coupling includes:

-12 354-0319-00 1 RING, coupling (w/detent notch)

-13 376-0046-00 1 COUPLING, plastic

-14 354-0251-00 ] RING, coupling

213-0048-00 4 SCREW, set, 4-40 x %/, inch, HSS

-15 384-0683-00. 1. SHAFT, extension

-- eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/switch)

-16 210-0012-00 1 LOCKWASHER, internal, #/, ID x /% inch OD

-17 210-0840-00 1 WASHER, flat, 0.390 ID x %4 inch OD

-18 210-0590-00 1 = NUT, hex., °/-32 x 7/16 inch

-19 366-1031-00 1 KNOB, red—VARIABLE CAL

~-- - +e - knob includes:

213-0153-00 1 SCREW, set, 5-40 x 1%, inch, HSS

-20 366-1038-00 1 KNOB, gray—TIME/DIV

ee - knob includes:

213-0153-00 2 SCREW, set, 5-40 x % inch, HSS
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Mechanical Parts List—Type 323

FIG. 1 MECHANICAL PARTS (cont)

Fig. & Q

Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t ae

No. Part No. Eff Disc Y 123465 Description

1-21 262-0822-00 1 SWITCH, wired—TIME/DIV
------ - switch includes:

260-0887-00 1 SWITCH, unwired

-22 337-0989-00 1 SHIELD, switch, flat

-23 337-0990-00 ] SHIELD, switch, angle
- e+ - + -- - mounting hardware: (not included w/shield)

~ 210-0054-00 2 LOCKWASHER, #4 split

-24 210-0406-00 2 NUT, hex., 4-40 x 3/44 inch

25 - = = - = = 1 RESISTOR, variable

- 2s ee - resistor includes:

26 ------ 1 WASHER, flat

27 ------ 1 NUT (metric)

-~ 4+ - eae - mounting hardware: (not included w/resistor)

-28 210-0046-00 1 LOCKWASHER, internal, 0.261 ID x 0.400 inch OD

-29 214-1001-00 1 SPRING, detent

376-0070-00 1 COUPLING, shaft extension, Vg to Ys inch
-- + --- - coupling includes:

-30 354-0319-00 1 RING, coupling (w/detent notch)

-31 376-0049-00 1 COUPLING, plastic

-32 354-0251-00 1 RING, coupling

213-0048-00 4 SCREW, set, 4-40 x Ye inch, HSS

-33 384-0682-00 1 SHAFT, extension

--- +s - - mounting hardware: (not included w/switch)

-34 210-0840-00 1 WASHER, flat, 0.390 ID x %/;4 inch OD

-35 210-0840-00 1 WASHER, flat, 0.390 ID x %/4 inch OD

-36 210-0590-00 1 ~NUT, hex., %/e-32 x 716 inch

-37. 366-0456-00 1 KNOB, thumbwheel—FOCUS

-- ee ee - knob includes:

213-0048-00 2 SCREW, set, 4-40 x Y% inch, HSS

-38 366-0456-00 1 KNOB, thumbwheel—INTENSITY

------ - knob includes:

213-0048-00 2 SCREW, set, 4-40 x %, inch, HSS

39 ------ 2 RESISTOR, variable

- ee eee - mounting hardware for each: (not included w/resistor

210-0046-00 1 LOCKWASHER, internal, 0.261 ID x 0.400 inch OD

-40 210-0583-00 1 NUT, hex., %-32 x 9/6 inch

-4] 200-0799-00 2 COVER, variable resistor

-42 366-1037-00 1 KNOB, charcoal—TRIGGER

- ee eee - knob includes:

213-0153-00 2 SCREW, set, 5-40 x %/ inch, HSS

-43 262-0821-00 1 SWITCH, wired—TRIGGER

~--+-+--- - switch includes:

260-0886-00 1 SWITCH, unwired

44 -~----- 1 RESISTOR, variable

eee eee - resistor includes:

- ee ee - WASHER, flat

45 ------ 1 NUT (metric)

-- ee - - mounting hardware: (not included w/resistor)

210-0046-00 1 LOCKWASHER, internal, 0.261 ID x 0.400 inch OD
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FIG. 1 MECHANICAL PARTS (cont)

Fig. & Q

Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t eas

No. Part No. Eff Disc y 123465 Description

1- 376-0051 -00 1 COUPLING, shaft extension, 1% to Y/ inch
--- --- - coupling includes:

-46 354-0251-00 2 RING, coupling

-47 376-0049-00 1 COUPLING, plastic
213-0048-00 4 SCREW, set, 4-40 x Ys inch, HSS

----+-- - mounting hardware: (not included w/switch)

210-001 2-00 1 LOCKWASHER, internal, #/, IDx Y% inch OD

210-0840-00 1 WASHER, flat, 0.390 ID x %/;4 inch OD

-48 220-0495-00 1 NUT, hex., °/g-32 x 7/16 inch x Y4¢ inch thick

-49 366-0215-02 1 KNOB, lever, gray—INT TRIG-EXT TRIG

-50 260-0888-00 1 SWITCH, lever—INT TRIG-EXT TRIG
---+-- - mounting hardware: (not included w/switch]

210-0004-00 2 LOCKWASHER, internal, #4 —
210-0406-00 2 NUT, hex., 4-40 x 9/4 inch

-51 366-0215-02 1 KNOB, lever, gray—INPUT

-52 260-0621-01 1 SWITCH, lever—INPUT

wee eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/switch)

210-0004-00 2 LOCKWASHER, internal, #4
-53 210-0406-00 2 NUT, hex., 4-40 x 3/14 inch

-54 260-0903-00 1 SWITCH, slide—POWER
------ - mounting hardware: (not included w/switch)

-55 211-0101-00 2 SCREW, 4-40x 1% inch, 100° csk, FHS

-56 214-0992-00 1 INDICATOR, switch position
-57 366-1039-00 1 KNOB, gray/yellow band—POSITION-10X VERT GAIN

ee ee ee - knob includes:

213-0153-00 1 SCREW, set, 5-40 x Yg inch, HSS

-58 366-1039-00 1) KNOB, gray/yellow band—POSITION-10X HORIZ MAG
~-- eo - - knob includes:

213-0153-00 1 SCREW, set, 5-40 x Y%g inch, HSS

59 ----=-- 2 RESISTOR, variable
we se ee - mounting hardware for each: (not included w/resistor)

-60 210-0046-00 1 LOCKWASHER, internal, 0.261 ID x 0.400 inch OD

-6]1 358-0331-00 1 BUSHING, 0.418 inch OD, 58 MM x 0.75 MM threads

-62 407-0413-00 1 BRACKET, double angle

-63 129-0141-00 1 POST, non metallic, 0.250 OD x 0.300 inches long

-64 407-0408-00 1 BRACKET, slide switch

- ee ee - - mounting hardware: (not included w/bracket)

210-0004-00 2 LOCKWASHER, internal, #4

-65 210-0406-00 2 NUT, hex., 4-40 x 3/6 inch

-66 260-0904-00 1 SWITCH, slide—10X HORIZ MAG

------ - mounting hardware: (not included w/switch)

-67 211-0079-00 2 SCREW, 2-56 x */1¢ inch, PHS

-68 260-0904-00 1 SWITCH, slide—10X VERT GAIN

-- sess - mounting hardware: (not included w/switch)

-69 211-0079-00 2 SCREW, 2-56 x %/4 inch, PHS
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FIG. 1 MECHANICAL PARTS (cont)

Fig. & Q

Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t ae

No. Part No. Eff Disc Y 123465 Description

1-70 352-0084-01 1 HOLDER, neon

-71 378-0541-00 ] LENS, indicator light

-72 200-0609-00 1 COVER, cap, neon holder

-73 337-0983-01 1 SHIELD, CRT

ee - mounting hardware: (not included w/shield)

74 2]1-0038-00 1 SCREW, 4-40x 1% inch, 100° csk, FHS

-75 210-0586-00 1 NUT, keps, 4-40 x 1% inch

--+=---- - CATHODE RAY TUBE

-----+- - tube includes:

-76 331-0193-00 1 MASK, CRT

-77 426-0402-00 1 =FRAME-FILTER ASSEMBLY, light

-78 136-0266-01 1 SOCKET, CRT, 12 pin, w/wiring harness

79 386-1316-00 1 SUPPORT, CRT

-80 348-0003-00 1 GROMMET, rubber, 5/;. inch diameter

-8] 441-0762-00 1 ~~ CHASSIS, main

-- eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/chassis)

-82 210-0586-00 4 NUT, keps, 4-40 x 14 inch

-83 348-0004-00 1 GROMMET, rubber, 3/, inch diameter

-84 348-0031-00 1 GROMMET, plastic, °/32 inch diameter

-85 348-0042-00 1 CLAMP, cable, half, 5/;. inch diameter

~- +s -- - mounting hardware: (not included w/clamp)

210-0801 -00 1 WASHER, flat, 0.140 ID x 0.281 inch OD

-86 210-0586-00 1 NUT, keps, 4-40 x 4% inch

-87 670-0576-00 1 ASSEMBLY, circuit board—MAIN

~ ee eee - assembly includes:

388-091 0-00 1 BOARD, circuit:

-88 136-0220-00 27 SOCKET, transistor, 3 pin

-89 136-0183-00 13 SOCKET, transistor, 3 pin

-90 136-0235-00 5 SOCKET, transistor, dual

-9] 337-1005-00 1 SHIELD, electrical

-92 337-0975-00 2 SHIELD, electrical

-93 337-1004-00 1 SHIELD, electrical (bent) |

wee eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/assembly)

-94 211-0116-00 5 SCREW, sems, 4-40 x 3/;, inch, PHB

-95 670-0578-00 1 ASSEMBLY, circuit board—POWER SUPPLY

— ee - - assembly includes:

388-091 2-00 1 BOARD, circuit board

136-0183-00 2 SOCKET, transistor, 3 pin

346-0032-00 4 STRAP, mousetail (not shown)

96 352-0131-00 1 HOLDER, toroid

------ - mounting hardware: (not included w/holder)

-97 361-0007-00 1 SPACER, plastic, 0.188 inch long

ee eee - mounting hardware: (not included w assembly)

-98 361-0173-00 3 SPACER, sleeve

-99 129-0142-00 3 POST, non metallic, 1% inches long

210-0004-00 2 LOCKWASHER, internal, #4
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Mechanical Parts List—Type 323

FIG. 1 MECHANICAL PARTS (coni)..

Fig. & Q

Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t as

No. Part No. Eff Disc Y 12345 Description

1-100 670-0579-00 1 ASSEMBLY, circuit board—POWER REGULATOR

------ - assembly includes:

388-0913-00 1 BOARD, circuit

-101 136-0220-00 8 SOCKET, transistor, 3 pin

-102 352-0100-00 3 HOLDER, variable resistor

------ - mounting hardware for each: (not included w/holder)

-103 361-0008-00 1 SPACER, plastic, 0.281 inch long

-104 214-0283-00 2 SPRING

--- ses - mounting hardware: (not included w/assembly)

-105 211-0008-00 3 SCREW, 4-40x 1% inch, PHS

-106 337-1006-00 1 SHIELD, electrical, angle (co-netic foil)

016-0119-00 1 ASSEMBLY, power pack

- ee ee - assembly includes:

-107 670-0577-00 | ASSEMBLY, circuit board—BATTERY CHARGER

-- ee ee - assembly includes:

388-091 1-00 1 BOARD, circuit

-108 136-0220-00 4 SOCKET, transistor, 3 pin

-109 214-0506-00 3 CONNECTOR, square pin

-110 214-0507-00 4 CONNECTOR, square pin (angled)

-- ee ee - mounting hardware: (not included w/assembly)

-111 210-0994-00 3 WASHER, flat, 0.125 ID x 0.250 inch OD

-112 210-0004-00 3 LOCKWASHER, internal, #4

210-0201 -00 T LUG, solder, SE #4

-113 210-0406-00 6 NUT, hex., 4-40 x 3/4 inch

-114 343-0119-00 | CLAMP, cable, */32 inch

-115 386-1328-00 1 PLATE, battery box, inside

----+--s - plate includes: ~

1 INSULATOR, fish paper

--- eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/plate)

-116 211-0008-00 5 SCREW, 4-40 x 4% inch, PHS

-117 386-1327-00 1 PLATE, battery box, outside

~-+ +--+ - mounting hardware: (not included w/plate}

-118 211-0101-00 6 SCREW, 4-40 x % inch, 100° csk, FHS

-119 343-0148-00 2 CLAMP, battery retaining

-120 105-0063-00 2 STRIKE, post

-121 211-0025-00 2 SCREW, 4-40 x 9 inch, 100° csk, FHS |

146-0012-00 1 __~- BATTERY SET, spot-welded together and taped

------ - battery set includes:

-122 146-0011-00 6 BATTERY, ni-cad cell, 1.8 inch A.H.

-123 214-1013-00 2 INSULATOR, plate, foam

-124 136-0140-00 1 SOCKET, banana jack, charcoal

-- eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/socket}

-125 210-0223-00 1 LUG, solder, 4 IDx 7/1, inch OD, SE

-126 210-0465-00 1 NUT, hex., 4-32 x 3/g imch

-127 136-0139-00 1 SOCKET, banana jack, red

------ - mounting hardware: (not included w/socket)

-128 210-0223-00 1 LUG, solder, 4%; IDx 7% inch OD, SE

-129 210-0465-00 1 NUT, hex., %4-32 x 3/g inch



Mechanical Parts Lisi—Type 323

FIG. 1 MECHANICAL PARTS (cont)

Fig. & Q
Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t reer

No. Part No. Eff Disc Y 412345 Description

1-130 352-0132-00 1 HOLDER, Tip jack
- = +--+ - mounting hardware: (not included w/holder)

-131 213-0107-00 | SCREW, thread forming, 4-40 x 1% inch, 100° csk, FHS

-132 131-0552-00 1 CONNECTOR, with fuse holder
~- + - - mounting hardware: (not included w/connector)

-133 211-0101-00 2 SCREW, 4-40 x 1%, inch, 100° csk, FHS

-134 200-0813-00 1 COVER, fuse
135 ------ , 1 TRANSFORMER

-~----- - mounting hardware: (not included w/transformer]
-136 211-0021-00 2 SCREW, 4-40x 11% inches, RHS

210-0906-00 3 WASHER, fiber, 1% ID x '84%4 inch OD
210-0201 -00 1 LUG, solder, SE #4

-137 210-0406-00 2 NUT, hex., 4-40 x 3/4 inch

-138 260-0902-00 1 SWITCH, slide—EXT DC TRICKLE CHG FULL CHG
~ = ee ee - mounting hardware: (not included w/switch}

-139 211-0119-00 2 SCREW, 4-40 x 1% inch, 100° csk, FHS

-140 ------ 1 TRANSISTOR
- ee eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/transistor)

-141 214-1025-00 ] INSULATOR, mica

-142 211-0510-00 2 SCREW, 6-32 x 8/, inch, PHS
-143 210-0811-00 2 WASHER, fiber, shouldered, #6
-144 210-0802-00 2 WASHER, flat, 0.150 ID x 5A, inch OD
-145 210-0202-00 ] LUG, solder, SE #6
-146 210-0006-00 ] LOCKWASHER, internal, #6
-147 210-0407-00 2 NUT, hex., 6-32 x % inch

-148 214-0993-00 1 HEAT SINK, transistor

-149 348-0055-00 | GROMMET, plastic, 4% inch diameter
348-0031 -00 ] GROMMET, plastic, °/32 inch diameter (not shown),

-150 179-1207-00 ] WIRING HARNESS, battery

-151 129-0135-00 2 POST, metallic, 4.31 inches long

- =e eee - mounting hardware for each: (not included w/post)

-152 211-0101-00 1 SCREW, 4-40 x 1% inch, 100° csk, FHS
-153 211-0038-00 1 SCREW, 4-40 x 5/4, inch, 100° csk, FHS

-154 129-0136-00 1 POST, metallic, 3.120 inches long
----+-- - mounting hardware: (not included w/post)

-155 211-0038-00 1 SCREW, 4-40 x 4/44 inch, 100° csk, FHS

-156 129-0136-00 1 POST; metallic, 3.120 inches long
- ee eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/post}

-157 211-0101-00 1 SCREW, 4-40x 1% inch, 100° csk, FHS
211-0038-00 1 SCREW, 4-40x 5/6 inch, 100° csk, FHS
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Mechanical Parts List—Type 323

FIG. 1 MECHANICAL PARTS (cont)

Fig. & Q

Index Part No. Serial/Model No. t was

No. Tektronix Eff Disc Y 12345 Description

1-158 105-0062-01 1 CATCH, friction

we eee = - mounting hardware: (not included w/catch)

-159 210-0948-00 1 WASHER, flat, 0.166 ID x 0.216 inch OD

210-0802-00 1 WASHER, flat, 0.150 ID x 4/;4 inch OD

210-0994-00 1 WASHER, flat, 0.125 ID x 0.250 inch OD

-160 211-0140-00 1 SCREW, shoulder, 4-40 x 0.775 inch, HHS

-161 441-0763-00 1 CHASSIS, support, shield ,

-- ses - mounting hardware: (not included w/chassis)

-162 211-0101-00 1 SCREW, 4-40x 1% inch, 100° csk, FHS

-163 210-0801-00 1 WASHER, flat, 0.125 ID x 0.250 inch OD

-164 210-0004-00... 1 LOCKWASHER, internal, #4

-165 210-0406-00 1 NUT, hex., 4-40 x 9/16 inch

-166 210-0586-00 4 NUT, keps, 4-40x % inch

-167 337-0974-00 1 SHIELD, electrical, high voltage box

-- ee ee - mounting hardware: (not included w/shield)

-168 211-0101-00 1 SCREW, 4-40x 14% inch, 100° csk, FHS

-169 210-0801 -00 1 WASHER, flat, 0.125 ID x 0.250 inch OD

-170 210-0004-00 1 LOCKWASHER, internal, #4

-171 210-0406-00 1 NUT, hex., 4-40 x 3/4 inch

-172 210-0586-00 3 NUT, keps, 4-40 x 1% inch

-173 348-0067-00 1 GROMMET, plastic, 5/14 inch diameter

-174 348-0055-00 2 GROMMET, plastic, 4% inch diameter

-175 337-0984-00 1 SHIELD, electrical attenuator

-- 5-5 -- - mounting hardware: (not included w/shield)

-176 211-0008-00 1 SCREW, 4-40 x 14 inch, PHS

-177 344-0124-00 1 CLIP, retainer, capacitor

----- _ - mounting hardware: (not included w/clip)

-178 213-0120-00. 1 SCREW, thread forming, 2-32 x 1% inch, PHS

-179 352-0135-00 1 HOLDER, spare fuses

------ - mounting hardware: (not included w/holder)

-180 361-0007-00 2 SPACER, plastic, 0.188 inch long

-181 386-1314-00: 1 PLATE, sub-panel, side

------ - mounting hardware: (not included w/bracket}

-182 210-0004-00 1 LOCKWASHER, internal, #4

-183 210-0406-00 1 ~~ NUT, hex., 4-40 x 3/4 inch

-184 211-0008-00 1 SCREW, 4-40 x 1% inch, PHS

-185 333-1028-01 1 PANEL, side

-186 260-0905-00 1 SWITCH, slide—ATTEN

- = - 2 - - mounting hardware: (not included w/switch)

-187 211-0073-00 2 SCREW, 2-56 x 7/32 inch, 82° csk, FHS



Mechanical Parts List—Type 323

FIG. 1 MECHANICAL PARTS (cont)

Fig. & Q

Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t age

No. Part No. Eff Disc Y 12345 Description

1-188 131-0106-00 1 CONNECTOR, coaxial, 1 contact, BNC (with hardware)

~-- ee ee - mounting hardware: (not included w/connector)

-189 210-0255-00 1 LUG, solder, 3/, inch

-190 136-0140-00 2 SOCKET, banana jack, charcoal

--- +s - mounting hardware for each: (not included w/socket)

-19] 210-0895-00 1 WASHER, insulating

-192 210-0223-00 1 LUG, solder, % ID x 716 inch, OD, SE

-193 210-0465-00. 1 NUT, hex., 4-32 x 9/g inch

-194 131-0274-00 1 CONNECTOR, coaxial, insulated, 1 contact, BNC (with

hardware)

-195 129-0103-00 1 ASSEMBLY, binding post
-- e+ -- - assembly includes:

129-0077-00 1 POST, binding

200-0103-00 1 CAP, binding post
~-- eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/post)

-196 210-0223-00 1 LUG, solder, %4 ID x 7/4 inch OD, SE
-197 210-0455-00 1 NUT, hex., 14-28 x 3/g inch

-198 386-1317-00 1 -PLATE, sub-panel, rear (inner)
-199 213-0171-00 1 =THUMBSCREVW,, plastic
-200 333-1027-01 1 PANEL, front
-201 386-1313-01 1 PLATE, front sub-panel
-202 337-0973-00 1 SHIELD, voltage

~ 2 eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/shield)

-203 211-0101-00 2 SCREW, 4-40x 1% inch, 100° csk, FHS
-204 210-0586-00 2 NUT, keps, 4-40 x 1% inch

-205 211-0008-00 1 SCREW, 4-40x 1% inch, PHS

-206 179-1210-00 1 WIRING HARNESS, main

-207 179-1208-00 1 WIRING HARNESS, voltage

-208 179-1209-00 1 WIRING HARNESS, switch

-209 348-0031 -00 1 GROMMET, 4/32 inch diameter
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Mechanical Parts List—Type 323

FIG. 2 CABINET

Fig. & Q
Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t eas

No. Part No. y 123465 Description

2-1 390-0026-00 1 CABINET

-2 386-1315-01 1 SUB-PANEL, rear, outer

-3 386-1318-00 1 PANEL, rear

-4 — 348-0138-00 8 FOOT

-5 367-0084-00 1 HANDLE

------ - handle includes:

-6 344-1171-00 1 TAG, identification

-7 — 129-0148-00 2 POST, metallic, 6-32 tap

-8 386-1339-00 2 PLATE, brake, friction, inner
9 386-1331-00 2 PLATE, brake, friction, outer
-10 210-0153-00 4 WASHER, spring tension

-11 200-0819-00 2 COVER, handle, brake
-12 132-0084-00 2 SPACER, plastic, 0.450 dia x 0.050 inch long
-13. 213-0179-00 2 SCREW, cap, 6-32 threads
-14. 213-0170-00 1 THUMBSCREW, cabinet

-- eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/thumbscrew}
354-0324-00 1 RING, retaining (not shown)
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016-0119-00

016-0112-00

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

1

1

POWER PACK

COVER, protective, oscilloscope

ACCESSORIES

Fig. & Q

Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t ae

No. Part No. Eff Disc Y 12345 Bech eanan

3-1 016-0247-00 1 VIEWING HOOD

-2. 161-0043-00 1 CABLE ASSEMBLY, power, 6 foot

-3 010-0223-00 1 PROBE PACKAGE, P6049

-4_ 200-0812-00 1 COVER, panel

-5 — 103-0013-00 1 ADAPTER, 3 to 2 wire

-6 426-0403-00 1 FILTER, light, smoke gray

-7 —_012-0089-00 ] CORD, patch, BNC to banana, 6 inch, red

-8 — 103-0033-00 1 ADAPTER, BNC to binding post

346-0051 -00 1 STRAP ASSEMBLY (not shown)

016-0113-00 1 ACCESSORY PACK (not shown)

070-0750-00 2 MANUAL, instruction (not shown)

TYPE 323 OSCILLOSCOPE
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DIAGRAMS

SECTION 9

The following symbols are used on the diagrams:

CZ Screwdriver adjustment

Externally accessible conirol or con-

nector.
|

Clockwise control rotation in direc-
tion of arrow.

> Refer to indicated diagram.

NS
>

Connection to circuit board made

with pin connector.

Blue line encloses components lo-

cated on circuit board.

a Connection soldered to circuit board.
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Typical voltages and waveforms are printed on the schematics

with blue ink. The voltages were taken with a non-loading voltmeter.

The waveforms are reproductions of photographs obtained with a

Tektronix C12 Camera System and Projected Graticule installed on an

oscilloscope with a 7 MHz vertical bandwidth, 1 mV/division sensitivity,

and an input impedance of 1 MQ in parallel with 20 pF. Some slight

deviations from the voltages and waveforms can be expected between

individual Type 323 Oscilloscopes. Variations may also be introduced

because of the type of test equipment involved in reproducing the volt-

ages or waveforms.

VOLTAGE comparisons should be made under the following con-

ditions:

Diagram Number Type 323 Oscilloscope Setup

1, 2, 4, 6, 7 Power Source Any |

VOLTS/DIV 20

VARIABLE CAL

TIME/DIV EXT HORIZ

VAR CAL :

INTENSITY Fully CCW

POWER ~ ON

POSITION Knobs in and set

controls to midrange

TRIGGER Midrange

Trig/Horiz — |
Coupling INT TRIG - AC

3 Same as above, except:

TRIGGER + AUTO

8 Power Pack disconnected and re-

moved from the Type 323 Oscillo-

scope. See Operating Instructions

section for removal information.

Power Pack connected to 115-V, 60

Hz AC line source.

Power Pack switch set at TRICKLE

CHG.

(Continued on diagram <2>)
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WAVEFORM comparisons should be made under the following

conditions except as noted on individual schematics:

Diagram Number Equipment Setup

1, 2 Type 323 Oscilloscope

Voltage Any

Source

VOLTS/DIV. 5 DIV CAL

VARIABLE CAL

TIME/DIV .] ms

VARIABLE CAL

POWER ON

INTENSITY Minimum intensity

consistent with

good viewing

POSITION Knobs in and

Controls display centered

TRIGGER + AUTO ,

Trig/Horiz INT TRIG - AC nf
Coupling , =

POWER ON |

Test Oscilloscope = |
ce

Externally triggered by positive =
slope from Type 323 Oscilloscop —e

CAL OUT

Sweep Rate 0.5 ms/division

3, 4, 6 Same as for diagrams 1 and 2,

except:

Type 323 Oscilloscope TIME/DIV at

50 ps

(Continued on diagram > )
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Equipment Setup
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Power Regulator circuit board

swung out of compartment for

access. See Maintenance section

for instructions.

Power

Source

VOLTS/DIV

TIME/DIV

INTENSITY

POSITION

Controls

TRIGGER

POWER

Test Oscilloscope

7.5 V EXT DC

(AC or internal

battery power

may be used, but

deviations in

pulse amplitude

and frequencies

will be noted).

20

EXT HORIZ

Fully CCW

Knobs in and set

to midrange

Midrange

ON

Externally triggered by positive

slope from terminal | of the Power

Supply circuit board.

Sweep Rate 10 us/division

Type 323 Oscilloscope

Power Pack disconnected and re-

moved from the Oscilloscope. See

Operating Instructions section for

removal information.

Power Pack

Switch
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Oscilloscope

Time/division

Triggering

Slope
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TO: TP Routing DEPT:

=ROM: Dave Robertson _. DEPT: Finished Products QC

SUARJECT: 323 Change 1 pare. August $, 1969

OLD 
. | 

NEW

August 8, 1969/A

August 8, 1969/A
of

ces TSé

Joe Lenton

Roger Haight (3)

Keith Summerill

PE=PEY



303

304

305

306

307

308

01

102

303

104.

05

106

}07

LF _ TRIGGER

+ and - on .25 div of

30Hz

EE EXD

+ and - on 60mV of 30Hz

AC LF REJ

no Eiate On 125) dL vos

5kHz

EXT TRIGGER LEVEL RANGE

'+ and - .85V

EXT HORIZ BAL

SS daty

DEFLECTION FACTOR

.25V/div, + 20%

EXT HORIZ VARIABLE

iMG }E aL 5 Saebijal

EXT HORIZ ATTEN

20S 4/27

10X ATTEN COMPENSATION

check for flat top

EXT HORIZ AC

proper selection

EXT HORTZ INPUT CAPACITY

62pF + 4pF

EXT HORIZ BANDWIDTH

| 2 15kHz

EXT BLANKING

2 5VOLTS

May 23, 1969 August 8, 1969

1001

1002

1003

1004

1005

1006

1007

1101

1102

LOS

1104

1201

1202

MAG REGIS

<1 div shift

HORIZ X1 GAIN

ae hil

LINEARITY

3%,

SWEEP LENGTH

LOQ5 tor tiedaiy

HORIZ POSITION RANGE

positions past center

X10 HORIZ GAIN

+ 3%

LINEARITY

t 47,

VARIABLE TIME/DIV

2,5 ° 0, min

TIMING MAG OFF

22

X10 HORIZ MAG

£37

CAL RISETIME

== ns

CAL REP RATE

750Hz + 200Hz

DUTY CYCLE

- 45 to 55%

323

1203 VERTECAL AC COUPLED

BANDWIDTH

<2Hz



PROCEDURE NOTES
—

REP RATE —

750Hz + 200Hz

DUTY CYCLE:

45-557,

, 
“AG

COUPLED
BANDWIDTH
< 2H

May 23, 1969

1201 SET = X10 HORIZ MAG off TIME/DIV to .2mS

CHECK = time of one cycle for 5.2 - 9,1 div

-- 1202 SET | = TIME/DIV to .1ms . ,

ADJUST - TIME/DIV VARIABLE for 1 cycle in 10 div

August 8, 1969/A 393
\

Page 12 of 12



SONY /TERTRONTA —_ re

INSTRUMENT MODIFICATION NOTICE

INST. 323 | LOCATION 670-0578-00 S/N. EFF, DATE. MOD # 14536202

REASON FOR CHANGE: | | ee
|

To éliminate unrezsonable replacement to be ret specification.
If ¢550 and C560 spread below- 10%, respective voltage cannot meet regul tion spec
"Tf C545 is below 22pF, repple in 14V supply exceeds spec. “y |

DESCRIPTION OF CHANG:

Change tolerance from 20% to 10% for~A7uF (C550, C560) ©

and from +20% to +20%, -0% for 22nF (C545)

REMOVE:

CKT, NO. QUANT. DESCRIPTION - | PART IO KIT SEQ. “INST.

C550 © 2 ATP Elect. 6V +20% 290-0114-01 670-0578-00 010 323

c560 
;

C545 1 22uF Blect. 15V +20% 290-0134-O1 670-0578-00 010 323

ADD: -

C550 2 A7pF +10% Elect. 6V “290-0114-02 670-0578-00 ‘010 423
C560 | a . .

C545. 1 22uP +2696 Elect. 15V *¥290-0134-02 670-0578-00 010 . 323-

: DEPT. OF ORIGIN Test S/T

ew rt be eek Ne BY | F. Nakamura
ew A 2 Bo ae Sh A fp me bg

DATE SUBMITTE 2-8-69

EFFECTIVE Urgency ff __3
" ee | FROM
4 gee ">. ¢ ys

MOTE Crees we fy) ate) a / , ; 18 '
beri A Oe



SONY /THeePRON IX

INSPRUMGUT MODIPTCATTON NOTICE

i)“aC)3

c

7"FOR CHANGE

MOCRTPEION OF CGrANGE:

Chinge the value

"ATTIOV Eg

"ar, NO. QUANT, DESCRIPTION

20KQ EN 5%R244 1

IDB:

R244 1

For Japaa fe) cf oD Ct):NN= VI© oe) —~] © }—

To increase Trigger control range.

n Market

LOCATION 262-0821-00 S/N 390916 EFF. DATE

of R244 from 20K to 18K2.

PART NO,

3-42.49 MOD if M14535_393

¢

315-0203-01

ato
=

315-0183-02

O10 323262-0821-00

262-0821-00 ‘010 423

Test 9/TDEPT. OF ORIGIN

BY F. Nakamura

DATE SUBMITTED _ 2-10-69

2Urgency #

ni oN fa



SONY /TEKTRONIX

INSTRUMENT 1 LODIFICATION NORICE

INST. 323 LOCATION _670-0576-00 S/M_ 300766 EVP. DATE 9.37.69 MOD #y1s544_292

| pe :
RUASON FOR CHANGE: | a , |

|Insufficient adjustable range of gain pot R69 due to recent trend of higher iB
transistor, higher sensitive CRT and lower, value of gain pot.

DESCRIPVION OF CHANGHSs |

Change the value of R68 from 3002 to 3402.

REMOVE: | | |

cer, NO. QUANT, DESCRIPTION PART NO. KIT SEQ. ‘INST.

ROB 1 3002 1% +/gw 321-0808-00 670-0576-00 010 323

ADD: -

R68 1 33002 1% 1/aw *391-0824-30 670-0576-00 O10 323

DEPT. OF ORIGIN Test S/T

BY FP, Nakamura

DATE SUBMIPTED 2-1-69
4 Meu Sov c YALE Fs |

ee oe Ur rgen oy i Z)

“PPE Gg Tve
Yor! FROM

Von Pee Ae he oe RZ qi-aoPOe-o¢ , S/N 366 , | .



TYPE 323

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC CORRECTION

CHANGE TO:

ROS 321-0824-30 330 2 1/8 W 1%

$14 534/269



TYPE 323

CHANGE TO:

R68

TENT SN 300306

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC CORRECTION

321-0808-00 3002 1/8W

M14, 518/1058

1p



TYPE 323

CHANGE TO:

C25C

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC CORRECTION

283-0617-01 4700 pF 300 V Mica

S14 ,524,/1068

ers OE ng



TYPE 323

ELECTRICAL PARTS AND SCHEMATIC CORRECTIONS

CHANGE TO:

R244 , 315-0183-02 18 kQ 1/4 W | 5%

$14 ,535/269



TYP
E 3

23

CHA
NGE

 TO:

C54
5

c55
0

C56
0

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST CORRECTIONS

290-
0134

-02

290-
0114

-02

290-0114~0
2

22 WE

47 WE

47 WE

yw

meee 
1I5 V

Elect
. 

6V
 

7

Elec
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$14 5
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an

TEXT CORRECTION Ah
il

Section 2 Operating Instructions

Page 2-7 External DC-Powered Operation

CHANGE: the CAUTION to read:

Do not apply reverse polarity to the EXT DC

POWER connectors. It will blow the high voltage

fuse.

68/1068



LYPE 423

CHANGE TO:

R515

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST CORRECTION

rman aaa i sccm eraaaaaaaaaaaaasassaaacasscaaaaaaascaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasaaaaaaaaaasaaaaaa amass iasasaauansmenasscmmmmmmmmmmmmassassammssasmsssmmcccmmsaseassasaaaaaaaaaiAsaAa i CCGG A QA A A AAUUL!’LRE, , ————__—<—<—i—i—i—iS—S———— TTT

}
Ld <

;

:

: :

—— —C4/668

301-0514-00 510 kQ 1/2 W



TYPE 323 _ oe Page 1 of 3

TEXT CORRECTION

Section 1 Specification

Page 1-6 Column 2, line 2

CHANGE: "96'' to read "90"

Section 2 Operating Instructions

Page 2-4 Column 2

CHANGE: CAUTION to read:

Reverse polarities applied to the

EXT DC POWER connectors will blow

the high voltage fuse. |

Section 3 . Circuit Description

Page 3-1 Introduction

CHANGE: line 5 to read as follows:

Numbers are used extensively on the schematics fore.o"

Section 4+ Maintenance

| Page 4-2 Troubleshooting Basic Components, Transistors and Diodes

CHANGE: "quality" in line 1 to read "quantity"

Page 4-15 Fig. 4-13, Q4i diagram

Exchange the C and & labels on both the left and right sides of the transistor base.

03/568



Page 2 of 3 , , ; TYPE 323

Section 6 Calibration

Page 6-16 Fig. 6-11

‘Disregard waveforms (A) and (B). Substitute waveform shown below for waveform (A).

Approximately ~~ ~~ | t | |
. +

t , )
4 oe + 4 4 rome ‘aoe ‘ae 4 jenna oo one oe

en a a . t r m— ames ~— , rT r me

. +

division

oe Fig. 611A oo

CHANGE: Step 25.as follows:

£. Set the “square-wave generator for a one kHz-five-division display on

the test oscilloscope (disregard overshoot or rounding and set for five

divisions between trailing corners of waveform).

Se CHECK--Test oscilloscope display for about one-division front-corner

rounding at normal CRT intensity, similar to Fig. 6-11A.

h. ADJUST - C201 (see Fig. 6-11C) for about one-division front-corner

rounding as shown in Fig. 6-114. More rounding may reduce triggering circuit

frequency response and less rounding may produce unstable triggering.

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST CORRECTION

CHANGE TO: ,

C250 283-0617-01 | 4700 pF Mica 300V 10%

0554 /283-0003-Ol (0.01 pF Cer 150 V

9215 ~ 451-1018-00 Silicon FET

63/568



TYPE 323 | | , , Page 3 of 3

CHANGE TO (cont'd):

R95 321-0255-30 bo42k2 1/8W Prec 1%

R254 321-0176-30 - 665 2 1/8 W = Pree 1%

Page 7-12

DELETE:

R644 311-0635-00 1 kQ, Var

section 9 | Diagrams

VERTICAL PREAMPLIFIER (1)

ADD: the following:

NOTE: Some instruments have a selected capacitor with a value

of between O and 20 pF connected from the R80 - R81 junction

to the R83 - R84 junction

POWER REGULATION & CRT <p,

CHANGE: R512 from 32.4 K to 12K

03/568



INSTRUMENT MODIFICATION NOTICE

INST. 323 LOCATION Trigger Gen. S/N See BelowEFF, DATE MoD £114531-323

Japan

REASON FOR CHANGE: |

Unable to meet 4 MHz triggering specifications.

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE:

Change value of C252 from 18 pF cer. cap to a 100 pF cer. cap
located adjacent to Q215 on Main ckt. board kit 670-0576-00.

See below for partial circuit diagram location.

REHOVE $ _ ,

CKT, NO, QUANT. ESCRIPTION PART NO. KIT SEQ. INST.

C252 1 Cap. cer. 18 pF 500V Sho 281-0578-00 670-0576-00

ADD;

C252 1 Cap.-cer. 100 pF 350V 20% 281-0523-00 670-0576-00

+5V a >) a

(DCPL) (DCPL)
£ és

R251
C252

LOK _, LOOpt

an
a To

changed
maim AV AVAVAY,

R252

12.1K

(DGPL)
=5V

PARTIAL TRIGGER GENERATOR

CIRCUIT

@ és) ry ep) wsJGEPT. OF ORIGIN TF

Note: Starting S/N at Sony/Tek 2300306.
~ BY F, Nakamura

Starting S/N and effective date at

Beaverton/Tek will be furnished at DATE SUPMTITTSD 10«10-68

a later date.

LC
. ? Jt rst ATT! Sea a:

ID/jm 7i REWGRK THRU TEST


